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ABSTRACT 

Pueblito sites include masonry structures and forked-stick hogans in defensible positions 

in the traditional Navajo homeland of Din^tah. Pueblitos have been a key piece of evidence used 

to infer a massive immigration of Puebloans into the Navajo country following the Spanish 

Reconquest of New Mexico. Archaeological and tree-ring evidence places the sites in their proper 

temporal and geographic perspectives and suggests that immigration has been overstated as a 

factor in models of Navajo cultural development. An expanded pueblito site tree-ring database 

illuminates early Navajo wood use behavior, the temporal and spatial patterning of pueblito site 

occupations, and relationships between climate and the Navajo occupation and abandonment of 

DinStah. 

Wood use behaviors identified at the pueblito sites include construction with freshly cut and 

stockpiled timbers, beam reuse, repair and remodeling of structures, and dead wood use. Different 

selection criteria by the builders, combined with differential preservation, have resulted in different 

qualitative and quantitative data for pueblitos and foriced-stick hogans. The wood use model 

developed has serious implications for dating eariy Navajo structures. 

The tree-ring and archaeological data indicate that most pueblitos are neither temporally nor 

spatially related to Puebloan immigration or the Spanish Reconquest. Masonry structures and 

hogans at the sites are contemporaneous and were constructed by Navajos for protection against 

Lite raiders. Furthermore, most pueblitos were occupied for relatively short periods of time and the 

regional population density was much lower than has been previously assumed. 

A dendroclimatic reconstruction indicates that the 1300s and late 1400s were both periods 

of relatively stable and favorable conditions that may have facilitated Navajo entry into the Dinetah. 

The drought of 1748, often cited as a cause of the abandonment of the Din6tah, was a single-year 

event and probably not a "push" in the abandonment. 

The wide geographic distribution of eariy Navajo settlement has been ignored because of 
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the spectacular nature of and good preservation in pueblitos. A new model of Navajo ethnogenesis 

is based on a different early Navajo population distribution and a variety of other means of 

incorporating non-Athapaskan elements into Navajo culture. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND TO THE PROBLEM 

The Navajos consisted of two cuKurally distinct populations in the first decade or so after 1700-
Athat)askans and Puebloans-that were rapidly fusing. Although scholars have tended to view the 
Navajos as Athabaskans whose culture had absort)ed puebloan cultural traits, we prefer to see them 
as biological and cultural hybrids, neither Athabaskan nor Puebloan, but a product of both. As a 
cuKurally distinct population, the Navajos developed in the Din^tah during the first decades of the 
eighteenth century ^ailey and Bailey 1986:15). 

INTRODUCTION 

Bailey and Bailey's assessment of Navajo history and cultural development was made only 

a decade ago, but represents the assumptions, both implicit and explicit, of many archaeologists, 

anthropologists, and historians for much of this century. The idea that a large number of Puebloans 

fled the Spaniards' Reconquest of their Rio Grande villages in the late seventeenth century and 

helped create Navajo culture has been a standard interpretation for many years. One of the major 

sources of data used by all three disdplines to support this interpretation has been a class of 

archaeological sites in northwestern New Mexico known as the pueblitos of Din^tah. Some 

pueblitos have been investigated since the eariy days of Southwestern archaeology (Kidder 1913, 

1920). It is somewhat ironic, therefore, that despite having been known in the archaeological 

literature for neariy eight decades, these sites have never been the subject of a comprehensive 

archaeological investigation. This dissertation is a first attempt to assess a large number of 

puebiito sites and evaluate their role in Navajo culture history using archaeological, historical, and 

ethnographic data. As an eighteenth century phenomenon, and for many years the eariiest well 

dated Navajo sites, pueblitos have played a critical role both temporally and geographically in 

interpretations of Navajo culture history and development. Temporally, the tree-ring dates from 

pueblitos provided confirmation of the eariy historic period Navajo occupation of the Upper San Juan 

area described in historical documents. Geographically, the Din^tah pueblitos demonstrated Navajo 

occupation of an area from which their territorial expansion could have occurred. The lack of 
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research on pueblito sites themselves, however, has meant that they could be used to support 

several different theories of Navajo occupation of the northern Southwest and of Navajo cultural 

development in the Din^tah. 

The Din^h is a relatively ill-defined area that includes the Largo and Gobemador drainages 

of northwestem New Mexico, is known as the Navajo ancestral homeland, and is the location of 

many of the eariiest Navajo archaeological sites. Various definitions of Din^tah have been 

proposed, including an area within a 30-mile radius of Gobemador Knob, anyplace where 

Gobemador Polychrome ceramics and pueblitos co-occur, and all lands between the four sacred 

mountains (Towner and Dean 1996). Following Roessel (1983), in this dissertation I use a relatively 

conservative definition of Din^h, although the boundaries are still rather ambiguous: the eastem 

boundary is the continental divide, the westem boundary is Blanco Canyon, the southern boundary 

is approximately the Rio Am'ba-Sandoval County line, and the northem boundary is just north of the 

Colorado-New Mexico state line (Figure 1). The central part of Din^tah includes the Largo, 

Gobemador, and La Jara drainages west of the continental divide; the northem part includes the 

Navajo Reservoir and drainages, such as Pump Canyon, that enter the San Juan River from the 

north, and extends to the La Plata Mountains in Colorado. This definition purposely excludes areas 

such as Chacra Mesa (Vivian 1960), Big Bead Mesa (Keur 1941), and Cebolleta (Carroll 1979) that 

may have supported substantial Navajo populations in the early 1700s. Those areas, however, have 

not typically been included in definitions of Din^tah (Roessel 1983), primarily because most 

archaeologists infer that they were occupied later than the Largo-Gobemador area. Although 

masonry pueblitos are not restricted to the Oin^tah, the largest number of documented pueblitos 

(Brugge 1972b; Towner 1996) are located there. Pueblitos are small stone structures typically built 

on boulders, mesa rims, and other prominent topographic features (Figure 2). They range in size 

from one to more than forty rooms, but most contain 4-5 rooms and are often associated with foriced-

stick hogans (Figure 3) and a few other structure types. Some sites classified as pueblitos contain 

no masonry buildings, but consist of foriced-stick hogans in inaccessible locations protected by 
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Figure 1. Map of the Din^tah. 
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Figure 2. Photograph of Truby's Tower (LA 2434). 

Figure 3. Photograph of standing forited-stick hogan on Frances Mesa. 
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small masonry walls or other features. This definition does not include forked-stick hogan sites in 

open areas that lack associated masonry construction. In addition to the masonry construction, 

which has been interpreted as an introduction of Puebloan Refugees, many pueblitos contain other 

intemal features, such as "hooded" fireplaces (Figure 4) interpreted as non-Navajo innovations. 

PueWito also often contain "loopholes" and "false" entryways that have been cited as evidence of 

a defensive function. 

Figure 4. Photograph of hooded fireplace at Frances Canyon Ruin 
(LA 2135). 
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PREVIOUS RESEARCH 

Throughout much of this century, early Navajo culture history and adaptation have been 

defined in terms of linguistic models, limited historical documents, and sparse archaeological 

research. Much of what is known about Navajo culture is derived from historical documents and 

ethnographies that discuss the period after the Navajos' incarceration at Ft. Sumner. In addition, 

most descriptions of Navajo culture by eariy ethnographers and anthropologists stressed the 

influences of other cultures on the Navajo. Thus, independent archaeological data from Navajo sites 

has contributed little to the currently accepted diachronic view of Navajo culture history. It is only 

through the use of detailed archaeological, dendrochronological, and other data, however, that a 

more complete picture of the dynamics of the eariy Navajo occupation of the northern Southwest 

can be delineated. The following discussion is necessarily limited, however, to the period from initial 

contact through the eariy 1800s; this includes the period of occupation of the pueblitos and the 

abandonment of Din^h, but omits many changes in Navajo cutture that occurred in the nineteenth 

century. 

The Navajo in Historical Documents 

Eariy Spanish documents provide glimpses of Navajo culture and history, but because the 

Navajo lived on the fringes of the Spanish empire, references to the Navajo are sporadic and often 

ambiguous (Winship 1896). The documents must also be interpreted in the context of Spanish 

objectives and the types of Navajo-Spaniard interaction that occurred. Interaction most often took 

the form of raids or other military encounters, although there are a few references to Navajo trade 

with nearby Puebloan groups. 

Various seminomadic bison hunters were living on the eastern plains of New Mexico when 

Coronado's Entrada encamped near the Rio Grande in 1541 (Espinosa 1941). Historians suggest 

that one of these groups, the "Querechos," were Athapaskan speakers, possibly ancestral to the 

Navajo. The Querechos lived in skin tents, used dogs to carry gear, hunted bison, and traded the 
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meat and hides to various pueblos (Hammond and Rey 1940). Antonio de Espejo met a group of 

Querechos near ML Taylor forty-two years later, in 1583 (Hammond and Rey 1966). Juan de Ofiate 

assigned a priest to the Jemez, and all the nearî y "Apaches and Cocoyes" when he led the 

colonization of New Mexico in 1598 (Fort)es 1960). These slender references suggest that eariy 

Apacheans lived in the viQ'nity of various pueblos both east and west of the Rio Grande, but the 

identification of these groups as ancestral Navajo cannot be certain, although it is commonly 

assumed. 

The first specific reference to the Navajo was made in 1626 by the priest at Jemez, Father 

Zarate Salmeron, who said that the 'Apaches del Nabaxu" lived up the Rio Chama but east of the 

San Juan (Lummis 1900; Milich 1966). Although "Nabaxu" originally may have designated a 

geographic name for an area of large com fields, the term soon came to designate both a large 

region on either side of the continental divide from the Piedra Lumbre Valley on the east to the 

upper tributaries of the San Juan River on the west-and the people who occupied that area (Reeve 

1956,1957). 

The seventeenth century was one of intenmittent conflict between Navajos, Spaniards, 

Puebloans, Apaches, and various other groups in New Mexico. Navajos and other "non-Christian" 

Indians were often sold into slavery, both as household servants in New Mexico and as laborers in 

the mines of Chihuahua (Worcester 1951; 105-106). Slave-raids became particulariy common in 

the mid-1600s; indeed. Governor Bernardo Ldpez de Mendiz^bal claimed an interest in 90 Apache 

(Navajo?) slaves (Hackett 1937; Scholes 1937). Such practices earned the emnity of t>oth the 

Navajo and various puebloans, and there were several attempts at rebellion. The Navajo, however, 

also raided various pueblos at different times, including Jemez, Santa Clara, Zuni, and possibly 

Hopi (Bailey 1964; Ferguson and Hart 1985; Forbes 1960; Hodge et al. 1945; Wilson 1985; 

Worcester 1947). The Spaniards' desire for slaves and retaliation was manifest by several military 

incursions into the Navajo country (Fortes 1960) and probably many other unauthorized expeditions. 

Ultimately, discontent with the Spanish control of New Mexico culminated in the great Pueblo Revolt 
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of 1680 when the Spaniards were forced to withdraw to El Paso (Kesseli 1979). The degree of 

Navajo involvement in the revolt is unknown, but the power vacuum created by the Spaniards' 

retreat certainly must have aided the Navajo, both economically and politically. 

Traditionally, the Spaniards' reconquest of New Mexico has been viewed as a watershed 

event in Navajo history. Although don Diego de Vargas' initial reconquest in 1692 had little direct 

impact, the violent campaigns against the pueblos in 1694 and the crushing of the abortive revolt 

of 1696 created severe population dislocations in several areas (Hogan 1991). Both historians 

(Fort)es 1960) and archaeologists (Hester 1962a, Kidder 1920) have inferred that the Navajo 

benefitted from these events. The "refugee hypothesis" (Hogan 1991) suggests that large numbers 

of Puebloans fled the Spanish Reconquest, particularly after the failed rebellion of 1696, and lived 

with the Navajo, influendng almost every aspect of Navajo life (Hester 1962a;89). 

The retum of the Spaniards and continued Navajo raiding prompted various military 

excursions to the Navajo country, especially after various pueblos had been subjugated. Upon 

assuming power in 1705, provindal govemor Francisco Cuervo y Vald^s began preparations for 

retaliatory expeditions to punish the Navajo for raiding three Tewa pueblos. The most successful 

of the three campaigns of that year was conducted in August and led by Roque de Madrid, a 

seasoned veteran and native New Mexican (Hendricks and Wilson 1996). Roque de Madrid's foray 

into the Navajo country is also the best chronicled. The August campaign entered the Din^tah via 

Vaqueros Canyon, destroyed Navajo com fiekJs in La Jara Canyon, and had battles with the Navajos 

at Santos Peak and the confluence of Tapacito Creek and Cafion Largo (Hendricks and Wilson 

1996). Roque de Madrid also partidpated in other Navajo campaigns in 1709 and 1714, and 

Captain Crist6bal de la Sema led campaigns in 1713 and 1716, but little is known about these efforts 

(Reeve 1958). 

After the last campaign, the Navajo and Spaniards were on relatively peaceful terms for 

most of the 1700s (Reeve 1959). Beginning about 1716, and possibly as eariy as 1700, however, 

conflict with the Ute and Comanche (Hill 1940; Thomas 1935) began to force an accommodation 
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between the Navajo and Spaniards. Conflict with the Ute, Comanche, and possibly other groups 

continued through the mid-1700s and probably played an important role in changing Navajo 

architectural, settlement, and subsistence patterns (Brugge n.d.); it also may have contributed to 

the abandonment of the Din^tah homeland by the mid-1750s (Brugge 1983; Towner and Dean 

1996). As part of the "Navajo-Spanish Peace" (Reeve 1959), the Navajo expressed an interest in 

Christianity, and a short-lived mission was built at Cebolleta in 1749 (Hackett 1937). It was 

abandoned in 1750, however, in part because the Navajo showed little interest in becoming pueblo-

dwelling farmers (Reeve 1959:27). 

The Dominguez and Escalante expedition of 1776 drcumnavigated most of the Navajo-

occupied areas (Bolton 1950); the resulting Miera y Pacheco map (Schaafsma 1996: Figure 2.1) 

shows the Navajo living south of the San Juan river almost as far west as the Hopi villages. Less 

than a decade later, in 1786, the Navajo were said to consist of five geographic divisions: San 

Mateo, Cebolleta, Chuska Mountain, Ojo del Oso, and Canyon de Chelly (Bartlett 1932). Ten 

Navajo groups were recognized by the end of the eighteenth century: Sevolleta, Chacoli, 

Guadalupe, Cerro Cabezon, Agua Salada, Cerro Chato, Chusca, Tunicha, Chella, and Carrizo 

(Matson and Schroeder 1957). These changes in the historical references suggest that both the 

Navajo population and territory were expanding rapidly in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 

Significant changes in worid affairs in the eariy nineteenth century slowly but surely 

impacted the Navajo. Shifting alliances between the Navajo, Ute, Comanche, Puebloans, and 

SpaniaiTls resulting in alternating periods of conflict and relative tranquility (Thomas 1932). The ten 

stone towers reportedly built by Navajo leader Antonio El Pinto may have been constructed after the 

Navajo Spanish Peace ended in the 1770s (Brugge 1969; Reeve 1960); for many years, these 

towers were thought to be pueUitos, either in the Din§tah or near Big Bead Mesa, but the research 

reported here demonstrates that the Oin^tah was abandoned prior to A.D. 1760. 

Antonio Nartx)na's massacre of more than 115 Navajos in Canyon de Chelly in 1805 was 

the low point of Navajo-Spanish relations, after which the Navajo sued for peace (Brugge 1972a). 
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The peace was short lived, however, and raiding on both sides reinforced long standing animosities. 

Slave raiding and other pressures by Ute, Comanche, the Spanish army, and free-lance" Spanish 

citizens also contributed to a little discussed, but major event in Navajo history: the break of the 

Enemy Navajo (Din6 And aiO- The 1818 split resulted in sporadic fighting between the eastern group 

that was vulnerable to Spanish retribution and the main group of western Navajos who did not want 

peace with the Spaniards (McNitt 1972). Although significant changes in Navajo culture and 

expansion of Navajo tenitory occurred after the split (Kelley 1986), they are not relevant to the main 

issues in this dissertation and are not discussed. 

A Short History of Navajo Archaeology 

Archaeological research in the northern Southwest has, and continues to be, dominated by 

questions conceming the prehistoric Anasazi. Research on Navajo archaeological sites has been 

sporadic throughout this century and has often been driven by nonarchaeological goals. Although 

this situation has changed somewhat as contract archaeology has expanded, Navajo archaeology 

is still limited by contract related concerns and the ability of archaeologists to frame their research 

questions adequately. Only in the last few years have archaeologists critically evaluated hypotheses 

generated in other disciplines that relate to questions conceming the Navajo past. 

The archaeological knowledge that exists about the Navajo prior to A.D. 1868 has only 

recently been summarized (Towner 1996; Towner and Dean 1996). Prior to 1996, discussions and 

data conceming Navajo archaeology were uncommon and usually confined to the cultural resource 

management "gray literature," and even the literature that was produced was most often confined 

to a small area of northwestem New Mexico. The tremendous expansion of interest in and research 

on Navajo archaeological sites in the last decade has forced archaeologists, anthropologists, and 

historians to reevaluate their views on pre-1800 Navajo origins, cultural development, cultural 

geography, and interaction with non-Navajos. 

Hodge (1895) suggested that Athapaskans entered the Southwest no eariier than A.D. 1485 
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via the High Plains. Although he based his suggestions on Navajo Origin Myth and Spanish 

documents, not archaeological data, his ideas have guided Navajo archaeology for almost a 

century. A.V. Kidder (1913) presented a paper on Navajo archaeological remains in 1912, but it 

was not until the 1920s that the first report on Navajo archaeological remains was published (Kidder 

1920). Kidder's paper was a result of surveys and excavations conducted in the Largo-Gobemador 

area by Kidder and Neis Nelson. Eari Mom's excavated at both Old Fort (LA 1869) and Three Com 

Ruins (LA 1871) in the second decade of the twentieth century, but the results were not published 

until the 1960s (Carlson 1965). The cooccunrence of both stone architecture and forked-stick hogans 

at the pueblitos indicated to Kidder that "their builders were in contact with the Navajo [and] were 

members of one of the Pueblo tribes, who for some reason came north" (1920:327). A single, 

historical reference and Jemez oral tradition (Sando 1982:121) indicated that the cause of the 

Puebloan immigration was the reconquest of Jemez Pueblo in A.O. 1694 (Bandelier 1890 Part 

11:215-216, cited in Kidder 1920:328). Kidder's contention that the sites were inhabited by both 

Navajos and Puebloans became a standard interpretation of Navajo culture history. 

R. F. Van Valkenburgh recorded some sites, and Stubbs (1930) and Malcom (1939) 

conducted limited surveys of the Gobemador area, but in general, Navajo archaeology languished 

for more than a decade after Kidder's initial article. Publication of the Rabal document (Hill 1940) 

and Keur's excavations at Big Bead Mesa (1941) and in the Largo-Gobemador area (1944) mariced 

a resumption of interest in Navajo culture history and archaeological sites. Keur used Kidder's 

suggestions and her own data to postulate (a) ethnic coresidence by Navajo and Pueblo groups in 

the Gobemador area and (b) declining Puebloan influence in Navajo culture at Big Bead Mesa. Her 

data, however, were primarily historical (Twitchell 1911,1914) regarding Navajo movements. She 

indicates that, after a period of initial contact with Puebloan groups, "at Big Bead Mesa the basic 

Navaho pattern reasserts itself, though probably with enough changes to seriously modify the 

original culture, and to make a lasting impression" (Keur 1941:71). Although implicit, this is the first 

example of an archaeologist suggesting migration from the Din^tah to Big Bead Mesa as a process 
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in Navajo cuKural development. 

Although Malcom Farmer (1942,1947) and the Huschers (1942) questioned some of the 

interpretations put forth by both Kidder and Keur, the t>asic interpretation of Navajo culture history 

was established. The publication of tree-ring dates pouglass 1938; Hall 1951; Stallings 1937) 

collected from pueblito sites reinforced the idea that those structures were constructed after the 

Spaniards regained control of New Mexico. Most subsequent woric was guided by the ideas that (a) 

the Navajo entered the Southwest via the High Plains relatively late in prehistory, probably around 

A.D. 1500 (Hodge 1895; Wilcox 1981; but see Haskell 1987 and Peny 1991), (b) Navajo culture 

was profoundly influenced by contact with Puebloan groups, particulariy after the Spanish 

Reconquest of A.0.1694 and failed revolt of 1696 (Forbes 1960; Schaafsma 1981; but see Riley 

1954), (c) the Navajo expanded out of the Din6tah and, by implication, west of the Chuska 

Mountains, only after A.D. 1750 in response to drought and Ute pressure (Hester 1962a, 1962b), and 

(d) the early Navajo subsistence base and settlement pattern was dramatically different than that 

observed in the 1800s. It is important to note, however, that all of these ideas are based on 

historical documents, not archaeological data; the archaeological data have not been independently 

evaluated, but rather have been used to support inferences derived from historical analyses. 

Abundant data with which to address issues of Navajo archaeology were generated by two 

major projects in the 1950s and eariy 1960s. Both projects were inspired by nonarchaeological 

concerns, however. Navajo Land Claims (NLC) researchers collected data from archaeological sites 

as far east as Jemez, New Mexico, as far north as Monticello, Utah, as far west as Havasu Canyon, 

Arizona, and as far south as Reserve, New Mexico. Although the tree-ring data have provided 

valuable information (Robinson and Towner 1993; Stokes and Smiley 1963,1964,1966,1969), the 

complete NLC database remains underexploited because of legal restrictions on its dissemination 

(but see Correil 1979). important byproducts of the NLC woric Include Navajo Pottery and 

£tf)noh/sft3ry (Bmgge 1963,1981b), "The Navajo Exodus" (Boigge 1972b), and Kemrer's dissertation 
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on western Navajo settlennent (1974). Perhaps the most important of these works is Navajo Pottery 

and EOmoNstory, a slender volume that provided the first classificatory system for Navajo ceramics 

and tied ceramic changes to cultural events and processes; it is still the major reference for Navajo 

ceramic identification. 

The Navajo Reservoir Project (Eddy 1966) brought together a group of spedalists who 

established a Navajo cultural chronology based on archaeological evidence and suggested criteria 

by which Navajo archaeological remains could be identified and classified (Dittert et al. 1961; Eddy 

1966; Hester 1962a; Schaafsma 1963). Dittert (1958a, 1958b) defined the Din^tah Phase, a pre-

Revolt Navajo occupation of the Navajo Reservoir area during the project. The Din^tah phase was 

never adequately dated, however, and was defined by the absence of specific traits associated with 

the later Gobemador phase that were attributed to Puebloan refugees. Only the presence of com 

pollen in sediments thought to date between A.D. 1300 and 1700 (Schoenwetter and Eddy 1964) and 

the presence of grayware sherds stratigraphically below a single painted sherd at Todosio Rock 

Shelter (1  ̂4298) (Hester and Shiner 1963) supported the designation of a pre-Revolt Navajo 

phase. The Din^tah phase was deleted from the final Navajo Reservoir Project summary (Eddy 

1966) because it was pooriy dated and possessed neither a type site nor identifiable artifacts with 

which to compare it to other Navajo cultural manifestations. 

Hester's (1962a) landmarit publication. Early Navajo Migrations and Acculturation in the 

Southwest, summarized Navajo archaeology and culture history using data from the Navajo 

Reservoir, Largo-Gobemador, and Big Bead Mesa areas and suggested, based on historical 

references, that the Navajo entered the Southwest via the High Plains sometime prior to A.D. 1500 

(Hester 1962a:73). Hester (1962a;72) rejected the Huscher's (1942) contention that archaeological 

remains in southwestern Colorado are Navajo, instead prefem'ng to assign them to a Ute occupation. 

Through the use of both historical and archaeological data, Hester (1962a:67) described the 

migration of the Navajo out of the Din^tah and presented the most complete Navajo phase 
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sequence available. Early Navajo Migrations and Accultiuation in the Southwest is still the only 

publicatjon to directly discuss the Cabezon Phase in the Rio Puerco of the East area near Big Bead 

Mesa. 

Shortly thereafter, Carlson (1965) published the results of Earl Morris' early 1900s 

excavations at several pueblitos. Although often constrained by missing provenience infomfiation, 

Carlson's summary became one of the most important documents conceming the Gobemador phase 

of Navajo culture history. Carlson was the first to suggest that the pueblitos were constructed 

primarily by Navajos for defense against Ute raiding, but the implications of his arguments were 

largely ignored. 

In the mid-1970s, the National Paric Service (NPS) instigated archaeological survey and 

excavation projects in Canyon de Chelly National Monument and the resulting publications (Fall et 

al. 1981; James 1976; Magers 1976; McDonald 1976) documented (a) an eariy (pre-1800) Navajo 

occupation of the canyon, (b) changing settlement patterns in response to Spanish and American 

military pressures, and (c) changing Navajo social and economic systems throughout the pre-Ft. 

Sumner occupation of the area. James (1976) proposed a phase sequence for the de Chelly Navajo 

separate from sequences developed east of the Chuska Mountains, and Fall et al. (1981) presented 

a model of changing Navajo settlement and subsistence patterns in and around Canyon de Chelly. 

Farther west, Kemrer's research (1974,1978) used NLC archaeological and tree-ring data 

to investigate relationships between Navajo settlement, climatic variability, and intergroup 

interactions on southem Black Mesa. Later research at the Sand Dune Site, near Ganado (Adams 

1982; Bradford 1987, Jones 1988), suggested a pre-17S0 Navajo presence in the Pueblo Colorado 

drainage. Recently, Gilpin (1996) summarized Navajo archaeological sites west of the Chuska 

Mountains; some sites, notably pueblitos, are securely dated in the mid-1700s and it is apparent that 

"by the 1760s, the Navajo west of the Chuskas were constructing pueblitos, living in large villages, 

practidng herding and agriculture, and creating rock art identical to that of the Din^tah. Thus, the 

western Navajo have a longer history in the region than is often recognized and partidpated in pan-
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Navajo cuKural changes" (Gilpin 1996:171). 

Schaafsma (1975,1978,1979) defined the Piedra Lumbre phase near the Abiquiu Reservoir 

as the earliest Navajo archaeological manifestation in the Southwest. The proposed phase linked 

the Athapaskans (Querechos) seen by Coronado on the High Plains to the later Navajo occupation 

of the Upper San Juan drainage. Schaafsma (1975:54-55) Mentified the sites as Navajo based on 

the presence of (a) subcircular, single room, single-course masonry structures, (b) associated 

corrals, (c) trash dumps, (d) interior and exterior hearths, and (e) lithic reduction loci. The sites lack 

Navajo ceramics, however, and are only weakly dated to the seventeenth century. The ceramics 

present are all Puebloan types (mostly Tewa wares) and may range from the 1600s until 1900, 

although two types end prior to A.D. 1750. Four noncutting tree-ring dates that range from 1668vv 

to 1760VV provide little temporal control. Schaafsma (1978:18) eventually refined the Piedra 

Lumbre phase to between A.D. 1640 and 1710. 

The Piedra Lumbre phase provkles one of the key links in models of a late Athapaskan entry 

into the Southwest. Piedra Lumbre phase sites provide an intermediate geographic and temporal 

position between the Querechos on the eastern Plains in the A.D. 1500s and the Navajo sites, 

mostly pueblitos, in the upper San Juan River area that date to the A.D. 1700s. Many archaeologists 

are reluctant to accept the sites and phase as eariy Navajo, however. Indeed, other researchers 

(Canrillo 1992; Kemrer 1992; Wozniak 1992) interpret the sites as Tewa sheepherrjing camps, based 

on both historic documents and ceramic analyses. 

Marshall's (1985) summary of two Navajo sites in Blanco Canyon, and particulariy the 

radiocarbon dates in the mid-1500s, suddenly brought the Oin6tah phase back into existence. 

Hogan (1989) and i-logan and Winter (1992) used these and other eariy dates on Navajo sites in 

the La Plata valley (Hancock 1992; Hancock et al. 1988) to strengthen their arguments for the 

valklity of the phase. Research at the Grassy Canyon site (LA 80854) (Brown et al. 1992) and LA 

61852 (Brown 1991,1996) indicates a pre-Revolt Din^tah phase Navajo occupation of the La Plata 

Mine area near the Colorado-New Mexico border. Schaafsma (1996), however, questions both the 
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dating and ethnic affiliation of these sites, preferring to interpret them as protohistoric Ute sites. If 

the ethnic identity and dating of these sites indicate an eariy Navajo occupation near the Colorado 

t>onJer, eariier models of Navajo immigration and adaptation will need to be substantially revised. 

Previous Pueblito Research 

Pueblitos have played and important role in the interpretation of Navajo culture history for 

much of the twentieth century. Only recently, however, have comprehensive studies of pueblitos 

and the areas sunounding them been conducted (Marshall 1991,1996; Powers and Johnson 1987; 

Towner 1996; Towner and Johnson 1996; but see Brugge 1972b). Traditional archaeological 

interpretations of Navajo culture history have been shaped by pueblito research, both historical and 

archaeological. 

Kidder's (1920) research on pueblitos and hypothesis that they were evidence of Puebloan 

and Navajo ethnic coresidence have been standard interpretations for much of this century. Keur's 

(1941,1944)woric in the Largo-Gobemador and Big Bead Mesa areas linked two of the major pre-

1800 Navajo occupations and provided a timeline of events in Navajo history. She suggested that 

the Athapaslcans entered the Southwest via the High Plain just prior to the Spanish Entrada. Her 

evidence, however, was historical and ethnographic, not archaeological. In terms of Navajo history, 

she viewed the Largo-Got)emador area pueblitos along the same lines as Kidder's "ethnic co-

residence" hypothesis and, most importantly, suggested that Big Bead Mesa was a later occupation, 

implying the movement of people from the former to the latter in the eighteenth century. Hester 

(1962a:84) indicates that the Navajo population shifted away from the Oin^tah toward Big Bead 

Mesa and Canyon de Chelly about A.D. 1750; there is some suggestion that both areas were 

partially populated by immigrants from the Largo-Gobemador area. 

Hester and Shiner (1963) documented two small pueblitos on the north side of the San Juan 

River during the Navajo Reservoir Project. At least one of the sites (LA 4314) was occupied in the 

"late Gobemador Phase" (Hester and Shiner 1963:31) and the other (LA 4331) "was not abandoned 
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multiple masonry styles and a room abutment suggesting multiple construction episodes. They 

postulate that, because these puebiitos were smaller than those in the Largo-Gobemador area, they 

either housed fewer people or were seasonally occupied. Unfortunately neither site yielded tree-ring 

dates and both ceramic assemblages were dominated by Navajo-style pottery. Because the area 

contained only a few puebiitos, and Gobemador Polychrome and Puebloan ceramics were 

uncommon, Hester and Shiner (1963:73) concluded: 

The Navajo Reservoir is at the extreme northern edge of the area inhabited by 
Pueblo refugees after the revoK....it is apparent that if Pueblo refugees occupied the 
Navajo Reservoir, they must have been few in number, living as isolated family 
units....lt is dear that the major Navajo^uebk) acculturation did not occur within the 
tx)undaries of the Navajo Reservoir but took place in the localKies immediately to 
the south. 

Vivian (1960) expanded the analysis of pueblKo sites, including foriced-stick hogans, south 

into the Chacra Mesa area. Through survey, limited excavations, and collection of tree-ring 

samples, he was able to show that puebiitos in that area dated to the 1730s and later, and were 

probably built for protection against Ute and Comanche raiders (Vivian 1960:218). Most importantly, 

Vivian (1960:229) suggested that the lack of archaeological evidence for a massive post-Revolt 

Puebloan immigration indicated that "while Pueblo peoples were easily absort)ed into the Navajo 

tribe, Pueblo traits and traditions were not easily absorbed into Navajo culture." He also suggests 

that many Puebloan traits in Navajo culture were the result of captives acquired during Navajo raids, 

both before and after the advent of puebiitos. 

Carison's (1965) publication of Moms' work was the first detailed study of puebiitos in the 

Largo-Gobemador area. He examined materials from 17 different sites, including six puebiitos and 

a "diff dwelling." it was the pueblito sites, primarily LA 1871 and LA 1869, that led Kidder (1920), 

Keur (1944) and Hester and Shiner (1963) to support what came to be known as "the refugee 

hypothesis" (Hogan 1991; Towner1996). Carlson's interpretation of the few available tree-ring dates 

indicated that the sites were constructed more than twenty years after the failed Pueblo Revolt of 
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1696. Importantly, he inferred that they were built not for protection against the Spaniards but for 

protection against Ute raiding (Carlson 1965:101); unfortunately the implications of this inference 

have been ignored. Nevertheless, Carlson still suggested that Puebloan refugees built the pueblitos. 

Bnjgge (1972b) discussed pueblitos both inside and outside the Din6tah, and more recently 

(Brugge 1996, n.d.) discussed their role in changing Navajo settlement patterns. He recognizes that 

they were probably not adaptive in wars against European-style armies, but the earlier publication 

(1972b) had limited distribution and has been used sparingly. Other limited research projects on 

pueblito sites in the 1970s include Haskell's (1974) excavations and mapping at four sites and 

Wilson and Warren's (1974) collection of tree-ring samples from Tapacito Ruin. Enloe et al. (1973) 

surveyed a number of sites in the Largo-Gobemador area and recommended that the area around 

San Rafael Canyon be designated as the Gobemador Archaeological District. In 1988, the Bureau 

of Land Management designated San Rafael Canyon a Spea'al Management Area because of its 

cultural resources. Only recently, however, have the sites in that area been more fully investigated 

(Towner and Johnson 1996). 

Brugge (1986) examined the Chacra Mesa area and described the long-tenn changes in 

Navajo settlement in terms of various cultural and noncultural processes. He suggested that some 

of the eariier Chacra Mesa settlements were occupied by immigrants from the Largo-Gobemador 

area, although an indigenous Navajo population existed as well. He also indicates that the pueblitos 

and associated stone walled hogans may have been true refuges, components of a bimodal 

settlement pattem, or both (Brugge 1986:142), but generally housed nuclear- or extended-family 

groups. More recently, he asserts that the Chaco-area Navajo settlements 'played an important role 

in uniting a dispersed population" that included the San Juan and Mt. Taylor Navajos (Brugge 

1996:256). 

Publication of Defensn/e Sites of Dh6tah (Powers and Johnson 1987) gave a much needed 

boost to research on Navajo pueblitos. Powers and Johnson conducted a reconnaissance survey 

in much of the Largo-Gobemador area and documented more than 100 pueblito sites; their work 
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demonstrated that the number of pueblitos far exceeds previous estimates, although the geographic 

distribution of pueblitos during the early 1700s remains limited to the Din6tah. They proposed a 

classification system for pueblito sites consisting of five types: nondefensive, square masonry 

roomblocks (Type 1), defensively oriented boulder top masonry roomblocks with rounded comers 

and controlled access entiyways (Type 2), irregulariy shaped or rounded-comer small masonry units 

situated on lower benches and canyon-bottom boulders (Type 3), fortified "cliff dwellings" (Type 4), 

and fortified mesa remnants that lack masonry and consist only of forked-stick hogans (Type 5). 

Powers and Johnson (1987:127-130) summarized the existing tree^ring dates and noted a gap 

between the A.D. 1694 dates from Tapacito Ruin, a Type 1 site, and all the other pueblitos, a gap 

they suggested may have been due to a small sample of dated sites (n=17). They suggest that the 

defensive requirements changed through time and the classification reflects an increasing need for 

defense. Because of Powers and Johnson's baseline work, pueblitos can now be viewed as 

eighteenth century phenomena that played a central role in the development of larger Navajo 

communities (Dykeman and Wharton 1995; Jacobson et al. 1992; Marshall 1991,1995; Towner 

1992,1996; Towner and Johnson 1996). 

More recently, Marshall (1991) conducted intensive surveys around ten pueblitos and 

discovered that in nine cases, they were part of larger communities that often included foriced-stick 

and masonry-based hogans, sweatlodges, sheep corrals, ramadas, and extra-mural hearths and 

ovens. His analysis of the surface ceramics on these sites indicate that Puebloan wares occur in 

proportions of 8 percent or less and are derived from a variety of both Eastern and Western Pueblo 

groups. His ceramic frequendes are similar to those documented for Big Bead Mesa (Keur 1941) 

and the Navajo Reservoir sites (Hester and Shiner 1963). 

Finally, recent research indicates that many pueblitos have iines-of-sight to other pueblitos 

and the occupants may have been participants in visual communication networks designed 

specifically for defensive purposes. Using a Geographic Information Systems (GIS) approach, 

Jacobson et al. (1992) analyzed potential visual connections between all pueblitos and concluded 
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that pueblitos were txiilt as parts of two different defensive systenns designed to counter Ute "hit-and-

run" attacks. The first system was a iine-of-sight communication network to provide advance 

warning of trespassers into the Navajo country; the second system consisted of "heavily fortified 

architecture as an alternative defense in cases where attack was too swift or stealthful" (Jacobson 

et al. 1992:124). Interestingly, their analysis indicates that pueblitos with lines-of-sight were more 

complex, with more residential-type and defense-related features and that pueblitos without lines-of-

sight were the most defensively positioned and inaccessible. They suggest that (a) pueblitos without 

lines-of-sight were not occupied for long periods of time, but served as protective fortresses, 

gathering spots, and true "refuges," (b) the occupants of smaller pueblitos with lines-of-sight could 

send wamings throughout the system, and (c) larger sites, even those with fewer lines-of-sight, were 

used to house Navajos who fled the smaller sites in times of stress (Jacobson et al. 1992:124). 

Although parts of the analysis must be revised based on more recent tree-ring data, theirs is the 

most explicit fomnulation of kleas conceming pueblito functions on both the site and regional levels. 

Themes in Navajo Archaeology 

Towner and Dean (1996) kJentify four basic themes in Navajo archaeology: origins, culture 

change, expansion, and adaptation. The first three themes are pervasive throughout this work, but 

the fourth cannot be addressed until more data are available. 

The Athapaskan Entry into the Southwest and Navajo Origins 

Linguistic research in the first half of this century indicated that the Navajo and Apache, the 

only Athapaskan speaking peoples in the Southwest, are derived from a northern root and arrived 

in the Southwest during the late prehistoric or eariy historic period (Hoijer 1938; Sapir 1916,1936). 

One recurrent problem of Navajo archaeology, therefore, has been to identify the timing and routes 

of the Athapaskan entry into the Southwest (Amsden 1932; Ham'ngton 1940; see Wilcox 1981,1988 

for an overview of this problem). If the Navajo are recent entrants into the Southwest, as indicated 

by linguistics, where dkl they come fix}m and when did they arrive? Two major "schools" conceming 
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speakers ancestral to the Navajo arrived on the High Plains adjacent to the Southwest only a few 

years prior to Coronado's Entrada and crossed the continental divkle after the Pueblo Revolt of A.D. 

1680 (Gunnerson 1956; Gunnerson and Gunnerson 1971; Schaafsma 1981,1996; Wilcox 1981, 

1988). Wilcox (1981) summarized the existing models of the Athapaskan migration and 

reemphasized the likelihood of a late (A.D. 1450) High Plains route that brought the Athapaskans 

to the edge of the Puebloan Southwest just prior to Coronado's Entrada (but see Brugge 1984). He 

proposed a sociological model whereby Athapaskan hunter-gatherers were able to occupy 

"hinteriands" around large pueblos as part of a mutualistic trade relationship with their inhabitants. 

This model suggests that any Din^tah phase remains "should occur around many of the sixteenth 

century puebios" (Wilcox 1981:234) and Schaafsma (1981:314; 1996:43) has used It to suggest that 

"a few Navajos" may have entered the Upper San Juan area in the seventeenth century. Wilcox's 

model has been the accepted explanation of Navajo entry into the Southwest for the past fifteen 

years (see also Wilcox 1984, 1988), but has not been tested with empirical evidence. Indeed, 

despite the growth of contract archaeology, no "Athapaskan" or "Querecho" sKes have been 

Identified in the hinteriands around the pueblos. 

The other school (Brugge 1981a, 1983, 1992; Hall 1944; Haskell 1987; Hendricks and 

Wilson 1996; Huscher and Huscher 1942; Perry 1980,1991) advocates a pre-1500 arrival by way 

of the mountains and valleys of Colorado. These researchers point out the location near the San 

Juan/Los Pinos confluence of many parts of the Navajo Origin Myths (Matthews 1897), the similarity 

of Din^tah Gray and Promontory Culture (Haskell 1987; Huscher and Huscher 1942) or Gallina 

ceramics (Hall 1944), the occurrence of "Rocky Mountain" plant names in the Navajo language 

(Walters 1990), and the location of the eariiest well-dated Navajo sites near the La Plata Mountains 

(Brown 1991; Brown and Hancock 1992; Hogan 1989) as evidence supporting their positions. 

Unfortunately, research on the protohistoric period in Colorado has concentrated on Ute sites farther 

north, many of which are ephemeral and pooriy dated (Reed 1988). Although this dissertation does 
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assessing the various models. 

Navajo Culture Change in the Din^tah 

The second major issue in Navajo archaeology has t)een identifying the mechanisms of 

Navajo culture change. If the "Querechos" described by Coronado were ancestral to the Navajo, 

the earilest historical references describe them as Plains bison hunters. Documents written 200 

years later (Hill 1940) describe vast Navajo com fields in the Largo-Gobemador area; finally, the 

Navajo of the nineteenth century were noted for their weaving skills and large sheep and goat herds. 

Such dramatic changes in subsistence and settlement patterns undoubtedly influenced Navajo 

culture. Nonarchaeological data, however, have been used to identify the mechanisms of these 

changes. For much of this century, archaeologists have used scant historical references to interpret 

the changes primarily as the result of immigration of other peoples, most notably Puebloan groups 

fleeing the aftermath of the Spanish Reconquest the 1690s (Hester 1962a}. 

In particular, the "Refugee Hypothesis" (Hogan 1991; Towner 1996), was developed to 

explain the presence of numerous Puet)(oan "traits" among the Navajo. Although Bailey and Bailey's 

(1986) position that the Navajo did not develop until the first decade of the eighteenth century may 

be an extreme one, the idea that Athapaskan/Navajo culture was substantially changed by a 

massive influx of refugees has been, and continues to be, a major explanation for the incorporation 

of Puebloan traits into Navajo culture. 

Three aspects of the pueblito sites have been used to support the refugee hypothesis: the 

supposedly non-Athapaskan masonry architecture (Brugge 1968b), the advent of Gobemador 

Polychrome ceramics supposedly "Navajo made but Pueblo inspired" (Keur 1941:85) in the eariy 

eighteenth century, and the tree-ring dates suggesting post-Revolt pueblito construction (Hannah 

1965). The masonry architecture has never been subjected to detailed analysis and comparison with 

other architectural forms, but is a mixture of Spanish, Puebloan, and Navajo styles; it is very 
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the Navajo may have copied prehistoric architecture and 'had ample opportunity to observe 

contemporary Puebioan and Spanish defensive architecture as visitors and traders, and from the 

uniquely instructive perspective of an attacking force." 

The beginnings of Gobemador Polychrome production were once thought to coindde with 

pueblito construction and the influx of refugees (Carison 1965:57). The type was thought to 

represent a product of Rio Grande refugees, probably those from Jemez (Kidder 1920). Recent 

research on both the dating and stylistic attributes, however, Indicate the probability that it was a 

Navajo product that began to be made long before the Pueblo Revolt. Marshall (1985, 1991) 

suggests that the pottery is a combination of Tewa, Jemez, Hopi, and Navajo styles and is probably 

the result of Navajo potters imitating Puebioan styles. Reed and Reed (1992) suggest it is an 

amalgamation of both Eastern and Western Pueblo stylistic attributes and was the continuation of 

a "yellow ware" tradition furthered by existing trade alliances. They also show that not only was 

Gobemador Polychrome manufactured prior to the Pueblo Revolt, possibly as eariy as A.D. 1630, 

but that Din^tah Gray continued to be made until the mid-1700s (Reed and Reed 1996). Thus, the 

ceramic evidence used to infer a massive immigration of puebloans into the Navajo country is, in 

all probability, erroneous. 

The tree-ring data have long played a role in supporting the refugee hypothesis. Hall and 

Stallings' 1690-1694 tree-ring dates from Tapacito Ruin, in particular, seemed to confirm an influx 

of refugees following the reconquest. Even when Carison suggested that the pueblito sites were 

built as a response to later Ute pressures, he still believed that an influx of refugees profoundly 

influenced Navajo culture. He suggested that: 

since the culture shown Is obviously a mixture of Pueblo and Navajo traits, ...we 
must look elsewhere for a slightly earlier occupation by a mixed Pueblo and Navajo 
group. Such an occupation has been found In the Navajo Reservoir District pittert, 
Hester, and Eddy 1961; Hester and Shiner 1963) on the San Juan proper on the 
northern border of the Gobemador District (Carison 1965:98). 

It is important to remember, however, that the researchers in the Navajo reservoir concluded that 
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few refugees occupied ttie Navajo Reservoir area arxl that most acculturation occurred in the Largo-

Gobemador area. 

Thus, in spite of the fact that neither the Navajo Reservoir area nor the Largo-Gobemador 

area (nor any other area) contain archaeological evidence to support the refugee hypothesis, it has 

remained the dominant view of early Navajo culture change. Brugge (1996:262-263) suggests not 

"all puebloan infusion need be the result of the Reconquest" and that the origins of Navajo clans 

provide the strongest line of evidence supporting the refugee hypothesis. The latter assertion is 

examined in detail in chapter 7. As for Brugge's fir  ̂contention, I can agree on the general nature 

that the "Navajo acceptance of Puebloan and Hispanic traits followed circuitous paths" (Brugge 

1996:264) and that the source of Puebloan influence "is more likely to be found in the long history 

of Navajo-Pueblo relations than in the influx of Pueblo refugees in the closing years of the 

seventeenth century" (Hogan 1991:22). I must reiterate, however, that since the early days of 

Navajo archaeology (Keur 1944; Kidder 1920), and continuing through the present (Bailey and Bailey 

1986; Carlson 1965; Eddy 1966; Hester 1962a; Powers and Johnson 1987; Schaafsma 1996), the 

reconquest of 1694 and failed revolt of 1696 have provided the explanatory mechanism for a 

massive Puebloan immigration into the Din^h. Only Brugge's (1996) recent ideas have suggested 

a slow "incorporation" of Puebloans into Navajo culture; all previous models of Navajo culture 

change have implicitly or explicitly descrit)ed a sudden, massive immigration of displaced Puebloans 

into the Largo-Gobemador area as a direct result of the Spaniards' reoccupation of the Rio Grande. 

Abandonment and Migration out of the Din4tati 

A third major issue in Navajo archaeology has been the emigration of the Navajo out of 

their Oin^tah homeland and expansion throughout large portions of Arizona and New Mexico. 

Historical documents (Reeve 1959,1960) and archaeological remains (Brugge 1972a, 1986; Keur 

1941; Vivian 1960) conftmi Navajo movements to the south in the mid-1700s, but little evidence of 

either kind exists for vast areas of northern Arizona and southern Utah (but see Gilpin 1996). Bailey 
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and Bailey (1986; 16) suggest that the Navajos migrating out of the Din^tah disseminated "their 

hybrid culture to the Athat)askan bands already occupying these areas." Implicitly, this statement 

suggests that the Din^tah Navajo population was a large one; it must have been large enough to 

expand into several areas (Chacoli, Tunicha, Cebolleta, Chusca, Chella, and others) simultaneously 

and become the dominant cultural force in each of those previously "Athapaskan" centers very 

quickly, in contrast, Brugge (1986:143) indicates that "the immigrants from the Din^tah bypassed 

the Chacra in search of more sparsely settled country... farther to the south and west." 

The abandonment of Din^tah has been typically attributed to a combination of Ute raiding 

(Towner and Dean 1996) and drought in A.D. 1748 (Powers and Johnson 1987:5; Reeve 1958:20). 

indeed, Marshall (1995:203) states "a severe drought which t}egan in about A.D. 1730 had a major 

impact on the Navajos by A.D. 1748" and This drought and continued Ute and Comanche 

predation appear to have caused .... their abandonment of the Oin^tah District homeland." The 

reliance on historical documents, however (cf. Reeve 1958), has meant that this hypothesis has not 

t)een tested with either paleoenvironmental or archaeological data. 

These three themes, particulariy the last two, are discussed throughout this dissertation. 

Using the data from the pueblito sites, I discuss primarily the occupation of the Din^tah during the 

late 1600s and 1700s, and its abandonment by the mid-1750s. 

VOLUME OUTLINE 

Following this introduction, Chapter 2 discusses the research domains and questions in 

detail and explains the methods used to generate the data. Chapter 3 presents the data from all 

the tree-ring dated pueblito sites in the study area and offers interpretations concerning the 

construction and occupation of each site. A model of eariy Navajo wood use, a prerequisite for 

properly interpreting the tree-ring data, is presented in Chapter 4. The temporal and spatial 

implications of the pueblito site data are discussed in Chapter 5; the data are used to generate 

hypotheses conceming the initial occupation of the area, the construction and occupation spans of 
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the puet)lito sites, and the spatial relationships between different sites and areas in the Din^tah. The 

relationship between past climate and the abandonment of the Din^tah is discussed briefly in 

Chapters. Rnally, Chapter 7 discusses the research questions, suggestions for revisions of Navajo 

culture history, and implications of those revisions for examining the cultural processes that shaped 

Navajo changes during the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 
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CHAPTER 2 

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS 

INTRODUCTION 

It is evident from the preceding discussion that the pueblito sites in Din^tah have played an 

important role in past interpretations of Navajo culture history and adaptation. This chapter outlines 

the main research domains, questions, and methods used to evaluate the role of the pueblitos of 

Din6tah in eighteenth century Navajo culture. It also lays the foundation for discussions of questions 

of broader anthropological significance that may be addressed using the dendrochronological data. 

There are four main research domains in this dissertation: (1) early Navajo wood use; (2) 

tree-ring dating the initial occupation of the area; (3) the temporal and spatial aspects of the 

occupation of pueblito sites and the region; and (4) the relationship between past climate and the 

Navajo occupation and abandonment of the area. Each of these broader research domains is 

related to the others, and the final section of this dissertation uses archaeological, anthropological, 

historical, and oral history data to propose a new model of Navajo ethnogenesis in temporal and 

spatial perspective. 

Early Navajo Wood Use Behavior 

Understanding the ways in which the pueblito occupants viewed wood as a resource is 

critical to properly evaluating the tree-ring data firom the sites. By developing models of how the site 

occupants selected construction materials, I can (a) identify anomalous tree-ring dates, (b) eluddate 

temporal aspects of individual site and regional occupation patterns, and (c) delineate spedfic 

behaviors assodated with different tree spedes, structural elements, and structure types that may 

be applicable to nonpueblito Navajo sites. Understanding wood use behavior at the pueblito sites 

is critical for understanding how the site occupants viewed wood as a resource and exploited it to 

meet their needs. As a nonspecialist behavior, wood use models may help illuminate culture 
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specific behaviors indicative of the early Navajo adaptation to the physical and sodal environments 

of northwestern New Mexico in the eighteenth century. Most wood use behavior models have been 

derived from the dendrochronology of large Puebloan structures, such as Chetro Ketl (Dean 1996; 

Dean and Warren 1983), but such models may not be applicable to nonpuebloan soa'eties. The 

wood use model developed for the pueblito site structures, therefore, provides and important 

baseline with which to compare other Navajo sites across the Colorado Plateau (Dean et al., n.d.)-

Tree-Ring Dating the Initial Occupation of the Din t̂ah 

The problem in this research domain is to estimate when the Din^tah was occupied by 

Navajos. Although numerous radiocart)on dates from forfced-stick hogan sites have been generated 

in the last ten years, most are beset with "old wood" problems (Brown 1990; Schiffer 1986), 

problems with the cross-section effect (Smiley 1985), lack of precision and resolution, or lack of 

consistency in the database. Other dating techniques, su(  ̂as thermoluminescence and obsidian 

hydration, have been attempted, but suffer firom inadequate calibration, a poor degree of resolution, 

and small sample sizes. This section uses dendrochronological data from recently examined forked-

stick hogan sites in the Din^tah to estimate when the area was first occupied by Navajos. 

Certainly, tree-ring dates are not the only means available for dating the movement of Athapaskans 

into the Southwest; until a site or component exhibits dates with two standard deviation ranges 

consistently eariier than the tree-ring dated hogans discussed below, however, dendrochronology 

is the only dating technique than can unambiguously and precisely date the occupation. One way 

to view the occupation of the area, but not necessarily individual sites, is to examine the temporal 

distribution of tree-harvesting activities. Tree-ring dates can yield a distribution that is indicative of 

the beginning, end, and modes of the occupation of an area; cutting, or "tree-death," dates in 

particular are amenable to this type of analysis. As explained in Chapter 5, however, the tree-ring 

dates, although precise and accurate, are subject to a different set of interpretive problems. The 

dates from the eariy foriced-stick hogan sites are evaluated in terms of the wood use behavior 
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model. They are also important in tenns of various models of Navajo entry into the area, particularly 

the post-Revolt dual immigration model proposed by Schaafema (1981; 1996). 

Temporal Aspects of the Pueblito Site Occupations 

Pueblito sites have been central to discussions of the timing and routes of Athapaskan entry 

into the Southwest because they were, for many years, the earliest securely dated Navajo 

archaeological sites. Even today, some researchers (cf. Schaafsma 1996; Wilcox 1988) question 

the validity of the pre-Revolt, prepuebIKo Din^tah phase and suggest that either (a) pueblitos are still 

the earliest documented Navajo sites or (b) the pueblitos are the result of Athapaskan and Puebloan 

immigration into the area after the Spanish Reconquest in the late seventeenth century (Schaafsma 

1996:45), or both. Although recent tree-ring research demonstrates that most pueblitos postdate 

A.D. 1710 CTowner 1992,1996), the data presented here expand the number of dated sites both 

before and after that time. The significance of these data lie in the fact that they may provide insight 

into the contemporaneity of different pueblito sites, the contemporaneity of individual structures and 

rooms at pueblito sites, and the possible relationships between various sites. 

Pueblito Site Dendrochronology 

The first problem in this research domain is to determine when individual sites were built. 

Using the wood use model developed in Chapter 4, individual sites are evaluated in terms of the 

number and quality of the tree-ring dates, the number and sequence of construction episodes, the 

duration of the site occupation, and the probable time of abandonment and reoccupation (if any) of 

individual sites. 

The relationship between the masonry pueblitos and forked-stick hogans is also an important 

research issue. There are at least three different possible interpretations of the relationship. First, 

if the hogans predate the masonry structures, it is possible that the latter were built as true "refuges" 

to be used only when conflict or the threat of attack necessitated. Second, if the hogans postdate 

the masonry structures, it is possible that the masonry structures were first used as refuges and 
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people moved into hogans only after the threat of conflict at)ated. Finally, if the hogans and 

pueblitos are contemporaneous they may be (a) evidence of ethnic coresidence (Kidder 1920), (b) 

evidence of hogan communities using the masonry structures for storage or refuge, or (c) some 

combination of the above. Not all pueblito sites are the same, however, and much more research 

is needed before ali the possible relationships between forked-stick hogan communities and masonry 

structures can be identified. 

The pueblito sites are next viewed in the aggregate in order to examine temporal variability 

in pueblito site construction. There are several questions involving all the sites. When were various 

pueblitos built? How and when did pueblitos grow (if at all)? Are there discrete temporal periods 

when pueblitos were constructed and, if so, do they correspond with historically documented sodal 

events, i.e. Pueblo Revolt, the Spanish Reconquest, or Ute raiding? Whether such events 

connespond with climatic events, such as drought or increased precipitation, is discussed in Chapter 

6. 

Estimating Pueblito Site Occupation Spans 

Several theoretical models of site occupation duration have been developed for other 

Southwestern archaeological complexes (Schlanger 1985,1990). Until quite recently, however, the 

occupation duration of pueblito sites has received little attention. Originally thought of as simple 

"refuges," a general consensus has emerged in the last few years that most pueblitos were "centers" 

of discrete Navajo communities and that they served both habitation and defensive purposes. 

Questions remain, however, conceming the nature of the puebl'ito site occupations. Were they 

pennanent, year-round habitations, episodically used refuges, seasonal field houses, or some other 

occupation type? Indeed, implicit in many discussions of pueblitos is the assumption that they were 

either very short-tenn refuges used only during times of strife, or permanent habitations occupied 

during the entire Gobemador phase of Navajo history (A.D. 1690-1775). Recently, Marshall (1995) 

and Towner and Johnson (1996) estimated pueblito occupation duration based on midden volume 
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estimates. Marshall (1995:211) suggests that some sites were occupied for decades, but others 

served as refuges for relatively short periods. Towner and Johnson (1996:176-179) suggest periodic 

abandonment and reoccupation of some pueblito sites and shorter-term occupation of others. 

Because few, if any, of the sites in this study have accurate midden measurements, I use 

the tree-ring data, ethnographic analogies, and experimental archaeology to asses the duration of 

pueblito site occupations. Although I cannot address all the issues surrounding the nature of the 

occupations, I am able to estimate the number of years many sites were occupied based on 

constmction, remodeling, and repair events. These estimated occupation spans of the sites are 

critical in assessing the eighteenth century population dynamics of the Din6tah Navajo and, 

although not quantified in terms of the population size, indicate different aspects of the eighteenth 

century Navajo occupation and suggest that new models of how the Navajo used the area must be 

constructed. 

Estimating Regional Occupation Density 

For many years, scholars have assumed that the Din^tah, and the Largo-Gobemador area 

in particular, contained a large Navajo population, probably the largest eighteenth century Navajo 

group in the Southwest (Bailey and Bailey 1986; Bmgge 1986; Hester and Shiner 1963). The bases 

for this assumption appear to have been (a) Spanish references to the Navajo population and the 

location of the largest concentration of Navajos (Ayer 1916; Hill 1940) and (b) the "spectacular* 

nature of the archaeological remains in the area. Indeed, there are approximately 120 identified 

pueblitos sites, and scores, of fortced-stick hogan sites in the area, a number that far exceeds 

documented settlements elsewhere. It is the pueblitos, however, that have attracted the attention 

of both archaeologists and the general public. Forked-stick hogan clusters that lack masonry 

structures have been identified in areas outsMe the Largo-Gobemador area, including near Big Bead 

Mesa (Keur 1941; Towner 1994), near Cebolleta (Carroll 1979), north and east of Navajo Reservoir 

(Fuller, personal communication), in the Chacra Mesa area (Brugge 1986; Vivian 1960), and near 
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Canyon de Cheliy (Fall et al. 1981). Although few of these sites have t)een precisely tree-ring dated, 

they must be considered in any discussion of eighteenth century Navajo settlement and migration 

patterns. 

The appearance of an extremely large population in the Largo-Gobemador area may be 

more apparent than real, however. The tree-ring data and individual site occupation span estimates 

provide the first approximation of eighteenth century Navajo population dynamics, but not 

necessarily population size, over a broad area of the Oin^tah. By combining occupation span data 

from all the sites, I am able to address the issue of regional occupation density and suggest a 

settlement pattern that insured archaeological visibility, but that does not necessarily indicate a large 

population. The mobility, including seasonal, annual, and periodic movements, of the pueblito 

builders must be considered is any discussion of the Din6tah occupation and abandonment. This 

estimation of a more sparse regional occupation has important implications for the reconstruction 

of Navajo ethnogenesis discussed in chapter 7. 

Spatial Aspects of the Din4tah Pueblito Site Occupations 

Pueblitos have generally been characterized as a Din^tah phenomenon (Brugge 1983; 

Powers and Johnson 1987), although they are also found in other areas (Brugge 197b2; Towner 

1996). Previous attempts to evaluate pueblito distributions in the Din^tah (Jacobson et al. 1992) 

have not been comtM'ned with temporal data. Major questions conceming the spatial distribution of 

pueblitos in the Din6tah include the following. Are there discrete geographic areas where pueblitos 

were built at specific times? Do pueblitos form individual communities (Marshall 1991,1996) or are 

multiple pueblitos parts of larger communities (Towner and Johnson 1996)? Are pueblitos individual 

defensive sites or parts of larger defensive networks (Jacobson et al. 1992)? Did different 

defensive systems operate simultaneously or at different times (Towner and Johnson 1996)? These 

questions must be answered if I am to address the most fundamental questions conceming 

pueblitos, including why pueblitos were built and by whom. 
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Climate, the Occupation and Abandonment of the Din6tah 

The Navajo expansion out of the Din^tah has generally been viewed as a post-1750 process 

in concordance with the abandonment of the entire area (Brugge 1972b; Towner 1996; Vivian 1960). 

Emigration out of the Dintoh has typically, if implicitly, been viewed as a sudden "wave" of Navajos 

abandoning their homeland in the face of the dual pushes of severe drought and Ute raiding 

(Marshall 1996). Unfortunately, such explanations have not examined the climate before, during, 

and after the Navajo occupation of the area, have not gone beyond anecdotal references to climate 

and/or conflict as causal factors, and have not examined the nature of the Navajo occupation. A 

dendrodimatic reconstruction is used to examine the nature of prea'pitation before, during, and after 

the tree-ring dated Navajo occupation of the area. Archaeological and dendrochronological data 

from the pueblitos, the large tree-ring database, in particular, are used to examine the nature of the 

Navajo occupation, the proposed immigration of Puebloans into the area, and the emigration of 

the pueblito occupants out of the area. In addition to the Din6tah pueblitos, pueblitos and 

contemporaneous foriced-stick hogan village sites in other areas are used to evaluate the nature and 

duration of the Navajo occupation and abandonment of the area. 

Constmcting a Model of Navajo Ethnogenesis 

In the past, how Navajo culture developed into the form identified in the 1800s has been 

interpreted as a result of a series of historical events superimposed over a 'basic Athapaskan 

culture." Many interpretations of Navajo culture suggest that the "underiying" features of Navajo 

language and culture- indivklualism, fear of the dead, high status for women, and flexibility- were 

covered with a strong "veneer" of other traits after the Athapaskans entered the Southwest. The 

mechanisms for the acquisition of this "veneer" have almost always involved immigration of people 

from other societies into Navajo groups and subsequent modifications and reinterpretations of 

various aspects of the immigrant culture by "native" Navajos. 

The problem with this viewpoint, and it is not confined to Navajo archaeology, is that 
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language, material cuKure, nonmaterial culture, and genetics are not, and probably never were, a 

coherent 'package" of attributes that cooccur across space and through time. Thus, the ciadistic 

model of Navajo cultural development is fundamentally flawed and cannot explain the development 

of Navajo culture. In the final section of this dissertation. I offer a different "ethnogenetic" model 

(Moore 1994) of Navajo cultural development that I believe better explains the archaeological record 

and eighteenth century Navajo cultural development. 

RESEARCH METHODS 

The Archaeological and Dendrochronological Data 

The sites used in this dissertation are divided into three groups: early forked-stick hogans, 

pueblitos (masonry structures only), and pueblito sites (masonry structures and forked-stick hogans 

in the same site). The data include basic descriptive archaeological data and more detailed 

dendrochronological data from 62 pueblito sites in northwestem New Mexico and similar data from 

11 forked-stick hogan sites and activity areas that predate the Pueblo Revolt (Figure 5; Table 1). 

Although efforts have been made to standardize the data, some sites are still not fully recorded and 

consequently lack some types of data. Maps of the pre-RevoK foriced-stick hogans are not included 

because the exact proveniences of the tree-ring samples are not available. The 62 pueblito sites 

were selected because they have yielded relevant tree-ring samples and dates and are generally 

located in the area of the Largo-Gobemador drainages I defined as the Din^tah. 

The first group consists of 11 tree-ring dated foriced-stick hogans and associated features 

that predate pueblito constnjction. These sites, all excavated or surveyed by CRM personnel in the 

Four Comers area, are most relevant to tree-ring dating the initial occupation of the Din^tah. I use 

the terms pueblitos and pueblito sites to distinguish sites that contain dates from only masonry 

structures and sites that contain dates from both masonry structures and forked-stick hogans in the 

same "site complex." Thus, when discussing pueblitos, I am referring specifically to dates from the 

masonry structures only; the term pueblito sites, on the other hand, refers to all dates from the sites, 
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Figure 5. Locations of sites used in the dissertation. 
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Table 1. Key to site abreviations used in Figure 5. 

SC= Simon Canyon 
GC-Garda Canyon 
FC=Frances Canyon 
CM=Cabrestro Mesa Tower Complex 
PCs Puebiito Canyon Ruin 
PEs Puebiito East 
M1=Morrts 1 
RC= Romine Canyon Ruin 
DP= Doo/itiini Puebfito 
KWJ=KinWolaJini 
JAR= Jarmilio Canyon Ruin 
PAB- Pablo Spring Ruin 
8948«LA8948 
HID= Hidden House 
3C= Three Com Ruin 
0F=0(d Fort Ruin 
RBT= Rabbit House 
KND= Kin Naa Daa 
KTZ= Kin Tsezei 
DOS= Dos Cerritos 
2297= LA 2297 
2305= LA 2305 
SAN= Santo Nino 
DH= Deer House 
HPOT= Hanging Pot Ruin 
HBD= Hummingbird House 
TSG= Tower of the Standing God 
TT= Trub/s Tower 
KY= Kin Yazhi 
CV= Canyon View 
PB= Pointed Butte Ruin 
RTH=Ridgetop House 
105925= LA 105925 
105925= LA 105925 
105930= LA 105930 
105483= LM 05483 
IM12=IM-12 

TSO= Tso'bito Ruin 
LW= Lone Warrior Puebiito 
BMK= Buffalo Mask 
DEL= Delgadito Ruin 
TSE= Tse'atah Ruin 
MCF= Morris Cfiff Dweing 
ADM= Adams Canyon Ruin 
RRS= Rincon Rockshelter 
MUN= Munoz Canyon Rum 
HLR= Hill Road Ruin 
GOC= Gomez Canyon Ruin 
ADC= Adolpho Canyon Rum 
GPS= Gould Pass Ruin 
STR= Star Rock Refuge 
UNR= Unreachable Rockshelter 
HCC= Hadlock's Crow Canyon 
CRC= Crow Canyon Ruin 
SHF= Shaft House 
CIT= The Citadel 
BLR= Boulder Fortress 
S6IK= Shandiin Bikin 
COT= Cottonwood Divide 
PKP= Pork Chop Pass Site 
CS= Compressor Station Ruin 
42= 42 Puebiito 
OVR= Overtook Site 
FT= Foothold Ruin 
LS= Largo School Ruin 
HFP= Hooded Fireplace Ruin 
SRK=Spltt Rock Ruin 
TAP=Tapactto Ruin 
74243= lA74243 
72746= LA 72746 
72747= LA 72747 
72767= LA 72767 
16209= LA 16209 
79462= LA 79462 

induding those from masonry structures, forked-stick hogans, ax-cut limbs and stumps, corrals, and 

various other features. 

Archaeological Data: Site Maps and Locations 

The majority of sites have been mapped by previous researchers and were not remapped 
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as part of this dissertation. Most of the site maps are derived from Powers and Johnson (1987) 

augmented with spedfic beam locations; indeed, this research could not have t)een conducted 

without Powers and Johnson's baseline woric. A few pueblito site maps, created by Jim Copeland 

and other BLM personnel or the author during the tree-ring collecting, are considered field maps, 

not precise topographic maps. Other maps, most notably those from Old Fort Ruin (LA 1869), Three 

Com Ruin (LA 1871), and Frances Canyon Ruin (LA 2135), are based on Eari Mom's' original maps 

(Carison 1965), again with individual tree-ring samples added where appropriate. A few sites, 

generally those sampled only by the Navajo Land Claim, lack maps entirely. NLC site maps exist, 

but are not available because of legal restrictions; their publication would greatly enhance study of 

those particular sites. None of the maps contained herein should be considered detailed, precisely 

scaled representations of the archaeological record; the relationships of individual beams to each 

other and to the architecture, however, are accurate. 

The locations of the sites are derived from individual site forms, New Mexico Archaeological 

Research Management Section (ARMS) computerized site files, field checked locations, and 

published sources. Most are relatively accurate, but some may be in error by a few tens of meters; 

some of the NLC sites have not been relocated and may be in error by as much as 500-1000 meters. 

Future research, parttculariy that oriented toward computer or GIS analyses should not rely on the 

published site locations, especially for the sites known only from NLC surveys. 

Archaeological Data: Architecture 

Architecture is an important component of this research at the individual site level. 

Determining the bond-abut relationships between different masonry walls or architectural units is 

critical in assessing the presence or absence of anomalous tree-ring dates (Dean 1978). Such an 

approach is common on Puebloan sites (Dean 1969a; Graves 1982; Lightfoot 1992), but is rarely 

possible on Navajo sites (but see Towner and Johnson 1996). Again, because I did not remap all 

the sites, I assume that the fieM and published maps are accurate representations of the architecture 
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at the sites. In a few cases, discrepandes were noted in the field between the published map and 

the archaeological record; these differences are described in the individual site analysis, but 

because I was particularly interested in the architectural relationships, I gave field observations 

precedence over published data. 

Archaeological Data: Ceramics and other items of Material Culture 

The archaeological data conceming items of material culture on the sites are derived 

exclusively from published sources, augmented by minimal field observations. Although ceramics 

have played a critical role in studies of the eighteenth century Navajo sites, few quantifiable data 

are available from the pueblito sites. The most used published source. Powers and Johnson (1987), 

provides only presence or absence data for various artifact classes, not quantities. Similarly, other 

sources (Carlson 1965; Keur 1941,1944) provide no data amenable to statistical analysis. The only 

data appropriate for such analyses, therefore, are derived from Marshall (1991,1996). I include the 

generalized observations simply to show that trade wares comprise a minimal proportion of the 

ceramics on these sites, despite their use as evidence of ethnic coresidence; other items are 

mentioned only to indicate possible trade relationships. 

Dendrochronoiogical Data 

The tree-ring database is composed of samples collected by ten different projects (Table 

2) and can be divided into two groups: recently collected or reanalyzed samples and Navajo Land 

Claim samples that have not been reanalyzed. The majority of the tree-ring samples used were 

collected by the author and Jeffrey S. Dean over the course of the past six years. Additional 

recently collected or reanalyzed samples were collected by the author and others as parts of other 

projects (i.e., Towner and Johnson 1996), in conjunction with other researchers (cf. Dykeman and 

Wharton 1994), or as parts of cultural resource management projects in northwestern New Mexico 

(Brown 1993; Sesler and IHovezak 1996; Thomas and Havel 1994), or special research projects 

(Wilson and Warren 1974). These recently collected and reanalyzed samples usually include 
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COLLECTION SPECIES TOTAL 
PNN JUN PP DF POP 

DNT N 394 299 17 19 10 739 
COLLECTION PERCENT 53% 40% 2% 3% 1% 
NLC N 166 0 1 8 8 183 
COLLECTION PERCENT 91% 0% 1% 4% 4% 
RG N 38 2 5 4 0 49 
COLLECTION PERCENT 78% 4% 10% 8% 0% 
NMS N 3 11 0 0 0 14 
COLLECTION PERCENT 21% 79% 0% 0% 0% 
GP N 10 0 2 0 0 12 
COLLECTION PERCENT 83% 0% 17% 0% 0% 
GOV N 4 7 1 0 0 12 
COLLECTION PERCENT 33% 58% 8% 0% 0% 
NMB N 0 5 0 0 0 5 
COLLECTION PERCENT 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
H N 2 1 1 1 0 5 
COLLECTION PERCENT 40% 20% 20% 20% 0% 
NAV N 1 0 1 0 0 2 
COLLECTION PERCENT 50% 0% 50% 0% 0% 
D N 3 0 0 0 0 3 
COLLECTION PERCENT 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
TOTAL N 621 325 28 32 18 1024 
COLLECTION PERCENT 61% 32% 3% 3% 2% 100% 

provenience and other data relevant to the proper interpretation of the tree-ring dates. 

The second group of tree-ring samples was collected prior to about 1974 and is more 

difficult to use, primarily because other data, such as provenience, tool marics, and beam attributes, 

are missing. Tree-ring data of the second type include dates derived by the Navajo Land Claim 

studies (Robinson and Towner 1993; Stokes and Smiley 1963,1969), collections made eariy in the 

history of dendrochronology (Hall 1951; Hannah 1965), and other unprovenienced samples (Haskell 

1974). The limitations of the second group of samples preclude using them as fully as I might wish. 

Without the architectural and contextual information, the dates themselves may be subject to 

misinterpretation and should be used carefully, especially if they are the only samples from a 

particular site (Tovmer 1992, 1996). Finally, the Navajo Land Claim samples have not been 
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reanalyzed by the LTRR and must be interpreted differently than the other samples. 

Interpreting the Dendrochronological Data 

The tree-ring dates, with the exception of some NLC dates, are interpreted using the 

prindples outlined t)y Bannister (1962), Dean (1978), and Ahlstrom (1985). Although tree-ring dates 

are accurate and precise to the year, and possibly season, they still must be assessed in their 

archaeological contexts in oiderto identify anomalous dates (Graves 1982), define tree procurement 

and architectural construction events (Dean and Wan^n 1985; Lightfoot 1992), identify various 

behaviors assodated with wood use (Dean 1996), and estimate occupation duration and 

abandonment times (Ahlstrom 1985; Hantman 1983). 

All the recently collected and reanalyzed tree-ring dates are grouped into three classes; 

cutting (or tree death), near cutting, and noncutting dates. Cutting dates (symbols B, G, L, r, v) 

indicate that the last ring on the sample was the last year of tree growth (Robinson et al. 1974). 

These symbols, alone or in combination, indicate a "true outside" and, in the absence of contrary 

evidence, the year a tree died. An assodational argument, or bridging event (Dean 1978) must be 

made to infer that the tree died as a result of human adivity. Near cutting dates (symbols +8, *G, 

•••L, +r, -i-v) indicate that although the sample has a true outside," one to three rings may be locally 

absent from the last five years on the sample and the ring series does not extend far enough past 

the possibly absent ring to verify its absence. Thus, a"+" date may spedfy the year of tree death, 

or that the tree died one to three years after the date given. Like cutting dates, a bridging argument 

must be made to infer that near cutting dates represent tree cutting activities. Noncutting dates 

(symbols w and +*) do not signify the year of tree death. The symbol "w" dates indicate that an 

unknown number of rings may have been removed from the outside of the sample; such rings may 

have been removed by natural fadors such as erosion or human actions such as shaping or 

debarking of beams. Thus, tree death occurred some unknown length of time after the w date. 

Finally, dates indicate that the ring series cannot be dated beyond a certain point from which 
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the rings are simply counted rather than crossdated. These dates, even if combined with 

indicators of true outsides, such as bark, are not crossdated death dates, but ring counts beyond a 

certain year on the sample and, as such, may seriously underestimate the year of tree death. 

The NLC samples, except for the few that have been reanalyzed as part of this project, are 

accompanied by a different set of symbols. Some symbols, such as "G" (beetle galleries) and *B" 

(bark present) are the same as those on more recently analyzed samples and indicate the year of 

tree death. Likewise, an upper-case "C" indicates that the outermost ring is continuous around the 

drcumference of a cross section and is a cutting date. Many of the NLC samples are designated 

dates; this "indicates that either the outermost rings are very small and a ring count only could 

be made to the outside, or that the outermost dated ring is one just preceding what is usually a 

small, micro, or absent ring which may be missing from the spedmen" (Stokes and Smiley 1963:13). 

Thus, NLCdates should be considered noncutting dates, although some may actually be near 

cutting dates. Many of the NLC dates are accompanied by an "inc" designation identifying the last 

ring on the sample as "incomplete." Although this tenn currently identifies terminal ring attributes 

that may be related to procurement season (see below), in the NLC case all "inc" designations 

should be considered noncutting dates, similar to w dates. 

Identifying tree procurement episodes is accomplished by distinguishing trees that were cut 

while living from those that were harvested as dead wood. Live cut trees should yield cutting dates, 

if other factors do not remove outskle rings; all dates from samples with true outsides, however, do 

not necessarily indicate live tree harvesting. Ahlstrom (1985:56-57, 614-617) suggests that, in 

general, dead wood samples produce "-m-" dates, although this is not always the case. Architectural 

construction episodes are defined as a cluster of cutting dates in the same architectural space; 

Towner (1992:64) defined the number of dates and type of space necessary to identify a cluster for 

pueblito sites differently depending on the level of provenience information available. During this 

project, a strong cluster is defined as three or more cutting dates in the same year from the same 

architectural space; a weak cluster may contain fewer dates, include noncutting dates, or be only 
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weakly assodated with architectural space. 

The distinction beiween a construction episode and a date duster is important for properly 

interpreting the pueblito site data. A date duster, as defined above, depends primarily on the dates 

and secondarily on the provenience of the samples. As will be shown below, identifying a 

construction episode depends heavily on the provenience of dated samples; there are several 

cases where date clusters identified previously (Towner 1996:158-161) can be shown not to be 

construction episodes because of stockpiling, reuse of beams, or other behavioral factors. 

Documenting various wood use behaviors depends on identifying terminal ring 

characteristics (procurement seasonality), spedes (tree selection), tool marics (tree or beam 

modification), and anomalous dates (beam stockpiling and reuse, and structure repair and 

remodeling). Such behaviors may also be identified, in part, by the archaeological context of the 

wooden elements. Terminal ring charaderistics are indicated by the symbols "inc," and "comp" on 

the recently coileded or reanalyzed samples, and by "inc" or "c" on the NLC samples. Incomplete 

terminal rings (inc) may indicate tree death during the growing season if accompanied by cutting or 

near cutting date symbols; if accompanied by noncutting date symbols, the condition of the outer 

ring is most likely a result of the removal of outer rings by human or natural agnedes. Complete 

terminal rings (comp) indicate tree death after the end of the growing season and, in most cases, 

are accompanied by cutting or near cutting date symbols. 

Site occupation duration and abandonment are difficult to establish, even given the precise 

nature of tree-ring dates. Regarding site occupation span, Hantman (1983:143) espouses the 

fomiula of subtracting the date that provides the best evidence of initial construdion from the latest 

date and adding a constant often years. He does not recognize, however, the value of construdion 

dusters and often uses anomalous dates to calculate occupation span. Hantman (1983:123) also 

suggests that "when beams are no longer recorded within a site over the course of several years, 

we can assume that the site was abandoned at or about the date of the latest tree-ring date recorded 

at the site." Ahlstrom (1985:653-659) points out the limitations of such a "cook-book" approach to 
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interpreting tree-ring dates. He provides several examples indicating that "a gap in the middle of 

site's date distribution may indicate a period of abandonment" and should not be included in the 

computation of occupation spans. Regarding abandonment dates, Ahlstrom (1985:658-659) justifies 

the use of the latest date as an abandonment date only if (a) the date distribution is relatively 

continuous and ends abruptly, (b) the latest occupied areas of a site are included in the sample of 

dates, and (c) the "latest dates from several sites are mutually reinforcing." Many of the pueblito 

sites in the Din^tah provide excellent examples of such abandonment. 

DISCUSSION 

The research questions and methods outlined above are designed to delineate significant 

aspects of the Navajo occupation and abandonment of the Din^tah area. As the eariiest positively 

identified area of Navajo occupation in the Southwest, the Oin^tah has played a critical role in 

interpretations of Navajo culture history and development since eariy in the twentieth century. The 

pueblito sites in particular have been a critical part of the database for models of Navajo culture 

processes used by archaeologists, anthropologists, and historians. This dissertation, however, is 

the first detailed analysis of the data from a large number of pueblito sites. By examining the 

temporal and spatial aspects of the Navajo occupation before pueblitos were constructed, during 

their construction and occupation, and addressing possible causes for their abandonment, I provide 

an expanded database from which to assess seventeenth and eighteenth century Navajo cultural 

dynamics across a broad area of the Southwest. 

The changes in our interpretations of Navajo cultural development proposed as a result of 

this analysis are important for eluddating not only the Navajo occupation of the area, but for 

examining the protohistoric period throughout the northem Southwest. In addition to their relevance 

to Navajo culture history and development, I believe the pueblito site data can provide information 

relevant to a broad range of methodological and theoretical issues important in anthropology and 

archaeology. Broader theoretical issues include understanding culture change, intra and intergroup 
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relationships, demographic trends, processes such as migration and immigration, the interaction of 

people with their environment, and many other aspects of human existence. The pueblito data may 

also provide models that allow us to t)etter identify some of these processes in prehistoric contexts 

where historic sources are lacking and ethnographic analogy far more tenuous (Brugge 1996). 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE SITES 

The stone towers of the Din^tah have long held a faso'nation for archaeologists, and almost a 
century of research has been devoted to understanding the cuttural processes that gave rise to these 
monuments (Hogan 1992:0-

Despite Hogan's contention, it is apparent from the discussion in Chapter 2 that the pueblitos 

themselves have not been the subject of intensive archaeological research, but have been used to 

support hypotheses based on other types of evidence. The sites used in this dissertation forni two 

distinct groups, pre-1700 forked-stick hogans and other structures, and the pueblito sites. The pre-

1700 forked-stick hogan sites include only those Navajo sites, or activity areas, that have yielded 

cutting dates prior to A. D. 1700 and are included to demonstrate a pre-pueblito Navajo occupation 

of the area. These 11 sites have all been investigated by cultural resource management personnel 

in the 1990s and are providing an entirely new perspective on the pre-pueblito occupation of the 

Din^tah. The 62 pueblito sites used in this dissertation include all those masonry structures and 

associated foriced-stick hogans in the Din^tah that have yielded tree-ring dates and comprise the 

largest number of such structures in the Southwest. 

PRE-1700 FORKED-STICK HOGANS AND ASSOCIATED SITES 

LA 74243 

LA 74243 is a small duster of fori(ed-stick hogans and associated features located on Pump 

Mesa (Figure 5). It was excavated in 1992 by the Navajo Nation Archaeology Department (NNAD) 

and consists of two or possibly three structures, two extramural hearths, and three activity areas 

(Wharton et al. 1996). The three structures may have been occupied by multiple households, but 

absolute contemporaneity cannot be demonstrated. 

Material Culture; The ceramic assemblage consists of 477 gray ware sherds, but only 46 

were large enough to be analyzed. The most common ceramic type is Din6tah Gray (n= 32), but 
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Din^tah Gray, Indented Variety, and Navajo Gray are present as well. Flaked and ground stone 

tools are relatively abundant and made of local and nonlocal raw materials. The sparse faunal 

remains are small and fragmentary, but include jackrabbit, cottontail, and deer remains. Floral 

remains include Pinus, Junipenis, Quercus, Eriogonum, Cheno-am, and Zea mays pollen (Wharton 

etal. 1996). 

Architecture: Only one intact structure was found on the site, although two other partial 

structures were identified. Structure 1 consisted of the remains of a forked-stick hogan that was 

disturised by road construction, but it is the only structure that yielded datable tree-ring samples. It 

was apparently a relatively large (> 4m diameter) foriced-stick hogan with a prepared floor and east-

facing ramped entryway (Wharton et al. 1996). 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Four tree-ring samples were collected from Structure 1, 

seven were collected from Structure 2, and one was collected from Structure 3. A majority (n=10) 

of the samples are juniper, and the remaining two samples are pinyon pine. Tool marics could not 

be klentified on these specimens. Only two of the pinyon samples, both from Structure 1, yielded 

dates (Table 3). NMB-119 yielded a cutting date of 1569v and NMB-112 yielded a noncutting date 

Table 3. Tree-ring samples collected from LA 74243. 

Structure Sample Species Inside Outside Outside 
Type Number Date Date Symbol 
FS Hogan NMB-112 PNN 1505 1580 +VV inc 
FE 1 NMB-119 PNN 1380p 1569 V inc 

NMB-118 JUN NO DATE 
NMB-120 JUN NO DATE 

FS Hogan NMB-109 JUN NO DATE 
FE2 NMB-110 JUN NO DATE 

NMB-113 JUN NO DATE 
NMB-114 JUN NO DATE 
NMB-115 JUN NO DATE 
NMB-116 JUN NO DATE 
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of 1580+w; both samples had incomplete temiinal rings. 

Interpretations: The species distribution indicates use of both pinyon pine and juniper as 

structural elements. Interestingly, however, two of the four samples collected from Structure 1 are 

pinyon, but all samples collected from the other structures are juniper. At this time, I cannot 

determine if this distribution is a result of selection on the part of the site occupants, or the 

archaeologists. The two dates, both from probable leaneis in the middle of the structure, suggest 

constnjction sometime after 1580. The 1S69v cutting date indicates wood procurement at that time, 

and may represent a reused element. Conversely, the eariierdate may indicate construction and 

the 1580+vv date repair or remodeling. With only two dates, however, any conclusions must be 

tentative. 

LA 72746 

LA 72746 is a large Navajo habitation site located on Pump Mesa (Figure 5) and was 

excavated by La Plata Archaeological Consultants in 1993. The site included the remains of six 

probable structures, all of which showed signs of intentional burning after abandonment (Sesler and 

Hovezak 1996). Only four of the structures, however, appear to have been related. 

Material Culture: Data not yet available. 

Architecture: Data not yet available. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: A total of 30 samples was collected from the site; 27 are 

juniper and three are pinyon. These samples yielded 11 dates, including two near cutting dates 

(Table 4). Tool marte were not recorded and are probably impossible to identify on these samples, 

which are predominantly charcoal fragments. Likewise, the presence or absence of sapwood cannot 

be determined. Dead wood appears to have been used extensively in these structures, as 

evklenced by the numerous dates yiekJed. Procurement seasons can be identified only for the 

beams that yiekled the two near cutting dates; one juniper was probably cut during the 1596 growing 

season and another was probably cut after the end of the 1599 growing season. 
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Table 4. Tree-ring samples collected from LA 72746. 

Feature 
Type 

Sample 
Number 

Species Inside 
Date 

Outside 
Date 

Terminal 
_Rina_ 

Comment 

FS Hogan 
FE1 

LPM-328 
LPM-329 

PNN 
JUN 

1453 
NO DATE 

1546 +VV inc Deadwood (?) 

FS Hogan 
FE2 

LPM-333 
LPM-334 
LPM.330 
LPM-331 
LPM-332 
LPM-338 
LPM-339 
LPM-340 
LPM-341 
LPM-342 
LPM-343 
LPM-344 

JUN 
JUN 
JUN 
JUN 
JUN 
JUN 
JUN 
JUN 
JUN 
JUN 
JUN 
JUN 

1426p 
1406p 
NO DATE 
NO DATE 
NO DATE 
NO DATE 
NO DATE 
NO DATE 
NO DATE 
NO DATE 
NO DATE 
NO DATE 

1593 
1596 

++VV inc 
+v inc 

Deadwood (?) 

FS Hogan 
FE4 

LPM-335 
LPM-319 
LPM-325 
LPM-337 
LPM-324 
LPM-323 
LPM-320 
LPM-321 
LPM-322 
LPM-326 
LPM-327 
LPM-336 

PNN 
JUN 
JUN 
JUN 
PNN 
JUN 
JUN 
JUN 
JUN 
JUN 
JUN 
JUN 

1380+/-P 

1306p 
1273+/-P 

1479 
1356p 
1376p 
NO DATE 
NO DATE 
NO DATE 
NO DATE 
NO DATE 
NO DATE 

1518 
1543 
1547 
1571 
1582 
1599 

++VV inc 
++W inc 
++W inc 
++W inc 
++W inc 
+rB comp 

Deadwood (?) 
Deadwood {7)  
Deadwood (?) 
Deadwood (?) 
Deadwood (?) 

FS Hogan 
FES 

LPM-337 
LPM-345 
LPM-346 
LPM-347 

JUN 
JUN 
JUN 
JUN 

1479 
NO DATE 
NO DATE 
NO DATE 

1571 ++W Deadwood (?) 

Interpretations: Structures 1 and 4 postdate 1546 and 1571, respectively, but because of 

the use of dead wood, cannot be more precisely dated. Structure 2 was probably built in the late 

1590s, within a year or two of 1596. Structure 4 was built using mostly dead wood, but the 1599+r 

date suggests construction in the fall of that year. Sesler and Hovezak (1996) suggest that all four 

structures, particularly Staictures 2 and 4, were occupied at the same time and there is no evidence 

to the contrary. They infer that the site was occupied by a nuclear family that included several 
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closely related households and this seems a plausible explanation. 

LA 72747 

Pertiaps the best dated of the pre-Revolt for1(ed-stick hogans in northwestern New Mexico 

is LA 72747, a multiple hogan site located on Pump Mesa (Figure 5). The site consists of three 

forked-stick hogans and three bell-shaped storage dsts and was excavated by La Plata 

Archaeological Consultants in 1992 (Seslerand Hovezak 1996). 

Material Culture: Din^ah Gray ceramics, flaked and ground stone tools comprise the 

artifact assemblage. Additional collections have been made, but are currently unavailable. 

Architecture: The architecture at LA 72747 consists of three forked-stick hogans (Structures 

2, 3, and 4), two of which (Structures 2 and 4) are within approximately 20 m of each other. 

Stmcture 3 appears to have been intentionally burned, but contained few internal surface artifacts. 

Stnictures 2 and 4 were also intentionally burned, but contained relatively intact floor assemblages. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: A total of 46 samples, including two duplicates was collected 

from the structures (Table 5). Two species are present, juniper (n=41) and pinyon pine (n=3). Tool 

marks were not recorded and may have been impossible to identify. Twelve of the dates are cutting 

or near cutting dates, and range from 1576-t-v to 1622-*-r8. Of the twelve cutting or near cutting 

dates, nine exhibit complete terminal rings and three have incomplete terminal rings. 

Interpretations: In terms of tree procurement, sample LPM-71 suggests harvesting as eariy 

as A. D. 1576, but most trees were not cut until the second decade of the seventeenth century. The 

strong tenninal cluster indicates that Structure 4 was built in the fall of 1622; most timbers were cut 

fresh, although LPM-85 (1621r comp) may represent a stockpiled beam and LPM-101 (1616 r inc) 

may have been reused. Structure 2 may have been built in either the fall of 1621 or spring of 1622, 

but the small number of dates makes this suggestion tentative. It was cleariy contemporaneous with 

Structure 4, however. Structure 3, on the other hand, appears to have been built in 1615 using 

mostly freshly cut timbers. LPM-71, which dates 1576+v may represent Ijeam reuse, and LPM-69 



Table 5. Tree-ring samples collected from LA 72747. 

Feature Sample Species Inside Outside Terminal Comment 
Type Number Date Date Ring 
FS Hogan LPM-66 JUN 1253+ 1550 ++W Deadwood (?) 
FE2 LPM-64 JUN 1441p 1621 rB comp Same as LPM-64 

LPM-65 JUN Same as LPM-64 
FS Hogan LPM-76 PNN 1384p 1495 +VV 

FE3 LPM-69 PNN 1403 1546 ++W Deadwood (?) 
LPM-71 PNN 1430p 1576 +v inc 

Deadwood (?) 

LPM-75 JUN 1358+/- 1586 vv inc 
LPM-67 JUN 1313+/- 1591 w inc 
LPM-80 JUN 1487+/- 1610 vv inc 
LPM-73 JUN 1447p 1614 +r comp 
LPM-70 JUN 1483p 1615 rcomp 
LPM-74 JUN 151 Op 1615 rcomp 
LPM-77 JUN 1511 1618 w inc 
LPM-78 JUN 1502+/- 1619 V comp 
LPM-72 PNN «*«* •*** *** Same as LPM-76 
LPM-68 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-79 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 

FS Hogan LPM-91 JUN 1403 1482 ++VV inc Deadwood (?) 
FE4 LPM-107 JUN 1329+/- 1484 w inc 

LPM-92 JUN 1384 1489 w inc 
LPM-100 JUN 1413 1527 w inc 
LPM-105 JUN 1424+/- 1540 vv inc 
LPM-103 JUN 1394+/- 1560 vv inc 
LPM-94 JUN 1430 1562 w inc 
LPM-106 JUN 1331+/- 1574 vv inc 
LPM-82 JUN 1485 1591 vv inc 
LPM-98 JUN 1419+/- 1610 w inc 
LPM-83 JUN 1509 1611 w inc 
LPM-101 JUN 1425+/- 1616 rinc 
LPM-97 JUN 1550+/- 1620 vv Inc 
LPM-85 JUN 1573+/- 1621 rcomp 
LPM-89 JUN 1450+/- 1622 +v comp 
LPM-90 JUN 1466 1622 r inc 
LPM-81 JUN 1411+/- 1622 +rB comp 
LPM-104 JUN 1482+/- 1622 w inc 
LPM-102 JUN 1438+/- 1622 rcomp 
LPM-84 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-86 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-87 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-88 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-93 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-95 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-96 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-99 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-108 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
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(1546-«"»-w) is probably a piece of dead wood. Structure 3 was apparently repaired in 1619. The 

proximity of Structures 2 and 4, as well as the tree-ring cutting dates from both structures indicate 

they were occupied at the same time. By contrast, Structure 3 is located approximately 40 m 

northeast of the other two, and appears to have been abandoned prior to their construction. It is 

possible that sample LPM-101, which dates 1616r inc, was originally part of Structure 3, but was 

reused in the building of Structure 4. Sesler and Hovezak (1996) indicate that Structure 3 was 

cleaned prior to abandonment, but that Stmctures 2 and 4 were catastrophically abandoned. They 

suggest that Structure 3 was not occupied when Structures 2 and 4 were in use, and I concur. 

LA 72767 

LA 72767 is a multiple hogan site located on the southeast portion of Pump Mesa 

overiooking the confluence of Simon Canyon and the San Juan River (Figure 5). It was excavated 

by La Plata Archaeological Consultants in 1992. 

Material Culture: Din^tah Gray and Late Puebloan sherds were recovered from midden 

areas, but quantative data are currently unavailable. 

Architecture; The architecture on the site consists of two forked-stick hogans each with 

associated middens southeast of the structures. Both structures have been burned and are not 

amenable to architectural analysis. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: A total of 31 samples was collected from the site, 28 from 

Structure 2 and 3 from Structure 1 (Table 6). Juniper (n=26) was the dominant spedes, although 

a few (n=5) pieces for pinyon pine all from Structure 2, were present as well. No tool marks were 

noted, although they may t>e impossible to identify on the charcoal specimens. Eleven of the 

samples dated, 10 from Structure 2 and one from Structure 1; only Structure 2 produced cutting or 

near cutting dates (n=7). Of these samples with true outsides, both incomplete (n=4) and complete 

(n=3) terminal rings are present. 
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Table 6. Tree-ring samples collected from LA 72767. 

Feature Sample Species inside Outside Terminal Comment 
Type Number Date Date Ring 
FS Hogan LPM.137 JUN 1441P 1592 ++VV Deadwood (?) 
FE 1 LPM-138 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 

LPM-139 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
FS Hogan LPM-117 JUN 748 984 ++W Deadwood (?) 
FE2 LPM-141 JUN 1539 1641 vv inc 

LPM-132 JUN 1428+/-P 1655 +w 
LPM-142 JUN 1420+/-P 1676 +r comp 
LPM-121 JUN 1524P 1676 +rG inc 
LPM-122 JUN 1580+/-P 1677 rG inc 
LPM-128 PNN 1618P 1677 B inc 
LPM-135 PNN 1595P 1677 r6 comp 
LPM-136 PNN 1597P 1677 rG inc 
LPM-133 PNN 1578+/-P 1679 G comp 
LPM-113 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-114 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-115 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-116 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-118 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-119 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-120 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-123 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-124 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-125 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-126 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-127 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-129 PNN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-130 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-131 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-134 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-140 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-145 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 

Interpretations: The noncutting date (1592++W) from Structure 1 appears to be a piece 

of dead wood, and does not date the construction of the hogan. Stnicture 2 was built in the late 

summer or early fall of 1677. Evidence for this interpretation consists of the strong cluster of 1677 

cutting dates that includes both juniper and pinyon specimens with incomplete terminal rings and 

a pinyon with a complete temninal ring. Thus, the stmcture must have been built after a few pinyons 

ceased growth for the year, but before junipers quit growing. The two"+" dates (1676) may also 
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have been cut in 1677, but the possible missing ring near the end of the ring series make such a 

conclusion somewhat tentative. One of the samples (LPM-117) from Structure 2 is cleariy a piece 

of dead wood. Sesler and Hovezak (1996) suggest that the structures were contemporaneous, 

based on abandonment modes, and the tree-ring data neither confirm nor dispute this hypothesis. 

LA 16209 

LA 16209 is a multiple hogan site located on an upland t>ench t>etween Pump and Arena 

Canyons (Figure 5). The site was excavated by La Plata Archaeological Consultants in 1993 

(Sesler and Hovezak 1996). 

Materia! Culture: The ceramic assemblage includes Navajo Utility and Gobemador 

Polychrome ceramics, flaked and ground stone tools, and sparse faunal remains. This site contains 

what may be some of the eariiest Gobemador Polychrome ceramics yet identified. 

Architecture: The architecture at the site consists of two collapsed foriced-stick hogans each 

with associated middedns located southeast of the structures. Both structures appear to have 

southeast-facing "tunnel" entryways, but are not amenable to architectural analysis. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: A total of 40 independent samples were collected from the 

sHe, 20 fipom each structure (Table 7). All of the samples are juniper, and I suspect that this spedes 

distribution represents eariy Navajo selection, not that of the archaeologists. No tool marics were 

recorded for the spedmens, and because none retain true outsides, terminal ring attributes are not 

indicative of procurement seasons. Thirteen of the samples from Structure 1 produced dates, as 

did 10 of the samples from Structure 2. None of the dates are cutting or near cutting dates, 

however, and some (LPM-3,27,28) probably represent dead wood use. 

Interpretations: LA 16209 is represents a difficult interpretive situation. Given the lack of cutting 

or near cutting dates, the latest date from each structure could represent the period of occupation 

(Ahlstrom 1985). In this particular case, and I suspect with foriced-stick hogans in general, such an 

approach may be in enor. The fact that the two latest samples from Structure 1, dated 1620vv and 



Table 7. Tree-ring samples collected from LA 16209. 
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Feature Sample Species inside Outside Terminal Comment 
Type Number Date Date Ring 
FS Hogan LPM.3 JUN 996 1303 ++W Deadwood (?) 
FE1 LPM-12 JUN 1458 1559 vv inc 

LPM-5 JUN 1383+/-P 1582 +VV inc 
LPM-20 JUN 1423+/-P 1595 +VV inc 
LPM-14 JUN 1390+/- 1597 VV inc No Sapwood 
LPM-7 JUN 1442+/- 1597 +VV inc 
LPM-9 JUN 1545+/- 1600 +VV inc 
LPM-19 JUN 1417+/- 1602 VV inc 
LPM-2 JUN 1436+/-P 1609 +VV inc 
LPM-18 JUN 1406+/-P 1612 w inc 
LPM-11 JUN 1403+/-P 1615 +VV inc No Sapwood 
LPM-8 JUN 1452+/- 1620 w inc Ca. 30 Sapwood Rings 
LPM-1 JUN 1421+/- 1621 +VV inc Ca. 25 Sapwood Rings 
LPM-4 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-6 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-10 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-13 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-15 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-16 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-17 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 

FS Hoqan LPM-31 JUN 692 1111 VV inc 
FE2 LPM-38 JUN 721+/-P 1126 +VV inc No Sapwood 

LPM-37 JUN 936 1149 w inc 
LPM-35 JUN •960 1211 +VV inc 
LPM-40 JUN 986 1240 +w inc 
LPM-28 JUN 982 1326 ++W inc Deadwood (?) 
LPM-29 JUN 1435+/-P 1544 VV inc Ca. 47 Sapwood Rings 
LPM-27 JUN 1328+/- 1583 ++VV inc Deadwood (?) 
LPM-36 JUN 1320+/- 1609 vv inc 

Deadwood (?) 

LPM-22 JUN 1321+/-P 1611 vv inc 
LPM-21 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-23 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-24 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-25 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-26 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-30 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-32 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-33 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-34 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
LPM-39 JUN NO DATE NO DATE 
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1621-'-w respectively, are the only samples that retain any sapwood rings, suggests that the 

structure was built sometime, probably many years, after 1621. Structure 2 may be 

contemporaneous, but the only sample with sapwood (LPM-29) dates significantly earlier (1544vv). 

The relatively small number of sapwood rings present on these few samples indicates a significant 

number of rings have been lost through erosion. I am confident that the site was occupied prior to 

A.0.1700, and maybe even prior to A.0.1650; whether or not it dates as eariy as A.D. 1630 (Reed 

and Reed 1996) remains questionable. 

LA 105925, LA 105929, LA 105930, LA 105483, IM-12 

These sites, two multiple hogan sites, two areas of ax-cut limbs, and a sweatlodge, are 

grouped together because of their proximity to each other and similar tree-ring dates. All have been 

examined on a preliminary level by the Navajo Nation Archaeology Department (Dykeman and 

Wharton 1996), but have not been subjected to data recovery efforts. All these sites are located on 

a bench in a small rincon above Romine Canyon and are near the Morris 1 Pueblito (Figure 5). 

Material Culture: Uthic debitage and formal tools are present at all the sites except IM-12; 

ground stone tools are present at LA 105929 and LA 105930. Faunal remains are present only at 

LA 105930. No pollen or plant macrofossil data are available. Din^tah Gray and Gobemador 

Polychrome ceramics are present at LA 105483, LA 105929, and LA 105930; Puebloan trade wares 

are present only at LA 105483 (Kuaua Polychrome) and LA 105929 (Jemez Black-on-white). 

Architecture: LA 105930 contains the remains of two collapsed foriced-stick hogans; bumed 

foriced-stick hogans are present at LA 105930 (n=3) and LA 105929 (n=2). Single ramadas are 

present at LA 105483 and LA 105930 and a single sweatlodge is present at LA 105925. Features 

identified as hearths, ovens, or kilns are present at LA 105483 (a possible kiln), LA 105925 (a 

probable hearth), LA 105929 (five hearth/ovens), and LA 105930 (a hearth/oven). IM-12 consists 

only of an ax-cut stump. Because of the deteriorated nature of the structures, none of these sites 

are amenable to architectural analysis of the type used to infer construction sequences at the 
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Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: A total of nine samples was collected from these sites (Table 

8), including three samples from stnictures and six from ax-cut limbs or stumps assodated with the 

sites. Eight of the samples are juniper and one is a pinyon pine. All exhibit marlcs typical of metal-

ax use. All of the samples dated, and four produced cutting or near cutting dates. All the samples 

with true outsides have incomplete terminal rings indicative of procurement during the growing 

season. 

Table 8. Tree-ring samples collected from forked-stick hogan sites near Moms 1. 

Site Structure Sample Species Inside Outside Symbol Comment 
Type Date Date 

IM-12 Ax-cut Limb DNT-837 JUN 1432 1629 B inc Morris 1 area 
Ax-cut Limb DNT-838 JUN 1268+/- 1664 +w inc 

LA 105483 Ax-cut Limb DNT-840 JUN 1360+/- 1629 V inc Morris 1 area 
Ax-cut Limb DNT-842 JUN 1574 1721 ++W inc Deadwood (?) 
Stunp DNT-841 JUN 1528 1738 w inc 
Ax-cut Limb DNT-839 PNN 1565 1740 w inc 

LA 105930 FS Hogan DNT-910 JUN 1572 1695 w inc close to LA 105925 
LA 105929 FS Hogan DNT-909 JUN 1565 1695 rB inc close to LA 105925 
LA 105925 Sweatlodge DNT-908 JUN 1436+/-P 1695 v inc close to LA 105929 

Interpretations: Given the paucity of samples from individual structures, it is impossible to 

identify construction periods or events. These dates do indicate, however, three periods of tree 

harvesting activities. The eariiest occurred during the 1629 juniper growing season when two trees 

were cut; the next took place during the 1695 juniper growing season; finally, some tree harvesting 

occurred in the first half of the eighteenth century, but a specific year cannot be identified. It is 

possible that the latest event was assodated with the occupation of the Moms 1 pueblito in the late 

1740s. 

LA 79462 

LA 79462 is a multiple hogan site located on Pump Mesa north of Bull Spring (Figure 5). 
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The site includes two forked-stick hogans and a possible ramada. It was excavated by La Plata 

Archaeological Consultants in 1992 (Sesier and Hovezak 1996). 

Material Culture: No data vailable at this time. 

Architecture: Three stnjctures were identified at the site, two possible hogans (Structures 

2 and 3) and a possible ramada (Structure 2). Structure 3 is a small, burned forked-stick hogan 

separated from the other two structures by approximately 15 meters; Sesier and Hovezak (1996) 

suggest it was not contemporaneous with Structures 1 and 2. Structure 2 consists of a large, 

collapsed fotked-stick hogan with a southeast-fao'ng entry that may have been similar to the "tunnel" 

entryways on hagans at Old Fort Ruin and Hidden House. Structure 1 is a possible ramada, but 

may have been disturbed by historic ranching activities. None of these structures are amenable to 

architectural analysis. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: A total 31 samples, including two duplicates, was collected 

from three structures (Table 9). The 29 independent samples consist of 26 juniper specimens and 

3 pinyon samples. The juniper spedmens yielded 20 noncutting dates and the pinyon samples 

yielded 3 noncutting dates. Tool marics were not recorded and procurement seasons cannot be 

identified because of the lack of true outsides on the spedmens. Five junipers and a single pinyon 

appear to represent dead wood harvesting. 

Interpretations: The single date from Structure 3,1181 w, has been severely eroded, lacks 

sapwood, and undoubtedly underestimates the true age of the structure by many years, perhaps 

centuries. The 13 independent samples from Structure 2 range from 1S5++vv to 1636vv. They do 

not form any dusters, however, and all the specimens lack sapwood. It is probable, there fore, that 

the stnidure postdates A. D. 1700, perhaps by many years. The 12 noncutting dates from Strudure 

1 range from 1048++W to 1770+vv. Similar to the dates from Strudure 2, the samples from 

Strudure 1 do not fomri any dusters. Only the latest sample retains sapwood, and indicates building 

of the strudure sometime after A. D. 1770. 

The possibil'tty of historic disturijance in the area suggests to the investigators that the 
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Feature Sample Species Inside Outside Symbol Comment 
Type Number Date Date 

Ramada LPM-254 JUN 695+/- 1048 ++winc No Sapwood; Deadwood (?) 
FE1 LPM-251 JUN 759 1120 w inc No Sapwood 

LPM-261 JUN 855 1182 +winc No Sapwood 
LPM-276 JUN 1020 1242 wine No Sapwood 
LPM-256 JUN 1234 1488 w inc No Sapwood 
LPM-248 JUN 1255+/- 1495 ++W inc No Sapwood; Deadwood (?) 
LPM-249 JUN 1256 1515 +w inc No Sapwood 
LPM-245 JUN 1538+/- 1618 wine No Sapwood 
LPM-250 JUN 1506+/-P 1621 wine No Sapwood 
LPM-247 JUN 1537+/-P 1646 +w inc No Sapwood 
LPM-253 PNN 1615p 1740 ++w inc Deadwood (?) 
LPM-252 PNN 1611p 1770 +winc ca. 56 Sapwood Rings 
LPM-246 JUN NO DATE No Sapwood 
LPM-255 JUN NO DATE No Sapwood 
LPM-258 JUN NO DATE 

FS Hogan LPM-267 JUN 912 1155 +w inc No Sapwood 
FE2 LPM-275 JUN 889 1172 ++W inc No Sapwood; Deadwood (?) 

LPM-272 JUN 1025 1181 w inc 
LPM-271 JUN 1080 1335 +winc No Sapwood 
LPM-268 JUN 1066 1359 w inc No Sapwood 
LPM-264 JUN 1172+/- 1444 ++W inc No Sapwood; Deadwood (?) 
LPM-270 JUN 1136+/- 1470 ++W inc No Sapwood; Deadwood (?) 
LPM-262 JUN 1241 1526 +winc No Sapwood 
LPM-265 JUN 1503 1613 w inc No Sapwood 
LPM-274 PNN 1576 1636 w inc No Sapwood 
LPM-263 JUN **• iHr* Same as LPM-268 
LPM-266 JUN *«* ••• Same as LPM-268 
LPM-269 JUN NO DATE 
LPM-273 JUN NO DATE 

FS Hogan LPM-244 JUN 970 1181 w inc No Sapwood 
FES LPM-243 JUN NO DATE 

1770+w date is inapplicable to the site occupation, and they infer that the site was occupied no 

later than A.D. 1700 (Sesierand Hovezak 1996). If the historic disturbance introduced later samples 

into the ramada, this interpretation certainly has merit. The fact that the only sample with sapwood 

rings produced the 1770+w date, however, suggests that the ramada, at least, may date to the latter 

half of the eighteenth century. The final interpretations of the age of the site occupation remain an 

archaeological, not dendrochronologlcal, problem. 
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PUEBLITO SITES 

Frances Canyon Ruin (LA 2135) 

Frances Canyon Ruin, located in a small side canyon west of the main branch of Frances 

Canyon (Figure 5). Jacobson et al. (1992) indicate that the Cabresto Mesa Tower Complex (LA 

2138) and Crevice Ruin (LA 13218) can be seen from Frances Canyon Ruin. It is one of the 

largest, most complex pueblito sites in the Oindtah and site contains at least 40 rooms, including 

second and third story rooms and a four-story tower complex (Figure 6). Intramural features include 

storage bins, wall pegs, floor hearths, loom holes, and two hooded fireplaces. Four sweatlodge 

locations were identified near the pueblito, but none contain any superstoicture remains; at least 

eight middens are located near the site. A single, well-preserved forked-stick hogan (LA71596) is 

present approximately 300m southeast of the pueblito and two masonry based hogans, two hearth 

areas, and a pen or coral enclosure are present as well (Marshall 1991,1995). 

Material Culture: A wide variety of items from excavated (Carlson 1965; Keur 1944) and 

surface contexts (Powers and Johnson 1987; Marshall 1991,1995) has been documented at the site. 

The ceramic assemblage consists predominately of Din^tah Gray and Gobemador Polychrome 

sherds, although small numbers of Zia-Puname, Tewa, Acoma, and Jemez wares are also present 

(Marshall 1995:24). The abundant flaked and ground stone tools are made of a vanety of materials 

including Pedemal Chert, obsidian, Washington (Nartx)na) Pass Chert, and local sandstones and 

igneous rocks. Faunal remains include those of a duck-sized bird, horse/burro, domestic sheep, 

domestic sheep/goat, and deer. The site contains the largest number of historical artifacts 

documented at any pueblito, including metal knife parts, gun parts, an iron ax, a metal cross, three 

copper bells, an awl, a needle, a nail, a ring, and abundant glass trade beads (Carison 1965; 

Marshall 1995). 
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Figure 6. Photograph of Frances Canyon Ruin (LA 2135). 

Architecture: Because wood samples are derived only from a portion of the rooms at the 

site (see below), wall analysis has an important part in the research on construction sequences at 

Frances Canyon. Twenty-five architectural units (A.U.) can be defined (Figure 7), based on 

Mom's's original map. Few of these relationships can be discerned today, so Mom's's map provides 

most of the architectural data. Five of these units, including Morris's hogan (A.U. 22), Room 40 

(A.U. 21), Marshall's (1995:18) two possilbe foriced-stick hogans (A.U. 23 and 24), and the 

"enclosure" (A.U. 25), cannot be related to the rest of the structures on architectural criteria alone. 

Several other architectural units are more integral to the pueblito, but also are free-standing units. 

Architectural Unit 1 comprises the "tower" for which the site is famous. The tower itself 

originally consisted of seven rooms (Figure 7). The lowest level contains Room 3 and an 

unnumbered room, both of which were small storage rooms; the second level includes habitation 

Rooms 1 and 4; the third story consists of Rooms 2 and 5; and the fourth story, which no longer 
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Figure 7. Architectural units defined at Frances Canyon Ruin (LA 2135), based on Morris's map. 
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exists, contained Room 6 (Carison 1965:32-33). Obviously, the upper rooms must have been built 

afterthe lower rooms, and the masonry suggests most of the tower was built in a single construction 

episode. 

Architectural Unit 2 consists of Room 10, which was abutted to the boulder below the tower 

and was connected to Room 4 by a doorway; Rooms 11 and 12 comprised the second and third 

levels above Room 10 and may have t)een connected to Rooms 5 and 6, but wall deterioration 

prevented Mom's or Carison from making such an inference. These rooms must have been built 

after the tower was completed. 

Architectural Unit 3 includes Rooms 7, 8, and 9. Room 8 was abutted to Room 10, and 

Room 9 comprised the second story above Room 8; Room 7 was created by an interior wall 

separating it from Room 8. Thus, Rooms 7-9 must have been built later than Room 10 (A.U. 2) and 

Room 4 (A.U. 1). 

Architectural Unit 4 consists only of Room 18 and the storage bins in it (see Carison 

1965:39, Plate 13). Room 18 was abutted onto Room 10 (A.U. 3) and connected to it by a doorway. 

Rooms 14-17 constitute ArchKectural Unit 5. Little reamins of these rooms today, but Mom's 

indicates that a two-story structure exisited in 1915. Because the west wall of Room 14 abuts the 

northeast wall of Room 8, A.U. 5 must have been built later than A.U. 3. 

Architectural Unit 6 includes only Room 13, a small storage room abutted to Room 14. 

Therefore, it must postdate Room 14. 

Architectural Unit 7 comprises only the courtyard identified by Mom's. The only construction 

assoo'ated with this courtyard is the building ofawall between Room 16 (A.U. 5) and Room 18 (A.U. 

4). This wall appears to be a continuation of the southeast wall of Room 16 and also appears to be 

abutted to the northeast wall of Room 18. This suggests that the courtyard is contemporaneous with 

A.U. 5 construction, but postdates A.U. 4 construction. 

Architectural Unit 8 includes Room 19 and its second story counterpart, Room 20. These 

rooms were abutted onto Room 18 and a doorway originally led from Room 19 onto the roof of 
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Room 18 (Carlson 1965:34). 

Architectural Unit 9 consists of Room 21. It is an unroofed area between the tower boulder 

and Rooms 18 and 19. The southern wail of Room 21 is the only wall built as part of this room and 

was abutted to the west wall of Room 19. 

Architectural Unit 10 contains only Room 25. It appears as if this, the southernmost room 

at the pueblito, was originally a finee-standing structure. The walls that constitute A.U. 11, however, 

are abutted to Room 25 and must postdate its construction. 

Rooms 22,23. and 24 constitute Architectural Unit 11. These rooms cannot be temporally 

related to ArchKectural Units 1-9 on the bases of architectural relationships because are slightly 

lower and were built between boulders. The southeast wall of Room 23 is abutted onto the northwest 

wall of Room 25, however, and indicates that A.U. 11 postdates A.U. 10. 

Architectural Unit 12 includes only Room 26 which abuts Room 23. Therefore, it must 

postdate A.U. 11. 

Architectural Unit 13 comprises Rooms 29, 30, 31, 32, and 33. The map is somewhat 

ambiguous, but it appears as if Rooms 29-31 were built as a unit; the north wall of Room 31 abuts 

Room 32 and the south wall of Room 32 abuts Room 29, however. Thus, if the Mom's map is 

correct, all five rooms must have been built at the same time. 

Architectural Unit 14 contains Room 34 and its second story. Room 35. Apparently, this was 

a free-standing structure and it cannot be associated with the other structures on an architicturai 

basis. 

Rooms 27 and 28 (A.U. 15) comprised a f^standing two-story structure on a rock outcrop 

southeast of the tower. They cannot be incorporated into an architecturally based construction 

sequence because they contact no other rooms. 

Architectural Unit 16, a free-standing room block on the north end of the site, includes 

Rooms 36,37,38, and 39. These rooms must have been built as a unit, but because they contact 

no other structures, they cannot be incorporated into an architecturally based construction sequence. 



Architectural Unit 17 is the wail that extends southwest from Room 27; it abuts Room 27 

and must have been built after that room was complete. Architectural Unit 18 is the wall that 

extends south from Room 26 (A.U. 12). It must have been built later than that room because it 

abuts the southern wall. Architectural Unit 19 is the wall that connects Rooms 27/28 (A.U. 15) and 

Rooms 29-33 (A.U. 13). As such, it must postdate those architectural units. Similarly, Architectural 

Unit 20 consists of the small wall segment that connects Architectural Units 13 and 14; it must 

postdate both of those architectural units. 

Room 40, a free-standing room north of the main roob block, constitutes Architectural Unit 

21; it cannot t)e architecturally assodated with any of the other structural remains. Finally, 

Architectural Unit 21 is the hogan between Room 40 and the main room block; likewise, it cannot 

be architecturally assodated with any of the other units. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: A total of 53 samples has been collected from Frances 

Canyon Ruin, induding one duplicate (Figure 8; Table 10). Earl Mom's collected a single sample 

(H-6), the Laboratory of Anthropology collected six samples (RG-1-6); the Navajo Land Claim 

personnel collected six (NLC-983-986,1055); and this project collected 40 samples (DNT-8-47). 

Discounting the one duplicate sample, the 52 independent samples yielded 48 dates including 33 

cutting, 6 near cutting, and 9 noncutting dates. The samples that did not date indude DNT-11 from 

a ponderosa pine roof beam in Room 18, a minimally provenienced ponderosa pine sample (NLC-

984) that may be from the tower complex, a pinyon sample from the same area (NLC-983), and a 

pinyon sample from a hogan (NLC-982). 

The spedes distribution at Frances Canyon is unusual among the pueblito sites. Although 

pinyon (n=23) and juniper (n=16) are the dominant spedes, the relatively high number of Douglas-fir 

specimens (n=10) and presence of ponderosa pine (n=3) are somewhat unusual. The lack of 

Populus sp. in the samples is probably a reflection of dendrochronological sampling bias; the 

hooded fireplace support in Room 29 appears to be cottonwood, and thus, was not sampled. It is 

interesting to note that different spedes were exploited at different times. The juniper samples date 
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Figure 8. Map of tree-ring sample proveniences at Frances Canyon Ruin (LA 2135). 



Table 10. Tree-ring samples collected from Frances Canyon Ruin (LA 2135). 
DNT-8 DF Roof Primary rm 29 1685 1743G inc MA bark, limb smoke black 
DNT-9 DF Roof Primary rm 29 1693 1743VV Inc MA bark, limb 
DNT-10 PP Roof Primary rm 18 1677 1728VV inc MA bark, limb smoke black 
DNT-11 PP Roof Primary rm 18 No Date MA bark, limb smoke black 
DNT-12 DF Roof Primary rm 18 1680 1736GB comp MA bark, limb charred? 
DNT-13 DF Roof Primary rm 18 1658 1736V comp MA bark, limb smoke black 
DNT-14 DF Roof Primary rm 18 1611 1733VV inc MA bark, limb, shape flat; no smoke black 
DNT-15 PNN Loose Log rm 18 1410 1721VV inc MA bark, limb, end 
DNT-16 JUN Roof Primary rm22 1617 1714+B comp MA limb smoke black 
DNT-17 PNN Roof Primary rm 22 1575 1718+B comp MA limb smoke black 
DNT-18 PNN Roof Primary rm 22 1543 1715+B MA limb, shape flat; smoke black 
DNT-19 JUN Roof Primary rm22 1537 1716B comp MA limb, shape flat; smoke black 
DNT-20 JUN Roof Primary rm 22 1654 1714+B comp MA limb, shape flat; smoke black 
DNT-21 PNN Roof Primary rm 22 1488 1720VV inc MA limb smoke black 
DNT-22 PNN Roof Primary rm22 1607 1715B inc MA bark, limb, shape flat; smoke black 
DNT-23 JUN Roof Primary rm 22 1425 1715B inc MA limb no smoke black 
DNT-24 PNN Roof Primary rm 22 1616P 1716VV inc MA limb no smoke black 
DNT-25 JUN Roof Primary rm 4 1436+/- 1689++B MA limb smoke black 
DNT-26 PNN Roof Primary rm 4 1564 1722V comp MA limb, shape flat; smoke black 
DNT-27 PNN Roof Primary rm 4 1425 1722V comp MA limb, shape flat; smoke black 
DNT-28 JUN Roof Primary rm 4 1384 1672B inc MA limb, shape flat; smoke black 
DNT-29 PNN Roof Primary rm 4 1572 1722V comp MA limb, shape flat; smoke black 
DNT-30 PNN Roof Primary rm 4 1536p 1715+B comp MA limb, shape flat; smoke black 
DNT-39 PNN Smoke Hole rm 4 1674 1717G inc MA limb smoke black 
DNT-40 PNN Smoke Hole rm4 1678P 1717G comp smoke black 

DNT-31 JUN Roof Primary rm 1 1631+/- 1722V comp MA limb, shape flat; smoke black 
DNT-32 PNN Roof Primary rm 1 1584p 1722V comp MA limb, shape flat; smoke black 
DNT-33 JUN Roof Primary rm 1 1491 1722V comp MA bark, limb smoke black 
DNT-34 JUN Roof Primary rm 1 1606+/- 1711V comp MA bark, limb smoke black 
DNT-35 JUN Roof Primary rm 1 1539+p 1713+B MA bark, limb, shape flat; smoke black; reused 
DNT-36 PNN Roof Primary rm 1 1576 1722V comp MA limb smoke black 
DNT-37 PNN Roof Primary rm 1 1568 1722V comp MA limb smoke black 
DNT-38 PNN Roof Primary rm 1 1587 1722B comp MA limb smoke black 



Table 10. (cont). 
DNT-41 JUN Roof Primary rm 3 1504 1710B comp MA limb smoke black 
DNT-42 JUN Roof Primary rm 3 1560+/- 1710B comp MA limb smoke black 
DNT-43 JUN Roof Primary rm 3 1526p 1710V comp MA limb smoke black 
DNT-44 JUN Roof Primary rm 3 1284+/- 1710B comp split; smoke black 
DNT-45 JUN Roof Primary rm 3 1467 1710B comp MA limb smoke black 
DNT-46 PNN Roof Secondary un rm 1662 1714VV inc MA limb smoke black 
DNT-47 JUN Roof Secondary un rm 1653 1714V Inc MA limb smoke black 
H-6 DF UnKnown 1655p 1735V inc unknown 
RG-789-1 DF Unknown 1648p 1737V inc unknown 
RG-789-2 Unknown *** *** unknown same as DNT-8 
RG-789-3 PNN Unknown 1603p 1721V inc unknown 
RG-789-4 PNN Unknown 1614p 1716V inc unknown 
RG-789-5 PNN Unknown 1540p 1717+vv inc unknown 
RG-789-6 DF Unknown 16g8p 1743c inc unknown 
NLC-982 PNN Hogan 2 No Date unknown 
NLC-983 PNN Unil 1 Tower No Date unknown 
NLC-984 PP Unil 1 Tower Primary No Dale unknown 
NLC-985 PNN Unit 1 Tower 1677p 1745c inc unknown 
NLC-986 DF Fortified Crag 1 1634P 1743incG inc unknown 
NLC-1055 DF House Unit 1 1697p 1743inc inc unknown 
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primarily to the earty 171 Os, although two beams were cut in 1722; the pinyon samples date in the 

mid-to late-1710s and havesting increased in the eariy 1720s; the single dated ponderosa pine was 

harvested sometime after 1728; finally, Douglas-fir trees were exploited only during the late 1730s 

and early 1740s. 

Similarly, tree-harvesting seasons, as indicated by terminal ring analysis, suggests that 

Frances Canyon is different than other sites. The majority of the pinyon and juniper specimens, 

particularly those used during the eariy construction episodes at the site, were harvested after the 

growing seasons ended, probably in the late fail or eariy spring. l\4ost of the Oougias-fir specimens 

used in the later construction events at the site, however, were cut during the growing season, 

probably in March, April, or May. 

All of the samples for which beam attributes have been recorded show signs of metal ax 

use. This is not surprising because Frances Canyon is one of the pueblito sites where Spanish-style 

metal axs have been found. 

Construction Sequence: Frances Canyon Ruin shows different constmction episodes very 

cleariy. The building of Room 3 in A.D. 1710 was the first construction event at the site as 

evidenced by the strong cluster of five 1710 cutting dates. The beams in this room are all small, 

the room is less than 1 m high, and less than 2 m long; it was undoubtedly built as a storage facility. 

All of the samples from Room 3 have complete tenninal rings, indicating construction after the 1710 

juniper growing season ended. In or shortly after A.D. 1714, the unnumbered room was built 

adjacent to Room 3 as evidenced by the two 1714 dates (one cutting). Interestingly, the remainder 

of the tower (A.U. 1) was not built until 1722. 

Rooms 1 and 4 were added to the tower in the fall of 1722 or winter of 1722-1723, after the 

1722 pinyon and juniper growing seasons ended. Room 1 was constructed with predominately 

freshly cut timbers, although two beams (DNT-34,35) may have been reused from another structure. 

These beams suggest another structure may have been associated with the construction 1714 

episode, but was subsequently dismantled. Room 4, on the other hand, was built using freshly cut 
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beams (DNT-26, 27, 29), dead wood elements (DNT-25, 28) and a reused beam (DNT-30); 

interestily, the closing material atx)ve the roof primaries (DNT-39,40) predates the construction of 

the room and must have been reused from another structure, if sample RG-789-3 does indeed 

come from the "top of the tower," as indicated by Hall (1951), it may have been cut for use in Rooms 

1 or 4, but not used until Architectural Unit 1 (the tower) was completed by after 1722 growing 

season ended. 

The only other eariy (pre-1730) tree-ring dated construction episode was the building of 

Room 22. Based on the tree-ring dates alone, there are two possible interpretations of the dates. 

First, the room may have been built in the late 1710s, between 1715 and 1718, but the mixture of 

near-cutting dates and lack of clustering makes identification of a specific year difficult. This room 

may then have been repaired sometime after A.D. 1720, probably during the construction of Rooms 

1 and 4 in A.O. 1722. The second interpretation of the dates is that the entire room and 

Architectural Unit was built after 1720 with predominately reused beams. Architectural data support 

the latter interpretation (see below). 

The next tree-ring dated construction event was the building of Room 18 in A.0.1736, 

probably after the growing season had ended. This room is one of the key architectural units on the 

site and was apparently roofed with fireshly cut Douglas-fir beams; samples H-6 collected by Morris 

and RG-789-1 collected by Hall may also be from this area of the site. 

Finally, the tree-ring dates indicate construction of Room 29 in the spring or summer of 

1743, probably between March and the end of May, with freshly cut Douglas-fir timbers. Although 

there is no positive evklence, I suspect that sample NLC-1055 from "House Unit 1" also dates Room 

29 construction and NLC-986 may date it as well. I doubt, however, that NLC-985, which dates to 

1745, was recovered from the "Unit 1 Tower." It is possible that the very top room of the tower. 

Room 6, was added in the 1740s, but t>ecause no other provenienced beams from that area of the 

site date later than 1722,1 suspect the NLC sample is actually not from the tower. The only way this 

discrepancy can be resolved is by publication of the NLC site maps. 
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interpretations; The combination of the tree-ring and architectural data indicates a relatively 

complex picture of the occupation, growth, and abandonment of Frances Canyon Ruin. Cleariy, 

Room 3 at the base of the tower is the eariiest room built at the site (1710); four years later in 1714, 

the unnumbered room was built next to Room 3 and incorporated part of the exterior wall. The 

remainder of the tower was built after the end of the 1722 growing season. 

The tree-ring dates suggest Architectural Unit 11 (Rooms 22-24) was built sometime in the 

years between 1714 and 1720. I believe that Architectural Unit 11 was built in 1722 at the same 

time as the tower was completed, however, although there is no solid evidence to support such a 

claim. Architectural Unit 11 does not abut any other structure and cannot be assigned a relative 

temproal position in the eariy construction episodes at the site; the only tree-ring samples in the unit 

are from Room 22, but they do not cluster well. The latest date from Room 22,1720vv, is neither 

a cutting date nor repair beam and suggests construction after 1720. Construction of the 

Architectural Unit in 1722 is particulariy appealing because Room 24, a second story room, would 

have provided access to the tower across the roof of Room 22. It is possible, based on the near 

cutting dates in the late 1710s, that other structures existed, but were torn down when the tower was 

constructed and their beams used to roof Room 22. 

Architectural Unit 2 cleariy postdates 1722; Architectural Unit 3 postdates A.U. 2; 

Architectural Unit 5 postdates A.U. 3; and Architectural Unit 6 postdates A.U. 5. Thus, it appears 

that by the winter of 1722, the site consisted of the completed tower, at least one, and possibly three 

suites of rooms to the south (A.U. 11 and possibly A.Us. 10 and 12), and three sets of rooms to the 

north and northeast (A.Us. 2,3, and 5). The bins and doorway noted by Carison property belong 

to this architectectural unit (Figure 9). This entire section of the site, however, predates Architectural 

Unit 4 (Room 18). 

Room 18 (A.U. 4), the next construction at the site, was not built until fourteen years later 

in 1736. Architectural Unit 7, the courtyard, apparently was created either at the same time or shortly 

thereafter. Finally, Architectural Unit 8 (Rooms 19 and 20) postdates Room 18 and, therefore, 1736. 
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Figure 9. Photograph of bins, door, and passage at Frances Canyon Ruin (LA 2135), compare 
with Carlson (1965: Plate 13c,d,e, and f)-

Thus, after the 1736 Douglas-fir growing season, the site consisted of the tower and all the 

roomblocks that fonn the core of the complex. If Moms's sample, H-6, is from Room 18, it provides 

additional support for a mid-1736 construction episode. 

The next documented construction event at the site, in the spring of 1743, consisted of 

Architectural Unit 13 (Rooms 29-33). The only dated room in this roomblocic, Room 29, contains 

both a cutting and a noncutting 1743 date; if samples NLC-986 and 1055 are from this same area, 

they provide additional support for a spring 1743 construction episode. It is probable that 

Architecturall Units 15 (Rooms 27,28) and 14 (Rooms 24,25) were built at the same time, but there 

is no evidence to confimn or refute this suggestion. The walls connecting these architectural units 

to A.U. 13, however, suggest all the architectural units were occupied contemporaneously. Finally, 

if the two walls (A.Us. 17,19) at the southern end of the site were connected-and I suspect that they 
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were- then this "retaining" wail may have been one of the latest construction events at the site. 

The lack of tree-ring dates from the hogans and other free-standing stmctures prevents me 

from assigning them a place in the construction sequence. One nearby hogan, 1  ̂71596 (Marshall 

1991), yielded three tree>ring dates in the mid- to late-1500s, but all are noncutting dates that 

probably predate the use of the structure by decades. 

Summary: Prances Canyon Ruin appears to have been occupied in two or possibly three 

temporally discrete stages. The initial occupation between 1710 and 1714 involved the construction 

of the lower storage rooms of the tower, but no obvious habitation areas were constructed. The 

second part of the occupation involved the construction of the tower and Architectural Units 2, 3, 5, 

and 6 in 1722. The distribution of cutting and near cutting dates throughout the late 1710s suggests 

that other structures may have been present and that the site was not abandoned between masonry 

construction episodes. Indeed, additional structures may have been built during this interval, but 

subsequently dismantled and some of the wood reused in tower construction. 

Marshall (1995) uses the range of tree-ring cutting dates (1710-1745) and adds 10 years to 

generate a 45-year long occupation estimate for Frances Canyon Ruin. I believe the site was 

abandoned for a period of time, probably at least 10 years, after the tower complex was completed. 

The cutting and near cutting dates indicate almost continuous tree harvesting from 1710 through 

1722 (Figure 10); trees were cut in 10 of the 13 years spanned. After 1722, however, no trees were 

cut until 1735. Tree harvesting resumed when Room 18 and the adjacent architectural units were 

built in 1736 and continued until the site was permanently abandoned sometime after 1745. The six-

year gap between the 1737 and 1743 cutting dates may indicate temporary abandonment of the site, 

but may also be a function of small sample size and insufficient sampling of appropriate site areas. 
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Three Com Ruin (LA 1871) 

Three Com Ruin (LA 1871) is one of the largest and most "defensible" pueblitos in the 

Din^tah. The site contains at least 13 rooms and possibly two hogans located on a massive 

sandstone outcrop on a bench above the south side of San Rafael Canyon (Figure 5). The pueblito 

is not connected to the mesa top; this isolated pinnacle of rock is separated from the mesa above 

by several deep chasms. The sandstone massif is high above the surrounding benches and affords 

an excellent view of the surrounding terrain (Figure 11), including a large portion of San Rafael 

Canyon and areas beyond the traditional boundaries of Din^tah. Jacobson et al. (1992:135) list two 

other pueblitos visible from Three Com, Old Fort (LA 1869) and LA 11089, but Rabbit House (LA 

99804) and Kin Ts6z§i (LA 11092) are probably visible as well. A well-used trail from the mesa top 

to the north side of the sandstone massif has probably been used since the site was occupied. Below 

and to the north of the site, broad benches give way to the San Rafael Canyon bottom approximately 

one kilometer distant. In addition to the structures on the sandstone outcrop, at least three 

sweatlodges, one slab-lined cist, a possible room or hogan foundation, and a large midden surround 

the pueblito. 



Figure 11. Photograph of Three Com Ruin (LA 1871). 

Material Culture: Three Com Ruin was investigated and partially excavated by Kidder 

(1920), Earl Moms (Carlson 1965), and Dorothy Keur(1944). Additional investigations, primarily 

tree-ring collections, have been conducted by the Navajo Land Claim personnel (Van Valkenburgh 

and Yazzie 1956) and the University of New Mexico. Faunal remains recovered represent four 

sheep, one elk, one mule deer, one dog, and at least two horses. The largest artifact assemblage 

from the site comprises European trade beads. More than 12,000 beads, comprising seventeen 

types were recovered from Burial 1. Most of these beads were manufactured in the 18th century, 

but a few may have been made as eariy as the mid-1600s (Carison 1965:91). Pottery from the site, 

especially Puebloan trade wares, was described by Kidder (1920) and summarized by Carison 

(1965:19, Table 3). The ceramics represent more than 88 different vessels, and were derived 

mostly from the northeast burial knoll (Carison 1965:22). The collected ceramics are Gobemador 

Polychrome (n=36), Ashiwi Polychrome (n=11), other Navajo painted vessels (n=9), Puname 
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Polychrome (Ns^), Payupid Polychrome (n=5), other Rio Grande wares (n=16), Anasazi wares 

(n^), and one of the earliest Chinese poreelain plates recovered in New Mexico. Unfortunately, 

Morris did not collect Din^tah Gray sherds or vessels, so these tabulations cannot be used for 

comparative purposes. Three Com Ruin is the only locale where several of these ceramic types (in 

particularthe Ashiwi Polychrome vessels) have been tree-ring dated. It should be noted, however, 

that these vessels were recovered from the burial knoll, rerecorded by Towner and Johnson (1996) 

as LA 11096, and not the dated architectural units. The tree-ring dates, therefore, may not directly 

apply to the ceramics. The northeast burial knoll contained at least five burial pits; all of which were 

excavated by Morris in 1915. The ceramics recovered from the area, even if slightly misdated, are 

an important aspect of the occupation and espea'ally abandonment of Three Com Ruin. Carison 

(1965:21) describes the northeast burial area as 

literally covered with fragments of broken pottery. It soon became 
apparent that this was not a chance assortment of sherds...but a purposeful 
deposit representing may broken, but restorable, vessels... The deposit 
suggests that before Site 4 [Three Com Ruin] was at>andoned the 
inhabitants took such vessels as they had no intention of carrying and 
broke them on the surface of the prindpal cemetery. No pottery was found 
within the graves. 

Architecture: The original site map (Carison 1965) shows the site comprised of thirteen 

rooms, two hogans, and a defensive wall surrounding the structures. Currently, the area of the 

hogans, Room 13 and the unnumbered rooms adjacent to Room 13, is buried in wall fall, mbble, and 

sagebrush. Neither the hogans nor the Room 13 complex can be adequately defined on the ground 

and therefore, are not included in this analysis. There are several discrepandes between the 

previous maps and current observations, however, particulariy in the area of rooms 9 and 10. For 

reasons that will become obvious, I believe the original site map to have been an oversimplification 

of the relationships between the various rooms and construction events at the site. 

The remainder of the site south and west of the hogans is relatively intact and provides 

much of the data concerning the site. Twelve rooms comprise eight architedural units in the 
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southwest area (Figure 12). These architectural units can t)e further divided into an upper suite 

(Architectural Unit 1) and a lower suite (Architectural Units 2 through 8). The two suites are divided 

by sloping bedrock that has a series of hand and foot holds cut into it. Wall bonds and abutments 

are relatively clear in the upper suite, but become very complex in the lower room suite. 

Architectural Unit 1 is comprised of Rooms 1 through 5. When the original site map was 

drawn by Monls, Room 3 comprised the second story of rooms 1 and 2 and Room 5 comprised the 

second story of Room 4. Unfortunately, these second story rooms no longer exist. Rooms 2 and 

4 are connected by a doorway, as are Rooms 2 and 3. Room 4 contains a small dividing wall on the 

north side that serves as a support for shelves. Carison (1965:17) describes two storage bins below 

the shelves, but they no longer exist. It is apparent from the bonded walls that all of these rooms 

were built at the same time (although a second story certainly could have been added at a later 

time). The small dividing wall in Room 4 appears to be a later addition. Small wall stubs on the 

outside of the room walls on the west, north and southeast sides appear to have been part of the 

original construction. 

Architectural Unit 2 is composed of Room 7 and includes the covered entry into the room. 

It is the central room in the lower complex and was probably the first room built there. All the 

existing walls that are parts of different rooms abut the walls of Room 7. 

Architectural Unit 3 is the Room 7 annex. This room consists of a short wall segment 

extending from the east wall near the entrance on the south side of room 7. The wall segment does 

not extend to the west wall of Room 7 and the semienciosed space, therefore, was labeled as a 

room annex. This Architectural Unit must postdate the construction of Room 7. 

Architectural Unit 4 consists of Room 6. Only the southeast wall of this room remains intact, 

but there are small wall remnants indicating that K covered the area between Room 7 and the higher 

rock where the upper room suite is located. The only adequate wall segment, on the southeast side, 

indicates that this unit postdates Room 7. 
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Figure 12. Map of Architectural Units at Three Com Ruin (l_A 1871). 
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Architectural Unit 5 is composed of Rooms 8 and 12 on the south side of the lower suite. 

This complex is not connected to the other architectural units and cannot be relatively dated by 

architectural analysis. The north wall of this unit abuts the rock near the only extant Room 6 wall 

and may have been built at the same time, but such an inference should not be overstated. 

Architectural Unit 6 consists of Room 9; it does not include the entryway into Room 7 that 

protrudes into Room 9. The construction history of Architectural Unit 6 is complex. The south wall 

of Room 9 abuts the south wall of Room 7. clearly indicating that Room 9 is the later of the two 

rooms. When Room 9 was added, a large masonry pillar was constructed on top of the existing 

Room 7 entryway to support the roof of Room 9 (Figure 13). Differences in masonry construction 

between the entryway and pillar clearly indicate that the pillar was added later. Probably at the same 

time as Room 9 was constructed. Room 10 was added to the north side. 

i 

Figure 13. Photograph of masonry details of the entryway in Room 9 at LA 1871. 
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Architectural Unit 7 comprises Room 10, a small storage area. Mom's photographed a 

storage bin and a shelf in Room 10 (Carlson 1965:24, Plate 9a). The small shelf was constructed 

atx)ve the bins. The difficuK aspect of the relationship between rooms 9 and 10 is the roof. The 

roof of Room 10 is a sloping mortar and rock construction that joins the outer wall of Room 9. The 

roof of Room 9 actually is directly above the mortar roof of Room 10, making their temporal 

relationship impossible to determine. It is probable that the two rooms were constructed at the same 

time. 

Architectural Unit 8 consists of Room 11. Although most of this room has deteriorated, it 

is clear that it was added after Room 9 was complete. The south wall of Room 11 abuts the east 

wall of Room 9 and must have been constructed later than Room 9. 

The architectural analysis of the existing rooms at Three Com Ruin indicates that the site 

was built in several different construction episodes. The two room suites (upper and lower) comprise 

eight architectural units. Architectural Unit 1 (rooms 1-5) is isolated and cannot be temporally 

distinguished from the other architectural units. Architectural Unit 2 (Room 9) is the eariiest room 

built in the lower suite. It was followed by Room 6 and rooms 9 and 10, although which was added 

first cannot be determined from the architecture. Architectural Unit 8 (Room 11) was added after 

Room 9 was complete. The temporal relationship of Architectural Unit 5 (rooms 8 and 12) to the rest 

of the architecture cannot be determined, anhough it may have been added at the same time as 

Architectural Unit 4 (Room 6). 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: A total of 74 tree-ring samples has been collected from LA 

1871; 66 of the samples (88%) yiekJed dates, over half of which (n=38) are cutting dates (Table 11). 

Seventeen samples were collected prior to 1970 and are not well provenienced beyond the site 

level. The remaining 58 samples are provenienced to spedfic beams in and around the pueblito 

(Figure 14). 

The range of dates (1583-*-vv to 1745cG) certainly indicates a historic period occupation; 

the range of cutting dates (1634L-1745cG) suggests a 17th and 18th century occupation. The 



Table 11. Tree-ring samples collected from Three Com Ruin (LA 1871). 
Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Term Ring Tool 
Number Date Date Symbol Marks 
DNT-334 JUN RM 11 Loose (Primary?) 1610 1730+v inc MA bark, limb, shape, end;flat 
DNT-345 JUN RM 9 Above Passage NO DATE MA ends; split 
DNT-329 JUN RM 9 Roof Primary 1611+/- 1722++L MA limb, shape; flat; SB 
DNT-333 JUN RM 9 Roof Primary ISSBp 1729+LB comp MA limb, shape, end; flat; SB 
DNT-330 JUN RM 9 Roof Primary 1565 1729+w inc MA bark, limb; SB 
DNT-331 JUN RM 9 Roof Primary 1625 1730LB comp MA bark, limb, shape, ends; flat; SB 
DNT-325 JUN RM 9 Roof Primary 1605 1730+GB inc MA limb, end; SB 
DNT-332 JUN RM 9 Roof Primary 1610 1731L inc MA limb, shape, end; flat; SB 

DNT-328 JUN RM 9 Roof Primary 1662 1732LGB comp MA limb, end; SB 

DNT-326 JUN RM 9 Roof Primary 1613p 1732GB inc MA limb, end; SB 
DNT-327 PNN RM 9 Roof Primary 1570 1733L comp MA limb, shape, end 
DNT-344 JUN RM 9/10 Above Passage 1670 1730GB comp MA limb, end 
DNT-337 JUN RM 9 Roof Secondary 1669 1731B comp SB 
DNT-336 PNN RM 9 Roof Secondary 1623 1732B comp MA limb; SB 
DNT-335 JUN RM 9 Roof Secondary 1648p 1734+V comp MA limb; SB 

DNT-338 PNN Passage N Lintel 1567 1728V inc MA bark, shape, ends; split; SB 
DNT-339 PNN Passage N Lintel 1565 1728GB Inc MA shape, end; split; SB 

DNT-340 JUN Passage S Lintel 1629 1728LB inc MA limb; SB 

DNT-341 JUN Passage S Lintel 1566 1729+B MA limb, end; SB 
DNT-342 JUN RM 10 Shelf NO DATE split 

DNT-343 JUN RM 10 Shelf 1599 1723+v comp MA limb 

DNT-346 PP RM 7 Roof Primary NO DATE MA limb, shape, end; flat; burned end 

DNT-348 PNN RM 7 Loose 1596 1718W inc MA limb, end, broken end 
DNT-347 PP RM 7 Roof Primary 1618 1726VV inc MA limb, shape, end; flat 

DNT-349 JUN RM 7 Roof Secondary 1680 1731G inc MA limb 

DNT-350 PNN RM 7 Roof Secondary 1663 1732VV inc MA bark, limb 

DNT-353 PP RM 7 Alcove Primary 1639 1728V inc MA limb, shape, end; flat; SB 
DNT-352 JUN RM 7 Alcove Primary 1633+/- 1731+w inc MA bark, limb, end; SB 
DNT-354 JUN RM 7 Alcove Primary 1620 1734+G comp MA limb, end; SB 



Table 11. (cont). 
DNT-351 JUN RM 6 Loose 1620+/- 1728+B inc MA limb, end; SB 
DNT-357 PNN RM 4/5 Roof Primary 1641 1701G inc MA limb; No SB 
DNT-355 PNN RM 4/5 Roof Primary 1606 1714V inc MA limb, ends; SB 
DNT-356 PNN RM 4/5 Roof Primary 1593 1714L inc MA limb, ends; SB 
DNT-358 JUN RM 4/5 Shelf Pole 1687 1736+LGB comp MA limb; SB 
DNT-359 PNN RM 4/5 Shelf Pole 1692 1737V inc MA bark, limb; SB 
DNT-360 PNN RM 4/5 Hatch seal 1637P 1722+w inc MA limb; SB 
DNT-365 RM 2/3 Roof Primary LOST NO DATE MA bark, limb, ends; SB 
DNT-367 RM 2/3 Roof Primary LOST NO DATE MA limb, ends; SB 

DNT-362 JUN RM 2/3 Roof Primary NO DATE NO DATE MA limb; SB 
DNT-363 JUN RM 2/3 Roof Primary 1530 1634L inc MA limb; SB 

DNT-373 JUN RM 2/3 Roof Primary 1574 1656VV inc MA limb, ends; SB 
DNT-370 JUN RM 2/3 Roof Primary 1583 1701+LB comp MA limb; SB 
DNT-366 PNN RM 2/3 Roof Primary 1621p 1705L MA limb, ends; SB 
DNT-369 PNN RM 2/3 Roof Primary 1596 1705LB comp MA limb; SB 
DNT-364 PNN RM 2/3 Roof Primary 1626 1709+LB comp MA bark, limb, ends; SB 

DNT-368 PNN RM 2/3 Roof Primary 1613 1709LGB inc MA limb; SB 
DNT-372 PNN RM 2/3 Roof Primary 1618p 1711L comp MA limb, end; SB 

DNT-371 PNN RM 2/3 Roof Primary 1633 1712L inc MA limb; SB 
DNT-361 PNN RM 2/3 Roof Primary 1661 1714L inc MA limb; SB 
DNT-374 JUN RM 2/3 E Door lintel NO DATE MA limb; No SB 
DNT-375 PNN RM 2/3 S Door lintel 1646p 1708+v inc MA limb; No SB 
DNT-376 PNN RM2/3 Roof Support 1530 1736L comp MA limb; No SB 
DNT-380 PNN RM 1/3 Roof Primary 1599 1706W inc MA bark; No SB 
DNT-378 PNN RM 1/3 Roof Primary 1512p 1708+LGB inc MA limb; No SB 
DNT-381 PNN RM 1/3 Roof Primary 1594p 1710G Inc MA bark, limb; No SB 
DNT-379 PNN RM 1/3 Roof Primary 1616p 1713L inc MA bark, limb; No SB 

DNT-377 PNN RM 1/3 Roof Primary 1629+/-P 1714LB inc MA limb; No SB 



Table 11. (cont). 
NLC-1004 PNN Roof Primary (?) 1622p 1720G Unknown 
NLC-1007 PNN Roof Primary (?) 1664p 1724CG Unknown 
NLC-1005 PNN Roof Primary (?) 1624p 1728G Unknown 
NLC-1006 PNN Roof Primary (?) 1647+p 1731+G Unknown 
NLC-1009 PNN Hogan 4 Leaner (?) 1454+p 1668+ Unknown 
NLC-1010 PNN Hogan 4 Leaner 1588+p 1707c Unknown 
NLC-1003 PNN Hogan 4 Leaner 1621 p 1715G Unknown 
NLC-1008 PNN Loose Log S side 1511p 1712G Inc Unknown 
NLC-1012 PNN Loose Log N side (?) 1617p 1721G Unknown 
NLC-1011 PNN Loose Log N side (?) 1570+p 1745cG Unknown 
H-5 JUN Unknown NO DATE Unknown 
RG-695 PNN Unknown •••* •••• Inc same as RG-694, GP-3326 
GP-3326 PNN Unknown **** same as RG-694, RG-695 
GP-3325 PP Unknown **** **•* same as LAH-35-3, H-4 
LAH-35-3 PP Unknown **•* ***** Inc same as H-4, GP-3325 

H-4 PP Unknown 1363p 1583+w inc same as LAH-35-3,GP-3325 

GP-3324 PNN Unknown 1398p 1725+w Inc Unknown 
GP-3328 PNN Unknown 1580p 1727V inc Unknown 
GOV-1 PNN Unknown 1593np 1728W inc Unknown 
RG-694 PNN Unknown 1644p 1733+v inc same as RG-695, GP-3326 
GP-3327 PP Unknown 1645P 1733+w Inc Unknown 
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Figure 13. Map of tree-ring sample proveniences at Three Com Ruin (LA 1871). 
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temporal distribution of dates suggests an occupation beginning in the early 1700s (or before) and 

lasting until the 1740s (Figure 15). If the provenienced dates are examined within their 

archaeological contexts, however, the occupation appears neither as long nor as continuous. 
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166 8 
*•* * 
170 1155667899 
171 01223444458 
172 0122345678888888999 
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îgure 15. Stem-and-leaf plot of 
tree-ring dates from Three Com 
Ruin (LA 1871). 

The earliest cluster of cutting dates is derived from Architectural Unit 1 in the upper suite 

of rtx)ms. Twenty-seven samples were collected from Rooms 1/3,2/3, and 4/5. The dates include 

cutting ornear cutting dates in 1634,1701 (n=2), 1705 (n=2), 1708 (n=2), 1709 (n=:2), 1710,1711, 

1712, 1713, 1714 (n=4). 1736 (n=2) and 1737. The earliest of these dates (1634) is clearly 

anomalous. The latest dates (1736 and 1737) clearly represent something other than initial 

constniction at the site. The remaining dates, spread between 1701 and 1714, could be interpreted 

as constnjction and continuous repair of these rooms. It is possible that some of these beams were 

reused from a structure built in the first decade of the eighteenth century, but they do not date the 

construction of the upper room suite. Architecturally rt appears that this suite of rooms was built in 

a single constniction episode. If this is indeed the case, the suite of rooms could not have been built 

prior to 1714. Two of the roof primaries (out of three sampled) in Room 4/5, the largest of the 

rooms, date to the summer of 1714; the other roof primary (DNT-357) dates to 1701 and is 

anomalous. Room 1/3 contains five sampled roof primaries: two noncutting dates in 1706 are 
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accompanied by cutting dates in 1710,1713, and 1714. This room was probably built in 1714 using 

freshly cut and previously used beams. Room 2/3 contains 10 dated roof primaries and a dated door 

lintel. The door lintel yielded a near cutting date of 1708. The primaries include a noncutting date 

at 1656, and near cutting dates in 1701, and 1709; other primaries include cutting dates at 1634, 

1705 (n=2), 1709,1711,1712, and 1714. When all the architectural evidence and tree-ring data 

from the room suite are combined, it is apparent that Room 2/3 was also built in 1714. Thus, it 

appears as that the entire upper suite of rooms at the site was built in a single construction episode 

in the summer of 1714. 

The lower set of rooms was not built until the late 1720s or eariy 1730s. Strictly on the basis 

of the dates, it appears that the passageway between Rooms 9 and 7 was the eariiest construction 

episode in this part of the site. The passageway contains four lintels; three date to the summer of 

1728 and the fourth to 1729. The passage shows no evidence of having been used as a storage 

area, and it is extremely unlikely that it was built prior to construction of Room 7. It appears to be 

an integral part of Room 7 and is similar to masonry entries on hogans and other structures at other 

pueblitos, e.g. Old Fort Ruin and Hidden House. The passageway was modified by the addition of 

the masonry pillar on top of it after the passageway was completed. 

Architectural Unit 2, which includes Room 7 and the passageway, yielded five samples in 

addition to those in the passageway. Only four of these samples dated and only one provided a 

cutting date. Noncutting dates occur at 1718,1726, and 1732; the only cutting date from the main 

part of Room 7 is 1731G. If the passageway is part of Room 7, as indicated by the architecture, 

constoiction of the room must have been in 1729 when the passageway was finished. It is probable 

that the original roof of Room 7 was removed and replaced sometime between 1731 and 1734; 

evidence for the 1734 reroofing date is present in the Roof 7 alcove, however, not in Room 7 iteself. 

Architectural Unit 3, the Room 7 alcove, yielded three samples suitable for dating. These 

three samples yielded a noncutting date of 1731+vv (DNT-352), a near cutting date of 1734+G 

(DNT-354), and a cutting date of 1728v (DNT-353). These dates provide evidence for both the 
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original construction date of Room 7 (1728-1729) and the re-roofing event (1734) that created the 

Room 7 alcove. 

ArchKectura! Unit 4 (Room 6) yielded only a single sample, a loose primary roof beam that 

dated 1728-t-B. It is possible that this beam, currently lying loose in Room 6, was part of the original 

roof of Room 7. If that is the case, it lends some support to the interpretation of Room 7 as having 

been originally roofed when the passage was built and re-roofed a few years later. 

Architectural Unit 5 (rooms 8 and 12) lacks any suitable samples for tree-ring dating. The 

temporal position of these rooms, therefore, remains unknown. 

Architectural Unit 6 comprises Room 9; fourteen samples were collected from this room, ten 

samples were collected from primary roof beams and four were collected from secondary roof 

beams. All ten primary beams from the roof of Room 9 yielded dates. Noncutting dates from the 

roof primary beams include those at 1722 and 1729; near cutting dates include 1729+LB (DNT-333) 

and 1730-t-GB (DMT 325); cutting dates are all in the eariy 1730s and include 1730 (n=2), 1731 

(n=2), 1732 (n=3), and 1733. Three secondary beams from Room 9 also yielded dates; cutting 

dates occur at 1731 and 1732 and a single noncutting date occurs in 1734. 

The tree-ring dates firom Room 9 indicate constnjction sometime after the end of the pinyon 

growing season in 1733. Most of the primary roof beams were procured in the preceding three 

years, but were probably allowed to season prior to use. The 1734-i-v date from a secondary roof 

beam probably indicates minor repair of the roof after the end of the juniper growing season in that 

year. These dates agree quite well with those from Room 7 and the Room 7 annex and the 

interpretation that the latter rooms were reroofed when Room 9 was built. 

Architectural Unit 7 consists of Room 10. Only two samples were collected from Room 10, 

both ftt)m shelf poles above the storage bins. Only one of these samples yielded a date, 1723-«-v 

(DNT-343). The architectural evidence indicates that this room must have been built during or after 

Room 9 construction; obviously, the single tree-ring date from this provenience is anomalous a 

cannot be used to precisely date room construction. 
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Architectural Unit 8 comprises Room 11. The only tree-ring sample from this room is a 

loose log that dates 1730^v (DNT-334). The room abuts Architectural Unit 6 (Room 9), however, 

and therefore must postdate 1733. The single date is clearly anomalous. 

The tree-ring collection identified an additional construction event that cannot be discemed 

in architectural evidence alone. In the spring of 1737, the shelf and dividing wall were added to 

Room 4/5 using a pinyon cut (DNT-359) during the growing season and a juniper that had not 

begun growth in 1737. In eitherthe fall of 1736 or eariy spring of 1737, the upright roof support was 

added to Room 2/3. It is probable that these events occurred at the same time as part of the 

reoccupation of the upper room suite. Both constmction events, even if separated by a few weeks 

or months, must have taken place after the end of the 1736 juniper growing season or early in the 

1737 pinyon growing season. These minor rehabilitation events marie the final construction episodes 

at the site. 

Three dates were derived from a hogan (Hogan #4 in the NLC collections), although the 

relationship between the hogan and pueblito was not described when the collections were made. 

The dates include two cutting dates (1707c [NLC 1010] and 1715G [NLC 1003]) and a single 

noncutting date (1668-t- [NLC 1009]). All the dates are from hogan "leaners," not foriced sticks, and 

indicate the hogan was occupied sometime after 1715, but whether or not it was occupied at the 

same time as the upper room suite cannot be detenmined. 

The unprovenienced samples from the site (n=14) provided the general framework upon 

which the site has been interpreted for the last few decades (Stokes and Smiley 1963:11). Although 

these dates generally follow the same distribution as the well-provenienced samples, there are a few 

exceptions. The single date that occurs in 1712 (NLC 1008) is from a loose log found on the south 

skJe of the ruin and may have been associated with construction of the upper room suite. Most of 

the other NLC, Gila Pueblo, and Laboratory of Anthropology samples appear to have originated in 

the lower room suite, although no proveniences are documented. Three dates, 1720G (NLC 1004), 

1721G (NLC 1012), and 1724cG (NLC 1007) have no analogues in the provenienced samples and 
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cannot t)e assodated with any construction episode or architectural unit. The latest date from the 

site (1745cG) is derived from a loose log collected from the north side of the pueblito by the Navajo 

Land Claim personnel (NLC 1011). it appears to be an extreme outlier in the date distribution and 

is probably anomalous. It is improbable that the site was occupied for eight years after 1737, the 

final remodeling event in rooms 2/3 and 4/5, yet that occupation produced only a single tree-cutting 

event This sample probably relates more to the general Navajo occupation of the area than to the 

occupation of Three Com Ruin. 

Wood Use: Tree spedes used in the constmction of the pueblito and hogans are slightly 

different than at Old Fort (LA 1869) less than one mile away. At LA 1871, 39 of the sampled beams 

(53%) are pinyon, 27 (36%) are juniper, and five (7%) are ponderosa pine. No Douglas-fir beams 

were sampled (or noted) in the pueblito. These figures are slightly inflated because the Navajo Land 

Claim, Gila Pueblo, Laboratory of Anthropology (LAH and RG), and Mom's sampling strategies 

excluded juniper. Nonetheless, it appears that the inhabitants of Three Com Ruin did not select 

Douglas-fir or ponderosa pine for room construction despite their relative availability and superior 

qualKy for construction purposes when building rectangular rooms (see Towner and Dean's 1992 

discussion of Tapacito Ruin [LA 2298] for a different example of spedes selection). 

It may be significant, however, that the initial construction episode (Architectural Unit # 1) 

used primarily freshly cut and stockpiled pinyon, and dead juniper. Only five of the twenty-one 

identified beams in Architectural Unit # 1 are juniper, and all appear to have been used as dead 

wood. In contrast, the juniper beams used in the lower room suite appear to have been cut at the 

same time as the pinyon beams. 

Tree-Harvesting Seasons: The terminal ring characteristics of the beams used at Three 

Com Ruin provide some insight into site seasonality. Beam dusters in several rooms indicate 

seasonal construction episodes. For example, although Architedural Unit #1 was built with some 

stockpiled and some deadwood beams, the freshly-cut pinyon beams were all procured during the 

pinyon growing season in 1714. Likewise, both pinyon lintels and a juniper lintel in the Room 7 
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passageway were cut during the early summer of 1728, but not used until 1729. 

In general, the terminal ring characteristics of all the beams that can be assumed to have 

been cut specifically for use at the site (as opposed to dead wood elements) suggest primarily spring 

and eariy summer tree-harvesting events. Thirty-four samples are appropriate for terminal ring 

analysis, eighteen pinyon, fifteen juniper, and a single ponderosa pine. The ponderosa pine was cut 

during the eariy spring, as were most of the pinyon trees (14/18). The juniper spedmens were cut 

both during the growing season (n=8) and after tree growth had stopped (n=7). Based on the 

specific proveniences of the juniper samples with complete terminal rings, six of the seven samples 

were probably not used during the year they were cut Most were probably used in later construction 

episodes and so may have been cut in the spring before the growing season began. Thus, most 

tree-harvesting activity at the site appears to have taken place during the spring and eariy summer. 

Interpretations: The tree-ring evidence suggests that the site may have been built in two 

distinct episodes, one in the mid-1710s and the other in the late 1720s and eariy 1730s. The upper 

room suite (and possibly Hogan 4) was apparently built as a single construction episode in 1714. 

The large number of pre-1714 cutting dates from this provenience, however, suggests that many 

of these beams were reused from an eariier structure (or structures) that no longer are exist. A 

portion of the lower room suite (Room 7) was constructed in 1728-1729; in 1732-1733, the roof of 

Room 7 was removed, the Room 7 annex was added, and Rooms 9 and 10 were constructed. 

Rooms 6 and 11 were added sometime later, but there is no tree-ring evidence to indicate a spedfic 

year. A minor repair event in the roof of Room 9 occurred in 1734 and may be related to the 

addition of Rooms 6 and 11. The final construction episodes at the site were the addition of the shelf 

in Room 4/5 and upright support post in Room 2/3. 

It is unlikely that the site (upper room suite) was occupied throughout the late 1710s and 

eariy 1720s without at least some minor repairs. After the initial construction in 1714, no tree-cutting 

occurred until 1728. It is unlikely that the site was occupied for fourteen years without some tree 

cutting. Although I doubt the entire area was abandoned, the upper rooms at Three Com Ruin 
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certainly did not receive heavy use. 

The entire site was probat)ly abandoned shortly after 1737. The only post-1737 dated beam 

at the site is a loose log sampled by the Navajo Land Claim personnel. Again, given the relatively 

continuous nature of tree-cutting events from 1728 through 1737,1 believe it unlikely that the site 

was occupied much later than 1737. This terminal date also indicates that those ceramics that have 

been dated by their association with Three Com Ruin (Mera 1939), such as Ashiwi Polychrome, 

should not be assigned a termiani date of 1750. 

Ethnohistoty and the Abandonment of Three Com Ruin: The archaeological and 

dendrochronological data suggest that the final abandonment of Three Com was relatively sudden. 

The tree-ring dates suggest that the second occupation was relatively continuous from the late 1720s 

until sometime after A.D. 1737. The abundant ceramics from the northeast burial knoll (LA 11096) 

were not placed within the graves as burial goods, but as intentionally broken vessels deposited on 

the ground surface. Carison (1965:21) suggests that the vessels were discarded because the 

inhat)itants dkl not want to transport them to a new locale. This assumption ignores the burial area 

context of the vessels and seems untenable if that new locale were relatively close (i.e. Old Fort 

Ruin or some other nearisy pueblito). 

Ethnohistoricdata, although somewhat ambiguous, may provide some insight into the final 

abandonment of the sKe. Van Valkenburgh (1940) relates a story about a battle with the Utes told 

to him in 1935 by Red Woman. The events she realted occured "two old men's lives ago.... That 

is 150 years of American counting" (Van Valkenburgh 1940.24). Although she had never been 

there, she described the Tower of Haskhek'izh (Spotted Wam'or), as the headquarters of the chief 

of all the eastern Navajo and the location of a battle where the Ute lay siege to a "Navajo 

watchtower." 

According to Red Woman, the Utes set out from a camp on the Los Pinos river, rode up the 

Largo, passed the watchtower at the mouth of Rincon Largo (LA 2433?), and attacked the site. Prior 

to the battle, the Navajos learned of the impending attack and Spotted Warrior "made the Navajo 
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work day and night to repair the tower and lay in supplies" (Van Valkenburg 1940:24). The battle 

and siege lasted 12 days after which time a group of Navajos from Canyon de Chelly attacked the 

Utes, killing most and chasing the survivors north across the San Juan river. The Ute bodies were 

left unburied and in later years medicine men used the Ute bones in ceremonies. Spotted Warrior 

abandoned the site and moved to Canyon de Chelly with his four wives and their children. 

Red Woman saM the site was located "five days hard ride" (presumably from her summer 

camp on Chinle Wash) on "the Mesa of the Hanging Pot," and could be identified by three 

petroglyphs carved under a ledge in the tower site: a jagged line, a St. Andrew's cross, and a jagged 

line with expanding ends. Van Valkenburg's informants (1940:24) identified the petroglyphs as 

symbols for Male Lightning, a star, and a symbol for the Ant People, respectively. 

Van Valkenburg later identified Hanging Pot Ruin (LA 2445) a site on a small mesa 

overiooking the headwaters of the Chaco river, as the site of the battle. He (1940:23) describes the 

sKe as containing a "half-dozen crumpled hogans... [and] a rock and log wall which skirted the sheer 

edge of the crag." Ceramics on the site included Acoma tradewares. There is certainly no reason 

to doubt the valkiity of Red Woman's account of the events sunt)unding the Ute attack. The period 

of the mid-18th century is acknowledged as a time of conflict between the Navajo and Ute. Indeed, 

most pueblitos were probably built in response to Ute raiding pressures (Carlson 1965; Hogan 1992; 

Towner 1992,1996). There may be reason to question Val Valkenburgh's identification of the 

location of the battle, however. 

Hanging Pot Ruin (LA 2445) currently consists of a few scattered pieces of juniper and four 

small wall segments. The petroglyphs have not been found despite an extended search (H. Rogers, 

personal communication). The wooden hogan elements are not arranged in any particular pattern 

and the wall segments are only two or three courses high. The ceramics on the site are exclusively 

Din^tah Gray wares and no tradeware pottery exists. There is little refuse either within the site 

boundaries or over the edges of the mesa. Five tree-ring samples collected from the site (see 

below), produced no cutting dates; three noncutting dates place the site occupation sometime in 
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the 1740s. There are three additional hogans below the mesa, but the entire area appears to have 

been sparsely populated. The site exhibits no evidence of having housed a substantial number or 

people or of ever having been repaired. Compared to other pueblitos in the Din^tah, LA 2445 is 

interpreted as short-term occupation by very few people. 

Three Com Ruin, on the other harxi, is nfiore likely to have been the 'headquarters of... the 

chief of all the eastem Navajo." It is a relatively large site that was occupied for an extended period 

of time; it also shows evidence of extensive repair and remodeling. It also contains three 

petroglyphs (com stalks) at its base, although they are not those described by Van Valkenburg. The 

ceramic and lithic materials on the site indicate extensive contact with peoples to the southeast, 

south and west. The presence of charred timbers and burned adobe on the slope north of the 

pueblito led Powers and Johnson (1987:16) to suggest that at least portions of the site may have 

been burned. 

If the tree-ring evklence suggests a sudden abandonment, Navajo tradition and the ceramic 

evklence from the Northeast (LA 11096) and northwest (LA 11143) burial knolls provide a possible 

explanation for the abandonment (Towner and Johnson 1996). These sites contain five burials and 

hundreds of artifacts, all excavated by Eari Mom's (Carlson 1965). Carison provides no information 

conceming the sex or physical anthropology of the buried individuals, such as whether or not they 

died as a result of traumatic injuries. He does indicate, however, that the ceramics, including large 

quantities of puebloan trade wares, were broken on top of the graves, not interred with the 

indh/kluals. The sudden abandonment of Three Com Ruin and the deposition of large quantities of 

ceramics on top of the txjrials may have both resulted from the death of one or more individuals in 

the building. Such behavior may have been a typical Navajo response to death, much as it remains 

today. 

I am somewhat tentative in my suggestion that Three Com Ruin was the locale of the events 

described by Red Woman. Hanging Pot Ruin fits the location described in the story, but seems 

unlikely in terms of its size, length of occupation, and lack of remodeling. Three Com Ruin, on the 
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other hand, does not fit the descnbed location very well, but seems a much more likely site in terms 

of its size, duration of occupation, number of repair episodes, and assoa'ated site types. I believe 

that even if Three Com Ruin was not ttie site of the events described by Red Woman, those events 

can be used as a model to interpret the abandonment of Three Com Ruin. 

Old Fort Ruin (LA 1869) 

OM Fort is one of the largest and most complex puebiitos in the Din^tah. The site is on the 

north edge of a mesa, overlooking the east branch of San Rafael Canyon (Figure 5). Jacobson et 

al. (1992) indicate intervisibiiity with three smaller sites, LA 11089,11187, and 11188, but Hidden 

House (LA 106573) and Rabbit House (LA 99804) ate clearly visible as well. The site was on'ginally 

described by Kidder (1920), and excavated by both Mom's (Carlson 1965) and Keur (1944); 

additional research was recently conducted by Towner and Johnson (1996). Powers and Johnson 

(1987:14) provkje a concise description of the site and indicate that it consists of eight for1(ed-stick 

hogans and about 12 ground floor rooms forming two room blocks, all enclosed by a masonry wall. 

Excavattons atthe site, by Kklder(1920), Morris (Carison 1965) and Keur (1944) recovered 

faunal remains of domestic sheep, horse, dog, and deer, manos. arrowshaft smoothers, a metal ax, 

and a metate. The faunal remains represented a minimum of two sheep, one dog, two horses, and 

one deer. The ceramic assemblage represented at least 63 different vessels, 35 of which were 

Gobemador Polychrome. Unfortunately, however. Mom's probably did not save many of the 

Din^tah Gray sherds or vessels. 

Old Fort has played an important role in the interpretation of puebiitos since Kidder's (1920) 

work early in this century. Most notably, the site provkled tree-ring dated ceramic specimens, 

including Gobemador, Ashiwi, Puname, Tewa, Payupki, and Hawikuh polychromes, Jemez Black-

on-white, Rio Grande Glaze VI, Galisteo Glaze IV, and an abundance of Din^tah Gray (see Carison 

1965:11, Table 2 for a complete tabulation of the excavated ceramics). Din^tah Gray is the most 

common pottery found on the site today. Artifact descriptions provided by Carison (1965) and Keur 
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(1944), although probably skewed by their particular research interests, are undoubtedly more 

accurate than any cunent observations because of the almost continuous surface collecting that has 

occurred at the site for the past 80 years. The majority of the ceramics were derived from two 

middens, one below Covered Entry #1 and the other below Covered Entry #2. Neither midden can 

be directly dated, however. 

Architecture: Morris's original sKe map (Carison 1965:9) and repeated visits to the site are 

used to infer a construction sequence independent of the tree-ring dates. The descriptions betow 

are based on observations conducted during the collection of the tree-ring samples and are often 

different than Mom's's 1915 site map. One of the hogans (#8) is interpreted here as a sweatlodge 

because of an large rock pile nearby and the lack of structural remains. Other changes to the 

original map include the absence of the enclosing wall on portions of the north and northeast sides 

of the site, and the recognition of additional rooms (Rooms #16 and 17) during the collection of the 

tree-ring samples. 

There are twenty architectural units at Old Fort Ruin (Rgure 16). The first eight units include 

IHogans 1 through 7 and the sweatlodge. Because all of these architectural units are spatially 

discrete, they cannot be related to other construction events based on architecture alone. 

Architectural Unit 9 includes Rooms 7,8,9, and 10 on the original site map. Although deterioration 

and wall fall have obscured many of the architectural details, the original site map indicates that 

these rooms were probably buiit as a unit. The outside wall surrounding these rooms is unbroken, 

except for the doorway on the northwest side, suggesting a single construction event. The interior 

walls dividing the space could have been added at any time, but if they are bonded to the outside 

wall, as indicated by the map, they must have been built at the same time as the exterior wall. 
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Figure 16. Map of rooms and architectural units at Old Fort Ruin (LA 1869). 
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Architectural Unit 10 includes Rooms 1 through 6 on the original map. The east (exterior) 

wall of this unit appears to have been built as a single unit; again, if the interior walls are bonded to 

the exterior wall as indicated by ttie map, all six rooms were probably built at the same time. Based 

on the abutment of the west walls in these rooms onto the east wall of Architectural Unit 9, 

Architectural Unit 10 must have been constructed later than unit 9. 

Archnectural Unit 11 comprises Rooms 11 and 12 on the original map. These two rooms 

were apparently built as a unit, but their relationship to the other rooms is unclear. The original map 

suggests that the south wall of these rooms is bonded to the north wall of Architectural Unit 9. If this 

is the case, both architectural units must have been constructed at the same time. The change in 

angle of the south wall in Room 12. however, suggests that there is some temporal separation of 

the two units. The north wall of this unit appears, on Mom's's map, to be the enclosing wall that 

sum)unds the site. The large amount of rubble in this area of the site makes any evaluation of this 

relationship impossible, jf Architectural Unit 11 is bonded to the enclosing wall and abutted to 

Architectural Unit 9, it suggests that both the enclosing wall and rooms 11 and 12 were built at the 

same time or earlier than any of the other masonry architecture at the site except Architectural Unit 

9. 

Architectural Unit 12 comprises only Room 13. jf the south wall of this room comprises part 

of the enclosing wall, it must have been built at the same time as that wall. Based on the abutment 

of the west wall of Room 17 onto the east wall of Room 13, Architectural Unit 12 must have been 

built before Room 17 (Architectural Unit 13). 

Architectural Unit 13 comprises only Room 17. Depending on the relationship of the south 

wall and enclosing wall, this unit may have been built at the same time as the enclosing wall. It must 

have been built later than Room 13, however. Because architectural units 11,12, and 13 cannot 

be absolutely contemporaneous, I believe the original site map is in error where it indicates these 

room walls bonded to the enclosing wall. 

Architectural Unit 14 comprises rooms 14 and 15 in the southem part of the site. These 
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rooms are abutted onto the enclosing wall and must have been built later than that large unit. 

Architectural Unit 15 consists of Covered Entry #1 on the east side of the site. Because this 

entry is an integral part of the enclosing wall, it is assumed to have been built at the time of wall 

construction. It is possible that the entry was added later, but there is no architectural evidence of 

remodeling to demonstrate such a sequence. 

Architectural Unit 16 comprises Covered Entry #2, a sealed crevice and trail leading up 

through the rock on the north side of the site. Because part of the enclosing wall rests on top of this 

construction, the entry must have been covered before the wall was constructed. 

Architectural Unit 17 consists of a sealed crevice on the north side of the site. The map 

indicates the crevice must have been covered prior to wall construction because part of the 

enclosing wall rests on it. In reality, however, the enclosing wall does not exist in this part of the site. 

I assume that Monis either saw evidence of such a connecting wall, or infenred that the wall should 

have been present in this location. 

ArchKectunal Unit 18 is anothersmall covered crevice east of Room 11. Again, the original 

map indicates that the enclosing wall rests on part of this construction; if that were the case, the 

crevice must have been covered before the wall was built. The enclosing wall does not exist in this 

area, however, and there is no evidence that it has collapsed or othenmse been destroyed. 

Architectural Unit 19 consists of the scarce remains of Room 16. This room consists of only 

two small wall segments and the enclosing wall. The northern wall segment is abutted onto 

Architectural Unit 10, indicating that it was constructed after Rooms 5 and 6. The southern wall 

segment is abutted onto the enclosing wall, indicating that it was constructed after the wall was built. 

Architectural Unit 20 consists of the enclosing wall. If the wall was built in a single 

construction episode, it must have been built after Covered Entries 1 and 2 were finished and before 

Rooms 14,15, and 16 were added. The relationship between the enclosing wall and Architectural 

Units 11,12, and 13 cannot be detennined strictly from architectural evidence. 

The architectural analysis indicates that Old Fort Ruin grew in several discrete stages. 
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Unfortunately, I cannot infer the temporal place of any of the hogans or the sweatlodge in the site 

occupation. Architectural Unit 9, comprised of Rooms 7,8,9, and 10, may have t)een the earliest 

masonry construction at the site. It is certainly earlier than Architectural Units 10 and 19, but its 

relationship to Architectural Unit 11 is unclear. The latter may have been built prior to Architectural 

Unit 9. In any case, the covered entries and covered crevice (Architectural Units 16,17, and 18) 

must have been in place prior to constniction of the enclosing wall Of the wall existed at Entry 3 and 

the crevice location) and Architectural Units 14 and 19 must have been added after the wall was 

complete. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Previous tree-ring samples collected by several different 

researchers (Carison 1965; Hall 1951; Robinson et al. 1974) confirmed a post-1700 occupation, and 

helped place both the site and the Gobemador Phase in time. Only one sample (RG-693) provided 

a cutting date (1749c), however, and no definitive construction episodes were defined, primarily 

because of the lack of provenience information for the tree-ring samples. The range of noncutting 

dates (1651-i"*-vvto 1748vv, with all but one date in the first half of the 18th century) did indicate an 

occupation prior to A.D. 1750. The most important of the samples (H-2) collected prior to 1992 was 

a v-cut taken from a tree living in the courtyard at the time of Morris' excavation in 1915. The 

eariiest dated ring on this specimen is A.D. 1768 and it has been used to provide a terminal date for 

the site occupation (Carison 1965:15), although it is not a pith date for the tree. Carison assumed 

that the tree dkl not start grwoing until after the site was abandoned. Thus, prior to 1996, the most 

reasonable estimate was that the site was occupied from the 1720s until sometime prior to 1768. 

Eighty tree-ring samples have been collected from Old Fort Ruin over the past 80 years 

(Table 12). Sixty-seven of these samples (85 percent) dated, one of Morris's samples is a 

duplicate, and fifteen (19 percent) yielded cutting dates. The samples collected by Eari Mom's 

(n=11) (Carison 1965) in the eariy part of this century lack provenience, but have provided a general 

temporal framework for the site since their publication in 1965 (Hannah 1965:109-113). Samples 

collected in 1992 and 1993 (n=69) are plotted on the site map (Figure17). 



Table 12. Tree-ring samples collected from Old Fort Ruin (LA 1869). 
SAMPLE SPECIES PROVENIENCE INSIDE OUTSIDE Term Ring Tool 
NUMBER DATE DATE Type Marks 
DNT-163 PNN Hogan 1 Fork 1608 1738+w inc MA bark, limb, end, shape; flat 
DNT-164 JUN Hogan 1 Fork NO DATE MA bark, limb, end 
DNT-165 JUN Hogan 1 Fork 1588 1732+w inc MA limb, end, shape; flat 

DNT-166 JUN Hogan 1 Fork 1675 1747W Inc MA limb, end 
GP-3317 PNN Hogan 1 (?) 1379p 1651++W Unknown 
DNT-169 JUN Hogan 2 Fork NO DATE MA limb, end, shape; flat 

DNT-170 JUN Hogan 2 Leaner 1581 1746w Inc MA limb, end 

DNT-190 JUN Hogan 3 Fork NO DATE MA limb, shape, ends; flat 
DNT-191 JUN Hogan 3 Leaner NO DATE MA limb, ends 
GP-3318 PNN Hogan 3 (?) 1621+p 1741W Unknown 
GP-3319 PNN Hogan 3 (?) 1609p 1748W Unknown 
DNT-201 JUN Hogan 6 Fork 1635 1740+w inc MA limb, end 
DNT-192 PNN Hogan 7 Fork 1565 1719W Inc MA limb 
DNT-193 JUN Hogan 7 Fork NO DATE MA limb 
GP-3323 PNN Hogan 7 (?) 1475np 1722W Unknown 
GP-3315 PNN Hogan (Unknown Number) 1581p 1732W Unknown 
GP-3316 PNN Hogan (Unknown Number) 1526fp 1726W Unknovm 
DNT-167 JUN Bastion Comer NO DATE MA limb, end, shape; flat 
DNT-168 JUN Bastion Comer 1665 1745w inc MA limb, end 

DNT-171 PNN Room 14 Roof Primary 1630 1752LB inc MA limb, ends; SB 

DNT-172 JUN Room 14 Roof Primary 1649 1753V comp MA bark, limb, ends, shape; flat; SB 
DNT-173 PNN Room 14 Roof Secondary 1643 1744+w inc SB 

DNT-174 PNN Room 14 Roof Secondary 1641 1746++G inc MA limb 

DNT-175 PNN Room 14 Roof Primary 1595 1752W inc MA limb, ends; SB 

DNT-188 JUN Room 14 Roof Primary 1564+/- 1751W inc MA limb, ends; SB 
DNT-189 PNN Room 14 Roof Primary 1627 1753V inc MA limb, ends; SB 



Table 12. (cont). 
DNT-176 JUN Covered Entry 1 Lintel NO DATE MA limb, end 
DNT-177 JUN Covered Entry 1 Primary 1502+/- 1746W inc MA limb, ends 
DNT-178 JUN Covered Entry 1 Primary 1511+/- 1740+vv inc MA bark, limb, ends 
DNT-179 PNN Covered Entry 1 Primary 1647 1745W Inc MA bark, limb, ends 
DNT-180 PNN Covered Entry 1 Primary 1629p 1725VV inc MA limb, ends 
DNT-181 JUN Covered Entry 1 Primary 1701 1737W inc MA bark, limb, shape, ends; split 

DNT-182 JUN Covered Entry 1 Primary 1607 1706+w inc MA limb, ends 
DNT-183 JUN Covered Entry 1 Loose log 1650 1746VV inc MA bark, limb, ends 
DNT-184 JUN Covered Entry 1 Door Jamb 1659+/- 1750W inc MA bark, limb, end 

DNT-185 PNN Covered Entry 1 Door Jamb 1656 1745W inc MA bark, limb, end; nocked 

DNT-186 JUN Covered Entry 1 Door Jamb 1639 1746+G inc MA limb, end 
DNT-187 JUN Covered Entry 1 Door Jamb 1689 1746W inc MA bark, Hmb, end 
DNT-194 JUN Covered Entry 3 Roof Primary (?) 1649 1727W inc MA bark, limb, end 
DNT-195 JUN Covered Entry 3 Roof Primary 1536 1629W inc MA Hmb 
DNT-196 JUN Room 13 Loose Primary 1627 1737+w inc MA Hmb, ends 
GP-3322 PNN Room 13 (?) 1407p 1742W Unknown 
DNT-197 JUN Room 13 Roof Primary 1581 1737+vv inc MA limb 
DNT-198 JUN Room 11 Loose Primary 1591 1739+G inc MA Hmb, ends 

DNT-199 PNN Room 11 Comer Post 1660 1744+v inc MA bark, limb, end 
DNT-200 JUN Covered Crevice 1 Loose Primary 1639 1745+vv inc MA Hmb, ends 
DNT-202 PNN Covered Entry 2 Roof Primary 1555 1749G inc MA bark, Hmb, ends 
DNT-203 JUN Covered Entry 2 Roof Primary 1666p 1750LB comp MA bark, Hmb, ends 
DNT-204 JUN Covered Entry 2 Roof Primary 1614+/- 1721GB inc MA Hmb, ends 
DNT-205 PNN Covered Entry 2 Roof Primary 1632 1730W inc MA Hmb, ends 
DNT-206 JUN Covered Entry 2 Roof Primary 1617+/- 1749V inc MA bark, Hmb, ends 

DNT-207 PNN Covered Entry 2 Roof Primary 1428 1736+G inc MA Hmb, ends 
DNT-208 JUN Covered Entry 2 Roof Primary 1655 17498 inc MA Hmb, ends 
DNT-209 PNN Covered Entry 2 Roof Primary 1625 1737W inc MA Hmb, ends 
DNT-210 PNN Covered Entry 2 Roof Primary 1615 1746L inc MA Hmb, ends 



Table 12. (cont) 
DNT-211 PNN RM 9 Entry Vert. Roof Support 1682 1743W inc MA bark, limb 
DNT-212 PNN RM 9 Entry Vert. Roof Support 1674 1743L inc MA bark, limb 
DNT-213 JUN RM 9 Entry Roof Primary 1686 1746LGB comp MA limb, stiape; flat 
DNT-214 PNN RM 9 Entry Roof Primary 1654 1743L comp MA bark, limb; SB 
DNT-215 PNN RM 9 Entry Roof Primary 1620 1743L inc MA limb 
DNT-216-1 PNN RM 16 Loose Primary 1633 1743W inc MA limb, end 

DNT-216-2 JUN RM 16 Loose Primary 1665 1747W inc Unknown 
DNT-217 JUN RM 16 Loose Primary 1545+/- 1750W inc MA limb, end 
DNT-218 DF RM 3/4 Loose Primary 1684 1737W inc MA end 
DNT-219 DF RM 3/4 Loose Primary 1659p 1741W inc MA end 
DNT-220 PP RM 3/4 Loose Primary NO DATE MA bark, limb, end; broken end 
DNT-221 JN RM 8 Door Lintel 1645 1746G inc MA bark, limb, end 
DNT-222 PNN RM 8 Door Lintel 1591 1746W inc MA limb, ends 
DNT-223 JUN RM 8 Loose Primary (?) 1641 1731W Inc MA bark, limb, end 
DNT-224 JUN RM 8 Loose Primary 1687 1747W Inc MA limb, ends 
DNT-225 JUN RM 8 Vertical Roof Support 1634 1747W inc MA limb, end; root flare 

DNT-320 DF RM 7 (?) Loose Primary (?) 1688 1737W inc MA end 
DNT-321 PNN RM 7 (?) Loose Fork (Primary?) 1582p 1733++W inc MA limb, ends 
GP-3321 PNN RM 7-8 (?); same as RG-693 ***** ***** inc Unknown 
RG-693 PNN RM 7/6 (?); same as GP-3321 1565P 1749c inc Unknown 
DNT-322 JUN Windbreak Element NO DATE MA cut 
DNT-323 JUN Windbreak Axe-cut limb NO DATE MA cut 
DNT-324 JUN Windbreak Element NO DATE MA cut 
GP-3320 PNN Unknown masonry room 1412+p 1740W Unknown 
H-3 PNN Unknown (Morris sample) 1341+p 1747W Unknown 

H-2 PNN Tree cut by Morris in 1915 1915B Unknown 
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Figure 17. Map of tree-ring sample proveniences at Old Fort Ruin (LA 1869). 
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Wood Use: Tree spedes used in the constniction of the site reflect the local environmental 

distribution. Juniper (n=42 or 53 percent) and pinyon (n=33 or 42 percent) are the most abundant 

species used; only three Douglas-firs and a single ponderosa pine were part of the sampled 

spedmens. Although Douglas-fir and Ponderosa are available in the rincons around the San Rafael 

Canyon, pinyon and juniper would have been obtained much more easily nearer to the site. The 

nature of hogan construction allows the builders to select trees that may not be suitable for masonry 

construction (i e., trees need not be straight and free of large branches). The somewhat informal 

masonry at Old Fort, however, does not appear to have required the long, straight relatively branch-

free beams that are necessary for more formalized site and room layouts. Rooms are abutted to 

each other and the roof spans are relatively short. These rooms apparently were constructed with 

less concem for roof size and stmcture shape than those found on puebloan sites. At least one room 

(Room 7) had a cribbed roof. The less formalized nature of the Old Fort masonry probably allowed 

the builders to select wood based on other criteria, such as ease of procurement. 

Tree-Harvesting Seasons: A duster of cutting dates from a single provenience provides the 

strongest evidence of seasonality (Russell and Dean 1982). A general distribution of terminal ring 

characteristics can also be used, but inferences based on such a distribution are not as strong as 

those from a cutting date duster distribution. Twenty of the samples colleded from Old Fort Ruin 

were considered usable for determining seasonality. Eleven of the samples are pinyon and nine are 

juniper. Ten of the pinyon samples have incomplete terminal rings, indicating their procurement 

during the growing season. A single pinyon has a complete tenminal ring and was procured after the 

growing season of 1746. Although individual trees and years may vary somewhat, the pinyon 

growing season in northwest New Mexico generally begins in the late spring, usually June, and ends 

sometime in late summer, usually late July or August. 

The nine juniper samples with true outsides indude three with complete terminal rings and 

six with incomplete terminal rings. The juniper growing season generally begins about the same 

time as the pinyon growing season (May or June), but extends later in the fall, often into September. 
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The tenninal ring characteristics of samples from the site indicate that most of the tree harvesting 

was probably conducted in the early summer. Only a few samples were procured later in the year. 

The small number of samples with true outsides makes such an assessment of site seasonality 

somewhat tenuous, however. 

Interpretations: Examination of the existing tree<ring dates simply as numbers can yield 

substantial information. The stem-and-leaf plot technique used by Ahlstrom (1985), indicates 

several episodes of tree-harvesting (Figure 18). Although one cutting and two near cutting dates 

are present priorto A.D. 1740 (1721GB, 1736+G. and 1739+G), most trees were cut in 1743 (n=4), 

1746 (n=4), 1749 (n=4), 1750 (n=1), and 1753 (n=2). Other trees may have been cut in these same 

years, but the loss of outside rings on the samples makes the year of tree death impossible to 

determine. 

162 9 

165 1 

170 6 
171 9 
172 12567 
173 01223677777789 
174 
00011233333445555666666666 

Figure 18. Stem-and-leaf plot of 
tree-ring dates from Old Fort Ruin 
(LA 1869). 

Interpreting the dates in their archaeological contexts, however, provides a more detailed 

picture of the pueblito occupation. The eariiest cluster of cutting dates comes from the covered 

entryway to Room 9 and dates to the late summer of 1743; this date cluster may not date the 

construction of the room, however. One of the beams in this entryway was cut in the fall of 1746; 
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there is no architectural evidence to indicate that this is a repair element. If Architectural Unit 9 

(Rooms 7, 8, 9, and 10} was built as a unit (as indicated by the architectural analysis), the 1743 

dates must be anomalous. The doorway between Rooms 7 and 8 contains two dates (one cutting) 

at 1746. Room 8 also contains three other dated spedmens; one loose roof primary beam dates 

1731VV, another loose roof primary beam dates 1747vv, and an upright roof support beam dates 

1747VV. Thus, it appears that Architectural Unit 9 was constructed in the summer or eariy fall of 

1746 or later, and three of the entryway elements to Room 9 represent either dead wood use or 

reuse of previously cut beams. 

Architectural Unit 10 (Rooms 1-6) contains three sampled beams, only two of which dated. 

Both dates are noncutting dates from weathered roof primaries. The dates, 1737w and 1741vv, 

indicate post-1741 construction, but the Architectural Unit must have been added after the 

constructionof Architectural Unit 9 in 1746. 

Architectural Unit 11 (Rooms 11 and 12) contains two sampled beams, both in Room 11. 

The loose roof primary yielded a near cutting date of 1739-*-G, and the upright comer post yielded 

a near cutting date of 1744+v. If this latter date accurately dates the construction of Architectural 

Unit 11, it further supports the inference that the 1743 dates from the Room 9 entryway are 

anomalous. 

Architectural Unit 12 (Room 13) contains two sampled beams, both of which yielded 

noncutting dates at 1737. This architectural unit may have been the first masonry construction at 

the site, but this inference cannot be supported without additional woric to determine the nature of 

the relationship between the enclosing wall and south wall in Room 13. It is somewhat unusual, but 

not impossible, that both beams yielded noncutting dates in the same yean both appear to have 

suffered substantial ring loss (as indicated by the "w" symbol), however, and probably postdate 

1737 by several years. 

Architectural Unit 13 (Room 17) contained no suitable samples and can only be dated to a 

post Architectural Unit 12 construction date (i.e., minimally post-1737). 
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Architectural Unit 14 (Rooms 14 and 15) yielded seven samples, all of whicti dated. Five 

of the samples were from primary roof beams and two were from secondary roof beams. Both of 

the secondary beams yield noncutting dates (1744-i-w and 1746-t"*-G). Three of the roof primaries 

yielded cutting or near cutting dates (1752LB, 1753v, and 1753v) and the other two roof primaries 

yielded noncutting dates (1751 w and 1752vv). The dates indicate that Architectural Unit 14 was 

built in 1753 with at least one primary beam that was cut during the growing season of 1752. The 

secondaiy beams date in the mid-1740s, although both are noncutting dates, and suggest reuse of 

these elements. 

ArchHectural Unit 15 (Covered Entry 1) yielded 12 samples, 11 of which dated. Ten of the 

dates are noncutting dates that range from 1706+vv to 1750vv. Three of the noncutting dates are 

at 1746, as is the only near cutting date (1746-t-G) from the structure. Using the guideline that the 

latest noncutting date from a structure (in the absence of a cutting date cluster), may be used to infer 

a construction date (Haury 1935:105; Ahlstrom 1985:58), Architectural Unit 15 may date to A.D. 

1750. The sample that dates at 1750 (DNT-184), however, is a "door jamb" that may have been 

added as a repair element. If that is the case, the structure probably dates to A.D.1746. 

ArchKectural Unit 16 (Covered Entry 2) yielded nine samples, all of which dated. All of the 

samples are from primary beams and yielded six cutting dates (1721GB, 1746L, 1749v, 1749G, 

1749B, and 1750LB), one near cutting date (1736+G), and two noncutting dates (1730vv and 

1737vv). The cutting dates indicate that the structure was built in A.D. 1750, using freshly cut 

beams (n=1), beams that had been seasoned for a year (n=3), beams reused from other structures 

(n=2), and dead wood (n=1). 

Architectural Unit 17 (Covered Crevice 1) yielded two samples, both of wtiich yielded 

noncutting dates (1629vv and 1727vv). These dates indicate a post-1727 construction date, but the 

actual construction date is probably many years later. 

Architectural Unit 18, the second covered crevice, yielded only one sample; it provided a 

noncutting date of 1745+vv. The sample has apparently suffered substantial ring loss, and probably 
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postdates 1745 by several years. 

Architectural Unit 19 (Room 16) yielded three samples, all of which dated. The three 

noncutting dates (1743w, 1747w, and 1750w) are all from loose primary beams. The dates 

indicate construction of this room sometime after A.D. 1750, which agrees quite well with the 

architectural analysis. 

Architectural Unit 20, the wall enclosing the site, contained no samples to date its 

construction. If the wall was built as a single construction episode, that event must postdate the 

construction of the covered entries and the covered crevices (if >t existed in those areas). Both 

Covered Crevice 1 and Covered Entry 2 suggest that wall construction occurred in or after A.D. 

1750. Evidence suggesting a 1746 construction of at least part of the wall near Covered Entry 1 is 

derived from the cluster of 1746 noncutting dates in that structure. The presence of a door jamb 

dated to 1750 lends some support to the later construction date, however. 

There a 17 samples and 12 dates from the hogans, but no cutting dates. Hogan 1 

postdates A.D. 1747; Hogan 2 postdates 1746; Hogan 3 postdates 1748; Hogan 6 postdates 1740; 

and Hogan 7 postdates 1722 (probably by many years) (Table 12). Nine of the hogan samples are 

juniper and eight are pinyon; the number of pinyon samples is probably inflated, however, by the 

six pinyon samples collected by Gila Pueblo. The few tree-ring dates from the hogans suggest that 

they were probably occupied at the same time as the masonry structures. 

Summary: The tree-ring and architectural data indicate that the initial construction at Old 

Fort Ruin occurred in 1746. The central room complex, consisting of Architectural Units 9,11, and 

possibly 12, was completed at that time. Additional architectural units, such as A.Us. 10 and 13, 

may have been built shortly after the core area of the site was completed. The site occupation 

included several additional architectural units that were completed after the initial construction was 

done. The covered entries and covered crevices were probably completed in 1750, as was the 

enclosing wall. Architectural Unit 19 (Room 16) was added sometime after 1750. The final 

construction episode was the completion of Architectural Unit 14 (Rooms 14 and 15) in 1753. 
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One of the unique features of the site has been the presence of forked-stick hogans inside 

the compound wall sunounding the site. Infeofng the contemporaneity of the hogans and masonry 

structures has, thus far, been done on the basis of spatial assodation. Although none provided 

cutting dates, tree-ring samples suggest that the hogans were contemporaneous with the masonry 

structures and provkle much stronger evidence of a simultaneous occupation of both structure types. 

The tree-ring dates indicate that the ceramics recovered by Mom's (Carison 1965: Table 2) 

were all is use in the 1740s and eariy 1750s. Unfortunately, the provenience information and short

lived nature of the site prevent me from making any definitive statements regarding the temporal 

ranges of various ceramics. It is interesting, however, that a single sherd of Hawikuh Polychrome 

was recovered from the area near Covered Entry i/2; previously thought not to have been produced 

after about 1700, one vessel (at least) was probably used at Old Fort in the late 1740s or eariy 

1750s. 

The occupation of Okl Fort was relatively short-lived. The eariiest construction occurred in 

1746 and the latest date from the site is 1753. Given the relatively continuous nature of tree 

harvesting activities after the initial construction episode at the site (cutting dates in 1746,1749, 

1750, and 1752), it is probable that any occupation later than 1755 would have left some tree-ring 

evidence. Carison's estimate that the site was abandoned by 1768 is certainly correct, although it 

may actually overestimate the length of the site occupation. Thus, it appears that Old Fort Ruin, one 

of the largest and most complex pueblitos in Din^tah, was occupied for fewer than ten years. 

Tapacito Ruin (LA 2298) 

Tapacito Ruin is located on a bench above Canyon Largo near the confluence of Tapacito 

Creek and Canyon Largo (Figure 5). Jacobson et al. (1992) indicate lines-of-sight to Split Rock Ruin 

and Trub/s Tower, but neither site can be seen. In addition to a seven-room masonry structure, the 

site complex includes five foriced-stick hogans, one masonry-based cribbed-log hogan ring, a 
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rectangular masonry-based structure, three hearth areas, four middens, and a possible pit structure 

(Marshall 1991). Because of its unique place in the history of pueUito research (Towner 1996), it 

has played an importam, though probably unwarranted, role in the interpretation of the Navajo 

occupation of the area. It is architecturally, ceramically, chronologically, and topographically 

different from other pueblitos and should be viewed as a separate entity. 

Material Culture: Powers and Johnson (1987) noted Oin^tah Gray, Gobemador Polychrome, 

and Zia-Acoma sherds on the site. In addition, Marshall (1995:65-69) noted Rio Grande 

Glazewares from Puname, Acoma, CochKi, and pertiaps the Galisteo Basin, as well as flaked and 

ground stone artifacts, faunal remains of domesticated and nondomesticated animals, and European 

artifacts made of iron, glass, and copper. Interestingly, Tapacito is one of the few pueblitos where 

Ocate Micaceous ceramics of probable Plains Apache manufacture have been found. The site has 

one of the highest frequencies of nonlocal ceramics of any pueblito analyzed (Marshall 1991). 

Architecture: The site consists of a core of four rooms with standing walls and three areas 

of rubble that may represent additional rooms (Figure 19). The standing walls are constructed of 

massive rubble core-veneer masonry approximately 1 m thick and 2.5 m high (Figure 20). 

Single-coursed sandstone walls on top of some of the rooms possibly represent a second story or 

a parapet. Fonnerly, portions of the second story stood 60 to 75 cm (2-2.5 feet) high (Brugge and 

Correll 1959), but are cun^ntly reduced to a few stones. Spanish-style hooded fireplaces are 

present in rooms IV and V. Small doorways connect rooms III and IV and V and VI, but direct 

movement between rooms IV and VI and rooms III and V is impossible. There are no outside 

entrances, and access to the interior must have been through the roof. A roof hatch is still present 

in Room IV. 
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Figure 20. Photograph of masonry at Tapacito Ruin (LA 2298). 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Three sets of tree-ring samples have been collected from 

Tapacito Ruin over the past 50 years (Table 13). The first set was collected by Hall and Stallings 

in 1941, the second by Wilson and Warren (1974), and the third by Towner and Dean (1992). 

Twenty-nine dates are available for LA 2298 (Figure 21). All of the wooden elements sampled by 

Towner and Dean (1992) show unmistakable evidence of the use of metal axs for tree felling, length 

reduction, limb trimming, or detiaridng. All of the beams, moreover, were cut to fit the square rooms 

of the pueblito and socketed into its walls. 

Ten A.D. 1694 cutting dates and six near cutting dates between A.D. 1691 and 1693 have 

been documented for the masonry structure. Eight A.D. 1690 cutting dates and one A.D. 1689 

cutting date come from pinyon samples collected by Hall and Stallings. Despite extensive 

resampling of the site, these pinyon specimens have not been duplicated and their origin remains 



Table 13. Tree-ring samples collected from Tapacito Ruin (LA 2298). 
Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Terminal Tool 
Numtier Date Date Ring Marias 
DNT-69 PNN RM IV Roof Primary 1593 16948 comp MA limb, end;SB 
DNT-70 PR RM IV Roof Primary NO DATE MA Bari(, limb; SB 
DNT-71 PP RM IV Roof Primary 1563p 16948 comp MA Baric, limb; SB 
DNT-72 PP RM IV Roof Primary 1559 16g4LB comp MA Bark, limb, shape 
DNT-73 PP RM IV Roof Primary NO DATE MA Baric, limb; SB 
DNT-74 PP RM IV Roof Primary NO DATE MA Baric, limb; SB 
DNT-75 DF RM IV Roof Primary 1311 1561++VV MA Baric, limb, shape 
DNT-76 PNN RM IV Roof Primary 1625p 1692+B comp MA Baric, limb; SB 
GOV-44 DF RM IV Beam ***** ***** see RG-803/804, DNT-80, 85, 88, GOV-45 
DNT-77 PNN RM IV Shelf Pole 1635 1692+B comp MA limb; SB 
DNT-78 PNN RM IV Shelf Pole 1619p 1689+vv MA Baric, limb; SB 
DNT-79 POP RM IV Roof Primary NO DATE MA limb;SB 
GOV-46 PNN RM l/ll Loose Log 1401P 1693R inc same as RG-815 
DNT-80 DF RM III Roof Primary 1550 1694cL comp MA limb; see DNT-85,88, GOV-44,4S, RG-803,8 
DNT-81 PNN RM III Roof Primary 1627 1693+v inc MA limb 
DNT-82 PP RM III Roof Primary 1617p 1694V inc MA limb 
DNT-83 PP RM III Roof Primary 16127P 1694B inc MA limb; SB 
DNT-84 PP RM III Roof Primary NO DATE MA Baric, limb, end; SB 
GOV-47 PP RM III Loose Log 1559+p 1694ri. inc unknown 
GOV-48 PP RM III Loose Log ***** ***** inc same as DNT-91 
DNT-85 DF RM V Roof Primary ***** ***** comp MA limb, shape, end; flat;GOV-44,45,DNT-80,88 
DNT-86 POP RM V Fireplace NO DATE MA limb; SB 
GOV-45 DF RM V Beam ***** ***** comp see RG-803/804, DNT-80, 85,88, GOV-44 
GOV-43 PNN RM V Loose Log 1565+p 1689VV unknown 
DNT-87 PNN RM VA/I Door Lintel 1490 1657++VV MA limb, shape, end; flat 
DNT-88 DF RM VI Loose Log ***** 

***** comp see DNT-80,85,GOV-44,45, RG-803/8Q4 
DNT-89 PNN RM VI Loose Log 1526 1683+vv MA limb, shape; flat 
DNT-90 PNN Exterior Loose Log 1396+ 1670+vv MA limb 
DNT-91 PP Exterior Loose Log 1559+p 1694r inc MA limb; same as GOV-48 



Table 13. Tree-ring samples collected from Tapacito Ruin (LA 2298) (cont). 
Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Tennlnal Tool 
Number Date Date Ring Maries 
RG-802 PNN Unknown 1S81p legocL inc unknown 
RG-803/804 DF Unknown ***** ***** comp unknown 
RG-805 DF Unknown 1455p 1694cL comp unknown 
RG-806 DF Unknown 1625p 1694rL comp unknown 
RG-807 PNN Unknown 1603p legoc inc unknown 
RG-808 PNN Unknown 1619p 1690c inc unknown 
RG-80g PNN Unknown 1598p 1690V inc unknown 
RG-810 PNN Unknown 1628p 16g0cL inc unknown 
RG-811 PNN Unknown 1614p 1690r inc unknown 
RG-812 PNN Unknown 1659p 1690r inc unknown 
RG-813 PNN Unknown 1643p 16g0r inc unknown 
RG-814 PNN Unknown 1634p 1689V inc unknown 
RG-815 PNN Unknown **** ***** inc same as GOV-46 
RG-816 PP Unknown 1637p 1694rL comp unknown 
RG-817 PNN Unknown 1466P 1691+v comp unknown 
MA= metal ax SB= smoke blackened 
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Figure 21. Map of tree-ring sample proveniences at Tapacito Ruin (LA 2298). 
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somewhat problematic. The tight clustering and spedes consistency indicate that they probably 

were taken from a single structure rather than several different proveniences. Towner and Dean 

(1992) suggest that the A.0.1690 samples were collected from one of several hogans documented 

at the site complex (Marshall 1991). 

Interpretations: Based on their well-provenienced samples Towner and Dean (1992) assert 

that the core of the pueblito was built In a single construction episode in the late summer or early 

fall of A.D. 1694. Two, or possibly three, peripheral rooms were added sometime after the initial 

construction event, but were apparently never roofed. The cluster of A.D. 1690 dates from Hall and 

Stallings' collection does not belong to the pueblito and probably comes from a hogan in the site 

complex that was built in the summer of A.D. 1690. Marshall (1995:60), citing Towner (1992), 

rejects this interpretation and states this is unlikely given the poor condition of the structures and 

the probability that Hall and Stallings would have selected the much better beam material from the 

nearisy pueblito." Towner and Dean (1992), however, explicitly address this possibility, as well as 

two others, and demonstrate that the beams could not have come from the pueblito. Certainly, Hall 

and Stallings collected "better beam material," but Marshall appears to have ignored the fact that 

they collected it more than fifty years prior to his assessment of the site and that by taking only beam 

cross sections they could not have sampled the beams in the masonry structure. 

Temiinal ring analysis reveals that all the 1690 trees from the hogan were felled during the 

summer pinyon growing season, probably in June or July. In contrast, complete temninal rings show 

that all the 1694 Douglas-firs firom the masonry pueblito were felled after their growing season ended 

in May or April. A mixture of complete and incomplete temninal rings (three samples each) indicates 

that the 1694 ponderosa pine logs were cut toward the end of that species' growing season in the 

late summer when some of the trees had ceased growing but others had not. Thus, the logs used 

in the masonry pueblito probably were felled as a group eariy in the autumn of 1694, and the 

four-room core of the structure was completed before winter. 

Several aspects of wood use behavior at Tapacito Ruin merit attention. First, although the 
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site is located in the pinyoivjuniper forest, not a single juniper spea'men was used in the construction 

of the pueblito. Apparently the wood required to roof the masonry structure had to meet certain 

length and straightness constraints. Pinyon, ponderosa, and Douglas-fir apparently met these 

requirements, but juniper did not. In addition, a single Douglas-fir tree sampled by Wilson and 

Warren (1974) (GOV-44, GOV-45) and by Towner and Dean (1992) (DNT-80, DNT-85, DNT-88) 

was used for roof beams that span rooms III, V, and VI (Figure 21); thus, the original Douglas-fir log 

was at least 30 feet long when it was cut and probably required substantial group cooperation to 

procure and fit into the structure. 

A second important aspect of the distribution of spedes in the pueblito is the location of the 

Cottonwood (Populus sp.) samples. The only two cottonwood samples in the structure are from the 

hooded fireplaces and were probably selected because cottonwood is flexible enough to be bent into 

curved bases for hooded fireplaces. 

Marshall (1995:211) estimates that the sKe was occupied for approximately twelve years. 
« 

Given the meager evidence for remodeling of the pueblito and the presence of a hogan prior to 

pueblito constnjction, this estimate seems reasonable, although it may overestimate the occupation 

by a few years. 

Finally, the question of the site's role in the Roque Madrid campaign must be addressed. 

In tracing the Spaniard's route, Hendricks and Wilson (1996) suggest that the last battle of the 

campaign occurred at the confluence of Tapacito Creek and the Largo. The Spaniards remained 

on the valley bottom, but sent some of their Indian auxiliaries back up Tapacito Creek to attack the 

Navajos from behind. Because Roque Madrid's Indian auxiliaries "could hardly have missed seeing 

such a structure and undoubtedly would have told the Spaniards about it,' Hendricks and Wilson 

(1996:86) suggest that "the pueblito at LA 2298 had not been constructed in 1705, and whenever 

it was built, the wood in it was salvaged and used from another dwelling. The intact roof over one 

room also argues that the structure is more recent in age." 

As an archaeologist and dendrochronologist, I am much more inclined to believe the tree-
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ring dates from the structure than assume it was not tHJilt because the Indian auxiliaries did not 

mention it to the Spaniards. Tapacito Ruin is on of the most securely dated structures in the 

Din^ah. To propose that any structure was built with (at least) eleven year-old beams and not a 

single fineshlv cut timber ignores ail of the data collected by dendrochronologists over the past half 

century and certainly ignores anything known about Navajo wood use behavior (Dean and Russell 

1978). The wood in the stnjcture was cut to fit in the pueblito and shows no evidence of having been 

used in another stiucture. Simply because one room has an intact roof does not indicate it "is more 

recent in age." There are similar structures across the Southwest that are seven or eight hundred 

years old, yet still have intact roofs. 

There are several ways to explain both the battle as described and the pueblito as present 

when the battle occurred. First, Tapacito Ruin is not precisely at the confluence of Tapacito Creeic 

and the Largo, txrt approximateiy three-fourths of a mile north of the confluence; it is also more than 

"about 20 meters back from the [bluff] edge" (Hendricks and Wilson 1996:85). In addition, although 

the area around the site is usually described as a bench, it better described as a structural bench 

covered with undulating aeolian hills. Indeed, this single story masonry structure, not located on a 

boulder or cliff edge like other pueblitos, is not visible until one is within 40 meters or so of it. It 

could easily be missed, especially if one ascended to the bench along the Tapacito side of the 

confluence, where you need not come within a half a mile of the site to reach the confluence. 

Finally, if the pueblito was not a Navajo structure, but a puebloan (Jemez?) family dwelling, as 

suggested by Towner (1996), political or kinship ties may have prevented some of the auxiliaries 

from informing the Spaniards. 

The most paramonious explanation for these differing data is, I suggest, that the pueblito 

was never seen by the auxiliaries or Spaniards. All of their activities took place nearer the 

confluence from where the structure is not visible. Therefore, Towner and Dean's (1992) 

interpretation that a hogan was built on the site in the summer of A.D. 1690 and the pueblito was 

constructed in A.D. 1694 remains the most viable interpretation of the site history. 
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Adams Canyon Site (LA 55824) 

The Adams Canyon Site consists of a three-room masonry structure, a masonry based 

hogan, and a forked-stick hogan on a high t)ench above Adams Canyon (Figure 5). It has an 

excellent view down Adams Canyon to the confluence of Cereza and Adams Canyons, but a very 

limited view to the north. Jacobson et al. (1992) indicate that Gomez Point Ruin (LA 55832) is the 

only site visible. 

Material Culture; Powers and Johnson (1987:82) list a small side-notched triangular 

projectile point and Din^tah Gray and Gobemador Polychrome ceramics as present on the site. 

Field inspection indicates only a single sherd of Gobemador Polychrome, but abundant Din^tah 

Gray ceramics and lithic debitage are present. 

Architecture: The masonry walls are currently collapsed and the rooms filled with rubble. 

Powers and Johnson's (1987:84) site map (Figure 22) indicates sequential room building. It appears 

that Room 1 was constructed first. Room 2 second, and Room 3 last. No architectural evidence 

links the masonry based or foriced-stick hogans to the masonry room block. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Five samples were collected from the site, four from around 

the masonry structure and one from the area of the forked-stick hogan (Table 14). The hogan 

sample is juniper, as are three of the samples from the masonry structure; the remaining sample 

from the pueblito is a pinyon. Four of the samples yielded dates, although none are cutting dates. 

Interpretations; The weathered nature of the samples and lack of clustering of these 

noncutting dates limit the interpretations that can be made. If sample DNT-122, which dates 

sometime after 1736, is assodated with Room 1, the entire masonry structure must have been built 

after A.D. 1736. The noncutting date from the hogan is of little utility. Despite the lack of 
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Figure 22. Map of tree-ring sample proveniences at the Adams Canyon site (LA 55824). 
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Table 14. Tree-ring samples collected from the Adams Canyon site (LA 55824). 

Sample Species Provenience 
Number 

Inside 
Date 

Outside Terminal Tool 
Date Ring Marks 

DNT-121 PNN Loose Log 
DNT.122 JUN Loose Log 
DNT-124 JUN Loose Log 
DNT-125 JUN Loose Log 

NO DATE 
1528 

1543 
1609 

1692VV inc MA ends, limb 
1736+vv inc MA ends 

MA ends 
1649VV inc MA ends 

DNT-123 JUN Loose Loose Log Hogan 1 1530 1630VV inc MA ends 

*• All specimens extremely weathered 

chronological control at the site, it is apparent that the inhabitants exploited tree spedes, juniper and 

pinyon, that are available today. 

The Boulder Fortress is a four-room masonry structure on a large boulder associated with 

four forked-stick hogans on the adjacent mesa edge. It overlooks a small tributary to Crow Canyon, 

although the view is limited (Figure 5). Jacobson et al. (1992) indicate that both the Citadel (LA 

55828) and The Wall (LA 55840) are visible from the site. 

Material Culture: Powers and Johnson (1987:85) identify Din^tah Gray and Gobemador 

Polychrome ceramics at the site, although they provide no counts or proportions. 

Architecture: All the hogans are free-standing stmctures and not amenable to architectural 

analysis. The masonry structure confonns to the outline of the boulder and all the walls are bonded 

to each other (Figure 23); thus, it appears as if the stmcture was built in a single construction 

episode. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Eleven samples were collected from the site, eight from the 

pueblito, two from hogan 1, and one from a loose log that may have been part of Hogan 3 (Table 

15). All of the samples from the pueblito produced dates, but only one hogan sample dated. Five 

of the samples are juniper and six are pinyon. All of the samples from the pueblito exhibit metal ax 

cut marks, but none of the hogan samples show such evidence. One hogan element, however, was 

Boulder Fortress (LA 55825) 
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Table 15. Tree-ring samples collected from Boulder Fortress (LA 55825). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Teiminal Tool 
Number Date Date Ring Marks 
DNT-101 JUN Room 3 Roof Primary (?) 1540 1720W mc MA bark, limb, shape, end; flat 
DNT-102 PNN Room 3 Roof Primary (?) 1585 1727W inc MA Smb. end 
DNT-103 PNN Room 3 Roof Primary (?) 1601 1715W inc MA limb, erxis 
DNT-104 JUN Room 2/3 Door Lintei 1550+ 1723G tnc MA ends 
DNT-10S PNN Room 2 Roof Primary 1639 1726W inc MA limb, ends 
DNT-106 PNN Room 2 Roof Primarv 1558 1726W inc MA limb, ends 
DNT-IOT JUN Room 1/2 Door Untel 15640 1727B como MA ends 
DNT-108 PNN Room 1 Roof Primarv 1632 1728V Inc MA end 
DNT-109 JUN Hogan Leaner NO DATE 
DNT-110 PNN Hogan Leaner 1509 1709+w inc Broken end 
DNT-111 JUN Hogan Leaner (?) NO DATE 

procured by breaking and is probably a piece of dead wood. 

Interpretations: Although there are three cutting dates from the pueblito, only one appears 

to date the construction. If the entire structure was built in a single episode as indicated by the 

architectural analysis, only the cutting date of 1728v from a Room 1 roof primary beam actually 

dates the construction of the pueblito. The cutting date of 1723G from the Room 2/3 door lintel 

probably represents the use of dead wood or reuse of the beam. The 1727B cutting date from the 

Room 1/2 door lintel was probably procured at the same time as the Room 1 roof primary, that is 

in the spring of 1728. Because the 1727B sample has a complete terminal ring, it may have been 

procured prior to the beginning of the juniper growing season in 1728. None of the other samples 

from the pueblito postdate 1728; this suggests the structure was never repaired. The only dated 

sample from the hogan (DNT-110) was procured by breaking, has a missing ring near the end of the 

ring sequence, and is a classic example of dead wood use. 

Buffalo Mask Site (LA 99809) 

The Buffalo Mask site is a small two- or three-room structure located in an alcove high 

above a tributary of Delgadito Canyon (Figure 5). No hogans are associated with the site, but a 

portion of a corral fence is located on one of the benches below the site. Buffalo Mask has a limited 
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view down the tributary canyon and is one of the most inaccessible sites in the Din^tah; it is not 

visible from any other pueblito. 

Material Culture; A few Din^tah Gray sherds were the only artifacts seen on the site. 

Architecture: Room 1 is the only room with standing walls (Figure 24). Room 2 may simply 

be a storage area resulting from the extension of the south wall of Room 1. Room 3 may include 

more than one room, but only a small portion of the south wall remains. The rest of the rooms in 

the alcove have collapsed into a rubble pile. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Sixteen tree-ring samples were collected from the site, but 

one was lost prior to accession into the LTRR system. Twelve of the remaining samples were 

collected from the alcove area and three were collected from the corral (Table 16). The samples 

from the alcove yielded eleven dates, including four cutting, two near cutting, and five noncutting 

dates. The corral yielded two cutting dates. The beams in the alcove consist of eight juniper and 

fourpinyon spedmens. The spea'es distribution contrasts with that at Shandiin Bikin, a very similar 

site setting, where pinyon and cottonwood both were used more frequently than juniper. Ten of the 

Table 16. Tree-ring samples collected from the Buffalo Mask site (LA 99809). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Terminal Tool 
Number Date Date Rinq Marks 
DNT-623 JUN Loose log 1613 1680G inc MA limb, end 
DNT-624 JUN Loose log 1606 1676G inc MA limb, broken end 
DNT-626 JUN Loose log 1593 1672+w inc MA limb, end 
DNT-625 JUN Horizontal intramural 1529 1670+G inc MA limb, broken end 
DNT-627 PNN Horizontal intramural 1575 1679+G inc MA limb; fork 
DNT-628 JUN Horizontal intramural 1536 1670-H-B inc MA limb; fork 
DNT-629 JUN Room 1 Loose log 1535 1680GB inc Broken limb, ends 
DNT-630 PNN Room 1 Roof Primary 1601 1673G inc MA limb 
DNT-631 JUN Room 1 Loose log NO DATE MA end 
DNT-631b Room 1 Loose log LOST Broken ends 
DNT-632 JUN Room 1 Loose log 1492 1675+w inc Broken limb, end 
DNT-633 PNN Room 1 Loose log 1613 1678W inc MA limb 
DNT-634 PNN Climbing Pole 1589 1692G inc MA end, broken limo 
DNT-635 JUN Corral NO DATE MA end 
DNT-636 PNN Corral 1841p 1915G MA limb, end 
DNT-637 PNN Corral 1845p 1918G inc M.A limb, ends 
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Figure 24. Map of tree-ring proveniences at the Buffalo Mask Site (LA 99809). 
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beams show evidence of procurement or modification wtth a metal ax, and sbc exhibit broken limbs. 

Interpretations: The dates from the corral (Table 16) clearly indicate an early twentieth 

centuiy use of the area, probably by Hispanic sheep herders and are consistent with dates from all 

other sampled corrals assodated with pueblitos. The dates from the alcove, although somewhat 

scattered, suggest a single construction event in A.D. 1680. Both the Room 3 area and Room 1 

contain beams that were cut during the 1680 growing season, as well as beams that date slightly 

earlier. There is some indication of dead wood use (DNT-628), but other beams (DNT-634, 630) 

suggest reuse from an eariier structure. The terminal rings on all the beams with true outsides 

indicate wood procurement during the growing season, probably in the late spring or eariy summer. 

The climbing pole below the alcove yielded a 1692 cutting date that indicates the site was in use 

more than a decade after the masonry structure was builL Given the hiatus in dates and very sparse 

trash at the site, however, it is unlikely the site was ever occupied as a habitation; it was probably 

used only on a temporary basts. Nevertheless, Buffalo Mask is the eariiest securely dated puebllto 

in the Din^tah. 

Rincon Rockshelter (LA 55835) 

Rincon Rockshelter is a three-room site complex located in a small canyon tributary to 

Cereza Canyon (Figure 5). No other pueblitos are visible from the rockshelter. The site consists 

of at least two rooms on the southeast-fadng mesa top and the walled rockshelter room on the diff 

face approximately four meters below the other rooms. Another pueblito is located approximately 

400 m to the south overiooking Cereza Canyon, but it has not been formally recorded. 

Material Culture: Powers and Johnson (1987:109) noted several trash areas with Oin^tah 

Gray ceramics and a triangular, side<notched, concave-base projectile point. Field reconnaissance 

indicates Gobemador Polychrome sherds are present as well. The mklden areas are substantial and 

contain lithic debitage, faunal remains, and ceramics. 

Architecture: The mesa-top rooms appear to have been built as single construction events, 
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but are too deteriorated and covered with vegetation to assess accurately. The walled rockshelter 

room (Figure 25) is approximately 6 m long and 2 m high and contains a dootway and several 

loopholes. The only entrance to the room is through the small south-facing doorway. Some of the 

mud mortar in the wall is smoke blackened, but another portion is not, which indicates some minor 

repair of the wall. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Five tree-ring samples were collected from the door 

lintels above the entry to the walled room; no samples from the mesa-top rooms were collected. All 

of the samples dated (Table 17), although two are pieces of the same split log that was used for two 

different lintels. One end of a single lintel was cut with a metal ax; the other lintels are socketed 

into the wall and show no tool marks. All of the samples are pinyon. 

Table 17. Tree-ring samples collected from Rincon Rockshelter (LA 55835). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Terminal Tool 
Number Date Date Ring Maries 
DNT-691 PNN Door lintel 1666 1713L comp 
DNT-692 PNN Door lintel 1635p 1713L inc 
DNT-693 PNN Door lintel 1669 1713L MA end 
DNT-694 PNN Split Door lintel 1668 1713L MA limb 
DNT-695 PNN Split Door lintel 1668 MM* same as DNT-694 

Interpretations: The walled rockshelter room was built as a single construction episode in 

A.D. 1713. The mesa-top rooms cannot be dated, either by architectural association or 

dendrochronology, but probably date to the eariy eighteenth century. The tenninal rings include 

both complete and incomplete spedmens and suggest that the structure was built near the end of 

the pinyon growing season in A.D. 1713, probably in the late summer. Although not the eariiest 

pueWito, Rincon Rockshelter was built during one of the eariy phases of pueblito construction in the 

Din^tah. 
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Sh^ndffn Bikin (LA 106572) 

Sh^ndifn Bikin is a one room structure of unmortared rocks and timbers located in a small 

ak»ve high above a tributary to Delgadito Canyon (Figure 5). It was not included in the line-of-sight 

study (Jacobson et al. 1992), and it is unkown if other puebiitos are visible from Sh^ndiin Bikin. 

Material Culture: No data are available, although field observations include Din^tah Gray 

ceramics. 

Architecture: The nature of the structure precludes archKectural analysis (Figure 26) 

although it appears as if the entire site was built in a single construction episode. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Fourteen samples were collected from the site, but only 

three produced dates (Table 18). Ten of the samples were collected in situ from the structure itself 

and include four cottonwood, three pinyon, and three juniper beams. Two loose logs and two 

notched-log ladders, all pinyon, were also sampled. Ten of the beams show evidence of 

procurement or modification using a metal ax; two of the cottonwood beams were broken, probably 

indicating dead wood use. The spedes distribution is interesting because cottonwood is rarely used 

in puebiitos, and this site is several hundred feet above the nearest cottonwood tree or habitat. 

Interpretations: The paucity of dates from the site make interpretation uncertain at best. 

One of the ladders was used after 1702 and one loose log was cut in 1705. I suggest that the 

structure postdates 1705, but there is no evidence to indicate when or for how long the site was 

used. 

Morris Cliff Dwelling (DCA-88-118) 

Monris Cliff Dwelling is an eight-room structure in an alcove at the head of Adams Canyon 

(Figure 5) and at least five forked-stick hogans on the mesa above the alcove. No other sites can 

be seen from either the rockshelter or the hogan area. The site was visited by Mom's (Carison 

1965:44) who made a pottery collection and excavated some burials in the vicinity. 

Material Culture; Morris lists only Gobemador Polychrome, Puname Polychrome, Tewa 
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Table 18. Tree-ring samples collected from Sh^ndiin Bikin (LA 106572). 

Sample Provenience Species Inside Outside Tool 
Number Date Date Marks 
DNT-677 Roof Primary PNN NO DATE MA ends, limb 
DNT-678 Roof Primary JUN NO DATE MA ends, limb 
DNT-679 Roof Primary POP NO DATE MA ends, limb 
DNT-680 Roof Primary POP NO DATE Broken limb, ends 
DNT-681 Roof Primary POP NO DATE Broken limbs, ends 
DNT-687 Roof Primary PNN NO DATE MA limb 
DNT-683 Roof Support JUN NO DATE MA ends, limb 
DNT-684 Roof Support PNN NO DATE Fork; MA limb, end 
DNT-685 Roof Secondary POP NO DATE MA end. limb 
DNT-686 Roof Secondary JUN 1584 1653VV No mari« 
DNT-682 Loose Log PNN NO DATE No marks 
DNT.688 Loose LOQ PNN 1637p 1705GB MA ends, limb 
DNT-689 Ladder PNN 1645 1702VV MA ends, limb 
DNT-690 Ladder PNN NO DATE MA ends, limb 
•All terminal rings incomplete 

Polychrome, and Pueblo I intrusives from the site (Carison 1965:45). Hancock and Johnson (1988) 

report Din^tah Gray, Gobemador Polychrome, and Jemez Black-on-white sherds from the portion 

of the site above the alcove; no data are available from the alcove itself. 

Architecture; Currently, none of the rooms in the alcove-are attached to any of the other 

rooms. Pecked post holes that functioned as sockets for jacal wall beams delineate the architectural 

layout, however (Figure 27). These sockets suggest that rooms 1 through 5 and Room 8 were built 

as a unit. Rooms 6 and 7 appearto have been unattached units. None of the hogans on top of the 

mesa can be architecturally linked to the others or to construction in the alcove (Figure 28). 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: A total of 21 samples has been collected from the site, 15 

from the alcove rooms, 5 from the hogans, and a single sample from an ax-cut stump associated 

with the hogans (Table 19). The fifteen samples from the alcove rooms yielded five dates, three 

cutting and two noncutting dates; the hogan and stump samples (n=6) yielded three noncutting 

dates. All of the hogan samples, including the stump, are juniper; the alcove produced eight pinyon 

and seven juniper samples. Four of the beams in the alcove show evidence of harvesting and/or 
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Table 19. Tree-ring samples collected from Morris Cliff Dwelling and hogans. 

Sampie Provenience Species Inside Outside Terminal Tool 
Number Date Date Ring Marias 
DNT-701 RM 1 Jacal JUN NO DATE Broken end 
DNT-705 RM 1 Jacal PNN NO DATE socketed, no marks 
DNT-706 RM 1 Jacal JUN NO DATE socketed, no marks 
DNT.707 RM 1 Jacal PNN NO DATE socketed, no marks 
DNT-708 RM 2 Jacal JUN NO DATE socketed, no marks 
DNT-702 RM 4 loose PNN 1670 1717VV Inc MA ends 
DNT-703 RM 4 loose JUN NO DATE Broken ends 
DNT-709 RM 4 jacal (?) PNN 16220 1720B comp socketed, no marks 
DNT-698 RM 5 Jacal? PNN 1530 1691++B MA limb, ends 
DNT-696 RM 7 Door Lintel JUN NO DATE MA end, broken limb 
DNT-697 RM 7 Door Lintel PNN NO DATE Broken end 
DNT-699 RMS Jacal? JUN 1581 1675B inc Broken ends 
DNT-704 RMS Jacal JUN NO DATE Broken ends 
DNT-700 RM 8 Jacal PNN 1656 1720B comp MA limb, ends 
DNT-711 Hogan 3 leaner JUN 1421 1695VV inc weathered 
DNT-712 Hogan 3 leaner JUN NO DATE weathered 
DNT-710 Hogan 4 leaner JUN NO DATE weathered 
DNT-715 Hogan 7 leaner JUN NO DATE weathered 
DNT-714 Hogan 8 leaner JUN 1455+/-P 1667++VV inc weathered 
DNT-713 Ax-cut Stump JUN 1509+/- 1726VV inc weathered 

modification with a metal ax; six of the samples have broken ends or limbs, often indicative of dead 

wood use. Sample DNT-699 has broken ends and dates anomalously eariy at 1675B; it is clearly 

a dead wood element, as it DNT-698 which dates 1691-i-i-B. All of the hogan samples were too 

eroded for tool marks to be identified. 

Interpretations: The two 1720 cutting dates from rooms 8 and 4 suggest that the entire 

stmcture was built as a single construction episode in that year. Both these pinyon samples (DNT-

700, 709) exhibit complete terminal rings, indicating they were cut after the end of the pinyon 

growing season, probably in the fall of A.D. 1720 or winter of 1721. Although two dates are not 

conclusive, I believe all the rooms in the alcove were built in the fall or winter of 1720-1721. This 

interpretation is not contradicted by the noncutting 1717vv date also from Room 4. The samples 

from the hogans, one the other hand, provide little temporal information other than that they were 

occupied sometime after the seventeenth century. The sample from the ax-cut stump (DNT-713) 
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probably dates the occupation sometime in the 1720s and suggests that that part of the site was 

occupied, at least intermittently, for six years. 

Shaft House (LA 5660) 

Shaft House is a series of fourteen disconnected masonry rooms and storage bins located 

on a relatively steep cliff face and several benches below the cliff. The site is located in the upper 

reaches of Crow Canyon and has an expansive view down the canyon to the southwest (Figure 5), 

but Jacobson et al. (1992) indicate that no lines-of-sight to other pueblitos exist. 

Material Culture: Powers and Johnson (1987:48) noted only Din^tah Gray ceramics at the 

site. Marshall (1991:120) identified a few flakes, Din^tah Gray and Gobemador Polychrome 

ceramics and a single sherd of Acoma pottery, although the latter was not recovered during the data 

recovery efforts at the site (Marshall 1996:45). Two iron blade fragments and two musket balls also 

were collected from the site (Marshall 1996:45). 

Architecture: Wall analysis contributes little infonnation on construction sequences because 

of the disconnected nature of the rooms (Figure 29). Apparently, the sinuous nature of the benches 

and diff face placed constraints on the builders that prohibited multiple room construction. The two 

rooms that comprise the "cliff house" were apparently built at the same time and are probably 

contemporaneous with the "shaft." Two other rooms. Features 10 and 11, were also probably built 

as a unit. The remaining structures and features on the site are all individual units that could have 

been built at any time during the occupation. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Nine samples were collected from Shaft House, but only 

four produced dates (Table 20). No construction timbers are present in the cliff house structure 

because the roof is part of the overtianging cliff. There are, however, approximately 20 large beams 

(2-4m long) in the cliff house itself and seven of these were sampled. It is currently impossible to 

transport such beams into the structure and the beams may have been placed in the room prior to 

the construction of the cliff house. There are some indications, however, that the beams were 
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Figure 29. Map of tree-ring sample proveniences at Shaft House (LA 5660). 
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placed in the cliff house during the 1974 BLM stabilization efforts (Marshall 1991). If the beams 

were placed in the diff house during the occupation of the site, this is the best example of stockpiling 

behavior at the pueblito sites. The only in situ sample was collected from the door lintel at the top 

of the shaft. All of the beams, except for the Populus spp. specimen collected from the talus slope, 

exhibit metal ax-cut marks indicative of post-contact wood use. 

Table 20. Tree-ring samples collected from Shaft House (LA 5660). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Terminal Tool 
Number Pate Date Ring Marks 
DNT-312 JUN Loose Log (Upper Room) NO DATE MA limb, ends 
DNT-313 JUN Loose Log (Upper Room) 1528+/- 1667+w inc MA limb 
DNT-314 JUN Loose Log (Upper Room) 1493+/- 1694w inc None 
DNT-315 JUN Loose Log (Upper Room) NO DATE MA limb, ends 
DNT-316 JUN Loose Log (Upper Room) 1554 1693w inc MA limb 
DNT-317 JUN Loose Log (Upper Room) NO DATE MA end: fork 
DNT-318 JUN Loose Log (Upper Room) NO DATE MA limb 
DNT-319 JUN Upper Room Door Lintel 1557 1712+LB comp MA shape; flat 
DNT-100 POP Loose Log on slope NO DATE None 

Interpretations; The dates from the site indicate only a post-1712 construction of the shaft 

and, presumably, the two diff house rooms. The noncutting dates from the timbers inside the diff 

house rooms do not contradict a post-1712 site occupation, but provide little support of such an 

interpretation. An interesting note is that all of the large beams are juniper, a relatively rare 

occurrence at pueblito sites. 

Marshall (1995;211) estimates the site was occupied for two or three years, although he 

suggests it may have been used as a refuge for a longer period of time. The tree-ring data provide 

little evidence to support or refute this estimate. 

Lone Warrior Pueblito (LA 99802) 

Lone Wanior Pueblito consists of three "rooms" in a small cliff-face alcove overiooking 

Jesus Canyon (Figure 5). The rooms are defined by small (1.2 m high) walls delineating space 
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within the overtiang. No sites are visible from LA 99802, although Jesus Canyon Pueblito (LA 

61134} can be seen from the hill adjacent to the alcove. 

Material Culture; A few Oin§tah Gray ceramics were noted in the field, but no other data are 

available. 

Architecture: The room walls are a combination of mud-mortar or puddled adobe and dry-

laid masonry (Figure 30). All are attached to the rear of the overtiang, and none are adjacent to the 

others. The outside wall along the cliff face may have been built as a single construction episode, 

but such an inference is not strongly supported. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Six tree-ring samples were collected, all from door lintels 

in the eastem walls. All of the samples produced dates (Table 21), although one sample (DNT-461) 

was a duplicate. Every lintel contains evidence of broken ends as a procurement strategy and 

broken limbs as a modification method. The five noncutting dates range from 1627++vv to 

1682-*"*-B, among the eariiest dates from any pueblito site. 

Table 21. Tree-ring samples collected from Lone Wamor Pueblito (LA 99802). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Tool 
Number Date Date Marks 
DNT-458 PNN Door 1 Lintel 1550p 1652+LGB Broken ends 
DNT-459 PNN Door 1 Lintel 1564p 1682++B Broken limb, end 
DNT-460 PNN Door 1 Lintel 1565 1674++vvinc Broken limb, end 
DNT-461 PNN Doorl Lintel **** same as DNT-460 Broken ends 
DNT-462 JUN Door 2 Lintel 1455+/- 1646++vv Broken limb, ends 
DNT-463 PNN Door 2 Lintel 1553 1627++vv Broken ends 

Interpretations: The Lone Wam'or dates present an interesting interpretive situation. The 

"site" was certainly built after 1682, but 1 cannot determine how many years later. The dates 

themselves all suggest the use of dead wood; all of the samples are missing rings near their 

outsides and four of the five required long ring counts. Additional evidence for dead wood use is 

derived from the tool marics, or lack thereof, on the lintels. Indeed, given the mixed architectural 
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styfes and lack of metal ax use, I would not have been surprised if the structure had been dated to 

the Basketmaker or early Pueblo period. This is one of the dearest examples of eariy Navajo use 

of dead wood, although it is by no means the only such example. 

Canyon View Ruin (LA 55827) 

Canyon View Ruin consists of a three-room pueblito on a boulder and two or three hogans 

on the adjacent bench area. The site was recorded by the Navajo Land Claim (Correll and Kurtz 

1957). It has an expansive view up and down Largo Canyon and up Rincon Largo (Figure 5). 

Jacobson et al. (1992), however, do not identify any lines-of-sight from Canyon View to other 

pueblitos. 

Material Culture; Powers and Johnson (1987:90) report Din^tah Gray, Gobemador 

Polychrome, Jemez Black-on-white, and Acoma ceramics, as well as flaked and ground stone tools 

at the site. 

Architecture: The only remaining hogan was probably not architecturally assodated with 

the puebiito. The masonry structure itself consists of two rooms on top of the boulder that were built 

in a single construction episode and a small entryway that was abutted onto Room 1 (Figure 31). 

A small wall stub at the base of the boulder may represent another room building event, but is too 

deteriorated to be positively identified as such. 

Tree-Ring Sample and Dates: Twenty-eight tree-ring samples have been collected from the 

site, although four samples are duplicates of those colleded by the Navajo Land Claim (Stokes and 

Smiley 1969:9). The resulting 24 samples yielded 20 dates, but only four are possible cutting dates 

(Table 22). Pinyon accounts for the vast majority of the samples (n=23) and a single ponderosa 

pine is also present. It is interesting that no juniper samples are in the collection; the site is in the 

pinyon-juniper forest and the most recent dendrochronological sampling did not select for spedfic 

spedes. Thus, it appears that the site occupants deliberately avoided using juniper in construdion 

of the pueblito and the hogan. Although most of the beams are weathered, five show evidence of 
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Table 22. Tree-ring samples collected from Canyon View Ruin (LA 55827). 
Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Temninal Tool 
Number Date Date Ring Mari(s 
DNT-405 PNN RM 2 Roof Primary 1642+ 1734VV inc MA bari(, limb, end 
DNT-406 PNN RM 2 Roof Primary 1417 1732W inc MA bari(, limb, stiape, end; flat; forii 
DNT-407 PNN RM 2 Roof Primary 1655 1734VV inc MA limb 
DNT-408 PNN RM 2 Roof Primary 1573p 1724VV inc MA bart(, limb; same as NLC-1276 
DNT-409 PNN RM 2 Loose Log 1650 1734VV inc None 
NLC-1275 PNN RM 2 Roof Primary (?) 1627p 1734V inc Unknown 
NLC-1276 PNN RM 2 Roof Primary ***** inc Unklnown; same as DNT-408 
NLC-1273 PNN RM 2 Roof Primary i63gp 1726VV inc Unknown 
DNT-410 PNN RM 2 Door Lintel 1638 1727VV inc MA end 
DNT-411 PNN RM 2 Door Lintel 1621 1727VV inc None 
DNT-412 PNN RM 2 Horizontal Intramural 1710 1734VV inc None 
NLC-1274 PNN RM 2 Loose Log NO DATE Unknown 
NLC-1272 PNN Loose Log Room 2 (?) NO DATE Unknown 
DNT-413 PP Loose log Hogan area (?) 1685 1725VV inc None 
DNT-414 PNN Loose tog Hogan area (?) NO DATE None 
DNT-415 PNN Loose Hogan 3 Forit (?) 1611p 1721VV inc none; same as NLC-1264 
DNT-416 PNN Loose Hogan 3 Leaner (?) 1366p 1601+vv inc none; same as NLC-1263 
DNT-417 PNN Loose Hogan 3 Leaner (?) ***** 

***** inc none; same as NLC-1263 
NLC-1263 PNN Hogan 3 Leaner ***** ***** inc Unknown; same as DNT-416,417 
NLC-1264 PNN Hogan 3 Fort( ***** ***** inc Unknown; same as DNT-415 
NLC-1262 PNN Loose Roof Primary (?) 1652p 1727V inc Unknown 
NLC-1266 PNN Loose Log NE area 1613p 1701VV inc Unknown 
NLC-1267 PNN Loose Log NE area 1475p 1728VV inc Unknown 
NLC-1268 PNN Loose Log NE area 1693p 1732VV inc Unknown 
NLC-1270 PNN Loose Log NE area 1709P 1733VV inc Unknown 
NLC-1271 PNN Loose Log SW area 1710p 1733V inc Unknown 
NLC-1265 PNN Loose Log SW area NO DATE Unknown 
NLC-1269 PNN Loose Log SW area 1637p 1728VV inc Unknown 
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procurement or modification with a metal ax 

Interpretations; If the dates from Canyon View Ruin are plotted using the stem-and-leaf 

technique (Ahlstrom 1985), the distribution suggests two possible tree-harvesting episodes, one in 

1727-1728 and another in 1733-34. Both of these small clusters are strengthened by the presence 

of cutting dates in otherwise weak clusters. If the dates are viewed in archaeological context, 

however, it is clear that the entire structure was built in 1734, probably during the pinyon growing 

season. The only h sHu samples, all from Room 2, include a strong cluster of five 1734 dates; all 

of the other sampled proveniences, except the hogan, also contain 1733-1734 dates. Thus, the only 

1727 cutting date, a loose log north of the pueblito, apparently represents deadwood use or reuse 

from an eariier structure. The hogan may be contemporaneous with the pueblito, but includes 

undoubted dead wood elements. 

Compressor Station Ruin (LA 5658) 

Compressor Station Ruin is a four-room pueblito near a mesa edge high above the 

confluence of Largo and Palluche Canyons (Figure 5). Jacobson et al. (1992) indicate intervisibility 

with five other pueblito sites, but at least one of these (Foothold Ruin) cannot be seen. The pueblito 

is part of a larger complex of sites, but is the only part of the complex that contains datable timbers. 

Cursory examination of the sunxiunding area by the author, Jeffrey S. Dean and Christian E. 

Downum indicates that features assodated with the pueblito include an isolated slab-lined hearth 

that was probably part of a hogan, a pile of burned rock indicative of a sweatlodge, a forked-stick 

hogan, and an alcove overhang that contains approximately 25 centimeters of sheep dung and is 

the best preserved sheep corral associated with any of the pueblito sites. An alignment of small 

boulders along the front of the overhang demarcates the extent of the corral, but it contained no 

wooden elements useful for dating. The site has an expansive view to the north and east, but a 

very limited view to the south and west. 

Material Culture: Artifacts observed on the site include flaked stone and ground stone. 
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faunal materials, and ceramics. The ceramic assemblage comprises Din^tah Gray and Gobemador 

Polychrome sherds. Single sherds of Jemez Black-orvwhite, Zia, Santa Ana and Acoma types were 

noted during the Navajo Land Claim survey (Marshall 1991). 

Architecture: There is no architectural evidence indicating the temporal relationship 

between the pueblito and the hogan or sweatlodge (Figure 32). Likewise, there is no way to know 

whether or not the sheep corral was used during the hogan or pueblito occupation, or at some other 

time. Wall analysis at the pueblito indicates that Room 1 was the first architectural unit constructed, 

but it may not have been roofed. Rooms 2 and 3 were built next, probably as a single unit, and 

Room 4 was added after Rooms 2 and 3 were complete. Doorways between Rooms 1 and 2,2 and 

3, and 3 and 4 were sealed and new doorways opened some time after wall construction was 

complete. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Thirteen samples, all of which yielded dates, were 

recovered from the site (Table 23); three of the samples (DNT-388, 389, 390) yielded cutting dates, 

seven yielded near cutting dates (DNT-382, 383, 384, 386, 391, 393, 394), and three yielded 

Table 23. Tree-ring samples collected from Compressor Station Ruin (LA 55827). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Terminal Tool 
Number Date Date Ring Marks 
DNT-382 PNN RM 3 Roof Primary 1610 1727V comp MA limb 
DNT-383 PNN RM 3 Roof Primary 1660 1727V comp MA limb, ends; smoke black 
DNT-384 PNN RM 3 Roof Primary 1493 1728V inc MA limb, ends; smoke black 
DNT-385 PNN RM 3 Roof Primary 1613 1722++W MA limb, ends; spiral 
DNT-386 PNN RM 3 Roof Primary 1650 1727V inc MA limb, ends; smoke black; fork 
DNT-387 PNN RM 3 Roof Primary 1521 1724++VV inc MA limb, ends; smoke black 
DNT-389 PNN RM 3-4 Door Lintel 1603P 1727G inc MA limb, ends 
DNT-388 PNN RM 3-4 Sealed Door Lintel 1654 1728G inc MA ends 
DNT-390 PNN RM 2 Roof Primary 1595 1728G inc MA bark. limb, end; smoke black 
DNT-391 PNN RM 2 Roof Primary 1648 1727V inc MA limb 
DNT-392 PNN RM 2 Roof Primary 1615 1727W inc MA bark. limb, ends 
DNT-393 PNN RM 2-3 Sealed Door Lintel 1577 1727V inc MA bark. limb, ends 
DNT-394 PNN RM 1-2 Sealed Door Lintel 1621 1727V inc MA limb, ends 

noncutting dates (DNT-385,387,392). Pinyon was used for all the roof beams and door lintels, but 

a juniper beam (not sampled) was used as a comer fireplace support. Most of the construction 
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occurred during the growing season, a relatively rare situation at pueblito sKes. All of the beams and 

lintels show evidence of having been cut with a metal ax. 

Interpretations: There are at least three different interpretations of the data from the site. 

First, the entire pueblito may have been built in A.D. 1727 as a single construction episode, or series 

of shortly spaced episodes. The cluster of 1727 cutting dates from the roofs of Rooms 2 and 3 and 

the door lintels support such an interpretation, although their relationship to Room 1 construction 

cannot be ascertained. If the structure was built in 1727, repairs in both rooms and sealing of the 

first doorway between Rooms 3 and 4 must have been done in the following year (1728). The 

repairs may have included the use of deadwood pNT-38S, 387) and freshly cut timbers (DNT-384) 

in Room 3 and Room 2 (DNT-390). They also must have involved the reuse of a previously cut door 

lintel (DNT-389) in the construction of the existing doorway between Rooms 3 and 4 and use of a 

freshly cut lintel (DNT-388) in the sealed doorway between Rooms 3 and 4. 

The second interpretation is that the entire structure, with the possible exception of Room 

1, was built in the spring of 1728. Cutting dates with incomplete terminal rings for that year are 

present in both the roofed rooms and the sealed door lintel between Rooms 3 and 4. If the structure 

was built in 1728, construction must involved the use of freshly cut timbers (ONT-384, 388, 390), 

dead wood (DNT-385, 387), and logs stockpiled (DNT-386, 389, 391, 392, 393, 394) from the 

previous year. Beams DNT-382 and 383, although dated to 1727, were cut after the end of the 

growing season and thus may have been harvested prior to the 1728 growing season for use during 

construction. 

The third possible interpretation is more complex and involves more assumptions 

conceming wood reuse. Architecturally, it is dear that Room 1 was built first; if Room 1 was roofed, 

none of the primary beams remain. If the original roof was removed from Room 1 when Rooms 2 

and 3 were built. Room 1 may have been the source of roof timbers for the other two rooms. These 

logs were probably cut in 1727 for use in Room 1 and reused in Room 2 (DNT-391, 392) and Room 

3 (DNT-386). If beams DNT-382 and 383 were actually cut in the spring of 1728 prior to the 
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commencement of the growing season, there would l)e three primary beams in Room 3 that were 

cut in 1728 and only one that was cut in 1727. In addition, the sealed doorway between Rooms 3 

and 4 also dates to the 1728 growing season. Because Room 2 contains a primary beam cut in 

1728 and is architecturally bonded to Room 3, under this scenario it must have been built in 1728 

also. Sealing of the old interior doorways and construction of new doors must have occurred during 

or after 1728 by reusing previously cut elements. Rnally, Room 4 construction during or after 1728 

must have been accomplished in conjunction with the sealing of the doorway between Rooms 3 and 

4, but after Rooms 2 and 3 were constructed. 

Each of these interpretations contains strengths and weaknesses. The first scenario, 

construction in 1727 and repair in 1728, relies on the strength of the 1727 date cluster and the 

distribution of those dates throughout the dated rooms. It provides no inferences for Room 1 

construction, however, and cannot explain why such a stmcture should have been so extensively 

repaired after only one year of use. The second scenario, construction in 1728 using freshly cut 

beams, dead wood, and stockpiled beams explains the date distribution both temporally and spatially 

relatively well, but neither provides data relative to Room 1 construction nor explains why the 

doorway between Rooms 3 and 4 was built and sealed in the same year. The third interpretation, 

constaiction of Room 1 in 1727, removal of the Room 1 roof for construction of Rooms 2 and 3 with 

reused timbers, freshly cut beams, and deadwood in 1728, and construction of Room 4 later in the 

same year explains the date distribution well, but suffers from a lack of evidence in Room 1. Of 

these three different possibilities, the second scenario seems the most prot>able. It is clear, 

however, that the site was built during the late 1720s and was probably occupied for only a short 

time. 

Hummingbird House (LA 106575) 

Hummingbird House, recorded by the Navajo Land Claim personnel as NLC-E-CL-UL-K, 

is a boulder pueblito located above a tributary to Rincon Largo in the southern part of Din^tah 
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(Figure 5). The site has a comanding view of the drainage system to the east and can be seen for 

several miles, but was not included in the line-of-sight study (Jacobson et ai. 1992). 

Material CuKure: No quantifiabie data are available, but t)oth Din^tah Gray and Gobemador 

Polychrome ceramics were observed during the field work. A small petroglyph is present on the 

north side of the boulder and several inscriptions relating to the eariy twentieth century Hispanic 

occupation of the area are present on the bouMer and timbers as well. A small midden of sheep 

dung is present under a small boulder north of the pueblito, but may be the result of the Hispanic 

reoccupation of the site. 

Architecture; The pueblito consists of four contiguous rooms on top of the rock outcrop and 

an additional circular room approximately 7 m east of the main room block (Figure 33). The latter 

room is a free-standing structure that contained no wood; it was not sampled and cannot be 

architecturally linked to the other rooms. Rooms 1, 2, and 3, were apparently built as a single 

architectural unit; Room 4 may have been built at the same time or added later, but wall 

deterioration makes any assessment of the bond-abut relationship impossible. The pueblito was 

accessed by a cleft in the rock that was covered with two large forlced poles (Figure 34); several 

other logs were located at the base of the cliff and may have originally been part of the pueblito. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates A total of 44 samples have been collected from Hummingbird 

House, including 11 duplicates (Table 24). The resulting 33 independent samples yielded 26 dates, 

including 10 cutting, 2 near cutting, and 14 noncutting dates. Interestingly, despit the relatively low 

elevation of the site, pinyon (n=26) and Douglas-fir (n=7) are the only species present. No juniper 

sample are present, nor were any noted on the site, despite the fact that the site is in the pinyon-

juniper forest and Douglas-fir is not currently available nearby. Metal ax marlcs were noted on 14 

of the samples; one specimen was broken as a procurement method and on one breaking was used 

as a limb trimming strategy. 
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Figure 34. Photograph of entryway at Hummingbird house (LA 106575). 

Interpretations: The strong cluster of cutting and noncutting dates indicates the site was built 

as a single construction episode during the 1745 growing season. Because the Douglas-fir samples 

exhibit incomplete terminal rings, the site must have been constmcted in the spring, probably 

between late March and eariy June. Dates from each room support this interpretation. Room 1 

constains the strongest evidence with four 1745 cutting and two 1745 noncutting dates; Room 2 has 

no dated beams later than 1745 and the latest date is 1744+vv: Room 3 beams yielded only 

noncutting dates at 1731vv and 1738; Room 4 beams yielded three dates, the latest a 1745 NLC 

sample that was not duplicated; finally, the NLC samples from Room 5 include a 1744-t-G sample 

that may actually have been cut in 1745. The NLC samples pose somewhat of a problem, 

however. Only one of the duplicate samples with a room provenience, the sample from Room 3, 

matches the NLC room provenience; ail of those that we collected from Room 2 (n=5) are listed as 

Room 4 on the NLC samples; the only duplicate from Room 1, DNT-744, has an NLC provenience 
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Table 24. Tree-ring samples collected from Hummingbird House (LA 106575). 
Sample Spedes Provenience Inside Outside Terminal Tool 
Number Date Date Ring Marks 
DNT-740 PNN RM 1 Roof Primaty 1692 1745V inc MA ends, limb; SB 
DNT-741 PNN RM 1 Roof Primary 1619 1743+vv inc MA ends, limb; SB 
DNT-742 DF RM 1 Roof Primary 1710p 1745V inc MA ends, limb 
DNT-743 PNN RM 1 Roof Primary 1626 1743+v inc MA ends, limb; SB 
DNT.744 DF RM 1 Roof Primary 1674 1745c inc MAends,Bmb:(NLC-195) 
DNT-745 PNN RM 1 DoorGntei 1671 1745V inc MA ends 
DNT-746 DF RM 1 Door lintel NO DATE MA ends 
DNT-747 DF RM 1 Loose log NO DATE broken end 
DNT-759 PNN RM 1 Loose log 1643 1745VV inc MA limb, bark 
DNT-748 PNN RM 1 Loose log 1631D 1745W inc MA ends, limb 
DNT.749 PNN RM 2 Loose log 1648 1744+vv inc MA ends, limb 
DNT-750 PNN RM 2 Loose log 1618 1740++VV inc MA ends, limb; (NLC-1290) 
DNT-751 PNN RM 2 Loose log 1577+p 1741VV same as NLC-1287 
DNT-752 PNN RM 2 Loose log NO DATE sameai B NLC-1286 
DNT-753 PNN RM 2 Loose log 1623 1742+vv inc MA limb; SB 
NLC-1279 PNN Log outside RM 2 1618p 1730W same a; s DNT-756 
NLC-1280 PNN RM 2 Loose loa NO DATE *—* same a; s DNT-755 
DNT-754 PNN RM 3 Loose log 1607p 1731W inc same a; 5 NLC-1282 
NLC-1281 PNN RM 3 Loose log NO DATE 
NLC-1282 PNN RM 3 Loose log same a; s DNT-754 
NLC-1283 PNN RM 3 Loose log 1638nc 1738 inc 
DNT-755 PNN RM 4 Roof Primary? same a; 5 NLC-1280 
DNT.756 PNN RM 4 Loose log •••• same as 5 NLC-1279 
NLC-1286 PNN RM 4 Roof primary same a; s DNT-752 
NLC-1287 PNN RM 4 Roof primary MM same a i DNT-751 
NLC-1288 PNN RM 4 Roof primary 1603+p 1742G inc 
NLC-1289 PNN RM 4 Roof primary 1665+p 1745 inc 
NLC-1290 PNN RM 4 Roof primary •*** sameai 5 DNT-750 
NLC-1291 PNN RM 4 Roof primary 1636p 1741G inc 
NLC-1292 PNN RM 4 Loose log NO DATE 
NLC-1293 PNN RM 4 Loose log NO DATE 
NLC-1284 PNN RM 5 Door lintel NO DATE 
NLC-1294 PNN RM 5 Roof primary 1573p 1744+G 
NLC-1295 DF RM 5 Roof primary sameai 5 DNT-744 
NLC-1285 DF RM 5 Secondary? NO DATE 
DNT-757 PNN Forked Entryway 1543 1723W inc MA limb, baric 
DNT-758 PNN Forked Entryway 1522 1723VV inc MA limb, baric 
DNT-760 PNN Loose Entryway foric 1635p 1723G inc samea« 8 NLC-1297 
DNT-761 PNN Loose Entryway fori( 1632 1741G inc sameas »NLC-1296 
DNT-762 DF Entivwav Loose loa 1673 1744W inc Limb broken 
NLC-1296 PNN Loose log MM inc same a: s DNT-761 
NLC-1297 PNN Loose log •*** 

MM sameai i DNT-760 
NLC-1299 DF Loose log 1661D 1743c 
NLC-1298 PNN Climbing Dole? 16190 1725G inc 
*SB= smoke black 
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of Room 5. It is possible that the room numbering system has simply been switched, that is, 

pertiaps the NLC investigators began their room numbers with the unattached, small room on the 

east end of the site and ended with Room 5, the only room with an intact roof that we label Room 

1. This situation again points out the necessity of full publication of the NLC data if there problems 

are to be resolved. 

The two 1723 noncutting and one1723 cutting date from the entryway area suggest an 

occupation in the early 1720s. There are no architectural features that can be dated to that time, 

however. If a structure was built in the eariy 1720s, it must have been completely dismantled and 

the wood used to construct the entryway area. 

Deer House (LA 106574) 

Deer House is a six- or seven-room structure and an assodated forked-stick hogan near the 

head of Rockhouse Canyon in the southern portion of Din^tah (Figure 5). It is located on a 

defensible peninsula of land that drops predpitously into the canyon floor 40 or 50 meters below. 

The site has an expansive view to the northeast, but a limited view to the south and west; no known 

lines-of-sight to other pueblitos exist, but no effort has been made to identify their existence. 

Several middens are located around the site, but the remains of only a single forked-stick structure 

can be discemed. Because the site is relatively isolated and shows no evidence of disturbance by 

pothunters, it is highly unlikely that the site has been surface collected, either by professional 

archaeologists or by unauthorized collectors. 

Material Culture: The ceramic assemblage is dominated by Din^tah Gray and a few 

Gobemador Polychrome sherds, but no Puebloan trade wares were seen in the area. Flaked and 

ground stone artifacts also are present, but the data are not cun'ently quantified. I believe that this 

site contains a relatively intact assemblage that has not been subject to postabandonment 

disturbance. 

Architecture: The pueWito consists of six or seven rooms, three or four of which contain roof 
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beams (Figure 35); only Rooms 1, 2 and 3, however, contain in situ beams. The structure is 

apparently separated into two sets of rooms divided by a single wall. The rooms on the east side 

of the wall. Rooms 5,6, and 7 (?), may have fomied a unit constructed as a single building episode. 

The north wall of Room 5 is bonded to the west (main) wall and supported by a large horizontal 

juniper "wall jamb." Room 6 is bonded to the long, main wall and also partially supported by the 

juniper. Little remains of Room 7, but it was probably built after or at the same time as Room 5. 

The second unit comprises Rooms 1-4. Neither Room 3 nor Room 4, however, is bonded 

to the main wall; the north wall of Room 4 has collapsed and the south wall of Room 3 is abutted to 

the main wall. Thus, both these rooms were probably built after Room 5 was constructed. The walls 

of Room 1 are bonded to thennselves, but both the east and west walls of Room 2 are abutted to the 

south wall of Room 1 indicating that Room 2 may be a later construction event. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates; Fourteen samples were collected from the site, 12 from the 

masonry stmcture and two from the hogan (Table 25). Seven of the samples, all from the masonry 

structure, yielded dates, including a single cutting date. Eleven of the pueblito samples are pinyon, 

a relatively rare circumstance at pueblito sites. Both pinyon and juniper are readily available, and 

pinyon use must have been the result of a deliberate selection criterion. The hogan, on the other 

hand, was made exclusively of juniper. Ten of the beams in the pueblito exhibit metal ax mari(S, 

but both hogan samples are too eroded to identify martts of any kind. There are too few terminal 

rings on the samples to address the issue of procurement seasonality. 

Interpretations: The dates fonm two weak clusters, one in 1726 and the other in 1738-1739. 

The clusters are separated in space and indicate two separate building episodes. The weak 1726 

cluster, which Includes a v date, suggests that Roonris 5 and 3 were built in that year, probably at the 

same time as Rooms 6 and 4. Rooms 2 and 3 were apparently added in the late 1730s. Neither 

of the samples from the hogan dated and the structure cannot be temporally associated with the 

pueblito with any degree of precision, but it was probably occupied at the same time. Because the 

site is small, and both the architecture and tree-ring dates indicate separate building episodes, I 
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Table 25. Tree-ring samples collected from Deer House (LA 106574). 

Sample Spedes Provenience Inside Outside Tool 
Number Date Date Marks 
DNT-554 PNN RM 5/6 WaH Support NO DATE None 
DNT-558 PNN RM 5 Roof primary? 1681 1723W MA bark, limb, ends 
DNT-555 PNN RM 3 Roof primary 1626 1726VV MA bark, limb 
DNT-556 PNN RM 3 Roof primary 1651 1726v MA bark, limb 
DNT-557 PNN RM 3 Roof primary 1638 1720VV MA limb 
DNT-559 PNN RM 2/3 Door lintel NO DATE MA end 
DNT-560 PNN RM1 Roof Secondary 1551 1682VV MA limb, ends 
DNT-561 PNN RM1 Roof Secondary NO DATE MA shape 
DNT-562 PNN RM1 Roof Secondary NO DATE MA shape, broken end; smoke black 
DNT-563 JUN RM1 Roof Secondary NO DATE Bumed end; smoke black 
DNT-564 PNN RM 1 Roof Primary 1611 1739-<-vv MA bark, limb, ends; fork 
DNT-565 PNN RM 1 Roof Primary 1615 1738+vv MA bark: charred 
DNT-566 JUN Hogan leaner NO DATE None 
DNT-567 JUN Hogan leaner NO DATE None 
*A1I terminal rings incomplete 

believe that ttie site was abandoned during the eariy to mid-1730s between construction episodes. 

Cottonwood Divide (LA 55829) 

The Cottonwood Divide site consists of five forked-stick hogans, six small wall segments, 

and two log-covered crevices on a steep-skied butte overiooking a tributary to Largo Canyon (Figure 

5). The site is apparently visible from at least three other puebiito sites (Jacobson et al. 1992). It 

is one of the few sites in a defensive setting that does not contain substantial masonry. 

Material Culture: Powers and Johnson (1987:95) indicate DinStah Gray and Gobemador 

Polychrome ceramics and a metate fragment present on the site. 

Architecture: All of the hogans are free-standing structures that are not amenable to 

architectural analysis (Figure 36). 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Ten tree-ring samples from four of the hogans were 

collected (Table 26). The majority of the samples (n=8) are pinyon and the remainder juniper. 

Neither of the juniper samples dated, but seven of the pinyon samples produced noncutting dates. 

Most of the sampled elements are heavily weathered, but one showed evidence of having been cut 
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with a metal ax. 

Table 26. Tree-ring samples collected from Cottonwood Divide (LA 55829). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Terminal Tool 
Number Date Date Ring Maries 
DNT-395 PNN Hogan 2 leaner 1599 1712VV inc Indet 
DNT-396 PNN Hogan 2 leaner 1619 1715W inc Indet 
DNT-397 PNN Hogan 2 leaner NO DATE Indet 
DNT-398 PNN Hogan 2 leaner 1618P 1707+vv inc Indet 
DNT-399 PNN Hogan 1 leaner 1387p 1633++VV inc Indet 
DNT-400 JUN Hogan 1 leaner NO DATE Indet 
DNT-401 PNN Hogan 3 leaner 1414 1637VV inc MA end 
DNT-402 PNN Hogan4 1369 1624W inc Indet 
DNT-403 JUN Hogan 4 NO DATE Indet 
DNT-404 PNN Hogan 4 1622 1715VV inc Indet 
*AII spedmens weathered 

Interpretations: The weathered nature of the beams and lack of date clustering makes 

interpretation of the dates difficult. The site appears to have been occupied sometime in the first 

few decades of the eighteenth century, but the occupation cannot be more precisely dated. 

Unreachable Rocksheiter Hogans (LA 55841) 

The Unreachable Rocksheiter hogans include a series of forked-stick hogans on a mesa top 

above a masonry structure in a rocksheiter (Figure 5). The hogans were recorded as part of the 

same site by Powers and Johnson (1987:122). No other sites are visible from the hogan cluster. 

Material Culture: Powers and Johnson (1987:121) mention Din^tah Gray and Gobemador 

Polychrome ceramics in mkldens below the rocksheiter, but do not discuss artifacts associated with 

the hogans. Field observations identified Din^tah Gray sherds, but are not considered detailed 

enough for quantification. 

Architecture: No information is available concerning the intemal layout of the masonry 

structure in the rocksheiter. All of the hogans on the mesa top are free-standing structures and thus, 

are inappropriate for architectural analysis (Figure 37). 
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Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Twenty-one tree-ring samples from nine different fortced-

stick hogans, an ax-cut stump, and a possible corral were collected (Table 27). Unfortunately, these 

samples produced only 10 dates, and only six of those are applicable to the Navajo occupation. The 

ax-cut stump and dead trees though to be part of a corral all indicate twentieth century activity in the 

area. The hogan samples include ten juniper and six pinyon samples. Four of the juniper samples 

apparently were harvested by buming, but none dated. Seven of the samples, including four of the 

pinyon samples, show evidence of metal ax modification or procurement; one of the pinyon 

samples also retains a root flare indicative of dead wood procurement. 

Table 27. Tree-ring samples collected from Unreachable Rockshelter Hogans (LA 55841). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Terminal Tool 
Number Date Date Ring Marks 
DNT-291 PNN Hogan 1 Fork 1488 1664+w inc MA ends 
DNT-292 JUN Hogan 1 Leaner ***** Burned end 
DNT-293 JUN Hogan 1 Leaner NO DATE Burned end; see DNT-292 
DNT-294 JUN Hogan 1 Fork NO DATE MA ends 
DNT-295 PNN Hogan 2 Fork 1481 1678++W inc 
DNT-296 JUN Hogan 2 Fork 1584 1680w inc 
DNT-297 JUN Hogan 3 NO DATE 
DNT-298 PNN Ax-cut stump 1726 1941+GB MA end. root flare 
DNT-299 JUN Hogan 4 Leaner NO DATE MA end 
DNT-300 JUN Hogan 8 Fork NO DATE 
DNT-301 PNN Hogan 7 Fork 1445 1633+w inc MA end 
DNT-302 PNN Hogan 7 Fork 1545 1659+w inc 
DNT-303 PNN Hogan 7 Fork NO DATE 
DNT-304 JUN Hogan 9 Leaner NO DATE MA limb, bumed end 
DNT-305 JUN Hogan 9 Fork NO DATE MA end, limb 
DNT-306 JUN Hogan 16 NO DATE Bumed end 
DNT-307 PNN Hogan15 1511 1661w inc MA end, limb 
DNT-308 PNN Dead Tree Corral? NO DATE 
DNT-309 PNN Dead Tree Corral? 1757 1947+G inc 
DNT-310 PNN Dead Tree Corral? 1737 1917++GB 
DNT-311 PNN Dead Tree Corral? 1875+/-P 1961LGB comp 

Interpretations: None of the dates applicable to the Navajo occupation of the site are cutting 

dates. The hogans were all built sometime during or after the seventeenth century, but the data give 

no indication of how much later. 
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Star Rock Refuge (LA 55838) 

Star Rock Refuge includes a deteriorated two-room masonry structure, additional free 

standing masonry rooms, and at least two sealed crevices, on a large promontory above Star 

Canyon, a tributary of Largo Canyon (Figure 5). Access to the site is restricted to higher benches 

west of the promontory and visibility down Star Canyon toward the Largo drainage is extensive. 

Jacobson et al. (1992) indicate no lines-of-sight to other pueblitos, however. 

Material Culture: Powers and Johnson (1987:115) do not described any artifacts, but a few 

Oin^tah Gray shenjs and a few flakes were observed during the collection of tree-ring samples. 

Architecture: The discontinuous nature of the masonry wall segments is not conducive to 

architectural analysis (Figure 38). The two-room structure on top of the butte was certainly built as 

a single construction episode, but other relationships are problematic. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Eleven tree-ring samples were collected from the site (Table 

28), but only one sample produced a date. Ten of the samples are juniper and the only sample that 

dated is pinyon. Metal-ax cut marks are present on six of the samples, and two exhibit broken ends. 

Table 28. Tree-ring samples collected from Star Rock Refuge (LA 55838). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Tool 
Number Date Date Marks 
DNT.599 JUN Loose log NO DATE MA ends 
DNT-600 PNN Loose log 1392 1708VV inc MA end, broken end 
DNT-601 JUN Door lintel NO DATE MA end; split 
DNT-602 JUN Door lintel NO DATE Broken end 
DNT-603 JUN Door lintel NO DATE MA end 
DNT-604 JUN Door lintel NO DATE 
DNT-605 JUN Core destroyed NO DATE 
DNT-606 JUN Loose log (upright) NO DATE MA limb, shape, end; flat 
DNT-607 JUN Horizontal intramural NO DATE Broken end 
DNT-608 JUN Loose log NO DATE MA end 
DNT-609 JUN Loose log (upright) NO DATE 

Interpretations: The single date indicates tree harvesting sometime after 1708. This 
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particular sample, however, has a broken end and probably represents the use of dead wood. Thus, 

the site occupation can only be placed sometime in the early eighteenth century. 

Crow Canyon Site (LA 20219) 

The Crow Canyon site is situated on a north-facing bench above Crow Canyon (Figure 5) 

and does not have and confirmed lines-of-sight to other pueblitos (Jacobson et al. 1992). Included 

in the site complex are a five-room puebiito, a boulder-top room, seven midden areas, eight forked-

stick hogan foundations, two rock art panels, two sweatlodges, three cliff-edge masonry granaries, 

a hearth area, and a small storage cavity (Marshall 1991:185). 

Material Culture: Artifacts observed on the site include flaked and ground stone items, 

faunal remains, and ceramics. The ceramic assembiagekJentified during the puebiito survey project 

(Marshall 1991:189,197), is comprised of Din^tah Gray and Gobemador Polychrome sherds; 

sherds of Acoma Red and Jemez Black-on-white were found at fori(ed-stick hogans associated with 

the puebiito. Data recovery at the site (Marshall 1995:12), however, found no intrusive Puebloan 

ceramics, a single scrap of copper, and flaked and ground stone artifacts. 

Architecture: The deteriorated condition and spatial separation of the rooms at the site 

precludes any assessment of the room construction sequence (Figure 39). 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Nine samples were collected from this site (Table 29), and 

seven yielded dates. The samples that could not be dated include DNT-116, an ax-cut juniper 

stump, and DNT-119, a juniper post from area 1. 

Interpretations: The dates indicate an eariy eighteenth century occupation, but contribute 

little to understanding the site dynamics. The shelf in Room 1 was certainly added sometime after 

1723, but the remainder of the samples cannot be assodated with any specific construction events. 

The fact that all of the beams, except the shelf pole, exhibit missing rings near the end of the 

samples suggests dead wood use, but without more and better dates this inference cannot be 

strongly supported. Marshall (1995:211) estimates the site occupation span as approximately ten 
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Table 29. Tree-ring samples collected from the Crow Canyon site (LA 20219). 
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Sample Spea'es Provenience Inside Outside Tool 
Number Date Date Mari(S 
DNT-112 PNN RM 1 Shelf Pole 1637 1723W MA limb, end 
DNT-113 PNN Loose Ladder area 1436 1719+G MA limb, barit, end; flat 
DNT-114 JUN Loose Ladder area 1498 1703-t"*-vv MA limb, end; broken end 
DNT-115 JUN Loose Area 2 1617 1716+w MA end, broken end 
DNT-117 PNN Loose Area 2 1622p 1715+G Broken ends 
DNT-118 PNN Loose Area 2 1566 1706+vv Broken ends 
DNT-119 JUN Area 1 Upright Post NO DATE MA end 
DNT-116 JUN Bumed stump NO DATE MA cuts 
DNT-120 PNN Loose Log 1727 1705+vv MA limb, end. broken end 
'All terminal rings incomplete 

years. Although this seems somewhat long in comparison to other pueblitos, the tree-ring data do 

not contradict this estimate. 

Delgadito Pueblito (LA 5649) 

Delgadito Pueblito includes a three room boulder-top masonry structure and two possible 

rooms at the base of the boulder. The site is located on the valley floor in a small rincon adjacent 

to Delgadito Canyon (Figure 5) and lacks lines-of-sight to other pueblitos (Jacobson et al. 1992). 

Material Culture: Powers and Johnson (1987:39) suggest that alluviation has buried most 

of the surface artifacts. Din^tah Gray ceramics were noted in the field, but no quantifiable data are 

available. 

Architecture: The bouMer-top room was built as a single construction episode; all the walls 

are bonded together and confonn to the shape of the boukier (Figure 40). The temporal relationship 

of the rooms above to those below the boulder cannot be detemnined. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Six samples, five of which produced dates, were collected 

from the site (Table 30). Four of the samples are from in situ beams and two are loose logs around 

the bouMer. Three of the samples are juniper and three are pinyon, a distribution similar to the local 

environment. All of the samples show metal ax limb trimming and two samples were flattened with 
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Table 30. Tree-ring samples collected from Delgadito Ruin (LA 5649). 

Sample Spedes Provenience Inskle Outskle Tool 
Number Date Date Marks 
DNT-487 JUN RM 3 Roof Primary 1594 1681W MA limb 
DNT-488 PNN RM 3 Roof Primary 1565 1717+w MA limb, shape; flat 
DNT-489 JUN RM 3 Roof Primary NO DATE MA limb 
DNT-490 PNN RM 3 Shelf Pole 1609 1714G MA limb 
DNT-491 PNN Loose Log 1630 1710+w MA limb, shape; flat; fork 
DNT-492 JUN Loose Log 1553+ 1713G MA limb, ends 

*AII terminal rings incomplete 

a metal ax. One of the loose logs was a forked beam, and may represent a hogan element. 

Interpretations; Despite the presence of two cutting dates, one a loose log and one the shelf 

pole, neither date appears to date the construction of the pueblito. The lack of date clustering 

suggests that the latest date may be used to infer construction (Ahlstrom 1985), particulariy when 

a it (1717) is from an in situ beam. It is probable that the masonry structure was constructed 

sometime after 1717 using freshly cut timbers and stockpiled timbers or timbers reused from another 

structure. 

Dos Cerritos (LA 2136) 

Dos Cenitos is a three- or four-room masonry structure with at least three assoaated forked-

stick hogans and several mkklens located near Founmile Mesa south of Got)emador Canyon (Figure 

5). Jacobson et al. (1992) indicate the site lacks lines-of-sight to other pueblitos, but its correct 

location was not known until this project and I suspect it can be seen from several other sites. Three 

of the masonry rooms are located on top of a large cracked boulder, but have collapsed; the other 

room apparently was on several smaller boulders, but only a single course of rocks remains to 

indicate wall locations. 

Material Culture: Field observations indicate that Dos Cerritos contains one of the richest 

artifact assemblages of any small pueblito. Din6tah Gray and Gobemador Polychrome ceramics. 
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flaked and ground stone artifacts, and faunal remains are present, but no quantifiable data are 

available. Hall (1938) identified Ashiwi Polychrome (?) and Terracotta Gobemador (?) ceramics as 

well. 

Architecture: The collapsed masonry walls offer no data for identifying bond-abut 

relationships. It appears that the four masoniy rooms and two hogans were all individual structures 

(Figure 41). 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates; Twelve tree-ring samples have been collected from the site 

(Table 31). Samples collected by Hall (1938) were all loose logs, four of which may have been 

derived from a hogan north of Room 4; sawn logs are curently piled near the hogan rings, but it is 

unknown if they were derived from the hogan itself. DNT samples collected as part of this project 

come from loose logs in the cracks between the rocks. One sample was collected from a dead tree 

approximately 200 m east of the puebiito that may have been part of a possible corral. 

Table 31. Tree-ring samples collected from Dos Cenitos (LA 2136). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Tool 
Number Date Date Marks 
DNT-589 JUN Loose log 1603 1710+VV MA limb, end 
DNT-590 JUN Loose log 1604 1732G MA end 
DNT-591 JUN Ladder pole 1633 1729+vv MA limb, end; notched 
DNT-592 PNN Loose log 1613 1716VV MA barî , end 
DNT-593 PNN Loose log 1686 1732VV MA limb, broken end 
DNT-594 PNN Dead tree (corral?) NO DATE 
RG-792-1 PNN Unknown (Loose) 1595p 1734r Unknown 
RG-792-2 PNN Unknown (Loose) 1476p 1734r Unknown 
RG-792-3 PNN Unknown (Loose) 1647p 1728V Unknown 
RG-792-4 PNN Unknown (Loose) 1356p 1727V Unknown 
RG-792-5 PNN Unknown (Loose) 1612p 1733r Unknown 
RG-792-6 PNN Unknown (Loose) 1390+D 1725V Unknown 

"All terminal rings incomplete 
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Interpretations: Little can be inferred from the Dos Cerritos dates. Clearly there was some 

constnjction in the 1732-1734 period; the near cutting dates in the late 1725-1728 period may 

represent an earlier constnjction event, but it is unlikely the masonry structures were occupied prior 

to that time. Whether there was a single, or multiple, construction episodes and how long the site 

was occupied cannot be ascertained. Pinyon appears to dominate species selection, but Hall's 

sampling bias undoubtedly skews the data. The cutting and near cutting dates all retain incomplete 

temiinal rings, indicating summer procurement. 

Foothold Ruin (LA 9073) 

Foothold Ruin is a two- or three-room masonry structure on the valley floor in Palluche 

Canyon (Figure 5). Jacobson et al. (1992) indicate that both Compressor Station Ruin (LA 5658) 

and The Overlook Site (LA 10732) are visible; The Overlook Site is cleariy visible, but Compressor 

Station Ruin cannot be seen. One masonry room is located on top of a boulder, and two additional 

rooms are at the base of the same boulder (Figure 42). Two forked-stick hogans noted by the 

Navajo Land Claim survey are not longer evident. 

Material Culture: Powens and Johnson (1987:61) report Din^tah Gray, Gobemador 

Polychrome, Jemez Black-on-white, and Zia, Santa Ana, Tewa, Hopi, and Zuni ceramics from the 

site, as well as flaked and ground stone artifacts. 

Architecture: The boulder-top room (Room 2) was built as a single construction episode, 

but its relationship to the other rooms is unknown (Figure 43). Rooms 1 and 3 were probably built 

as a unit, but wall fall has obscured most of the wall associations. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Thirty-nine tree-ring samples, thirty of which yielded dates, 

have been collected from the site (Table 32); unfortunately, only a singe sample (NLC-1357) yielded 

a cutting date (1720 comp). Thirty-four of the samples are pinyon, three are Populus spp., and two 

are juniper; the spedes distribution is undoubtedly skewed by the NLC sampling bias toward pinyon. 

The proportion of pinyon is still relatively high, however, especially considering that juniper is more 
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Figure 42. Photograph of Foothold Ruin (LA 9073). 

abundant than pinyon in the valley bottom. All but three of the recently collected samples were cut 

or modified by metal ax use; the only exceptions are a single roof primary in Room 1 (DNT-535), 

and the two door lintels in Room 2 (DNT-551, 552). 

Interpretations: Despite the relatively large number of dates from the site, there are few 

cutting or near cutting dates and only weak date clusters. Room 2 appears to have been built 

sometime after 1739. Room 1 was built sometime after 1740 and, if Rooms 1 and 3 are a single 

construction unit. Room 3 was probably built at the same time. The latest date from Room 3 is 

1735+vv. Hogan 3 was built sometime after 1710, probably many years later. A post-1740 

occupation date for the entire site is weakly supported by the late 1730s and 1740 dates from the 

NLC samples collected on the east side of the pueblito. There are several instances of possible 

dead wood use at the site (NLC 1355, DNT-537, 538, 539, 543, and 548), but without cutting dates 

or date clusters it is impossible to detennine whether these dates are anomalous. 
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Table 32. Tree-ring samples collected from Foothold Ruin (LA 9073). 
Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Terminal Tool 
Number Date Date Ring Marks 
DNT-535 PNN RM 1 Roof Primary 1652 1731+vy oc 
DNT-536 PNN RM 1 Roof Primary 1635 1700w inc MA end, burned end 
DNT-537 PNN RM 1 Roof Secondary 1644p 1732+w inc MAGmb 
DNT-538 PNN RM 1 Roof Primary 1623 1732+w inc MA limb, end 
DNT-539 PNN RM 1 Roof Primary 1620 1735+w inc MA shape; root flare 
DNT-540 PNN RM 1 Roof Primary 1648 1740W inc MA end 
NLC-1346 PNN RM 1? Roof Secondary (?) 1669p 1739+ Unknown 
NLC-1347 PNN RM 1? Roof Secondary (?) 1605D 1737+ inc Unknown 
DNT-544 PNN RM 2 Roof Primary 1635 1683W inc MA limb 
DNT-545 PNN RM 2 Roof Primary 1649 1713W inc MA limb 
DNT-546 PNN RM 2 Roof Primary 1635 1734+G inc MA limb 
DNT-547 PNN RM 2 Roof Primary NO DATE MA limb 
DNT-548 PNN RM 2 Roof Primary 1656 1738+w inc MA limb; fork 
DNT-549 PNN RM 2 Roof Primary 1643 1727W inc MADmb 
DNT-550 PNN RM 2 Roof Primary 1618 1727W inc MA limb 
DNT-553 PNN RM 2 Roof Primary 1651 1739W inc MA limb 
DNT-551 JUN RM 2 Door lintel NO DATE None 
DNT-552 JUN RM 2 Door lintel NO DATE None 
DNT-541 PNN Loose log (Room 3?) 1630 1735+w inc MA end 
DNT-542 PNN RM 3? Roof primary NO DATE MA bark, end; cban-ed 
DNT-543 PNN Loose loq (Room 3?) 1620 1732+w Inc MA limb 
NLC-1348 PNN Hogan 3 NO DATE Unknown 
NLC-1349 PNN Hogan 3 1620+p 1667 inc Unknown 
NLC-1350 PNN Hogan 3 1621p 1710+ Unknown 
NLC-1351 PNN Hogan 3 1613+p 1691 inc Unknown 
NLC-1352 PNN Hogan 3 1628p 1702 inc Unknown 
NLC-1353 POP Hogan 3 NO DATE Unknown 
NLC-1354 PNN Loose log east rubble 1597+p 1740 inc Unknown 
NLC-1355 PNN Loose log east rubble 1538+p 1737+ inc Unknown 
NLC-1356 PNN Loose log east nibble 1611p 1734+ inc Unknown 
NLC-1357 PNN Loose log east rubble 1632+p 1720 comp Unknown 
NLC-1358 POP Loose log east rubble NO DATE Unknown 
NLC-1359 PNN Loose log east rubble 1609+p 1734 inc Unknown 
NLC-1360 POP Loose log east rubble NO DATE Unknown 
NLC-1361 PNN Loose log east nibble 1586+p 1736 inc Unknown 
NLC-1362 PNN Loose log east rubble NO DATE Unknown 
NLC-1363 PNN Loose log east rubble 1626D 1738 inc Unknown 
NLC-1364 PNN Loose log west nibble 1638p 1728+ Unknown 
NLC-1365 PNN Loose log west nibble 1623+p 1737++ Unknown 
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Garcia Canyon Pueblito (LA 36608) 

Garda Canyon Pueblito is a nine-room structure adjacent to a small cliff face overiooidng 

the confluence of Frances Canyon and a small drainage (Figure 5). The site has limited visibility 

to the south, west, and east, but is open to the north; it does not have lines-of-sight to any other 

pueblitos (Jacobson et al. 1992). 

Material Culture: Powers and Johnson (1987:80) identified DinStah Gray and Gobemador 

Polychrome ceramics and a piece of Mexican Majolica ware at the site. Also present were green 

quartzite and white chert lithic artifacts. 

ArchRectutie: Several construction episodes are apparent at the site (Figure 44). The first 

included building Rooms 1, 2, and 3, and may have included Room 4 as well. There is some 

uncertainty about the inclusion of Room 4 because of the destruction of the junction of the west wall 

of Room 4 and south wall of Room 2/3. The curvature of the west wall of Room 4 and contiguous 

nature of the east wall that connects Rooms 2 and 4 suggest that Room 4 was built as part of the 

same construction event. Rooms 6 and 7 were cleariy abutted to Room 4 after it was complete. 

Rooms 8 and 9 are too deteriorated to evaluate in detail, but appear to have been abutted to Rooms 

4 and 7. The last four rooms (6,7, 8, and 9) show no evidence of ever having been roofed. 

Tree-ring Samples and Dates: Twenty-seven tree-ring samples, all of which yielded dates, 

were collected from the site (Table 33). Seventeen cutting or probable cutting dates, one near 

cutting date, and nine noncutting dates were derived from the samples and span a period of 23 

years. Cutting date clusters occur in 1712,1720,1721, and 1722. All of the samples, except the 

two NLC samples, were collected from in situ beams. The spedes distribution is evenly split 

between pinyon (n=14) and juniper (n=13). Because virtually all the samples are from in situ beams, 

the distribution is cleariy a result of the inhabitants' selection criteria and not a result of 

dendrochronological bias. All of the beams, except a single roof primary in Room 3 and a socketed 

door lintel, show evidence of procurement or modification using a metal ax. The majority of beams 
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Figure 44. Map of tree-ring sample proveniences at Garcia Canyon Ruin (LA 36608). 



Table 33. Tree-ring samples collected from Garcia Canyon Ruin (LA 36608). 
Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Terminal Tool 
Number Date Date Rina Marks 
DNT-464 JUN RM 3 Roof Primary 1658 1720LG comp MA limb, ends 
DNT-465 JUN RM 3 Roof Primary 1625+p 1717+vv inc MA limb, end 
DNT-466 PNN RM 3 Roof Primary 1638 1715G inc MA limb, ends 
DNT-4671 JUN RM 3 Roof Primary 1629 1699VV inc MA bark, limb 
DNT-4671 PNN RM 3 Roof Primary 1508 1713VV inc None 
DNT-4P8 JUN RM 3 Roof Primary 1610 1712L MA limb, end; SB 
DNT-469 JUN RM 3 Roof Primary 1604 1719G comp MA limb, end; SB 
DNT-470 PNN RM 3 Roof Primary 1633 1712LGB comp MA bari(, limb, end; SB 
DNT-471 JUN RM 1/3 Door lintel 1609 1701L inc MA limb 
DNT-472 PNN RM 2/3 Door lintel 1620 1700vv inc Unknown (Socketed) 
DNT-473 JUN RM 2 Roof Primary 1630 1719VV inc MA limb, ends; fork 
DNT-474 JUN RM 2 Roof Primary 1613 1712G inc MA limb, ends 
DNT-475 PNN RM 2 Roof Primary 1641 1717+G inc MA limb 
DNT-476 PNN RM 2 Roof Primary 1610 1722G inc MA bark, limb, ends 
DNT-477 JUN RM 2 Roof Primary 1618 1712GB inc MA ends 
DNT-478 JUN RM 2 Roof Primary 1614 1722VV inc MA limb, end 
DNT-479 PNN RM 1 Roof Primary 1628 1714++VV MA limb 
DNT-480 JUN RM 1 Roof Primary 1649 1720LGB comp MA end 
DNT-481 JUN RM 1 Roof Primary 1536+ 1721LB comp MA limb, end; SB 
DNT-482 PNN RM 1 Roof Primary 1644p 1722V comp MA baric, limb; SB 
DNT-483 JUN RM 1 Roof Primary 1603+p 1720LGB MA limb, shape, end; flat; SB 
DNT-4841 PNN RM 1 Roof Primary 1617p 1722L comp MA limb, end; SB 
DNT-4841 PNN RM 1 Roof Primary 1607 1721LGB comp MA limb; SB 
DNT-485 PNN RM 1 Roof Primary 1603 1721LB comp MA bari(, limb; SB 
DNT-486 PNN RM 1 Roof Primary 1600P 1722V comp MA bari(. limb, end; SB 
NLC-977 PNN Unknown 1615p 1712+vv inc Unknown 
NLC-978 PNN Unknown 1376p 1710+vv inc Unknown 
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in Room 1 and three of the beams in Room 3 are smoke blackened, an indication of hearth fires or 

other habitation-related activities. 

interpretations: The dendrochronologicai data from Garda Canyon Pueblito indicate 

complex behaviors regarding the construction of the structure and use of wood as a resource. The 

cluster of 1712 cutting dates indicates a major tree-harvesting event at that time, but these dates 

are in both Room 2 and 3 which must have been txiilt at the same time as Room 1. Room 1, on the 

other hand, contains cutting date clusters in 1720,1721, and 1722, but no dates earlier than 1714, 

a probable dead wood element. Room 3 contains no beams dated later than 1720, yet must have 

been built at the same time as Rooms 1 and 2. Finally, Room 2 contains beams cut in 1712, 1717 

(probably), and 1722. Door lintels sometimes offer clues to interpreting such architectural and 

dendrochronologicai problems, but the lintels at Garcia Canyon (DNT-471,472) are clearly dead 

wood elements that date much earlier than the construction of the building. 

I interpret the architectural and dendrochronologicai data as follows: Rooms 1,2, 3, and 4 

were all constnicted in 1712; minor repairs occurred in 1715,1717, and possibly 1719. Anticipating 

major remodeling, the site occupants stockpiled beams in 1720 and 1721; these beams were used 

with freshly cut beams near the end of the 1722 growing season when the entire structure was 

reroofed. One dead wood element, DNT-479, was used as part of the remodeling. I believe that 

Rooms 6-9 were also added in 1722, but there is no dendrochronologicai evidence to support that 

inference. The site must have been abandoned within a few years, certainly by 1730, or additional 

repairs would have been required. 

Kin W6ld Jmf (LA 12285) 

Kin Wdl̂  Jfnf was only minimally recorded in the early 1970s. It is a seven room masonry 

structure on a mesa edge overlooking Cereza Canyon and is one of the easternmost of all known 

pueblitos (Figure 5). No other known sites are visible from the pueblito. 

Material Culture: Field observations include Din^tah Gray and Gobemador Polychrome 



ceramics, flaked and ground stone artifacts, an assodated sweatlodge, and corn-stalk petroglyphs 

on the cliff face below the structure. 

Architecture; The masonry structure consists of seven rooms and was built in one or two 

construction episodes (Figure 45). Rooms 3,4, 5, 6, and 7 were certainly built as a unit. Rooms 

1 and 2 may have been built at the same time or added later; the wall relationships between Rooms 

1-2 and main roomblock have been destroyed and cannot be used to identify the temporal 

relationship between the two areas. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates; Fifteen tree-ring samples, all of which produced dates, have 

been collected from the site. Rve of the samples, all from Room 5, produced cutting dates (Table 

34). All of the samples are pinyon, which is the dominant tree spedes in the immediate site area. 

All but one of the samples, a loose log in Room 6, show evidence of having t>een modified or 

procured using a metal ax. Two of the beams in Room 5, DNT-432 and 433, are forked poles. 

Table 34. Tree-ring samples collected from Kin W6ia Jfnf (LA 12285). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Tool 
Number Date Date Marks 
DNT-423 PNN RM 6 Roof Auxilary 1458 1705+w MA limb 
DNT-424 PNN RM 6 Roof Primary 1565 1711W MA limb, end 
DNT-425 PNN RM 6 Roof Primary 1633p 1710W MA limb 
DNT-426 PNN RM 6 Roof Primary 1433 1649++W MA limb, end 
DNT-427 PNN RM 6 Loose Log 1465 1703+w MA limb 
DNT-428 PNN RM 6 Loose Log 1564 1708+w MA limb 
DNT-429 PNN RM 6 Loose Log 1542 1697+w 
DNT-430 PNN RM 5 Door Lintel 1628 1711V MA shape; flat 
DNT-431 PNN RM 5 Roof Primary 1545 1711L MA limb, bark, ends; SB 
DNT-432 PNN RM 5 Roof Primary 1637 1712L MA limb, bark, ends; fork 
DNT-433 PNN RM 5 Roof Primary 1602 1712LB MA limb, bark, ends; fork 
DNT-434 PNN RM 5 Roof Primary 1571p 1711L MA limb, bark, ends; SB 
DNT-436 PNN RM 5 Loose Loq 1633p 1709+w MA ends 
DNT-435 PNN RM 4 Roof Primary 1563 1710w MA limb, bark, ends 
DNT-437 PNN RM 4 Loose Log 1589 1711W MA bark, limb, shape, ends; flat 
•Ail terminal rings incomplete 

Interpretations: Given the configuration of the main roomblock (Rooms 4-7), the site must 
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have been built during the pinyon growing season of A.D. 1712, probably during the spring or 

summer. Although a few of the beams in Room 6 may have been freshly cut (DNT-424,425), some 

dead wood (DNT-426,429) was also used in that room. Beams used in Room 5 include forked 

poles (DNT-432,433) freshly cut in 1712, t)eams stockpiled from the previous year (DNT-430,431, 

434), and possibly a dead wood element (DNT-436). The dates from Room 4 (1710vv and 1711 w) 

come from eroded beams that could have been cut anytime after those dates, but were probably 

harvested during construction in 1712. 

Gomez Canyon Ruin (LA 55831) 

Gomez Canyon Ruin is a three-room masonry structure on a boulder and four associated 

hogans above a tributaiy to Cereza Canyon (Figure 5). The site has an expansive view to the north 

and west, but not to the south. Jacobson et al. (1992) indicate that Gould Pass (LA 5659), Adams 

Canyon (LA 55824), and Adolpho Canyon (LA 5665) ruins are visible, but Gomez Point (LA 55832) 

is also visible from the site. 

Material Culture: Powers and Johnson (1987:99) indicate only the presence of Din^tah Gray 

pottery at the site, but other artifact classes may be present as well. 

Architecture: Gomez Canyon is architecturally complex and exhibits well defined 

"columnar' masonry (Powers and Johnson 1987.9 ). The architecture indicates that the three 

boulder-top rooms were built as a unit (Figure 46). The floors of Rooms 1 and 2 form the roof of 

Room 3, and ail three rooms share a common exterior wall. Room 4 is abutted onto the boulder and 

represents a separate building episode. The hogans cannot be architecturally assodated with the 

masonry structure. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: A total of 31 samples has been collected from the site, 22 

from the masonry structure and 9 from the associated hogans (Table 35). The samples from the 

masonry structure yielded 18 dates, including five cutting, two near cutting, and eleven noncutting 

dates. The hogan samples yielded eight dates, seven noncutting and one near cutting date; the 
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Table 35. Tree-ring samples collected from Gomez Canyon Ruin (LA 55831). 
Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Terminal Tool 
Number Date Date Ring Maries 
DNT-237 JUN RM 1 Roof Primary 1617 1730+B comp MA ends, limb 
DNT-238 JUN RM 1 Roof Primary NO DATE MA ends, broken limb; SB 
DNT-239 PNN RM 1 Roof Primary 1610p 1734LG inc MA ends, limb, shape; flat; SB 
DNT-240 JUN RM 1 Roof Primary 1650 1731VV inc MA ends, limb; SB 
DNT-241 JUN RM 1 Roof Primary NO DATE MA ends, limb 
DNT-242 JUN RM 1 Roof Primary 1608 1733L inc MAends, barie, limb 
DNT-243 JUN RM 1 Roof Primary 1594 1735+L inc MA ends, limb, shape; flat 
DNT-244 JUN RM 1 Roof Primary 1516+/- 1725+vv inc MA ends, limb, shape; flat 
DNT-245 JUN RM 1 Door Lintel 1622P 1736G inc MA ends, shape; flat 
DNT-246 PNN RM 3 Roof Secondary 1654p 1734L inc MA limb 
DNT-247 PNN RM 3 Roof Secondary 1638p 1734L inc MA limb 
DNT-248 JUN RM 3 Roof Secondary NO DATE split 
DNT-249 PNN RM 3 Roof Secondary 1707 1735+vv inc MA limb 
DNT-256 PNN RM 3 Roof Fall? 1616p 1731+vv inc MA end, limb 
DNT-257 PNN RM 3 Roof Fall? 1639 1732VV inc MA end, limb 
DNT-258 PNN RM 3 Roof Fall? 1622P 1727VV inc MA ends, limb 
DNT-266 JUN RM 4 Loose NO DATE MA end 
DNT-267 PNN RM 4 Loose 1622p 1745VV inc MA end, limb 
DNT-259 PNN RM 4 Roof Fall? 1507 1725VV inc MA end, limb, shape; flat 
DNT-260 PNN RM 4 Roof Fall? 1416 1637+vv inc MA ends, limb 
DNT-261 PNN RM 4 Roof Fall? 1655p 1747VV inc MA ends, bark, limb 
DNT-262 PNN RM 4 Roof Fall? 1514 1706VV inc MA end, limb, shape; flat 
DNT-250 PNN Hogan 1 or 2 Loose 1600 1710VV inc MA limb 
DNT-251 PNN Hogan 1 or 2 Loose 1680p 1733VV inc MA end, limb 
DNT-252 PNN Hogan 1 or 2 Loose 1404 1681+vv inc MA ends 
DNT-253 PNN Hogan 1 or 2 Loose 1509 1709VV inc MA ends, baric, limb 
DNT-254 PNN Hogan 1 or 2 Loose 1445 1725+vv inc MA limb, broken end 
DNT-255 JUN Hogan 1 or 2 Loose NO DATE MA shape, broken end; flat 
DNT-263 JUN Hogan 3 Loose 1557 1726+vv inc MA end 
DNT-264 PNN Hogan 3 Loose 1883P 1938+GB MA end 
DNT-265 JUN Hogan 4 Loose 1644 1723VV inc MA end, limb 
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latter date (1938-<-GB) dearly represents more recent use of the area. The puebl'rto samples consist 

of 12 pinyon and 10 juniper beams, all of which retain evidence of metal ax use. ONT-238 is a 

juniper beam that has both a broken and a metal-ax-cut end. The hogan samples include sbc pinyon 

and three juniper samples all of which retain evidence of metal ax use. In addition, two samples 

also have broken ends. 

Interpretations: The architectural and tree-ring data from the tx)ulder-top rooms can be 

interpreted in three different ways. Rrst, it is possible that only the door lintel in Room 1 (DNT-245) 

dates the construction of the rooms to the 1736 growing season. Alternatively, the largest cluster 

of cutting dates (n=3) may date construction to the 1734 growing season with repairs occum'ng in 

1735 and 1736. Finally, I believe it most probable that the rooms were built during the growing 

season in 1735 using both freshly cut and stockpiled timbers and that the doorway in Room 1 was 

added the following year. Unfortunately, the columnar-style masonry makes identifying the creation 

of such a doorway in an existing wall difficult. Room 4 was apparently added sometime later, 

possibly in the mkl-1740s. Although the Room 4 addition make sense, it should be noted that both 

1740s dates (DNT-261,267) are derived from loose logs that may not actually belong in the room. 

Each of the hogans contains noncutting dates in the 1720s or 1730s and all were probably occupied 

at the same time as the pueblito. 

Gould Pass Ruin (LA 5659) 

Goukl Pass Ruin is a two-room masonry structure and two associated foriced-stick hogans 

located on a prominence between the Cereza and Largo drainages (Figure 5). It has excellent 

visibility, espedally to the south towards Crow Canyon and northeast down Adolpho Canyon and into 

Adams Canyon. Jacobson et al. (1992) indicate that only The Cabresto Mesa Tower Complex is 

visible from Gould Pass Ruin, but I suspect that Gomez Canyon, Gomez Point, and several other 

sites are also visible. 

Material Culture: Powers and Johnson (1987) noted midden areas near the pueblito and 
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hogans. Artifacts present consist mostly of Din^tah Gray ceramics, a few pieces of flaked stone, 

and rare pieces of bone. No puebloan trade wares have been noted at the site. 

Architecture; The masonry pueUito consists of two rooms on top of a small boulder (Figure 

47). A small jacal wall shields the exterior doonway from the remainder of Room 2; loopholes are 

present in the south and north walls and face toward Crow and Adolpho canyons, respectively. 

Powers and Johnson (1987:45) indicate that the structure was built in two discrete episodes. A 

closer examination, however, shows that the walls of Rooms 1 and 2 are bonded and connected by 

a doorway; thus, the entire structure was built as a single construction episode. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Twenty samples were collected from the site, 18 from the 

masonry structure and associated loose logs, and two from Hogan 2; none of the other hogan wood 

was suitable for sampling. Samples from all of the roof primary beams were collected, as were 

samples from door lintels, the jacal wall, and loose logs around the pueblito. Only three samples, 

all loose logs, did not date (Table 36). All of the visible beam ends and inferior limb stubs have 

been cut with a metal ax. Six of the samples are pinyon and 14 are juniper, a spedes distribution 

similar to the local environment. 

Interpretations: There is no way to determine the relationship between the hogans and the 

masonry stmcture because the 1710vv date from Hogan 2 is not a cutting date; the hogans may be 

contemporaneous, but they may not. I assume, given the lack of contrasting evidence, that the 

hogans were occupied at the same time as the masonry structure. 

There are at least two valid interpretations of the site construction history. First, the entire 

structure may have been built (but not roofed) in the late summer or eariy fall of 1749 when the jacal 

wall was erected. Indeed the masonry may have been built at any time, but it is extremely unlikely 

that the jacal wall was built before the structure was in place. Next, the structure was roofed in the 

late summer/eariy fall of 1751 using freshly cut beams (DNT-852,126,127,128 and probably 129), 

a stockpiled or reused beam (DNT-130) and a piece of dead wood (DNT-131). Finally, the jacal wall 

was repaired in the fall of 1753 or spring of 1754 before the growing season started. 
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Table 36. Tree-ring samples collected from Gould Pass Ruin (LA 5659). 
Sample Species Proveriience Inside Outside Terminal Tool 
Number Date Date Ring Marks 
DNT-852 JUN RM 2 Roof primary 1568 1751GB inc MA flat, ends, limb; smoke black 
DNT-126 JUN RM 2 Roof primary 1554 1751LB comp MA ends, limb, bark; smoke black 
DNT-127 JUN Rl\/12 Roof primary 1563p 1751LGB comp MA ends, limb; smoke black 
DNT-128 PNN RIW 2 Roof primary 1611 1751LGB inc MA ends, limb, bark; smoke black 
DNT-129 PNN RM 2 Roof primary 1621 1750+G inc MA ends, limb; smoke black 
DNT-130 PNN RM 2 Roof primary 1637 1749+LGB inc MA ends, bark; smoke black 
DNT-131 PNN RM 2 Roof primary 1430 1679++VV inc MA ends, bark; weathered 
DNT-135 JUN RM 2 Jacal upright 1598 1753LGB comp MA limb; smoke black 
DNT-136 JUN RM 2 Jacal upright 1641+/- 1749LGB comp MA end, limb; smoke black 
DNT-137 JUN RM 2 Jacal upright 1607p 1749GB comp MA end, limb; smoke black 
DNT-138 JUN RM 2 Jacal upright 1593+/- 1749GB inc MA limb; smoke black 
DNT-139 PNN RM 2 Door Lintel 1456+/- 1706VV inc MA end; flat 
DNT-132 JUN RM 1-2 Door Lintel 1615p 1750LB Inc Indeterminate; smoke black 
DNT-133 JUN RM 1-2 Door Lintel 1643 1747+L comp Indeterminate 
DNT-134 JUN RM 1-2 Door Lintel 1626P 1745VV inc MA ends; flat 
DNT-141 JUN Loose Hogan 2 fork 1461+/- 171GVV inc MA end, limb 
DNT-142 JUN Loose Hogan 2 fork NO DATE MA end, limb 
DNT-140 PNN Loose Log (RM 1?) 1490 1746VV inc MA end, bark; flat 
DNT-143 JUN Loose Log (RM 1?) NO DATE MA end; burned 
DNT-144 JUN Loose Log Area 2 1488+/- 1692VV inc MA end. limb 
DNT-145 JUN Loose Log Area 1 1646 1749VV inc MA end 
DNT-146 JUN Loose Log Area 1 NO DATE MA end 
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The second, and more likely, scenario is that the entire structure was built in the late 

summet/earfy fall of 1751. Some beams were cut specifically for the construction, and some dead 

wood was used in the roof, as door lintels, and as part of the jacal wall. The jacal beams may have 

come finom one of the hogans, but there is no specific evidence to support such an inference. The 

jacal structure was repaired after the 1753 growing season ended and the roof may have been 

repaired at the same time using dead wood (DNT-131); the only evidence for roof repair is the lack 

of smoke blackening on sample DNT-131, but it is far from conclusive. 

Finally, it is possible that the pueblito was built in 1749, reroofed in 1751 using freshly cut 

logs and elements form the original roof. Both the roof and jacal wall may have been repaired in 

1753. This hypothesis suggests that the site was occupied episodically in 1749,1751, and 1753, 

with periods of abandonment between construction or repair events, in any case, the site was 

probably occupied only very briefly, probably between A.D. 1751 and 1754 at the latest. The loose 

logs contribute little to the site chronology, except to reinforce the inference of no occupation past 

the 1753 growing season. 

Hadlock's Crow Canyon Site (LA 55830) 

Hadlock's Crow Canyon site is located on a bench at the confluence of the Largo and Crow 

Canyon drainages (Figure 5). Jacobson et al. (1992) suggest that at least three pueblito sites are 

visible firom Hadlock's Crow Canyon. The site consists of a three-room pueblito, two midden areas, 

three hearth areas, ten foriced-stick hogan foundations, a corral, a sweatlodge, and two boulder-

backed rooms (Marshall 1991:212). 

Material Culture: Artifacts observed on the site include flaked and pecked stone, faunal 

materials, and ceramics. The ceramic assemblage consists of Din^tah Gray and Gobemador 

Polychrome sherds near the pueblito; two Tewa series sherds were found near a collapsed forked-

stick hogan complex east of the pueblito (Marshall 1991:212). 

Architecture: The walls at this site are reduced to rubble and cannot be used to identify a 
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constnjclton sequence. Powers and Johnson (1987:98) indicate that all the walls are bonded to each 

other which would indicate a single construction episode (Figure 48). 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Four samples were collected fipom this site and three yielded 

dates. The one sample that could not be dated (DNT-68) is from a juniper post. Three of the 

samples are juniper and one is pinyon. All of the dated samples yielded noncutting dates (Table 37). 

Table 37. Tree-ring samples collected from HadlocK's Crow Canyon (LA 55830). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Tool 
Number Date Date Marks 
bNT-65 JUN RM 3 Upright Post 1509 1655vv 
DNT-66 PNN RM 3 Upright Post 1551 1661w 
DNT-67 JUN RM 3 Upright Post 1494 1646w MA limb 
DNT-68 JUN RM 3 Upright Post NO DATE MA limb 
•All terminal rings incomplete 

Interpretations: The three noncutting dates contribute little to the precise temporal 

placement of the site. Because all three dates are separated by only 15 years, it is probable that 

a limited number of rings have been lost to erosion. The noncutting dates do nothing to dispel the 

temporal association of the Hadlock's Craw Canyon site with Tapacito Ruin (LA 2298) as suggested 

by Powers and Johnson (1987), but neither do they support such an assodation. A late 1600s 

occupation is possible, but not demonstrable. 

Hanging Pot Ruin (LA 2445) 

Hanging Pot Ruin (LA 2445) is a scattering of hogan wood on a small butte overiooking the 

badlands of upper Betonnie Tsosie Wash and another hogan at the base of the eastern side of the 

butte (Figure 5). The sKe has gained some notoriety as the Tower of Haskhek'izh" (Spotted 

Wam'or) and the location of a battle where Utes lay siege to a "Navajo watchtower' (Van 

Valkenburgh 1940), but that interpretation has been questioned (Towner and Johnson 1996). No 

known pueblito sites are visible from Hanging Pot Ruin. 
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Material CuKuie: Van Valkenbuigh (1940) states that ceramics on the site included Acoma 

trade wares, but currently only Din^h Gray wares exist and no trade ware pottery is present. There 

is little refuse either within the site boundaries or over the edges of the mesa. Red Woman told Van 

Valkenburgh (1940) that the site could be identified by three petroglyphs carved under a ledge in 

the tower site: a jagged line, a St. Andrew's cross, and a jagged line with expanding ends, symbols 

for Male Lightning, a star, and a symbol for the Ant People, respectively. The petroglyphs have not 

been located, however, despite an examination of the cliff face below the site (H. Rogers, personal 

communication). 

Architecture: The site cunently consists of a few scattered pieces of juniper and two small 

wall segments (Figure 49). The wooden hogan elements are not arranged in any particular pattern 

and the wall segments are only two or three courses high. Van Valkenburgh (1940:23) describes 

the site as containing a "half-dozen crumpled hogans... [and] a rock and log wall which skirted the 

sheer edge of the crag." None of the architectural units can be temporally differentiated from each 

other. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Seven tree-ring samples have been collected from the site, 

but none produced cutting dates (Table 38). Four of the samples (DNT-671-674) are from the area 

on top of the mesa and two (DNT-675-676) are from a foriced-stick hogan near the base of the mesa. 

The sample collected by Van Valkenburgh (GP-5979) was not provenienced beyond the site level; 

it was dated by Gila Pueblo at 1630-1783v, but has since been corrected by the Laboratory of Tree-

Ring Research and dates 1302np-1480-<"4-vv. Two juniper and four pinyon samples were collected 

during this project; the Gila Pueblo sample is ponderosa pine. All of the documented samples were 

procured using a metal ax. 

Interpretations: Three noncutting dates place the site occupation sometime in the 1740s or 

laterfor both the area on top of the mesa and the hogan at the base. The site exhibits no evidence 

of having housed a substantial number or people or of ever having been repaired. When compared 

to other pueblitos in the Din^tah, LA 2445 seems to be a site occupied for a short term by very few 
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people. 

Table 38. Tree-ring samples collected from Hanging Pot Ruin (LA 2445). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Tool 
Number Date Date Maries 
DNT-671a&b JUN Area 2 Loose NO DATE MA ends; foric 
DNT-672 PNN Area 2 Loose 1612 1740w MA ends; forit 
DNT-673 PNN Area 2 Loose 1542 1747W MA end 
DNT-674 JUN Area 1 Loose NO DATE MAend 
DNT-675 PNN Hogan 1 Fork NO DATE spiral; root 
DNT-676 PNN Hogan 1 Forit 1617 1735++VV MAend 
GP 5979 PP Unknown 1302np 1480++W GP date 1783v 
*AII temninal rings ('ncomplete 

Truby's Tower (LA 2434) 

Trub/s Tower is a five-room puebl'ito on a large boulder overiooking the central portion of 

Largo Canyon (Figure 5). Jacobson et al. (1992) indicate intervisibility between Truby's Tower, 

Tapadto Ruin, and Split Rock Ruin, but there is no such intersite visibility. An associated foriced-

stick hogan was reported previously, but there is no remaining evidence of such a structure. 

Material Culture: Powers and Johnson (1987:32) indicate that a large collection for the 

Navajo Land Claim (Correll and Kurtz 1957) included mostly Din^tah Gray and Gobemador 

Polychrome ceramics, but Zia, Santa Ana, Zuni-Acoma, and Tewa wares were present as well. 

Farmer (1938,1947) also noted both flaked and ground stone artifacts. Abundant material remains 

are still present at the site, despite years of authorized and unauthorized collecting. 

Architecture: The pueblito consists of five or six rooms (Figure 50). The rooms on top of 

the boukler (Rooms 1-4) indude two ground floor and two second story rooms, but the structure was 

apparently built in a single construction episode. Rooms 5 (lower) and 6 (upper) were adjacent to 

the southeast side of the boulder (Farmer 1947), but little remains of them. These two rooms may 

have been built as a separate construction episode. Powers and Johnson (1987:32) suggest that 
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the upper rooms were reached via a roof hatch in Room 6, but no evidence of any such feature 

remains today. Several of the roof beams in Rooms 1 and 3 have been bumed, but the uneven 

burning suggests a postabandonment fire. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates; Thirty-three samples have been collected from the site, 14 

by the Navajo Land Claim personnel and 19 as part of this project (Table 39). These samples 

yielded 26 dates, including six cutting, five near cutting, and 15 noncutting dates. The provenience 

Infonmation provided by the NLC samples, although more detailed than many other sites, may be 

in error. Specifically, the samples derived from "floor fill" in Room 2 are probably out of place. 

Room 2 is one of the second story rooms, and it is more likely that these samples came from Room 

1 or Room 3. In addition, the published proveniences (Stokes and Smiley 1969:9-10) for samples 

NLC-1323,1324, 1326 and 1328 are slightly different than those written on the samples by the field 

collectors. 

The spedes used at Trub/s Tower include 28 pinyon, four Douglas-fir, and a single juniper 

tree. The frequent use of pinyon, although somewhat unusual, has been documented at several 

other pueblitos; the use of Douglas-fir is more common at pueblitos built in the 1740s and 1750s 

than those built earlier, but none of the Douglas-fir samples from this site dated. Although 10 

spedmens were bumed, I interpret it as post abandonment burning; 15 of the samples were 

procured and/or modified using a metal ax. 

Interpretations: If the architectural interpretation that the four rooms on the boulder were 

built during a single construction episode is correct, that event must have occurred in A.D. 1752 or 

1753. The strong duster of 1752 dates from Room 1 indicates that it was roofed during the pinyon 

growing season in 1752. None of the dates from the other rooms contradict this interpretation. It 

is possible that the 1753 date from the door lintel (DNT-523) actually dates the construction, but I 

consider this unlikely. It is more probable that the door lintel was added after the building was 

complete. The noncutting 1709 and 1721 dates (DNT-532; NLC-1325) contribute little to the 
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Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Tool 
Number Date Date Maries 
DNT-516 PNN RM 1 Roof primary 1621 1750+w MA end; burned 
DNT-517 PNN RM 1 Roof primary NO DATE MA ends; burned 
DNT-518 PNN RM 1 Roof primary 1586 1731++VV Burned in half 
DNT-519 PNN RM 1 Roof primary 1593 1749W MA limb; burned 
DNT-520 PNN RM 1 Roof primary 1564 1752L MA limb, ends; burned 
DNT-521 PNN RM 1 Roof primary 1549 1751+B MA ends; not burned 
DNT-522 PNN RM 1 Roof primary 1683 1752LB MA ends; not burned 
DNT-523 PNN RM 1 Door lintel 1681 1753L MA bark 
DNT-524 PNN RM 1 Door lintel 1660 1752L MA bark 
NLC-1316 DF RM 1 Floor fill NO DATE Unknown 
NLC-1322 PNN RM 1 Ladder? 1607p 1745 Linknown; noncutting 
NLC-1323 DF RM1/5 Loose Log NO DATE Unknown 
NLC-1315 PNN RM 2 (?) Floor fill 1467p 1748+G Unknown 
NLC-1317 PNN RM2(?) Floor fill 1431 p 1732+G Unknown 
NLC-1318 DF RM2(?) Floor fill NO DATE Unknown 
NLC-1319 PNN RM 2 (?) Floor fill 1692D 1743G Unknown 
DNT-525 PNN RM 3 FP hood? 1484p 1730+w MA bark; burned 
DNT-526 PNN RM 3 Roof primary 1583 1749+vv burned in half 
DNT-527 PNN RM 3 Roof primary 1607 1748+w bumed in half 
DNT-528 PNN RM 3 Door jamb 1619 1746+vv MA bark, shape; flat 
DNT-529 PNN RM 3 Door lintel 1689 1747W MA limb 
DNT-530 PNN RM 3 Door lintel 1613p 1745+L MA limb 
DNT-533 PNN RM 3 (?) loose log 1484 1720++VV MA shape, ends; flat 
DNT-534 PNN RM 3 (?) loose log 1634 1720W MA limb, ends 
NLC-1326 DF E of RM 5 NO DATE Unknown 
DNT-531 JUN RM 5 loose log NO DATE MA end 
DNT-532 PNN RM 5 loose log 1391 1709++VV Burned end 
NLC-1325 PNN RM 6 Roof primary 1599P 1721 Unknown; noncutting 
NLC-1320 PNN Floor fill NO DATE Unknown 
NLC-1321 PNN Floor fill 1665P 1743G Unknown 
NLC-1324 PNN Loose log 1429+p 1730 Unknown; noncutting 
NLC-1327 PNN Loose log 1589+p 1744 Unknown; noncutting 
NLC-1328 PNN Loose log; S side 1620P 1752 Unknown; near cutting 
•All terminal rings incomplete 

interpretation of Rooms 5 and 6. It is probable that these rooms were built at the same time as the 

main structure. Incomplete terminal rings are present on all specimens with true outsides and 

indicate tree procurement during the growing season, probably in the summer. 
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Hidden House (LA 106573) 

Hidden House (LA 106573) is a small five-room pueblito and assodated forfced-sticic hogan 

located on the north side of San Rafael Canyon across from Old Fort Ruin (Figure 5). It is located 

the first large sandstone bench above the canyon floor and is visible from Old Fort Ruin (LA 1869) 

and probably several other pueUitos as well. 

Material Culture: Like those assodated with ntany other pueblitos, the ceramic assemblage 

from Hidden House is dominated by Din^h Gray wares and a few Gobemador Polychrome sherds. 

There is a panel of ceremonial imagery nearby which is dearly visible from the site. Hidden House 

has an unobstructed view of Old Fort, LA 11092, and LA 11153, but Three Com Ruin and other 

pueblitos in San Rafael Canyon are not visible, although smoke from any of the pueblitos would 

have been easily visible from any other pueblito in the canyon. 

Architecture: Hidden House consists of three masonry rooms on top of a large boulder, two 

masonry rooms at the base of the boulder, and a collapsed forked-stick hogan adjacent to one of 

the surface rooms (Figure 51). The entryway to the hogan may have been connected to one of the 

surface rooms. Although collapsed wall segments make interpretation difficult, there appear to be 

five architectural units at the site. Architectural Unit 1 consists of Rooms 1 and 2 on top of the 

boukler. Architectural Unit 2 comprises Room 3, which was abutted to Room 2. Architectural Unit 

3 consists of Room 4, but there is no way to detemiine architecturally whether Room 4 was built 

at the same time as the boulder-top rooms. It is likely, however, that access to the boulder top 

rooms was through the roof of Room 4. Room 5 (Architectural Unit 4) was added onto Room 4. The 

forked-stick hogan (Architectural Unit 5) was probably built at the same time as Room 4 and 

connected to it by a vestibule. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Twenty-seven tree-ring samples were collected from the 

site, 21 from the pueblito and 6 from the hogan (Figure 52). These samples produced 22 dates, 14 

of which are cutting or near cutting dates (Table 40). Juniper, pinyon, and Douglas-fir trees were 
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Figure 51. Photograph of Hidden House (1  ̂106573). 

used in construction. Juniper was used most frequently and comprises fifteen pueblito samples and 

four hogan samples; pinyon samples include five from the pueblito and two from the hogan; the 

single Douglas-fir sample is from a door lintel in Room 1. All but three of the beams show evidence 

of having been procured or modified using a metal ax. 
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Table 40. Tree-ring samples collected from Hidden House (LA 106573). 
Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Terminal Tool 
Number Date Date Ring Maries 
DNT-643 JUN RM 1 Roof Primary 1521 1730++V inc MA bark, limb, end 
DNT-644 JUN RM 1 Roof Primary 1598 1745G inc MA barit, limb, ends 
DNT-645 JUN RM 1 Roof Primary NO DATE MA barii, limb, end 
DNT-646 JUN RM 1 Roof Primary 1630 1744+v inc MA baric, limb, ends 
DNT-647 JUN RM 1 Closing NO DATE Broken ends 
DNT-648 DF RM 1 Door lintel NO DATE MA ends 
DNT-649 PNN RM 1 Door lintel 1684 1746B comp MA bari(. limb, shape, ends; flat; spiral 
DNT-650 JUN RM 2 Roof auxilary (comer) 1635 1725VV inc MA ends 
DNT-651 PNN RM 2 Roof auxilary (comer) 1652 1701VV inc Broken ends 
DNT-652 JUN RM 3 Loose log same as DNT-653 MA bark, limb, shape, ends 
DNT-653 JUN RM 3 Loose log 1643 1750+B inc MA baric, limb, shape, ends 
DNT-654 JUN RM 4 Vertical door Jamb 1709 1754VV inc MA limb 
DNT-655 JUN RM 4 auxilary cribbing 1610 1751+B inc MA limb, ends; foric 
DNT-656 PNN RM 4 auxilary cribbing 1640 1747G inc MA baric, limb, end 
DNT-657 JUN RM 4 auxilary cribbing 1674 1743G inc MA baric, limb, end 
DNT-658 JUN RM 4 auxilary cribbing 1674 1740+v inc MA baric; smoke black 
DNT-659 JUN RM 4 Horizontal intramural NO DATE MA limb, end 
DNT-660 JUN RM 4 Comer Crib 1618 1747+G inc MA ends 
DNT-661 JUN RM 4 Comer Crib 1562 1714++W Inc MA end 
DNT-662 PNN RM 4 Comer Crib NO DATE MA limb, end 
DNT-663 JUN RM 4 Comer Crib 1676 1745VV inc MA end 
DNT-664 PNN RM 4 Door lintel 1627 1744+v inc MA end. broken end 
DNT-665 PNN Hogan upright door entry 1656 1746G inc MA limb, end 
DNT-666 JUN Hogan upright door entry 1658 1747+G inc MA limb, end 
DNT-667 JUN Hogan horizontal door piece 1636 1735+vv inc MA limb, end 
DNT-668 JUN Hogan forked pole 1614 1751G inc MA bark, limb; bumed end 
DNT-669 JUN Hogan forî ed pole 1652 1751+G inc MA limb, bumed end 
DNT-670 PNN Hogan leaner 1691 1746VV inc MA limb, broken ends 
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InteipretaUons: Ttie tree-rino dates indicate that the initial occupation of the pueblito began 

with the constnjction of Rooms 1 and 2 on top of the boulder, probably after the end of the A.D. 1746 

growing season. Room 4 at the base of the boulder and the forlted-stick hogan were added in 1751, 

probably as a single construction event. Although only a single date is available from it. Room 3 

may have t)een added at the same time. Room 5 was added after Room 4 was complete. The roof 

of Room 4 was repaired by the addition of an upright support post sometime during or after A.D. 

1754 and the site was abandoned shortly thereafter. 

Dead wood was used, but sparingly-only beams DNT-661 in Room 4 and DNT-643 Room 

1 are deariy dead wood elements. Reuse of beams, however, appears to have been common; five 

of the beams in Room 4 (DNT-656, 657, 658, 659, and 660) appear to have been reused from 

another structure and two of the hogan upright entry poles were apparently reused. It is interesting 

to note, however, that the hogan foriis were cut fresh in 1751. There is little evidence of the 

stockpiling of beams, although reuse of beams may mask evidence of stockpiling; only beams DNT-

644 and DNT-646 in Room 1 appear to have been cut and stockpiled for future use. 

Towner and Johnson (1996) indicate that the significance of the Hidden House tree-ring 

dates lies in the fact that they correspond very well with events at Old Fort Ruin. The initial 

construction in 1746, site expansion in 1751, and abandonment after 1754 all correlate with similar 

events across the valley at OM Fort. Indeed, it is possible that some of the reused timbers at Hidden 

House were originally used at Old Fort, but such behavior cannot be demonstrated. It is clear, 

however, that Hkkien House was closely tied to the Old Fort community and was unassociated with 

the previously abandoned Three Com community. 
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Hill Road Ruin (LA 55833) 

Hill Road Ruin is a four room structure on top of a boulder overlooking Cereza Canyon 

(Rgure 5). Visibility is generally restricted northward down a small side drainage and into Cereza 

Canyon. Jacobson et al. (1992) indicate no other visible sites connected to Hill Road, but I believe 

there is at least one other unrecorded pueblito visible across the Cereza drainage. 

Material Culture: Powers and Johnson (1987:104) identified Oin^tah Gray ceramics, a few 

pieces of bone, and some flakes as the only artifacts on the site surface. Substantial midden areas 

surround the boulder and human remains are present in the general area, however. 

Architecture: This site shows one of the clearest construction sequences of any pueblito. 

The masonry structure was built in three construction episodes (Figure 53). Rooms 1 and 2 were 

constructed as a unit. Room 3 was abutted to Room 2, and Room 4 was later added to Room 3. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Twenty-three tree-ring samples, including one duplicate, 

were collected from the site (Table 41). All of the samples produced dates, except a sample that 

was lost after collection. Most of the samples (n=13) are pinyon, some (n=6) are juniper, and both 

Douglas-fir (n=1) and ponderosa pine (n=1) are present as well. All of the beams exhibit tool marics 

made with a metal ax. 

Interpretations: The first constmction episode at the site, the building of Rooms 1 and 2 as 

a unit, occurred during the pinyon and juniper growing season in 1738, probably in the eariy to mid

summer. Predominately freshly cut beams were used in the construction. Room 3 was added in 

the spring or eariy summer of 1741; most beams had started growing, but one juniper (DNT-289) 

dated 1740B had not initiated growth in 1741. Again, most beams were freshly cut, although a 

single juniper (DNT-283) represents dead wood use. Dendrochronological analysis cannot date the 

addition of Room 4 except to indicate that it was built sometime after the summer of 1741. 
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Table 41. Tree-ring samples collected from Hill Road Ruin (LA 55833). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outskje Terminal Tool 
Number Date Date Rina Mari<s 
DNT-268 DF RM 1 Roof Primary 1516 1617W inc MA ends, limb, bark; flat 
DNT-269 PNN RM 1 Roof Primary 1573 1732W inc MA ends, limb, baric 
DNT-270 PNN RM 1 Roof Primary 1665 1738L inc MA ends, limb 
DNT-271 PNN RM 1 Roof Primary 1608 1731W inc MA ends, limb 
DNT.272 PNN RM 1 Roof Primary 1606p 1738L inc MA ends, limb 
DNT-273 PNN RM 1 Roof Primary 1689 1738V inc MA ends, limb 
DNT-274 JUN RM 1 Closing Mat 1546+/- 1732+vv inc MA shape; shingle? 
DNT.275 PNN RM 1 Loose 1666P 1737W inc MA end, limb 
DNT-276 JUN RM 1/2 Untel 1641 1737+L inc MA ends; SB 
DNT-277 JUN RM 1/2 Untel 1594+/- 1737+LGB MA ends; SB 
DNT-278 PNN RM 2 Roof Primary 1617 1733L inc MA ends, limb 
DNT-279 PNN RM 2 Roof Primary 1589 1733W inc MA ends, limb 
DNT-280 PP RM 2 Loose 1655 1732+LG inc MA end, limb 
DNT-290 PP RM 2 Roof Primary same as DNT-280 
DNT-281 PNN RM 3 Roof Primary 1639p 1741W inc MA end; SB 
DNT-282 JUN RM 3 Roof Primary 1636 1741L inc MA ends, limb; SB 
DNT-283 JUN RM 3 Roof Primary 1557 1724++GB MA ends, limb; SB 
DNT-284 PNN RM 3 Roof Primary 1631 1737+vv inc MA ends, limb; SB 
DNT-285 PNN RM 3 Roof Primary 1540 1731W inc MA ends, limb; SB; fork 
DNT-286 PNN RM 3 Roof Primary 1636p 1741W inc MA ends, limb, bark; SB 
DNT-287 RM 3 Roof Primary LOST MA ends, limb; SB 
DNT-288 PNN RM 3 Roof Primary 1619 1733W inc MA end, limb 
DNT-289 JUN RM 3 Door Untel 1639 1740B comp MA ends, limb; SB; split 
MA= metal ax SB= smoke blackened 

Hooded Fireplace Ruin (LA 5662) 

The Hooded Rreplace Ruin is located south of Largo School Pueblito (LA 5657) on a wide 

bench above Largo Canyon (Figure 5). Jacobson et al. (1992) indicate that The Cabresto Mesa 

Tower Complex (LA 2138) and Casa Mesa Diablo (LA 11100) are visible from Hooded Fireplace 

Ruin. Marshall (1991:33-51) identified six middens, three masonry-based hogans, a possible corral, 

and a possible ramada adjacent to the pueblitos. The larger site complex included additional 

middens, hearths, and deteriorated boulder-backed masonry rooms. The pueblito consists of six 

masonry rooms, four of which contain intact roofs or roof segments, one room (Room 3) has an 

intact Spanish-style "hooded" fireplace, and another (Room 2) contains the remains of similar 
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fireplace. 

Material Culture: Powers and Johnson (1987:52) noted Din^tah Gray and Gobemador 

Polychrome ceramics, flaked and ground stone artifacts, a wooden awl, and faunal remains. 

Marshall (1991) identified Puname Polychrome. Tewa Polychrome, and Ako Polychrome ceramics 

at the site, but such intrusive wares comprised less than ten percent of the identified ceramics during 

the survey and less than three percent of the ceramic assemblage documented during the data 

recovery phase of the project (Marshall 1995). Lithic materials included Jemez obsidian, but were 

dominated by cherts, quartzites, and chalcedony (Marshall 1995). 

Architecture: The preliminary map of Powers and Johnson (1987) indicates that the entire 

pueblito was built as a single construction episode (Figure 54). They also suggest that three of the 

rooms may have had second-stories, but the upper parts may have simply been "parapets." All 

of the visible wall elements in the structure are bonded, indicating a single construction event. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: A total often samples, nine of which yielded dates, was 

collected from this site. The dates (Table 42) are relatively tightly clustered in the early 1720s.. The 

one sample that did not date (DNT-52) is from a cottonwood {Populus spj roof beam in Room 1. 

It is interesting to note that all of the datable beams and nine of ten samples taken from the site are 

pinyon. The selection of a single spedes for construction purposes is not seen in any other pueblito 

and is not a result of dendrochronological bias. Pinyon apparently met the size, length, and 

straightness criteria for construction of these square, bonded rooms. 

Interpretations: The cluster of cutting dates from Room 3 indicate that this room was 

constructed in A.D. 1723. The additional A.D. 1723 cutting date from Room 1 and the cluster of 

noncutting dates from Room 2 indicate that these rooms were also built in A.D. 1723. It is possible 

that the noncutting A.D. 1723vv date from Room 4 indicates a later construction or repair event, but 

this seems unlikely. All but one of the samples with true outsides (bark, L-condition, or galleries) 

have complete terminal rings; the only exception is the shelf pole in Room 1 which was cut during 

the pinyon growing season. These data indicate that Hooded Fireplace Ruin was constructed in its 
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entirety after the end of the A.0.1723 pinyon growing season, probably in the late summer or early 

fall. 

Table 42. Tree-ring samples collected from Hooded Fireplace Ruin (LA 5662). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Terminal Tool 
Number Date Date Ring Marks 
DNT-51 PNN Shelf Pole RM 1 1612 1723G inc MA limb; SB 
DNT-52 POP RM 1 Roof Primary NO DATE MA limb 
DNT-53 PNN RM 2 Roof Primary 1457 1722W inc MA end, limb, shape; flat; SB 
DNT-54 PNN RM 2 Roof Primary 1435 1721W inc MA end, limb, shape; square; SB 
DNT-55 PNN RM 2 Roof Primary 1501d 1722W inc MA end, limb, bark: SB 
DNT-56 PNN RM 4 Roof Primary 1388 1723W inc MA end. limb, shape; flat 
DNT-57 PNN RM 3 Roof Primary 1490 1723B comp MA limb, bark,shape; flat 
DNT-58 PNN RM 3 Roof Primary 1398 1723B comp MA limb, bark 
DNT-59 PNN RM 3 Roof Primary 1492 1723B comp MA limb, bark,shape; flat 
DNT-60 PNN RM 3 Roof Primary 1440 1723B comp MA limb. bark,shape; flat 
*SB=smoke black 

Based on the volume of midden deposits, Marshall (1995:211) estimates the site was 

occupied until A.D. 1763. The lack of tree-ring dates after A.D. 1723, combined with the 

architectural evidence of a single construction episode without additional repairs suggest that the 

structure was occupied for only a short time. None of the pueblitos in the Din^tah was continuously 

occupied for 40 years; indeed, the latest date tree-ring date of any type in the Din^tah, a firewood 

sample from a roasting pit, dates to 1762 (Fetterman 1996). In addition, Old Fort Ruin, one of the 

largest site complexes, was occupied for less than 10 years and Three Com Ruin, another large 

complex, was used, abandoned, and reoccupied at least once during a span of approximately 20 

years (Towner and Johnson 1996). Marshall's (1996) estimate, therefore, cleariy overestimates the 

length of the occupation, probably by decades. I seriously doubt the site was occupied later than 

A.D. 1730, if it was occupied that long. 
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Largo School Pueblito (LA 5657) 

Largo School is a two-room pueblito and several additional use areas near a mesa edge 

above Largo Canyon (Figure 5). Jacobson et al. (1992) indicate no lines-of-sight to other pueblitos, 

but at a minimum I believe Split Rock Ruin (LA 5664) and Hooded Fireplace Ruin (LA 5662) are 

visible. Included in the site complex are several midden areas, a masonry-based hogan, a masonry 

based room, a sweatkxlge, a "wood rack." and some rock alignments (Marshall 1991:10). Only the 

masonry structure contained datable timbers. The pueblito has an expansive view for several miles 

both up and down the Largo drainage . 

Material Culture: Powers and Johnson (1987:41) noted only the presence of Din^tah Gray 

and Gobemador Polychrome sherds, but Correll and Kurtz (1957) identified Jemez Black-on-white, 

Zia, Santa Ana, and Acoma ceramics as well. Marshall (1995) documented Din^tah Gray and 

Gobemador Polychrome ceramics and a single Puname sherd, flaked and ground stone, faunal 

remains, and a com cob on the site. Data recovery resulted in the collection of an iron awl, a copper 

ornament fragment, and an iron tack (Marshall 1996:41). 

Architecture: Initial wall analysis at Largo School indicates that Room 3 was built prior to 

Room 2. (Figure 55); however, only Room 1 contained intact roof beams. The remaining structures 

in the site complex cannot be assessed in terms of a construction sequence because they are 

individual units. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Sixteen samples, four of which were collected during this 

project, were recovered firom the site; only six of the samples produced dates, however (Table 43). 

The samples that did not date include seven cottonwood {Populus sp.) beams, an unusually high 

proportion of this dea'duous tree at pueblito sites. 

Interpretations: The paucity of dates from the site limit the possible interpretations. The 

NLC samples from rooms 2 and 3 that yielded cutting dates (NLC-1305,1308,1309) suggest Room 

3 construction in 1736 and Room 2 construction the following year in 1737. Because the number 
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of cutting dates is small, these inferences should be considefed tentative. As noted above, the large 

number of cottonwood samples is somewhat unusual and may reflect local spedes availability near 

the main Largo drainage. Because tool marks were not recorded by the NLC collectors, few 

inferences can be made except that metal axs were present on the site. Likewise, site seasonality 

information is limited to the possibility of spring wood procurement, but is based on only two samples 

(NLC 1308,1309). 

Table 43. Tree-ring samples collected from Largo School Pueblito (LA 5657). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Tool 
Number Date Date Marks 
NLC-1308 PNN RM 2 Door Lintel 1677+/-P 1737incG 
DNT-61 POP RM 2 Roof Primary NO DATE MA ends, limb, bark 
NLC-1306 PNN RM 2 Roof Primary NO DATE 
NLC-1312 POP RM 2 Roof Primar^ NO DATE 
NLC-1313 POP RM 2 Roof Primary? NO DATE 
NLC-1309 PNN RM 2 Loose Log 1617p 1736incG 
NLC-1310 PNN RM 2 Loose Log NO DATE 
NLC-1311 POP RM 2 Loose Log NO DATE 
DNT-62 PNN RM 3 Roof Primary 1483p 1645W MA ends, limb, bark, shape; square 
NLC-1305 PNN RM 3 Roof Primary 1597P 1736c 
DNT-63 POP Loose Log NO DATE MA ends; flat 
DNT-64 PNN Loose Log 1524 1731+w MA ends,shape 
NLC-1303 POP Loose Log NO DATE 
NLC-1304 PNN Loose Log 1550+p 1721+ 
NLC-1307 PNN Loose Log NO DATE 
NLC-1314 POP Loose Log NO DATE 
•All terminal rings incomplete 

Marshall (1995:211) estimates that the site was occupied for about ten years. Because 

much larger pueblito complexes, specifically Old Fort Ruin, were occupied for only a decade or less, 

I seriously doubt Largo School was used that long, but the tree-ring data do not contradict Marshall's 

estimate. 
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Split Rock Ruin (LA 5664) 

split Rock Ruin contains four masonry rooms atop a cliff-edge tMulder, two foriced-stick 

hogans, five middens, two sweatlodges, two extramural hearths, and a small wooden structure near 

the cliff edge at)ove Largo Canyon (Figure 5). Additional sites and features surrounding the site 

include four additional sweatlodges, three possible forked-stick hogans, a rock art panel, and a 

cache of weaving tools (Marshall 1991:56). Jacobson et al. (1992) indicate that Tapacito Ruin and 

Trub/s Tower are visible from Split Rock Ruin, but Tapacito Ruin is not, and I doubt Trub/s Tower 

can be seen; Largo School Ruin, on the other hand, is probably visible from Split Rock Ruin. 

Material Culture; Powers and Johnson (1987:54) noted only Din^tah Gray and Gobemador 

Polychrome ceramics. Marshall (1991:60) noted small quantities of flaked and ground stone, faunal 

remains, Din^tah Gray, Gobemador Polychrome, Frances Polychrome, and Puname Polychrome 

ceramics, although the latter type was represented by only four sherds. Data recovery at the site 

(Marshall 1996:57-59) also identified Acoma Matte Paint sherds, a copper bracelet fragment, and 

an iron pellet. 

Architecture: None of the masonry rooms have intact roofs, although some roof beams are 

present. Wall bond-abut analysis indicates only that Room 2 was buiK prior to Room 4, but the 

relationship of these rooms to Room 3 and Room 1 to the remaining rooms cannot be determined. 

Likewise, the temporal relationship of the hogans to the masonry rooms cannot be ascertained 

(Figure 56). 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: A total of eight samples, all pinyon, was taken from loose 

logs presumably assodated with the puebIKo and forked-stick hogans; six samples yielded dates 

(Table 44). All samples were collected from loose logs assodated with the "ladder' area near the 

base of the boulder or from the hogans. The two samples that could not be dated indude a loose 

log from the ladder area (DNT-96), and a log (DNT-99) assodated with the small wooden structure 

(Feature 4). Four of the samples show evidence of metal ax use, induding a notched log that was 
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probably used as a ladder. 

Table 44. Tree-ring samples collected from Split Rock Ruin (LA 5664). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Temiinal Tool 
Number Date Date Ring Marks 
DNT-92 PNN Loose Ladder Area 1632 1727VV inc MA ends 
DNT-93 PNN Loose Ladder Area 1610 1725vv inc MA Limb 
DNT-94 PNN Loose Ladder Area 1427 1679+vv inc MA Limb 
DNT-95 PNN Loose Ladder Area 1408 1708+vv inc Notched; MA end 
DNT-96 PNN Loose Ladder Area NO DATE 
DNT-97 PNN Hogan 1 Leaner 1532 1665W inc 
DNT-99 PNN Hogan 1 Leaner NO DATE 
DNT-98 PNN Hogan 3 Leaner 1398 1570+w inc 

Interpretations; The dispersed nature of the dates provides little information on the site 

occupation. The two noncutting dates in the mid-1720s (DNT-92,93) suggest an occupation in the 

third decade of the eighteenth century, but constitute a very weak cluster. The remaining noncutting 

dates, espedally those from the hogans suggest the use of dead wood. 

Marshall (1995:211) estioiates that the site was occupied for only four years. The tree-ring 

data provkle little evidence either supporting or contradicting this estimate, but it is similar to tree-

ring based estimates at other small puebl'rto sites. 

Jaramillo Canyon Pueblito (AR-03-02-03-335) 

Jaramillo Canyon pueblito is a one-room masonry structure built against a large boulder on 

the south side of the valley floor in a small side drainage to upper Cereza Canyon (Figure 5). The 

site is unusual, but not unique, in being located on the valley floor and not on a boulder top. It is one 

of the most easteriy of all known pueblitos and is not visible from any other site. 

Material Culture; ReM reconnaissance noted a few Din^tah Gray ceramics and some lithic 

debitage, but no quantifiable data are available. 

Architecture; All of the walls in this single-room structure are bonded to each other. 
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indicating a single construction episode (Figure 57). Given the good preservation of the walls, lack 

of beams inside the structure, and lack of evkJence for repair or remodeling, it is unlikely that the 

structure was ever roofed. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Three samples, all of which dated, were collected from the 

door lintels (Table 45). All of the samples are pinyon; all are socketed into the wall and none show 

any tool marks. 

Table 45. Tree-ring samples collected from Jaramillo Ruin (AR-03-02-03-335). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Tool 
Number Date Date Marks 
DNT-226 PNN W door lintel 1686 1731+G MA ends, limb, bark; SB 
DNT-227 PNN Mid door lintel 1679p 1730+G MA ends, limb, baric; SB 
DNT-228 PNN E door lintel 1648p 1725vv MA limb, bark 
•All terminal rings incomplete **SB= smoke black 

Interpretations: The simple architecture at the site indicates it was built in a single 

construction episode and the dates indicate construction sometime during the A.D. 1731 pinyon 

growing season. The two +G dates (1730 and 1731) may actually represent the same year. The 

site was probably used infrequently and abandoned shortly after it was constructed. 

Kin Naaddd (LA 1872) 

Kin Naaddd is a three-room masonry structure on a small boulder near the valley bottom 

in a tributary of Gobemador Canyon (Figure 5). Jacobson et al. (1992) indicate that the site is 

visible from The Cabresto Mesa Tower Complex. The site was excavated by Mom's in 1915 and 

originally had two additional second-story rooms (Carlson 1965:29-31). 

Material Culture: Powers and Johnson (1987:19) and Carison (1965:31) indicate the 

presence of Din6tah Gray. Gobemador Polychrome. Payupki Polychrome, and Ashiwi Polychrome 

ceramics, but do not indicate proportions. No data on other artifact classes are available. 
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Architecture: The four-room core of the structure, including the two upper story rooms, 

appears to have been buiK as a single construction episode. A sealed doorway adjacent to the 

Room 1 entryway (Figure 58) led Powers and Johnson (1987:19) and Carlson (1965:29) to suggest 

that Room 1 was added onto the existing structure and that access was gained through its second 

story. Although the second story has collapsed, this still seems to be a plausible explanation of the 

site architecture. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Sixteen samples have been collected from the site, 

including 12 from in sXu beams (Table 46). All of the in situ beams, with the exception of a roof 

secondary in Room 2, show evidence of metal ax modification or procurement. Pinyon appears to 

have been spedfically selected for roof beams (n=9), although juniper (n=:3) was also used. 

Table 46. Tree-ring samples collected from Kin Naad^d (LA 1872). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Terminal Tool 
Number Date Date Ring Marks 
DNT-439 PNN RM 2 Roof primary 1584 1726V inc MA limb, end 
DNT-440 PNN RM 2 Roof primary 1628p 1727V inc MA bark, limb, end 
DNT-441 PNN RM 2 Roof primary 1610 1727v inc MA limb, ends 
DNT-442 PNN RM 2 Roof primary 1610 1727V comp MA limb, ends 
DNT-443 PNN RM 2 Roof primary 1609p 1727V inc MA limb, end; fork 
DNT-444 PNN RM 2 Roof secondary 1616p 1727VV Inc MA limb, end 
DNT-445 PNN RM 2 Roof secondary 1605 1727V inc MA bark, limb, ends 
DNT-450 JUN RM 2 Roof secondary? 1640 1725+w inc 
DNT-446 PNN RM 3 Roof primary 1615 1727VV inc MA bark, limb, ends 
DNT-447 JUN RM 3 Roof primary 1609 1725+B comp MA limb, ends 
DNT-448 JUN RM 3 Roof primary 1613 1726W inc MA limb, ends 
DNT-449 PNN RM 3 Roof primary 1632P 1727V inc MA bark, limb, ends 
DNT-451 JUN Loose log 1583 1721W inc MA limb, ends 
DNT-452 PNN Loose log 1567 1727V inc 
DNT-453 JUN Loose loa 1604 1720VV inc Bumed ends 
RG-696 PNN Unknown 1630p 1727r inc 

Interpretations: The tight clustering of cutting dates from the site and all sampled rooms, 

combined with the architectural analysis, indicates construction as a single event in the late summer 

of A.D. 1727. Although most of the 1727 samples that yielded cutting dates retain incomplete 
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terminal rings, the single complete temninal ring (DNT-442) indicates that that particular tree had 

ceased growing forthe 1727 season. None of the samples postdate 1727 and thus, we cannot date 

the addition of the Room 1 entryway with any degree of prea'sion. The lack of repair events 

suggests that the site was occupied for only a short time. 

The 1727 dates suggest Kin Naad^d may have been part of a larger community that 

included the second occupation at Three Com Ruin (LA 1871) in San Rafael Canyon (Towner and 

Johnson 1996). It is also possible that Romine Canyon Ruin (LA 55836), located across the 

Gobemador drainage was occupied at the same time (Dykeman and Wharton 1996). 

Morris Site #1 (LA 83529) 

Morris Site 1 is a four- or five-room masonry structure atop a boulder on a bench 

overlooking Romine Canyon (Figure 5). Jacobson et al. (1992) did not include the site in their study, 

but no known pueblitos are visible from the site. At least one sweatlodge and numerous ash dumps, 

extramural hearths, and ash stains are associated with the structure, but no hogans have been 

identified in the immediate vicinity. 

Material Culture: Brown (1993:102-103) documents Din^tah Gray and Gobemador 

Polychrome ceramics, flaked and ground stone artifacts, and cottontail and deer remains at the site. 

Interestingly, Gobemador Polychrome sherds comprise 32 percent of the Navajo ceramic 

assemblage, a proportion somewhat higher than documented at other puebl'rto sites (cf. Marshall 

1991:252). The lithic artifacts include tools and manufacturing debris and include a relatively high 

proportion of exotic raw materials. Brown (1993:40) illustrates a stone ax found at the site; if the 

illustration is accurate, however, I question whether it is an ax because of its extremely small size. 

Faunal remains are rare and include only 18 items (Brown 1993). 

Architecture: Morris (Cartson 1965:4-5) identified four rooms on top of the boulder. Brown 

(1993:88), however, suggests that five rooms may have been present. Monis's map (Carison 

1965:4) indicates that the structure was built in a single construction episode. Although deterioration 
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has obscured some of the details, Brown's (1993:89) map indicates that the structure may have been 

built in two distinct episodes. The wall alignments of Room 1 and 2 in particular (Figure 59) suggest 

that Room 1 was added after Room 2 was complete. 

Tree-ring Samples and Dates: Twelve samples, ten of which produced dates, have been 

collected from the site (Table 47). Six of the samples, four juniper beams and two pinyon beams, 

were collected from loose logs probably associated with pueblito construction. Three juniper beams 

were collected by Brown (1993) from the sweatlodge. Three other samples, including two juniper 

and one pinyon, were collected from metal ax-cut stumps around the pueblito (Dykeman and 

Wharton 1996). 

Table 47. Tree-ring samples collected from Mom's Site 1 (LA 83529). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Terminal Tool 
Number Date Date Ring Marks 
GOV-49 JUN Pueblito Loose 1492 1661W 
GOV-50 JUN Pueblito Loose 1549 1687+vv inc 
GOV-51 JUN Pueblito Loose 1420p 1726+vv inc 
GOV-52 JUN Pueblito Loose 1594D 1748+GB fnc 
DNT-801 PNN Loose Log 1782 1901++VV inc MA end 
DNT-802 PNN Loose Log 1661 1741VV inc MA end 
DNT-803 JUN Axe-cut stump 1461+/- 1747W inc MA end 
DNT-804 JUN Axe-cut stump NO DATE MA end 
DNT-805 PNN Axe-cut stump 1634P 1748+G inc MA end 
GOV-53 JUN Sweatlodge Loose 1150p 1332+vv inc 
GOV-54 JUN Sweatlodge Loose 1442 1652+vv inc 
GOV-55 JUN Sweatlodge Loose NO DATE 

Interpretations: Although none of the samples produced a cutting date, three samples 

probably date the construction relatively well. A loose juniper log and an ax-cut juniper stump both 

date to at least 1748 and another stump was cut sometime after 1747; this weak cluster of dates 

suggests pueblito construction and wood harvesting sometime after 1748. There is a possibility, 

however, that these near cutting dates actually represent tree harvesting in 1749. If the possible 

missing ring indicated by the"+" symbol is 1748, the last ring on the samples grew in 1749. The 
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Other noncutting dates provide no evidence contrary to this inference. Sample DNT-801, a loose 

pinyon log, is interesting t)ecause the noncutting date of 1901-*-+vv probably represents the use of 

dead wood and may actually date Earl Mom's's activities around the sHe. 

Muftoz Canyon Ruin (LA 1687) 

Mufioz Canyon Ruin is a three-room masonry structure located on a small outcrop above 

Mufioz Creek (Figure 5). Jacobson et al. (1992) indicate no other pueblitos are visible from LA 

1687. The room wallsof the structure have collapsed, but are still visible in outline. Roof beams 

are present in one of the rooms, but are not in situ. 

Material Culture: Din^tah Gray sherds are present on the site and a small hearth area or 

hogan midden is present northwest of the pueblito, but no quantifiable data are available. 

Architecture: All of the walls in the masonry structure appear to have been bonded to each 

other (Figure 60), indicating a single construction episode. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Six tree-ring samples, all of which dated, have been 

collected from the site. The samples produced two near cutting and four noncutting dates (Table 

Table 48. Tree-ring samples collected from Mufloz Canyon Ruin (LA 1687). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Tool 
Number Date Date Marks 
RG-687 PNN Unknown 1499fp 1744+v 
DNT-418 PNN Loose Area 1 1525 1666w MA limb, shape, ends; flat; SS 
DNT-419 PNN Loose Area 1 1480 1718W MA limb 
DNT-420 JUN Loose Area 1 1653 1718+w MA limb, ends; SS charred 
DNT-421 PNN RM 3 Roof Primary (?) 1479 1734W MA ends; fork 
DNT-422 JUN RM 3 Roof Primary (?) 1653 1743V 
*AII terminal rings incomplete *85= Secondary seats 

48). Bum marlcs on one of the primary beams (DNT-420) indicate that the roof secondary beams 

bumed, a possible reason for the abandonment of the site. Species selection, four pinyon and two 

juniper beams, reflects local spedes availability. 
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Interpretations: It appears that the site was built as a single construction episode in A.D. 

1743 or 1744, based on the two near cutting dates, but the lack of strong clustering makes such a 

conclusion tentative. The tenninal rings, although all incomplete, may be incomplete because of 

erosion on at least four of the samples and so cannot be used to assess wood procurement seasons. 

The Overlook Site (LA 10732) 

The Overlook Stte consists of a five-room masonry structure, four forked-stick hogans and 

a masonry-based hogan near the edge of a cliff overlooking Palluche Canyon. The site is almost 

directly above Foothold Ruin (LA 9073) and has an expansive view up Palluche Canyon (Figure 5). 

Another pueblito (LA 12929) may be visible, but Jacobson et al. (1992) do not indicate intervisibility 

between the sites. 

Material Culture: Powers and Johnson (1987:63) indicate a ceramic assemblage dominated 

by DinStah Gray and Gobemador Polychrome sherds, but Navajo Land Claims collections also 

include Zia, Tewa, Zuni-Acoma, and Hopi wares. No data conceming other artifact classes are 

available. 

Architecture: The architecture indicates at least three distinct construction episodes at the 

pueblito (Figure 61). Rooms 3 and 4 were apparently built as a single unit, rooms 1 and 2 were 

abutted onto the existing structure as a unit, and Room 5 was added onto the west side of Room 2 

at a later date. Room 4 contains two sealed doorways that may have been sealed when rooms 1 

and 2 were added. The existing doorway opens into Room 2, whereas the two sealed doorways 

opened into the Room 1 area. There is no architectural evidence to indicate the relative temporal 

position of the hogans. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Thirty-two tree-ring samples, which yielded 27 dates, have 

been collected from the site (Table 49). The nine samples from the hogans, all collected the NLC, 

yielded five dates, including one cutting, one near cutting, and three noncutting dates. The 23 

samples from the pueblito, collected during this project and by the NLC, produced 22 dates, 
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Table 49. Tree-ring samples collected from The Overlook Site 10732). 
Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Terminal Comment 
Number Date Date Ring 
DNT-579 PNN RM 4 Sealed Door Lintel 1619 1727L comp 
DNT-580 PNN RM 4 Sealed Door Lintel 1617 1727L comp 
DNT-581 PNN RM 4 Sealed Door Jamb 1651 1721V inc added wtien door sealed (?) 
DNT-582 PNN RM 4 Roof Primary 1666 1727LB inc no latewood 
DNT-583 PNN RM 4 Roof Primary 1512 1728L inc Fork; very eariy season 
NLC-1375 PNN RM 4 Rubble ? Roof Secondary 1609-^p 1725 inc rht cutting 
NLC-1376 PNN RM 4 ? Roof Primary Rubble 1637+p 1727 comp rtit cutting 
NLC-1377 PNN RM 4 ? Roof Primary Rubble 1571+p 1727G comp riit cutting 
NLC-1378 PNN RM 4 ? Roof Primary Rubble 1554+p 1728L inc riit added L; very eariy season 
DNT-584 PNN RM 3 Roof Primary 1647 1727L inc no latewood 
DNT-585 PNN RM 3 Door Lintel 1646 1725L inc 
DNT-586 PNN RM 3 Roof Auxilary 1659 1727LG inc Not cut to fit room 
DNT-587 PNN RM 3 Roof Primary 1639 1727V inc no latewood 
DNT-588 PNN RM 3 Door Jamb 1655 1721VV inc 
NLC-1372 PNN RM 3 ? Roof Primary Rubble NO DATE 
NLC-1373 PNN RM 3 ? Roof Primary Rubble 1602+p 1727G inc no latewood 
NLC-1374 PNN RM 3 ? Roof Primary Rubble 1612+p 1725G inc 
NLC-1366 PNN RM 1 ? Roof Primary 16034P 1715+ inc Noncutting; dead wood 
NLC-1367 PNN RM 2 Rubble Roof Primary (?) 1634p 1715+ Noncutting; dead wood 
NLC-1368 PNN RM 2 Rubble Roof Primary (?) 1624p 1726 inc Noncutting 
NLC-1369 PNN RM 2 Rubble Roof Primary (?) 1645-^p 1727G inc 
NLC-1370 PNN RM 2 Rubble Roof Primary (?) 1600nc 1725 inc Noncutting 
NLC-1371 PNN RM 2 Rubble Roof Primary (?) 1640P 1731+VV inc was 1732c. changed 3/15/96 
NLC-1379 PNN Windbreak 3 1654-^P 1742+G 
NLC-1380 PNN Hogan 4 leaner 1641+p 1726 inc Noncutting 
NLC-1381 PNN Hogan 4 leaner 1619+nc 1723 inc Noncutting 
NLC-1382 PNN Hogan 6 leaner NO DATE 
NLC-1383 PNN Hogan 6 leaner NO DATE 
NLC-1384 PNN Hogan 7 leaner 1627+p 1682 inc Noncutting 
NLC-1385 PNN Hogan 7 entry element NO DATE 
NLC-1386 PNN Hogan 7 Fork 1611p 1727G inc 
NLC-1387 PNN Hogan 7 Fork NO DATE 
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including 16 cutting and six noncutting dates. All of the samples are pinyon, a somewhat unusual 

species distribution that may be partially a result of dendrochronological sampling bias. Of the 17 

samples with true outsides and identifiable terminal ring characteristics, 13 were cut during the 

growing season and four, all samples dating to 1727, were cut after the end of the growing season. 

Interpretations: The Overlook Site provMes several interesting interpretive possibilities. I 

believe that the most parsimonious explanation is as follows; Rooms 3 and 4 were built together 

during the 1727 growing season; evidence in the form of the incomplete temninal rings that exhibit 

no latewood cells on samples DNT-582,584,586, and 587 support this inference. Eariy in the spring 

of 1728, however. Room 4 was remodeled. The doorways were sealed and a new door opened. 

EvkJence to support this inference is that the logs above the sealed doorway (DNT-579, 580) were 

cut after the 1727 growing season had ended, and the beam above the new door (DNT-583) was cut 

very eariy in the 1728 growing season. Another Room 4 beam (NLC-1378) was also cut in the 

spring of 1728 as evidenced by very few 1728 eariy wood cells on the spedmen. I believe that 

rooms 1 and 2 were added at the same time, primarily to protect the newly opened door (Figure 62). 

Room 5 was added later, but there is no dendrochronological evidence to indicate when that 

constmction occurred. Sample NLC-1371 that dates 1731+vv may indicate Room 5 construction, 

but the provenience information indicates that it was taken from the rubble in Room 2. There is 

some evidence of stockpiling prior to the remodeling of Room 4 (DNT-585, NLC-1374,1375) and 

also evidence of dead wood use during the remodeling (DNT-581, NLC-1366,1367). Hogans 4 and 

7 were undoubtedly contemporaneous with the pueblito. The NLC sampled windbreak, however, 

was probably used after the pueblito was abandoned. 

An alternative interpretation that has some dendrochronological support is that the entire 

structure was built in 1728 using freshly cut and stockpiled timbers. Architecturally, however, this 

seems unlikely. 
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Figure 62. Photograph of The Overlook site (LA 10732) showing partially sealed doon/vay. 

Pointed Butte Ruin {LA 10733) 

Pointed Butte Ruin consists of four masonry rooms around and on top of boulders, six 

associated forked-stick hogans, and a corral on the bench below the pueblito (Figure 5). The site 

has a commanding view of the surrounding area and Gobemador Knob can be seen on the eastem 

horizon. Jacobson et al. (1992), however, do not show lines-of-sight to any other pueblito. 

Material Culture: Powers and Johnson (1987:66) indicate the presence of Din§tah Gray, 

Gobemador Polychrome, Tewa Polychrome, and Hopi, Acoma, and Zuni ceramics. No quantitative 

data are available. 

Architecture: Because all of the masonry rooms incorporate boulders into their 

configurations (Rgure 63), no inferences regarding the temporal relationships between them can be 

drawn. Similarly, the hogans are all free-standing structures not amenable to architectural analysis. 
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Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Twenty-tMO samples have been collected from the site area, 

but one duplicates a previous sample (Table 50). The remaining 21 samples yielded 14 dates, 

including one cutting date (1709c); only three of the samples are derived from in situ beams, 

however. The majority (n=20) of the samples are pinyon, but this is undoubtedly a reflection of the 

Navajo Land Claim sampling bias. All of the samples collected as part of this project were procured 

and shaped with a metal ax; similar attributes were not recorded during the NLC fieldworlc. 

Table SO. Tree-ring samples collected from Pointed Butte Ruin (LA 10733). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Tool 
Number Date Date Marks 
DNT-574 PNN RM 2 Roof primary 1430 1711W MA limb, shape, ends; flat spiral 
DNT-575 PNN RM 1 Roof primary NO DATE MA limb, shape, end; flat; spiral 
DNT-576 PNN RM 1 Roof primary 1431 1713W MA limb, shape, end; flat 
DNT-577 OF Primary loose log 1580 1713W MA limb; see DNT-578 
DNT-578 DF Primary loose log ***** MA limb, end; flat spiral; see DNT-577 
NLC-132 PNN Hogan 2 fork 1502+p 1720+ 
NLC-133 PNN Hogan 2 leaner NO DATE 
NLC-133 PNN Hogan 4 leaner 1612p 1683inc 
NLC-133 PNN Hogan 4 fork 1458p 1702+ 
NLC-133 PNN Hogan 4 fork NO DATE 
NLC-133 PNN Hogan 3 fork 1613p 1709c 
NLC-133 PNN Hogan 3 leaner NO DATE 
NLC-133 PNN Hogan 3 leaner 1655+p 1721 inc 
NLC-133 PNN Hogan 3 leaner NO DATE 
NLC-133 PNN Hogan 3 leaner 1618D 1748+ 
NLC-133 PNN Corral element 1719p 1881+G 
NLC-134 PNN Corral element 1657p 1877+w 
NLC-134 PNN Corral element 1713+/-D 1888+G 
NLC-134 PNN Passage element NO DATE 
NLC-134 PNN Loose log E rubble NO DATE 
NLC-134 PNN Loose log (hogan?) 1550+p 1720inc 
NLC-134 PNN Loose log (hogan?) 1396+D 1721+ 
'All terminal rings incomplete 

Interpretations; The paucity of cutting dates, lack of date clustering, and nonprovenienced 

nature of most of the samples make interpretation difficult. The masonry rooms undoubtedly 

postdate 1713, but because all the samples yielded noncutting dates, the rooms may postdate 1713 

by many years. Hogan 2 postdates 1720, but it is impossible to determine by how many years. 

Hogan 3 contains the only cutting date from the site (1709c), but also contains a noncutting 1748 
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date that probably better reflects the age of the structure. Hogan 4 postdates 1702, but again I 

cannot detennine by how many years. The loose logs (NLC1344, 1345) add little to the site 

inteipretation. It is interesting, however, that the conal assodated with the site dates to the Hispanic 

occupation of the area in the 1880s, long after the Navajo abandoned the Din^tah. 

Pork Chop Pass Site (LA 5661) 

The Pork Chop Pass site consists of a three- or four-room masonry structure, three 

assodated middens, and a deteriorated wooden conal approximately 50 m east of the pueblito. The 

site is located on a large promontory high above the Largo drainage northwest of Palluche Canyon 

(Figure 5). Jacobson et al. (1992) indicate that Hadlock's Crow Canyon (LA 55830) and at least one 

other pueblito are visible from the Pork Chop Pass site. 

Material Culture: Powers and Johnson (1987:50) indicate the presence of Din^tah Gray, 

Gobemador Polychrome, Zia, Zuni, and Acoma ceramics. No additional data are available. 

Architecture: The pueblito consists of three rooms (Figure 64). All are free standing, but 

may have t}een connected by passageways when the site was occupied. Currently, however, the 

masonry cannot be used to infer a construction sequence. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Twenty-eight samples, all of which yielded dates, have been 

collected from the site (Table 51). Fourteen of the samples, including two NLC samples, were 

collected from in situ beams, the remainder were derived from loose logs in and around the pueblito. 

All of the samples are pinyon and, although some collecting bias is present in the NLC samples, the 

distribution reflects some selectivity on the part of the site occupants. All but one of the recently 

collected (DNT) samples show evidence of procurement or modification using a metal ax. Two of 

the roof primaries in Room 2 and one of the corral logs are forked. The dates indude 11 cutting, 

two near cutting, and 15 noncutting dates, but generally fail to duster by age and provenience 

Interpretations: There are several problems with the Poric Chop Pass dendrochronologicat 

data, although it is obvious that the site was occupied sometime in the late 1730s and eariy 1740s. 
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Table 50. Tree-ring samples collected from the Pork Chop Pass site 5661). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Terminal Tool 
Number Date Date Ring Maries 
DNT-610 PNN RM 1 Door lintel 1623 1731+L Inc MA limb, ends 
DNT ÎI PNN RM 1 Doorfintel 1646 1735+L inc MA Emb, ends 
DNT-612 PNN RM 1 Roof primary 1618 1737+W inc Burned end; SB 
DNT-ei3 PNN RM 1 Roof primary 1632 1739+W inc MA end, burned end; SB 
NLC-1426 PNN RM 1 (?) N lintel (?) 1609+D 1745B como Unknown 
DNT-614 PNN RM 2 Roof primary 1672 1737+W inc MA bark, limb, ends 
DNT ÎS PNN RM 2 Roof primary 1645 1722W inc MA Smb, ends 
DNT-616 PNN RM 2 Roof primary 1629 1726W inc MA Smb, shape,ends;flat;fork 
DNT^17 PNN RM 2 Roof primary 1621 1728W Inc MA limb, end 
DNT-618 PNN RM 2 Roof primary 1631 1733W inc MA Emb, shape,ends;flat;fork 
DNT-620 PNN RM 2 Door lintel 1653 1742W inc MA Emb, ends 
NLC-1432 PNN RM 2 Door lintel 1662-̂ p 1741 comp Unknown 
DNT-619 PNN RM 2 toose tog 1614 1733W inc MA Emb 
NLC-1433 PNN RM 2 loose log 1608-ip 1742 inc Unknown 
NLC-1434 PNN RM 2 loose log 1602nc 1737+ Unknown 
NLC-1436 PNN RM 2? loose frag 160(Hp 1732+ Unknown 
NLC-1437 PNN RM 2 loose log 1604+p 1738 inc Unknown 
NLC-1438 PNN RM 2 loose log 1632+D 1739 inc Unknown 
NLC-1427 PNN RM 3 loose log 1650nc 1744 inc Unknown 
NLC-1428 PNN RM 3 loose log 1610p 1745 inc Unknown 
NLC-1429 PNN RM 3 loose log 1604p 1742G Unknown 
NLC-1430 PNN RM 3 loose log 1611+p 1747 inc Unknown 
NLC-1431 PNN RM 3 loose tog 1410+D 1725 inc Unknown 
NLC-1424 PNN Loose tog m fill 1642p 1742G inc Unknown 
NLC-1425 PNN Loose log in fill 16460 1734+ Unknown 
DNT-621 PNN corral soutti side 1846 1914+W inc MA ends; fork 
DNT.622 PNN corral south side 1716+D 1847++W inc MA Emb 
NLC-1435 PNN E ash dump frag 1633D 1740+ Unknown 
MA= metal ax SBasmoke blackened 

Room 1 apparently was built sometime after 1739 and Room 2 may have been built at the same 

time. Room 3 may have been constnjcted as late as 1747 using some stockpiled beams. The most 

serious interpfetive problems involve the door lintels in the NLC sample (NLC-1426 and NLC-1432). 

During our sampling of the site, none of the door lintels appeared to have been previously sampled 

and, indeed, because they are socketed lintels, could not have been collected using the NLC cross-

section sampling technique. NLC-1426, listed as a north door lintel from Room 1, dates to 1745, 

six years later than any other beam in the room and ten years later than the DNT dated door lintel 

from the same provenience. I believe there has been some transcription or typographical emjr in 

labeling the provenience on this sample and that it actually may be a door lintel from Room 3. NLC 
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1432, listed as a door lintel from Room 2 yielded a date of 1742 comp: sample DNT-620 from the 

same provenience yielded a date of 1742vv inc. AKhough the dates agree relatively well, again 

there is no evidence that the DNT door lintel had been sampled previously and, because it is 

socketed in the wall, a cross section could not have been cut from it. I believe this lintel may also 

be from Room 3. 

Given the paucity of cutting dates, especially in the DNT samples, reconstructing the 

building sequence at Pork Chop Pass is difTicutt. If the door lintel provenience problems are 

explained by transcription or typographical enrors, I suggest that rooms 1 and 2 were built in the late 

1730s and that Room 3 was added in the mid-1740s. Such an addition, including connecting 

passageways, may have necessitated the replacement of some door lintels either in the 

passageways or adjoining the easting rooms. Given the lack of post-1747 dates in the sample, the 

site was probably abandoned prior to 1750. 

Pueblito Canyon Ruin (LA 1684) 

Pueblito Canyon Ruin is a four-room masonry structure on a small bench above the 

confluence of Pueblita Canyon and La Jara Creek (Figure 5). The site is visible from two other 

pueblitos (Cabresto Mesa Tower and Pueblito East) and may be part of a small community in La 

Jara Canyon (Jacobson et al. 1992). 

Material Culture: Powers and Johnson (1987:12) indicate that Din^tah Gray ceramics are 

the dominant artifact dass at the site; no other artifacts are mentioned. Keur (1944:80) recovered 

an iron ax and a wooden weaving batten from the site. 

Architecture: The site was apparently built in two distinct construction episodes (Figure 65). 

Rooms 1 and 2 were built as a unit and rooms 3 and 4 added later. Keur (1944:78) excavated part 

of the site and reported no exterior doorways but two "loopholes" in one of the rooms. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Seven samples, six of which yielded dates, have been 

recovered from the site (Table 52). Unfortunately, none of the samples that yielded cutting dates 
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Figure 65. Map of tree-ring sample proveniences at Pueblito Canyon Ruin (LA 1684). 
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were provenienced beyond the site level. Three of the samples are juniper and three are pinyon; 

the Immediate site environment contains these same spedes in a similar distribution. All of the 

samples collected as part of this project retain evidence of metal ax use. 

Table 52. Tree-ring samples collected from Pueblito Canyon Ruin (LA 1684). 

Sample Spedes Provenience Inside Outside Terminal Tool 
Number Date Date Ring Marks 
DNT-233 JUN RM 1 Loose Log NO DATE None 
DNT-234 RM 2 Loose Log Lost MA end 
DNT-235 JUN RM 2 Loose Log 1621 1725VV Inc None 
DNT-236a JUN Loose Log 1653 1733W inc MA limb 
DNT-236b JUN Loose Log same as 236a MA limb 
NLC-845 PNN Roof Beam 1612+/-P 1732 Inc Unknown 
NLC-846 PNN Roof Beam 1622+/-P 1732 inc Unknown 
RG-691 PNN Unknown 1624p 1735c Unknown 

Interpretations: The small sample and unprovenienced nature of the dates makes any 

interpretations somewhat tentative. Cleariy the site was occupied sometime after A.D. 1732. If 

sample DNT-236 (a and b) represents an element from Room 3 or 4, it is possible that both 

construction episodes are represented in the tree-ring data. It is possible, but not demonstrable, that 

Rooms 1 and 2 were built in 1732 and Rooms 3 and 4 were added in 1735. These dates suggest 

that LA 1684 was not temporally associated with Cabresto Mesa Tower and Pueblito East which 

were probably abandoned by the 1730s. 

Rabbit House (LA 99804) 

Rabbit House is a three-room pueblito located on the north side of the San Rafael valley 

floor across from Kin Ts^^f (Figure 5). It is one of the few pueblitos located on a valley floor, but 

it is on top of a boulder. It is dearly visit)le from Old Fort Ruin and Kin Ts^z^f, and possible several 

other sites as well. A panel of ceremonial imagery located west of the site on a large sandstone 

boulder is probably assodated with the occupation of the site. 
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Material Culture: The Rabt)it House ceramic assemblage is sparse, but is dominated by 

Din^tah Gray and a few Gobemador Polychrome sherds. A few flaked stone artifacts are also 

present, but a detailed artifact inventory is unavailable. Rabbit House has an unobstructed view of 

Old Fort, Kin Ts^z î, and possibly LA 11188, but Three Com and Hidden House are not visible 

(Towner and Johnson 1996). 

Architecture: The architecture of the site suggests it was built in two distinct episodes, 

although they may not have been separated by a great length of time. Room 1 was the first room 

constructed and Room 3 was probably built at the same time. Room 2 was abutted onto Room 3 

at some later date (Figure 66). 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Twelve tree-ring samples have been collected, nine from 

in situ beams in the boulder-top rooms, and three from loose logs around the base of the boulder 

(Table 53). Unfortunately the only dated in situ beams are from Room 1. Juniper was used 

exclusively in the construction, a somewhat atypical, but not unique, occurrence in pueblito sites. 

All but one of the beams show evidence of having been procured or modified with a metal ax. 

Table S3. Tree-ring samples collected from Rabbit House (LA 99804). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Tool 
Number Date Date Maries 
DNT-901 JUN Door sill? NO DATE 
DNT-902 JUN door lintel NO DATE 
DNT-903 JUN loose log east side NO DATE 
DNT-904 JUN loose log east side NO DATE 
DNT-920 JUN Roof Primary 1670p 1751+GB MA limb, ends 
DNT-921 JUN Roof Primary 1555 1741++GB MA limb 
DNT-922 JUN Roof Primary 1507 1669++VV Unknown 
DNT-923 JUN Roof Secondary 1655 1752+GB MA end 
DNT-924 JUN Roof Secondary 1475 1680++VV MA end 
DNT-925 JUN Roof Secondary 1540 1655G MA end 
DNT-926 JUN Roof Secondary **** see DNT-924 MA ends 
DNT-927 JUN Loose log W of boulder 1543 1630VV MA ends 
•All terminal rings incomplete 
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Interpretations; The dating of Rabbit House indicates it was constnjcted during or after A.D. 1752, 

probably as a single construction episode. It appears likely that dead wood was used for both roof 

primary and secondary beams. The dates, in conjunction with the intervisibility of Rabbit House and 

other pueUitos in San Rafael Canyon, suggest that it was contemporary with Old Fort Ruin and part 

of the Old Fort community (Towner and Johnson 1996). 

Ridgetop House (LA 6287) 

Ridgetop House is a large site that may contain as many as twelve rooms organized around 

two plazas enclosed by a continuous rock wall. It is one of the only examples of such a site layout 

in the Din^tah. It has an expansive view to the north toward Crow Canyon (Figure 5), and Jacobson 

et al. (1992) indicate that The Citadel, The Wall, and another pueblito are visible from Ridgetop 

House.. 

Material Culture: Powers and Johnson (1987:59) note Din^tah Gray and Gobemador 

Polychrome ceramics in a mkiden, as did Haskell (1974) during his excavation of the site. Artifacts 

ot)served in the field include abundant faunal remains and a sherd of Zuni origin. 

Architecture: Deterioration and vegetation have obscured much of the architecture on the 

site. The rooms around the north plaza, rooms 2, 3, 5,6, 7,8, and 9, (Figure 67) appear to have 

been built when the enclosed wall was constructed. Likewise, rooms 10,11, and 12 were probably 

built as a unit. Room 1 on top of the boulder and Room 4 on the south side of the boulder are free

standing units. Thus, the site may have been constructed in a many as five episodes, but there is 

no way to determine the exact relationship between those events. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Seven tree-ring samples have been collected from the site 

(Table 54), including two collected by Haskell (1974). Four of the samples are from loose logs on 

the north skle of the central boulder in the area of "House 3" (Room 2). The only in situ sample was 

collected firom a door lintel in Room 4, but it dkl not date. Four of the samples are juniper and three 

are pinyon. One of the loose logs in the north plaza was flattened with a metal ax and the other 
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samples collected during this project show some modification with a metal ax. One of the loose logs 

in the north piaza appears to have t)een procured by burning and one of the samples from Room 

2 has a broken end. 

Table 54. Tree-ring samples collected from Ridgetop House (LA 6287). 

Sample 
Number 

Species Provenience Inside 
Date 

Outside 
Date 

Tool 
Marks 

NMS-2 
NMS-3 
DNT-638 
DNT-639 

JUN 
JUN 
PNN 
PNN 

House 3 Compund 
House 3 Compund 
House 3 (?) Loose Log 
House 3 (?) Loose Log 

1600+/-P 

1477+/-P 

1655 
1618 

1687W 
1720VV 
1721W 
1713W 

MA bark, limb, broken end 
MA limb, shape, end; fiat 

DNT-640 JUN South Room Door Lintel NO DATE MA shape; split 
DNT-641 
DNT-642 

JUN 
PNN 

North Plaza Loose Log 
North Plaza Loose Log 

1640 
1638 

1720VV 
1720W 

Burned end; split 
MA limb 

*Ail terminal rings incomplete 

Interpretations: Despite the lack of cutting dates, a weak duster of noncutting dates 

suggests constnjction activities sometime around 1720. There are no later dates, and the site may 

have been built and abandoned within a very short time period. 

Romine Canyon Ruin (LA 55836) 

Romine Canyon Ruin is a sbc-room pueblito and a defensive wall across a narrow neck of 

land above Romine Canyon (Figure 5). The site is certainly part of an extensive community in 

Romine and San Rafael Canyons (Towner and Johnson 1996; Dykeman and Warton 1996). 

Jacobson et al. (1992) indicate at least three pueblitos have lines-of-sight to Romine Canyon Ruin. 

Material Culture: Powers and Johnson (1987:111) mention trash deposits on the slope 

below the pueblito, but provide no description of them. Dykeman and Warton (1996) documented 

mostly Din^h Gray and Gobemador Polychrome ceramics on the site, although a single sherd of 

Jemez Black-on-white was also present. Flaked and ground stone artifacts were also noted on the 

site. 
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Architecture; The pueblito was tMJin around a small courtyard, probably in two or three 

construction events (Figure 68). Rooms 5 and 6 were certainly built at the same time, as were 

rooms 3 and 4; however, it is impossible to determine whether all these rooms were built at the 

same time. Rooms 1 and 2 were built after the other rooms were complete. 

Tree-Ring Sample and Dates: Nine samples, all of which dated, were collected from the 

site (Table 55). One loose log one the floor of Room 5 was sampled; the remaining samples were 

collected from loose logs on the slope below the pueblito. Although none of the dates are cutting 

dates, a weak duster of noncutting dates in the early 1720s suggest some construction at that time. 

Most of the samples (n=8) are pinyon, but the distribution is certainly a reflection of 

dendrochronological sampling bias. Five of the samples exhibit metal ax marks. 

Table 55. Tree-ring samples collected from Romine Canyon Ruin (LA 55836). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Terminal Tool 
Number Date Date Ring Maries 
DNT-814 PNN Loose log (Room 5?) 1523 1673VV inc 
DNT-815 PNN Loose log, downslope 1646p 1722VV inc 
DNT-816 PNN Loose log, downslope 1603 1685+vv inc 
DNT.817 PNN Loose log, downslope 1645 1722VV inc MA end 
DNT-818 JUN Loose log, downslope 1509 1695+vv inc MA end, limb 
DNT-819 PNN Loose log, downslope 1628 1716VV inc MA end, limb 
DNT-820 PNN Loose log, downslope 1655 1718vv inc 
DNT-821 PNN Loose log, downslope 1672 1723W inc MA end 
DNT-822 PNN Loose log. downslope 1586 1695W inc MA end, limb 
•All specimens weathered 

interpretations; The weak cluster of dates indicates some construction activity in the eariy 

1720s, probably in 1723. Because none of the other dates postdate 1723, it appears that the site 

was not repaired after initial construction was complete. 
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Simon Canyon Ruin (LA 5047) 

Simon Canyon Ruin is a small, one-room structure on top of a large boulder. The boulder 

is on the east bank of Simon Canyon (Rgure 5) on the first terrace above a spring (Powers and 

Johnson 1987:37). No other puebl'rtos are visible from Simon Canyon Ruin. It is the most 

notthwesterfy of all puebiitos and the only documented example north of the San Juan river. It is the 

only site surveyed by Marshall (1991) that was not assodated with other sites or features, although 

there is a large hogan village above the canyon to the northwest. 

Material Culture: Powers and Johnson (1987) noted a light scatter of Din^tah Gray and 

Gobemador Polychrome sherds and a few flakes on the bench, but no midden is assodated with the 

site (Marshall 1991). 

Architecture: The site consists of a single subrectangular room that must have been built 

in a single construction episode (Figure 69). The BLM stabilization crew (BLM 1975) thought a 

second story may have existed, but no evidence of it remains. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Seven samples were collected from the site; Four of the 

Table 56. Tree-ring samples collected from Simon Canyon Ruin (LA 5047). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Terminal Tool 
Number Date Date Ring Maries 

DNT-1 PNN Roof Primary 1635 1754 +G inc MA ends, limb 
DNT-2 JUN Roof Primary No Date MA limb 
DNT-3 JUN Roof Primary No Date MA limb 
DNT-4 JUN Roof Primary 1519 1691 G inc MA limb 
DNT-5 JUN Roof Primary 1581 1638 G inc MA limb 
DNT-6 PNN Roof Primary 1668 1754 +G inc MA ends, limb 
DNT-7 JUN Closing Material No Date None 

samples dated (Table 56). Samples from all six of the roof primary beams were collected as was 

a single sample of roof dosing material. Five of the seven samples are juniper; closing materials 

were exdustveiy juniper. All of the visible beam ends and interior limb stubs have been cut with a 
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metal ax. 

Interpretations: Simon Canyon pueblito presents an interesting interpretive situation. Ttie 

evidence of metal ax use indicates a post-contact occupation. Ttie dates are all cutting or near 

cutting dates, but only weakly duster. The structure must have been built in or after A.D. 1754. 

Thus, two of the roof primary beams (DNT-4 and DNT-5) were either reused or dead wood elements. 

The absence of other structures in the area suggests that those beams represent the use of dead 

wood. The terminal rings indicate late spring or summer tree harvesting and the structure was 

probably built in the spring orsummer of A.D. 1754. 

Tower of the Standing God (LA 55839) 

Tower of the Standing God is a six-room masonry structure at the base of a promontory 

above Rincon Largo (Figure 5). Jacobson et al. (1992) indicate that Rincon Largo Ruin (LA 2436) 

is visible from the the site. Van Valkenburgh (1947) reported Gila Pueblo tree-ring dates between 

1770 and 1785 for the site, but neither the sample numbers nor the dates have been confirmed by 

the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research. 

Material Culture; Powers and Johnson (1987:117) indicate that previous surveys identified 

Din^tah Gray, Gobemador Polychrome, Zia, Zuni/Acoma, and Hopi ceramics in addition to a metate, 

two manos, five projectile points, and a glass bead. 

Architecture: Remains of Rooms 1 and 2 are on top of boulders and cannot be 

architecturally related to the rest of the stmcture (Figure 70). Three of the remaining rooms (Rooms 

3, S, and 5) were apparently built as a unit and Room 6 was added at a later date. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Six samples, five of which yielded dates, have been 

collected from the site (Table 57). Five of the samples are pinyon, and the sixth is Douglas-fir. 

Although the local vegetation is predominately pinyon and juniper, Douglas-fir trees do grow in north-

facing alcoves along Rincon Largo. Thus, a Douglas-fir beam in the site is not indicative of long

distance beam transport; the lack ofjuniper is probably a result of the small sample size. All of the 
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Table 57. Tree-ring samples collected from Tower of the Standing God (LA 55839). 

Sample Species Provenience inside Outside Terminal Tool 
Number Date Date Ring Marks 
DNT-573 PNN Horiz. Intramural 1675P 1722v inc MA limb, end 
DNT-568 PNN Horiz. Intramural 1651 1720vv inc MA limb 
DNT-569 PNN Horiz. Intramural 1651 1718vv inc MA end 
DNT-570 PNN Horiz. intramural 1634 1722w inc MA limb, ends 
DNT-571 DF Horiz. Intramural NO DATE MA shape, ends; flat 
DNT-572 PNN Loose log 1563 1704+v inc MA shape; flat; spiral 

samples show evidence of procurement or modification with a metal ax. 

Interpretations: Despite the lack of cutting dates, is appears that the three room core of the 

site was built in or shortly after 1722. Two of the samples, both from in situ horizontal wall 

members, yielded noncutting dates in 1722. The only loose log sampled (DNT-572) probably 

represents dead wood use as evidenced by possible missing rings near the end of the ring sequence 

and spiral grain observed in the fieM. The dates repotted by Van Valkenburgh (1947) cleariy do not 

fit with the dates reported here, or dates from any other pueblito, and are undoubtedly in error. 

Kin Yazhi (LA 2433) 

Kin Yazhi consists of a small one-room masonry structure on a boulder and two collapsed 

forked-stick hogans on the bench below. The site is located on a high prominence above Largo 

Canyon (Figure 5) with a commanding view of both Largo and Rockhouse Canyons. Jacobson et 

al. (1992). however, indicate no lines-of-sight to other pueblitos. 

Material Culture: Powers and Johnson (1987:29) indicate that Din^tah Gray, Gobemador 

Polychrome, Zia, Zuni. and Acoma ceramics have been reported from the site. No other data are 

available. 

Architecture: The masonry architecture indicates that the structure was built in a single 

construction episode (Figure 71). The architectural relationship between the hogans and masonry 

structure cannot be a^rtained. 
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Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Twelve tree-ring samples were collected by the Navajo Land 

Claim personnel, ten of which produced dates (Table 58). All the samples were pinyon and, with the 

exception of a fireplace support, all were derived from loose logs in and around the pueblito. Two 

samples from "scattered hogan wood" did not date. Spedes selection cannot be determined 

because the NLC collected only pinyon samples. 

Table 58. Tree-ring samples collected from Kin Yazhi (LA 2433). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Temriinal 
Number Date Date Ring 
NLC-1248 PNN Fireplace support 1601+p 1731 inc 
NLC.1250 PNN Interior loose loa 1552+D 1742+ 
NLC-1249 PNN Loose log south wall 1515+D 1737+ inc 
NLC-1251 PNN Loose wood frag 1570+p 1734 inc 
NLC-1252 PNN Loose wood frag 1504+D 1730 inc 
NLC-1253 PNN Loose west side 1634+p 1741c 
NLC-1254 PNN Loose west side 1553+p 1730 inc 
NLC-1255 PNN Loose west side 1617p 1721 inc 
NLC-1256 PNN Loose west side 1646+p 1732 inc 
NLC-1257 PNN Loose west side 1606+p 1739cG 
NLC-1258 PNN Hogan wood ? NO DATE 
NLC-1259 PNN Hogan wood ? NO DATE 
Tool marks not recorded 

Interpretations: The unprovenienced nature of the samples and lack of date clustering 

makes interpreting the dates difficult Cutting dates in 1739 and 1741 and a noncutting date in 1742 

suggest construction sometime during or after 1742. Wood procurement seasons cannot be 

detenfTiined because the only samples with true outsides lack recorded temiinal ring characteristics. 

The Citadel (LA 55828) 

The Cftadel consists of two bouMer-top rooms with a joining passageway and courtyard, and 

a small room at the base of the bouMer. The site is located near the valley floor of a small drainage 

of Crow Canyon (Figure 5) and Jacobson et al. (1992) suggest that both The Wall (Î  55840) and 
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Boulder Fortress (LA 55825) are visible from The Citadel. 

Material Culture: Powers and Johnson (1987:93) identified Din^tah Gray and Gobemador 

ceramics and burned faunal remains at the site. There is an extensive midden surrounding the 

boulder that is currently being eroded. 

Architecture: The boulder-top structure was apparently built as a single construction 

episode. A single enclosing wall (Figure 72) connects both the rooms, the passageway, and the 

courtyard. Some modification to the structure must have taken place, however, because one 

doorway into the passageway has been sealed. The room at the base of the boulder cannot be 

temporally related to the other rooms. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Sixteen tree-ring samples, all from in situ beams, have been 

collected from the site (Figure 72). Unfortunately, only four produced dates and only one date is a 

possible cutting date (Table 59). All of the samples are juniper, a species distribution not seen in 

other pueUitos. Other spedes certainly grow near the site today and were presumably available to 

the site occupants but not selected for construction. Seven of the beams show evidence of 

procurement or modification using a metal ax; one small beam was broken as a procurement 

method, and one roof primary beam (DNT-159) mav have been cut with a stone ax. If DNT-159 

was cut with a stone ax, it is the only such beam identified at any of the puebl'ito sites. 

Interpretations: The failure of most of the beams from The Citadel to date was 

disappointing. The structure was deariy built sometime after 1688, probably many years later. The 

1687 cutting date suggests tree cutting at that time, but the 1683 and 1688 dates from the same 

entryway are deariy dead wood elements that may date decades later. Similarty, the Room 1 door 

lintel (DNT-154) was probably used as dead wood. 
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Table 59. Tree-ring samples collected from The Citadel (LA 55828). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Tool 
Number Date Date Marks 
DNT-147 JUN Entry Door Lintel 1454p 1573++W MA end, limb, baric 
DNT-148 JUN Entry Door Lintel 1613 1687V 
DNT-149 JUN Entry Door Lintel NO DATE MA limb 
DNT-150 JUN Entry Door Lintel NO DATE MA limb 
DNT-151 JUN Entry Door Lintel 1543+/- 1688++B 
DNT-152 JUN Entry Door Lintel 1499+/- 1683++B MA shape; flat 
DNT-153 JUN Entry Other Log NO DATE 
DNT-154 JUN RM 1 Door Lintel 1569 1642V 
DNT-155 JUN RM 1 Door Lintel NO DATE split 
DNT-156 JUN RM 1 Alcove Roof NO DATE broken limb 
DNT-157 JUN RM 1 Alcove Roof NO DATE MA limb 
DNT-158 JUN RM 1 Alcove Roof NO DATE 
DNT-159 JUN RM 1 Roof Primary NO DATE poss stone ax end 
DNT-160 JUN RM 2 NW Shelf NO DATE MA limb 
DNT-161 JUN RM 2 Door Lintel NO DATE MA shape; split 
DNT-162 JUN RM 2 SW Shelf NO DATE split 

*MA= Metal ax "All terminal rings incomplete 

Pueblito East Ruin (LA 55834) 

Pueblito East Ruin includes two masonry structures, three assodated forlced-stick hogans, 

and three probable sweatlodges on a hilltop adjacent to Gobemador Canyon (Figure 5). Part of the 

site was excavated by Keur (1941). Pueblito East has lines-of-sight to the Cabresto Mesa Tower 

Complex and Pueblito Canyon Ruin (Jacobson et al. 1992). 

Material Culture; Powers and Johnson (1987;106) report Din^tah Gray, Gobemador 

Polychrome, and Payupki Black-on-yellow ceramics and a metal projectile point from the site. 

Architecture: The two rooms below the boulder (rooms 4 and 5) may have been built as a 

unit, but cannot be architecturally linked to the boulder-top rooms (Figure 73). Rooms 2 and 3 

appear to have been built as a unit and Room 1, a probable entryway, was abutted onto Room 2. 

The hogans are not amenable to architectural analysis. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates; Three unprovenienced tree-ring samples collected by the 

Navajo Land Claim (Yazzi and Peshlakai 1956) are the only samples from the site (Table 60). All 
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the samples are pinyon, txjt that is probably a reflection of dendrochronological sampling bias. Tool 

marks were not recorded on the beams. 

Table 60. Tree'ring samples collected from Pueblito East (LA 55834). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside 
Number Date Date 
NLC-994 PNN Unknown NO DATE 
NLC-993 PNN Unknown 1586p 171 Sine 
NLC-994 PNN Unknown 1512p 1679++winc 

Interpretations: The earlier dated sample (1679+-i-w) probably reflects the use of dead 

wood. The later sample (171 Sine) may date a tree-harvesting event, but cannot be used to infer 

construction. Such a date does, however, correspond with a major construction event at the 

Cabresto Mesa Tower Complex (LA 2138) on the other side of Gobemador Canyon. 

Dooyiit'ffnf Pueblito (LA 101393) 

Dooyiit'iini Pueblito is a collapsed three room masonry structure on top of a sandstone 

boulder, an associated room or rooms below the boulder, a brush structure or corral, a rock art 

figure, and several possible hearths and midden areas located on a low bench above a tributary to 

Gobemador Canyon (Figure 5). The site was recorded and tree-ring samples collected by 

Southwest Archaeological Services, Inc. of Aztec, NM (Thomas and Havel 1994). It is not known 

if lines-of-sight to other pueblitos exist. 

Material Culture; Abundant flaked and ground stone artifacts are present, as are Din^tah 

Gray and Gobemador Polychrome ceramics, but no quantifiable data are available. 

ArchKecture: The collapsed nature of the masonry limits any inferences that can be drawn 

from the architecture, although the boulder-top rooms appear to have been separate, free-standing 

structures (Figure 74). 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Eight tree-ring samples were collected from the site, 
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including two duplicates (Table 61). The remaining six samples yielded three dates, one of which 

is a cutting date. Ail of the samples are juniper and five show signs of procurement or modification 

with a metal ax. 

Table 61. Tree-ring samples collected from Dooyiit'ffni PueblHo (LA 101393). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Terminal Tool 
Number Date Date Ring Marks 
NMB-244 JUN Ax-cut stump NO DATE MA cut 
NMB-245 JUN Ax-cut stump NO DATE same as NMB-246 MA cut 
NMB-246 JUN Ax-cut stump •*«« same as NMB-245 MA cut 
NMB-247 JUN Brush Structure NO DATE MA cut 
NMB-248 JUN Brush Structure 1636 1712vv inc MA cut 
NMB-249 JUN Brush Structure **** same as NMB-248 
NMB-250 JUN Loose Log N side 1520+/-P 1713VV inc MA limb 
NMB-251 JUN Loose Log N side 1606 1719V inc MA limb 

Interpretations; The two samples directly associated with the pueblito (NMB-250, 251) 

suggest it was occupied in the 1710s or early 1720s. The 1719 cutting date protwbiy dates the 

occupation, although not necessarily the construction events. The 1712 noncutting date from the 

brush structure suggests that structure is contemporaneous with the pueblito. 

Cabresto Mesa Tower Complex (LA 2138) 

Situated high atx)ve La Jara Canyon (Figure 5), the Cabresto Mesa Tower Complex includes 

a seven-room masonry stoicture, a single room on a bench below the others, as many as 11 foriced-

stick hogans, and two sweatlodges on other benches in the area. Jacobson et al. (1992) indicate 

that the site is a node in a visual networic and that 10 other sites can be seen from it. 

Material Culture: Powers and Johnson (1987:25) noted a few chalcedony flakes, a scraper, 

and two core fragments. They also state that previous surveys (Keur 1941; NLC 1955) identified 

Din6tah Gray, Gobemador Polychrome, Zuni, and Acoma ceramics. 

Architecture: Although difficult to discern from the site map (Figure 75), the seven room 
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structure appears to have been built in three discrete construction episodes. Rooms 1,2, 3, 5, and 

6 may form the original core of the structure and rooms 4 and 7 probably constitute later additions. 

Without more detailed information, however, such a sequence is somewhat speculative. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: All tree-ring samples from the site were collected by Hall 

(1951), Keur (1941), or the Navajo Land Claim. Eleven tree-ring samples, all of which yielded dates, 

have been collected from the site (Table 62). Unfortunately, only one sample from Room 3 is 

provenienced with any degree of preo'sion. Eight of the dates are cutting dates. Species sampled 

include pinyon (n=5), ponderosa pine (n-5), and juniper (n=1), a distribution that reflects local 

availability but is probably skewed by the dendrochronological considerations of the 1930s and 

1950s. 

Table 62. Tree-ring samples collected from the Cabrestro Mesa Tower Complex (LA 2138). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Terminal Comment 
Number Date Date Ring 
RG-791-1 PNN Unknown 1489p 1705w ladder at base? 
RG-791-2 PR Unknown 1591p 1712V 'Top of site" 
RG-791-7 PP Unknown 1612p 1713r inc 'Top of site" 
RG-791-9 JUN Unknown 1451+p 1713V inc 'Top of site" 
RG-791-4 PP Unknown 1625p 1714r inc 'Top of site" 
RG-791-5 PP Unknown 1620p 1714c inc 'Top of site" 
RG-791-8 PNN Unknown same as NLC-849 
RG-791-3 PNN Loose log E slope 1559p 1713c inc 'Top of site" 
NAV-10 PNN Loose log E slope 1616p 1710w inc 
RG-791-6 PNN Loose loq E slope 1628P 1714c inc 'Top of site" 
NLC-847 PNN Roof beam (RM 3?) 1615+/-P 1713c 
NLC-849 PNN Roof beam (RM 3?) 1596+/-P 1713 inc same as RG-791-a 
NAV-9 PP RM 3 Roof Primary 1630P 1713r inc 
NLC-848 PNN Roof beam 1590+/-nc 1712 inc 

Interpretations: The dates forni two strong clusters, one in the A.D. 1713 growing season 

and another in the A.D. 1714 growing season. The noncutting dates (n=3) are all eariierthan the 

cutting date clusters and were probably part of the construction, not repair beams. The tree-ring data 

can be interpreted two different ways, depending on the architecture. If the architecture is 

interpreted as the result of multiple construction events, the tree-ring dates indicate some 
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construction in 1713 and additional building in 1714. If the architecture is interpreted as a single 

building event, the tree-ring dates indicate beam procurement and stockpiling in 1713 followed by 

additional beam procurement and construction the following year. Either of these possibilities may 

be correct, but construction in A.D. 1714 is most likely. 

KinTs6z6r (LA 11092) 

Kin Ts6z6f (LA 11092) consists of a pueblito, a hogan, two possible hogans, and a ceramic 

and lithic scatter comprised of five separate artifact concentrations. The site is located on the first 

t)ench above San Rafael Canyon (Figure 5) and is visible from Rabbit House 0  ̂99804) and 

possibly HkJden House (LA 106573). It was originally recorded by Enloe et al. (1973) and updated 

by Towner and Johnson (1996). 

Material Culture: A relatively dense scatter of artifacts, including Din^tah Gray and 

Gobemador Polychrome sherds, local and nonlocal flaked stone tools, ground stone artifacts, and 

a few faunal remains have been found at the site (Towner and Johnson 1996). 

Architecture: Kin Ts^z î is a small pueblito built on a sandstone boulder separated from 

the main bench by approximately two meters. The preservation is very poor and only a few pieces 

of sandstone indicate where the walls once stood. The scattered sandstone cobbles suggest that 

three orfour rooms were present. Additional evidence of the pueblito includes a short wall segment 

connecting the east side of the boulder to the cliff face and a scatter of juniper beams on the talus 

slope below to the northwest and northeast (Figure 76). 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Five tree-ring samples were taken from the fallen beams; 

two additional samples were taken from an ax-cut branch on a living juniper and an ax-cut stump, 

both located on the talus slope below the pueblito. Although the stump and three beams dated, none 

provkled cutting dates (Table 63). Juniper appears to have been the primary spedes exploited, but 

the small sample size makes any conclusions tentative. Evkience of metal ax use is present on four 

of the eroded beams, the stump, and the ax-cut limb. 
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Table 63. Tree-ring samples collected from Kin Tsfe6f (LA 11092). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Terminal Tool 
Number Date Date Ring Maries 
DNT-853 PNN loose beam 1687+vv inc 
DNT-854 JUN loose beam 1643VV inc MA end 
DNT-855 JUN loose beam 1661VV inc MA end 
DNT-856 JUN loose beam No date MA limb, ends 
DNT-857 JUN loose beam No date MA limb, end 
DNT-858 JUN Axe-cut stump 1645W inc MA cut 
DNT-859 JUN Axe-cut limb No date MA cut 
*Ail specimens weathered 

Interpretations: These dates suggest a late seventeenth or eariy eighteenth century 

occupation of the site. Only two of the samples (DNT-854 and DNT-855) retain sapwood, however, 

and the others have sustained substantial ring loss from erosion and weathering. The true dates, 

therefore, may be as late as the middle of the eighteenth century. 

LA 2297 

LA 2297 is a small one- or two-room masonry structure one the edge of a small rock outcrop 

above the valley floor of an unnamed drainage (Figure 5). No other sites are visible from LA 2297. 

Material Culture: Field observations indicate the presence of Din6tah Gray sherds and a 

few pieces of det>itage, but no systematically collected data are available. 

Architecture: Ail of the masonry walls at the site have been reduced to rubble (Figure 77). 

It appears that there was one room on top of the small outcrop, and possibly another between the 

outcrop and an adjacent boulder. The valley floor is only three meters below the outcrop and no 

relationships are evident between the rubble areas. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Twelve tree-ring samples have been collected from loose 

logs around the site (Table 64), four by this project and eight by the Museum of New Mexico (RG 

samples). Nine samples have produced dates, including two cutting and one near cutting date. The 

other six samples were eroded and yielded noncutting dates. The fact that all of the tree-ring 
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samples are pinyon may suggest some spedes selection, but may also be a function of a 

dendrochronological sampling bias. 

Table 64. Tree-ring samples collected from LA 2297. 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Temninal Tool 
Number Date Date Ring Marks 
DNT-595 PNN Loose log 1603 1714+G inc MA baric, limb 
DNT-596 PNN Loose log 1608 1715G inc MA limb, end 
DNT-597 PNN Loose log 1621 1724VV inc None 
DNT-598 PNN Loose lOQ 1593 1716VV Inc None 
RG-818 PNN Unknown NO DATE Unknown 
RG-819 PNN Unknown 1541P 1716G comp Unknown 
RG-820 PNN Unknown isgop 1726VV comp Unknown 
RG-821 PNN Unknown 1588p 1693VV inc Unknown 
RG-822 PNN Unknown 1570p 1716VV comp Unknown 
RG-823 PNN Unknown 1523P 1710VV comp Unknown 
RG-824 PNN Unknown NO DATE 

comp 
Unknown 

RG-825 PNN Unknown NO DATE Unknown 

Interpretations: Little can be said about the construction history of this small, disturbed site. 

It was probably occupied in the late 1710s and 1720s, but the unprovenienced nature of the beams 

and lack of date dustering yields makes such an assessment somewhat tentative. 

Tsobito Pueblito (LA 61134) 

Tsoliito Pueblito, also known as Jesus Canyon Pueblito, is a six room boulder top structure 

on the valley floor in a small drainage tributary to Jesus Canyon (Figure 5). No other sites are 

visible from LA 61134. The site was visited by Powers and Johnson (1987) but not induded in their 

published volume; recent recoids updating has been done by Copeland, Gaudy, and Rogers (1993). 

Material Culture: A large petroglyph is present on a boulder adjacent to the pueblito, and 

"observatories" are present on both sides of the canyon. No other information is available. 

Architecture: The structure must have been built in several episodes (Figure 78). Room 

2 was constructed first and Room 1 was abutted onto it later. Rooms 3 and 4 were then added to 
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Room 2 and Room 6 abutted onto Rooms 1 and 3. The final construction event was the addition 

of Room 5 onto a wall of Room 4. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Unfortunately, only four samples, three from in situ beams, 

were available from the site (Table 65). Only a shelf pole in Room 1 and two door lintels from the 

Room 1/4 doorway remain at the site. A loose log and a door lintel are pinyon, and the shelf pole 

and other door lintel are juniper. The shelf pole has broken ends, a possible indication of dead wood 

use; the loose log and middle door lintel were cut with a metal ax. 

Table 65. Tree-ring samples collected from Tso'bito Puebiito (LA 61134). 

Sample Spedes Provenience Inside Outside Terminal Tool 
Number Date Date Ring Marks 
DNT-454 PNN RM 1/4 E Door Untel NO DATE 
DNT-455 JUN RM 1/4 Middle Untel 1608+p 1700+LB comp MA limb 
DNT-456 JUN RM1 Shelf Pole 1624 1682+w inc Broken ends 
DNT-457 PNN Loose Log S Side 1637 1726v inc MA end, broken end 

Interpretations; The dates suggest an occupation sometime after 1726, but are too few to 

make strong inferences regarding construction events. The shelf pole that dates 1682-«»«-vv is clearly 

an example of dead wood use, and the middle door lintel may also represent such procurement 

behavior. 

Adolpho Canyon Ruin (LA 5665) 

The Adolpho Canyon Ruin consists of four-room masonry structure and six deteriorated 

foriced-stick hogans on a bench above Adolpho Canyon (Figure 5). Jacobson et al. (1992) indicate 

that the site is not vivible from any other puebiito, but it may have been visible from Gould Pass 

Ruin (LA 5659). Portions of the site were excavated by Haskell (1974) and it was not visited as part 

of this project. 

Material Culture; Powers and Johnson (1987:56) report Din6tah Gray and Gobemador 
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Polychrome ceramics, a single sherd of Puname Polychrome, flaked and ground stone artifacts, and 

faunal remains from the site. The faunal remains included antelope, mule deer, mountain sheep, 

rabbit, domestic sheep, and horse (Haskell 1974). Pollen present included com, portulaca, pine, 

juniper, chenopods, amaranth, ephedra, and sage, many of which are present in the area today. 

Architecture: The hogans are all free-standing structures not amenable to architectural 

analysis. The masonry structure appears to have been built in a single construction episode (Figure 

79). 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Seven samples were collected from the site by Haskell 

(1974). Rve of the samples are from three hogans, one is from a sweatlodge, and one is from the 

masonry structure (Table 66). No information is available regarding tool marlcs on the beams. 

Three of the hogan samples are pinyon and the remainder are juniper. 

Table 66. Tree-ring samples collected from Adolpho Canyon Ruin (LA 5665). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Terminal 
Number Date Date Rina 
NMS-g PNN Hogan 1 1621 p 1733W inc 
NMS-10 PNN Hogan 1 16210 1747-i-v inc 
NMS-4 PNN Hogan 2 1495P 1725++W Inc 
NMS-7 JUN Hogan 6 1489+/-P 1749+w inc 
NMS-6 JUN Hogan 6 1529+/-P 1751V inc 
NMS-11 JUN Sweatlodge 1451 p 1684+w Inc 
NMS-14 JUN Pueblito 1576P 1747rB Inc 
*• Tool marks not recorded. 

Interpretations: The pueblito appears to have been occupied sometime after 1747, but the 

single cutting date from the structure is unprovenienced. Although none of the other dates cluster, 

the hogans appear to have been contemporaneous with the pueblito and were probably occupied 

into the early 1750s. 
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Tsdatah Ruin 

Ts^atah Ruin is a small, deteriorated pueblito on top of a boulder overiooking a tributary to 

Delgadito Canyon (Figure 5). It was not included in the line-of-site study (Jacobson et al. 1992), but 

should have lines-of-site to several other pueblitos. It has not been formally recorded or mapped 

and does not have an offia'al site number. Remnants of more than one forked-stick hogan are 

located near the boulder, but contain no datable wood. 

Material Culture: Lithic debitage and Din^tah Gray ceramics were noted in the field, but 

other artifact classes may be present as well. 

Architecture; The deteriorated nature of the masonry is not condudve to architectural 

analysis (Figure 80). 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates; Four tree-ring samples, all from loose logs around the 

boulder, yielded three dates (Table 67). Three of the samples are juniper and one is pinyon, a 

distribution similar to that of the natural vegetation. None of the beams show any tools marics. 

Table 67. Tree-ring samples collected from Ts^tahRuin. 

Sample Spedes Provenience Inside Outside Tool 
Number Date Date Maries 
DNT-928 PNN Loose Log South Side 1574 1727VV None Identified 
DNT-929 JUN Loose Log South Side 1558 1647+vv None Identified 
DNT-930 JUN Loose Log South Side 1465 1605VV None Identified 
DNT-931 JUN Loose Log North Side NO DATE None Identified 

*AII tenminal rings incomplete ** All specimens weathered 

Interpretations; Only one date, 1727vv, may be applicable to the occupation of the pueblito. 

Although it is a noncutting date from a weathered beam, it suggests that the occupation occurred 

sometime after A.D. 1727. 
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Santo NiAo Canyon (LA 2137) 

The Santo NiAo Canyon site has not t)een fully recorded and the only data available are the 

tree-ring dates. The site is located northeast of Fourmile Mesa (Figure 5). 

Tree-Ring Samples, Dates and Interpretations: Four tree-ring samples were collected from 

the site by the Museum of New Mexico, but none can be provenienced beyond the site level. Three 

of the samples are pinyon and one is juniper. Infomnation concerning tool marks is unavailable. The 

four samples all yielded cutting dates (Table 68). Despite the small sample, these dates suggest 

a late 1740s occupation, possibly with more than one construction event. 

Table 68. Tree-ring samples collected from Santo Niflo Pueblito (LA 2137). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Terminal 
Number Date Date Ring 
RG-790-1 PNN Unknown (Loose) 1511p 1726r inc 
RG-790-2 PNN Unknown (Loose) 1438p 1746r inc 
RG-790-3 PNN Unknown (Loose) 1606p 1750r inc 
RG-790-4 JUN Unknown (Loose) 1587fp 1746v inc 
*Tool marics not recorded 

LA 2305 

LA 2305 has not been fully recorded and only the tree-ring data are available at this time. 

It is located near Fourmile Mesa (Figure 5). Three samples, ail pinyon, have been collected from 

the site (Table 69) and two yielded cutting dates. The dates suggest some tree-harvesting in the 

spring of 1719 and again sometime after 1722. 

Los Penoles ( LA 8948) 

Los Pefloles is located on Santos Peak in the northeastern part of the Din^tah (Figure 5). 

It has not been fully recorded and the only data available at this time are a singe tree-ring date. It 

was not included in the line-of-sight study (Jacobson et al. 1992), but must be visible from several 

sites in the northern part of Din^tah. A date of 1695vv was derived from a pinyon ladder 
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Table 69. Tree-ring samples collected from LA 2305. 

Sample 
Number 

Species Provenience Inside 
Date 

Outside 
Date 

0-85 
D-220 
D-221 

PNN 
PNN 
PNN 

Unknown 
Unknown 
Unknown 

Terminal 
Ring 

Tool marks not recorded 

1651np 1722VV inc 
1675p 1719r inc 
1612np 1718r comp 

(presumably a notched-log ladder) on the north slope of the sKe (Table 70). 

Hendricks and Wilson (1996:28-30) indicate that this site was the location of a fierce battle 

between Roque de Madrid's forces and the Navajos, led by Periaja, on August 12,1705. The 

inaccessibility of the site and tenacity of the Navajo defense prevented the Spaniards from 

ascending the peak. Thus, the Navajos gained a tactical victory. The single tree-ring date does 

nothing to contradict the history. 

Table 70. Tree-ring samples collected from Los Pefioles (LA 8948). 

Sample Spea'es Provenience Inside Outside Terminal 
Number Date Date Ring 
GOV-40 PNN Ladder, north slope 1364p 1695vv Inc 
GOV-41 PNN Ladder, north slope **** Same as GOV-40 
Tool marics not recorded 

42 Puebiito (NLC-E-CL-UL-U) 

42 Puebiito is a small structure located on a boulder on the east side of Palluche Canyon 

(Figure 5). There is very little infomnation available concerning the site; the tree-ring samples were 

collected by the Navajo Land Claim personnel who labeled the site NLC-E-CL-UL-U (Stokes and 

Smiley 1969:10-11). 

Architecture: The provenience designations on the tree-ring samples indicate that there 

were at least two masonry rooms and two hogans at the site; no site map is available. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates: Twenty tree-ring samples, which yielded 16 dates, were 
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collected from the site (Table 71). Only four of the samples were collected from in situ beams. 

Fifteen of the dates appear to be cutting dates, although they have not been reanalyzed. All of the 

samples are pinyon, but the spedes distribution is clearly a result of the NLC sampling strategy. 

Interpretations: The lack of more detailed provenience infomnation makes interpreting the dates 

difficult. A weak terminal cluster of cutting dates in the late 1720s (1727-1728) may represent a 

construction episode; a single 1731 cutting date may represent a repair beam. The date from the 

hogan, 1699G, suggests earlier hogan construction, but is far from conclusive evidence. If there 

was no use of dead wood or reuse of beams from another structure, the site occupation appears to 

have occurred in the late 1720s or early 1730s. 

Table 71. Tree-ring samples collected from 42 Pueblito (NLC-E-CL-UL-U). 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Outside Terminal 
Number Date Date Ring 
NLC-1388 PNN Room 2 Floor fill 1635+p 1728 inc 
NLC-1389 PNN Room 2 Floor fill NO DATE 
NLC-1390 PNN Room 2 Floor fill 1640+p 1727 inc 
NLC-1391 PNN Room 2 Floor fill 1636+0 1725 inc 
NLC-1392 PNN Sealed door lintel 1611p 1689 inc 
NLC-1393 PNN Sealed door lintel 1627P 1692 inc 
NLC-1394 PNN Room 1 Roof primary 1557+p 1708 inc 
NLC-1395 PNN Room 1 Roof primary 1633+D 1731 inc 
NLC-1396 PNN Loose log north side 1599+p 1696+ 
NLC-1397 PNN Loose log north side 1614p 1711 inc 
NLC-1398 PNN Ladder pole north side 1494+p 1719 inc 
NLC-1399 PNN Loose log SW side 1614+p 1703 inc 
NLC-1400 PNN Loose log SW side 1566+p 1727 inc 
NLC-1401 PNN Loose log SW side 1621 p 1721 inc 
NLC-1402 PNN Loose log SW side 1615+p 1711 inc 
NLC-1403 PNN Loose log SW side 1604+p 1710 inc 
NLC-1404 PNN Hogan 2 leaner NO DATE 
NLC-1405 PNN Hogan 2 leaner NO DATE 
NLC-1406 PNN Hogan 2 leaner NO DATE 
NLC-1407A PNN Hogan 2 leaner 1608p 1699G inc 

*" Tool marks not recorded 
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Pablo Spring Ruin 

Pablo Spring Ruin is a three- or four-room masonry structure located atop a small north-

faa'ng knoll above a tributary to Cottonwood Canyon (Figure 5). It is one of the most easteriy of 

all pueblitos and has no intervisiblity with other pueblttos. 

Material Culture; Din^tah Gray and Gobemador Polychrome ceramics and IKhic debitage 

were noted during the collection of tree-ring samples, but no other data area available. 

Architecture: The site currently consists of minimal wall alignments and abundant wall 

rubble. No assessment of the temporal relationships between architectural units is possible with the 

current data and no site map is available. 

Tree-Ring Samples and Dates; Four samples, all from loose logs, were collected, but none 

dated (Table 72). All of the samples are juniper and all exhibit metal ax-cut ends. The samples are 

probably JiaUperus scopulonan which is more common in the upland areas around this site, but was 

rarely noted at other pueblito sites. 

Table 72. Tree-ring samples collected from Pablo Spring Ruin. 

Sample Species Provenience Inside Tool 
Number Date Marks 
DNT.229 JUN Loose Log NO DATE MA limb, end 
DNT-230 JUN Loose Log NO DATE MA limb 
DNT-231 JUN Loose Log NO DATE MA limb 
DNT-232 JUN Loose Log NO DATE MA limb; bumed end 

Interpretations: The site was obviously occupied after the introduction of metal axes and 

before Gobemador Polychrome ceased to be made, but no additional temporal information is 

available. The site occupants may have preferred juniper as a building material, but the small 

sample size makes this a weak inference. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EARLY NAVAJO WOOD USE 

The previous chapter provides abundant data concerning individual sites in the Din^tah. 

This chapter uses the tree-ring data to present a model of early Navajo wood use for both pueblitos 

and forked-stick hogans and a limited number of other structures. The database is viewed as a 

single entity but is comprised of indivkJual entries. Embedded in each entry is information regarding 

(a) the selection of individual trees and tree species, (b) tree harvesting methods and seasonality, 

and (c) tree modification methods. When viewed in the aggregate, these attributes can yield a more 

detailed picture of how the early Navajo viewed wood as a resource and exploited it to meet their 

needs. This information can be compared with that from later Navajo occupations to identify 

changing patterns of Navajo wood use; it may also be compared with the seventeenth and late 

sixteenth century forked-stick hogan sites in an effort to kjentify the most productive means by which 

archaeologists can apply dendrochronological principles to those sites. 

SPECIES SELECTION 

A total of 1024 independent samples has been collected from the sites; 809 of the samples 

(79 percent) yiekled dates (Appendix 1). This total includes those samples that postdate the Navajo 

occupation, such as dates from corrals assodated with pueblitos that were used by Hispanic 

sheepherders. Tree spedes used, in order of frequency, indude pinyon (n=621), juniper (n=325), 

ponderosa pine (n=28), Douglas-fir (n=32), and cottonwood (n=18). This spedes distribution is 

certainly reflective of the natural distribution, but has been affected by other factors as well. 

The most important nonenvironmental factor in the spedes distribution was the site 

occupants selection of tree spedes. Before their selection criteria can be identified, however, 

dendrochronological sampling biases must be identified and minimized. The tree-ring database is 

composed of samples collected by ten different projects, although it is dominated by "DNT" samples. 
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The most important criterion used in the collection of the DNT samples was a field assessment of 

whether or not the sample would provide a date relevant to the site occupation; those samples of 

datable species that retained true outsides or near outsides were collected first. This criterion is 

obviously biased against nonconiferous species, such as cottonwood; it is not considered a serious 

bias, however, because cottonwood was rarely used in either the pueblitos or foriced-stick hogans. 

The most serious bias in the database is the selection against juniper by the NLC collectors. 

At the time of their woric, it was assumed that juniper did not crossdate and, therefore, juniper 

samples were not collected. At the level of the individual site, the bias has probably been mitigated 

(in most cases) by subsequent sampling that collected juniper specimens. At the database level, 

the NLC focus on pinyon changes the spedes distribution slightly. If the NLC samples are 

eliminated from the database, it is still apparent that the eighteenth century Navajo had a slight 

preference for pinyon, although juniper was also frequently exploited; ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, 

and cottonwood were used infrequently. 

Using only the cutting and near cutting dates, eliminating the duplicates in the collection, and 

limiting the samples to those relevant to the Navajo occupation, the temporal distribution of species 

harvesting (Figure 81) shows some interesting trends. Prior to the construction of the putative hogan 

at Tapacito Ruin in A.D. 1690 (Towner and Dean 1992), juniper was used more than any other 

spedes; most of the juniper spedmens were derived from the Buffalo Mask site (LA 99809). The 

collections from Tapacito, dated 1690-1694, are dominated by pinyon, ponderosa pine, and Douglas-

fir. Most of the other ponderosa pine spedmens used date to the 1710-1714 interval and were 

collected from the Cabrestro Mesa Tower site (LA 2138). Douglas-fir, on the other hand, was not 

exploited again until the late 1730s and eariy 1740s at Frances Canyon Ruin (LA 2135) and 

Hummingbird House (LA 106575). 

Pinyon was used throughout the occupation of the pueblitos and generally dominated tree-

harvesting activities during every time period. Juniper was again used on a regular basis in the eariy 

1710s, but was usually not exploited as heavily as pinyon. In the late 1740s and eariy 1750s, 
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Figure 81. Temporal distribution of species hary^ested. 

however, the frequency of juniper harvesting equaled and then exceeded pinyon harvesting. 

The increased exploitation of juniper appears to have been the result of deliberate selection. 

Both juniper and pinyon dominate the overstory vegetation today, and judging from live tree ages 

and sizes, it is extremely unlikely that pinyon had become in short supply by the 1740s. The number 

of trees is simply too great and number of beams used in construction too small to have made any 

appreciable change in the distribution of different species, even at the local level. 

TREE HARVESTING METHODS 

Beam end attributes were recorded for the DNT samples only; a total of 422 beam ends was 

documented. Constmction beams were procured by buming, breaking, and felling with metal axes 
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(Appendix 2). Procurement using metal axes was by far the most common method of felling trees 

(Table 73); 87 percent of the beanfis with recorded end attributes show evidence of having been cut 

with a metal ax. Breaking (9%) and burning (3%) were also techniques used to fell trees. A single 

beam may have been procured using a stone ax, but its identification is somewhat questionable. 

Table 73. Summary of tool marks per tree spedes. 

Tool PNN JUN PP DF POP Total 

Marks N(%) N N N N 
MA Debarking 71(21.7%) 32 (12.8%) 5 (56.0%) 7 (50.0%) 1 (11.0%) 116 
MA Limbing 250 (76.6%) 168 (672%) 16(100%) 9 (64.0%) 6 (67.0%) 449 
MA Procurement 196(602%) 154(61.6%) 6 (38.0%) 8 (57.0%) 4 (44.0%) 368 
Broken Procurement 19(5.8%) 17(6.0%) 1 (6.0%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (22.0%) 39 
Buming Procurement 4(1.2%) 9 (3.6%) 1 (6.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 14 
Total MA Use 517 (95.7%) 354 (93.0%) 27(100%) 24(100%) 11 (77.7%) 986 
MA = metal ax 

All the Douglas-fir samples (n=8) were procured with metal axes, but otherwise there do no 

appear to have been any obvious criteria for using one procurement technique or another based on 

tree spedes. Burning was used most often on juniper trees, but the small sample size of burned 

ends (n=14) makes any conclusions about burning as a procurement method tentative. Smith 

(1974:116) indicates that Utes used buming as a beam procurement method, and B. Johnson 

(personal communication) has noted a disproportionate number of burned stumps around early 

Navajo sites in the Din^tah. Brugge (1986:26) shows an example of a burned stump adjacent to a 

game corral. 

The earliest cutting date from a beam with a metal ax-cut end is 1655G and suggests both 

Navajo use of the Din^h and the use of metal axes by the mkjdie of the seventeenth century. The 

earliest cutting or near cutting date from a beam with a broken end, 1652+LGB, also indicates 

Navajo use of the area in the mid-1600s. Although buming and breaking have been suggested as 

ways Navajos may have procured wood prior to their acquisition of the metal ax (Brown 1995), ail 

three techniques were probably used at the same time (Figure 82). Indeed, samples with burned 
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ends tend to date to the 1700s and the earliest cutting or near cutting date from a beam with a 

burned end is 1721 v. It has also been suggested that buming and breaking may have been used 

as techniques for harvesting dead wood (Brown 1995). If dates are associated with dead wood 

use (Alhstrom 1985), these techniques do not appear to have been used to procure dead wood. 

Only one of the eight burned beams of that dated yielded a"++" date; likewise, only five of the 26 

broken-end beams that dated yielded dates. 
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Figure 82. Tree harvesting methods per 5-year interval. 

TREE HARVESTING SEASONS 

The characteristics of terminal rings on specimens with true outsides can be used to 

estimate tree procurement seasons. Although seasonality is best estimated at the site level using 
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multiple species and cutting date clusters (Dean and Warren 1985; Towner and Dean 1992), 

analysis of the terminal ring attributes of all cutting and near cutting dates in a large body of dates 

can provide additional seasonality infonmation (Towner and Johnson 1996). 

In the Din^tah tree-ring database, 311 spedmens are amenable to terminal ring analysis 

(Appendix 3). More than two-thirds of all trees were harvested during their respective growing 

seasons (Table 74), a proportion that suggests little tree procurement of any kind in the late fall, 

winter, or eariy spring. Although the sample size is small (n=13), Douglas-fir procurement may be 

the most infomnative. More than one-half (62%) of the Douglas-fir spedmens were harvested during 

the growing season, probably between eariy April and the beginning of June. Spedmens harvested 

after the end of the growing season occur at Tapacito Ruin, Hummingbird House, and Frances 

Canyon Ruin, whereas eariy season procurement of Douglas-fir was confined to the latest 

occupation at Frances Canyon Ruin. 

Table 74. Complete and incomplete terminal rings per tree species. 

Species N= Complete Incomplete 
N= Percent N= Percent 

PNN 187 45 24% 142 76% 
JUN 98 40 41% 58 59% 
PP 13 3 23% 10 77% 
DF 13 5 38% 8 62% 
Total 311 93 30% 218 70% 

The other three spedes exploited, pinyon, ponderosa pine, and juniper were cut both during 

and after the growing season, probably during the summer and early fall. It is interesting to note that 

a higher proportion of juniper trees (41%) were harvested after that species' growing season ended 

than were either pinyon or ponderosa. This procurement seasonality is especially noteworthy 

because the juniper growing season extends later in the fall than the other species' growing seasons. 

This suggests some late fall procurement of juniper, perhaps in anticipation of spring construction 

activities or for winter building events. Three-quarters of all the pinyon and ponderosa pine 
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specimens were harvested during the growing season. Because pinyon constitutes the most 

frequently used species, this indicates that most tree-harvesting activities were conducted in the 

summer. 

Temporally, tree procurement seems to have varied during the Din^tah occupation. Major 

pinyon procurement episodes (Figure 83) occuned during the fall in the 1690-1694 period (Tapacito), 

the fall in the 1710-1714 interval, the spring or summer of the 1720-1724 period, and the fall of the 

1725-1729 period. Major juniper harvesting events (Figure 84) occurred in the spring or summer 

prior to 1680, after the growing seasons between 1710 and 1714, after the growing seasons in the 

1720-1724 period, t)oth during and after the growing seasons in the eariy 1730s, and during the 

growing seasons in the late 1740s. 
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Figure 83. Seasonality of Pinyon harvesting over time. 
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Figure 84. Seasonality of juniper harvesting over time. 

The somewtiat random distritxition of tree procurement events suggests that tree harvesting 

and construction of structures was not related to seasonal fluctuations in climate or the seasonal 

organization of activities. In other words, the pueblitos were prot)ably not constructed for protection 

against winter prea'pitation or cold; nor were they constructed as seasonal storage facilities, or 

structures related to pastoralism. This is in contrast to a variety of later Navajo structures on Black 

Mesa, Arizona that show definite construction seasons in response to both environmental and sodal 

factors (Dean and Russel 1985; Dean et al., n.d.; Rocek 1985; 1995). 

BEAM MODIFICATION 

Attributes recorded on the DNT samples also provide information pertaining to how the 
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Navajo modified trees for use in vanous structures. Although most modifications were conducted 

using metal axes, other methods, such as breaking, were also used. Unmodified deadwood logs 

were not noted, but have been documented on Black Mesa Navajo sites, especially in corrals 

(Russell and Dean 1985:5-8). 

Limbs were trimmed from most of the beams used in constmction. Limb trimming was most 

often done with metal axes, but breaking was used on a few occasions (Table 73). The five main 

tree species were treated similariy; on the high end of the scale, 100 percent of the ponderosa 

beams were delimbed using metal axes, whereas on the low end of the scale only 64 percent of the 

Douglas-fir beams were so treated. 

Debariung can be an important part of preparing a tree for use as a construction timber. In 

the Din^tah sample, all of the debaricing was done with metal axes. There is some evidence that 

the tree species were treated differently in terms of debarking, however (Table 73). Slightly more 

than one half of the ponderosa pine (n=9) and half of the Douglas-fir beams (n=7) were debariced 

with metal axes; in contrast, only 11 percent (n^i) of the cottonwood, 13 percent (n=32) of the 

juniper, and 22 percent (n=71) of the pinyon beams were debariced using metal axes. The nature 

of the different species' bark may be a strong factor in whether or not metal axes were used to 

remove it. Both juniper and cottonwood have bark that is relatively easy to remove by hand; the 

former has baric that can be stripped during much of the year and the latter has baric that is loose, 

espedally after the tree has dried. The large conifers show more evidence of metal-ax debaricing, 

but the overall proportions are not very high. 

It is tempting to suggest that the overall low frequency of metal ax debarking was related 

to stockpiling and seasoning of beams. When logs are stored unused, beetle larvae eat portions of 

the cambial layer thus, after a season of storage, baric can be removed from conifer trees easily 

by hand (Graham 1965). In theory, therefore, debarking marics and beetle galleries should be 

mutually exclusive attributes. The true situation is much more complex, however, and almost one-

third of the DNT samples with both true outsides and metal ax debaricing marics (n=64) also exhibit 
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beetle galleries. Too many factors, including the failure to remove all the bark, beetle infestation 

after the beam has been used in construction, and a host of others prevent these from being 

unmistakable attributes that could separate freshly cut from stockpiled beams. 

SPECIES USE IN SPECIFIC STRUCTURES 

The tree-ring database also provkJes infonnation on the selection of different spedes for use 

in different stmctures and as different elements within those structures. Although six structure types 

have been identified on the sites, the majority of the tree-ring samples are derived from pueblitos 

and foriced-stick hogans (Table 75). Among those samples (n=902), including loose logs, with 

known proveniences associated with a stnicture type, pinyon (n=S35; 59%) and juniper (n=312; 35%) 

comprise the majority of the samples, although ponderosa pine (n=21; 2%), Douglas-fir (n=17; 2%), 

and Cottonwood (n=17; 2%) are present as well. 

Table 75. Species use per structure type. 

Structure 
Type N= 

S pecies Used Structure 
Type N= PNN JUN PR DF POP 
Pueblitos 543 315 186 17 15 10 
Hogans 123 78 44 1 0 0 
Corrals 13 12 1 0 0 0 
Sweatlodge 4 0 4 0 0 0 
Windbreak 4 1 3 0 0 0 
Brush Structure 2 0 2 0 0 0 
Loose logs 213 129 72 3 2 7 
Total 902 535 312 21 17 17 

There appears to be little difference between pueblitos and foriced-stick hogans in terms of 

the species used, although the hogans do not contain ponderosa, Douglas-fir, or cottonwood (Table 

75). The other structure types, corrals, sweatlodges, windbreaks, and a brush structure all contain 

both pinyon and juniper, but the sample sizes are too small for any specific pattems to be identified. 

Thus, only puebl'itos and foriced-stick hogans contain large databases from which to generate ideas 
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concerning early Navajo wood selection criteria. 

Pueblitos 

A total of 543 tree-ring samples has been collected from pueblitos, and an additional 213 

samples have been collected from nearby loose logs, the majority of which are probably from the 

pueblitos themselves. As mentioned above, pinyon and juniper comprise the vast majority of the 

samples; pinyon was apparently preferred somewhat, but many junipers were used as well. 

In terms of spedfic structural elements, juniper was apparently selected against for roof 

primary beams (Table 76); although the proportion of pinyon roof primaries is similar to the overall 

pinyon distribution, juniper is under represented as roof primaries. Ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, 

and Cottonwood were used almost exclusively as roof primaries. Juniper appears to have been 

slightly favored for shelf poles, upright post and jacal elements, and possibly door lintels. Although 

only three samples were taken from dosing materials, all three were juniper; field observations also 

confimn that juniper was a ptefened dosing material. Notched log ladders were made predominately 

from pinyon, although one Douglas-fir and two juniper spedmens were also noted. 

The main criteria when selecting wood for pueblito construction appear to have been (a) 

species availability and (b) size. Although ponderosa, Douglas-fir, and cottonwood are available 

within a few kilometers of most sites, it probably would have required a spedal effort to procure 

them. Pinyon and juniper, on the other hand, grow within a few meters of most sites and could have 

been procured quite easily. In terms of size, it is apparent that the large weight-bearing elements 

were most often pinyon, ponderosa, or Douglas-fir. Certainly, juniper was used as roof primary 

beams, but in a relatively small proportion. For interior strudural elements, such as shelf poles, door 

lintels, and upright posts^acal posts, however, there is a mariced preference for juniper. I suggest 

that larger beams, espedally Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine, simply required too much modification 

for use as these small element in the stnidures. Juniper, on the other hand, generally does not grow 

as large and was used more often for these elements. 
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Table 76. Species use per pueblito element type. 

Element Species Used 
Type N= PNN % JUN % PP % DF % POP % 

Roof Primary 355 218 61% 98 28% 17 5% 14 4% 8 2% 
Roof Secondary 29 16 53% 11 37% 0 0% 1 3% 1 3% 
Roof Auxilary 8 4 50% 4 50% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
Closing Material 3 0 0% 3 100% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
Door Lintels 87 49 56% 36 41% 0 0% 2 2% 0 0% 
Door Jamb 8 4 50% 4 50% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
Door Sill 1 1 100% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
Rrepiace Support 3 2 67% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 1 33% 
Cribbing 4 1 25% 3 75% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
Moriz. Intramural 11 6 55% 4 36% 0 0% 1 9% 0 0% 
Jacal Elements 13 4 31% 9 69% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
Upright Support 13 7 54% 6 46% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
Shelf Pole 12 6 50% 6 50% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
Ladder 11 8 73% 2 18% 0 0% 1 9% 0 0% 
Entryway 5 4 80% 0 0% 0 0% 1 20% 0 0% 
Smoke Hole 2 2 100% 0 0% 0 0% G 0% 0 0% 
Total 565 332 59% 186 34% 17 3% 20 3% 10 2% 

Forked-Stick Hogans 

The forfced-stick hogan is the earliest type of Navajo dwelling (Jett and Spencer 1981). A 

total of 123 samples, including loose logs, has been collected from hogans associated with pueblitos. 

Pinyon (63%) and juniper (36%) again comprise the majority of the samples (Table 76); a single 

ponderosa spedmen was collected from the hogan area of Canyon View Ruin (LA 55827), but may 

not actually be a hogan element. In any case, pinyon and juniper comprise the overwhelming 

majority of the materials used in hogan construction, and neither Douglas-fir nor cottonwood were 

used. As a sidebar, it should be noted that a single mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus sp.) leaner 

was observed on one of the hogans in the Morris 1 project area (Dykeman and Wharton 1996). 

Forked-stick hogan elements identified in the archaeological record of the Dinetah are 

restricted to forked poles used to support the structure, a few ieaners or side poles, and occasional 

horizontal entryway elements. In addition, a number of loose logs associated with hogan remains 

were sampled. Although Mindeleff (1898:489) indicates that pinyon was preferred for foriced poles. 
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Table 77. Species use per hogan element type. 

Species Hogan Element 
Total 

Species 
Leaner Fork Loose Entry Total 

Pinyon Pine 30 (63%) 16(52%) 30(75%) 2(50%) 78(63%) 
Juniper 18(37%) 15(48%) 9(23%) 2(50%) 44(36%) 
Ponderosa 0 0 1(3%) 0 1(1%) 
Douglas Rr 0 0 0 0 0 
Populus 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 48 31 40 4 123(100%) 

both the Din^tah sample and large collection from Black Mesa, Arizona (Dean et ai. n.d.) indicate 

that pinyon and juniper were both used. In the Din^tah area, pinyon and juniper are used in almost 

identical proportions as forked poles. There appears to have been a definite preference for pinyon 

as leaners, but a dendrochronological sampling bias cannot be discounted as the cause of the higher 

proportion of pinyon leaners. Dendrochronological sampling bias toward more well-preserved trees 

is almost certainly the cause of the high proportion of pinyon samples collected as loose logs. 

Nevertheless, there appears to have been some deliberate selection of pinyon for hogan 

constnjction; there was certainly a bias against the use of ponderosa, Douglas-fir, and cottonwood. 

Bias against the conifer species was probably a result of size; the large diameter and length of 

Douglas-fir and ponderosa would have required much additional labor to prepare the beams prior 

to use as hogan elements. Size would not have been a critical factor if the site occupants selected 

conifer saplings; in such a situation, transport distance may have been the primary selection 

criterion. Cottonwood was not used, probably because it is not as strong and tends to rot faster that 

the conifer species. 

One aspect of the selection of wood for hogans construction has extremely important 

implications for much of Navajo archaeology. If the proportions of dated beams per species in both 

pueblitos and hogans are compared (Table 78), it is obvious that juniper specimens from hogans 

are much less likely to date than either juniper specimens from pueblitos or pinyon samples from 

hogans. Only 39 percent of the hogan juniper samples (n=17) yielded dates, and only four of those 

were cutting or near cutting dates. I believe that two interrelated factors explain the poor dating of 
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Table 78. Proportion of dated juniper and pinyon samples from pueblitos and hogans. 

Structure Juniper Pinyon 
Type N= Dated Percent N= Dated Percent 
Pueblitos 189 145 77% 332 308 93% 
Hogans 44 17 39% 78 57 73% 

hogan juniper samples. Rrst, unlike structural t)eams in pueblitos, hogan structural elements need 

not be long and straight; they t>ear comparatively little weight and can be manipulated to fit in the 

structure in a variety of ways. Thus, the eighteenth century Navajo may have selected juniper 

beams for their fit to a particular hogan, not for requirements of strength or straightness; the 

opposite apparently occurred when selecting juniper beams for pueblito construction. Straight 

junipers, however, tend to date more frequently than twisted specimens, an attribute that may help 

explain the higher proportion of dated junipers from pueblito structures. 

The second factor may be spedes distribution. Three different juniper tree species grow In 

the Din^h area. Rocky Mountain juniper {Juniperus scopulorum) is a relatively large juniper that 

most often grows as straight single-trunk trees. One-seed juniper (Juniperus monosperwa) is a 

smaller tree, usually not more than twenty feet high that typically grows as several main stems. 

Finally, Utah juniper (Juniperus osteosperma) is very common in the area, rarely grows more than 

fifteen feet high and generally has many branches and multiple small trunks (Elmore 1976). Trees 

with multiple stems, such as Utah and One-seed juniper, are very difficult to tree-ring date because 

each stem competes with the others for water and other nutrients and, thus, the tree may not 

respond to large-scale climate variations like other trees used to buikl tree-ring chronologies. 

Indeed, there are examples where the different stems or trunks do not even crossdate within the 

same tree (W. J. Robinson, personal communication, 1994). 

Unfortunately, Utah juniper and One-seed juniper cannot be readily distinguished from each 

other on ring structure criteria; Rocky Mountain juniper can often be distinguished, but was rarely 
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used in the p(jet)lito sites. Thus, I believe that when selecting juniper trees for pueblitos, the Navajo 

may have selected predominately straight, single-stem junipers that often produced dates. When 

building hogans, on the other hand, the muttipie-stemmed trees were adequate but tend not to 

produce dates. Finally, hogan remains, espedally when collapsed, are in contact with the ground 

and tend to erode rapidly; beams collected from collapsed forked-stick hogans, therefore, are less 

likely to date than pueblito beams and, if they do date, are more likely to yield noncutting dates 

because the outside rings have been weathered and the terminal ring is often missing. 

Corrals 

All of the samples (n=13) from next most frequent structure type, corrals, postdate the 

Navajo occupation of the Oin^tah and are associated with the Hispanic reoccupation of the area in 

the late 1800s and early 1900s. Interestingly, twelve of these samples are pinyon (Table 75). The 

only two beams with attributes recorded were cut with a metal ax. 

STOCKPILING, BEAM REUSE, REPAIR. REMODELING, 

AND DEAD WOOD USE 

Identifying other behaviors associated with the construction of pueblitos and hogans in the 

Din^tah requires information from individual sites; the database as a whole cannot provide such 

infomiation. Identifying beam stockpiling, reuse, and dead wood use can be identified, but only by 

using the dates in conjunction with architectural and beam attribute infomiation. 

Ahlstrom (1985) suggests the use of stem-and-leaf plots as one potential method of 

identifying these behaviors. The only weakness of that approach, however, is that it uses only the 

tree-ring dates to identify construction episodes. As demonstrated below, tree-ring dates, even 

clusters of cutting dates, may not accurately date the target event (Dean 1978), i.e., room 

construction, etc. The histogram method used below, although similar to a stem-and-leaf plot, is 

based on the interpretations of individual sites that included architectural information in the 

distribution. The histograms do not use spedfic dates, but identify the temporal range of beams 
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used in different structures in order to compare different sites and identify spedfic behaviors. 

Several different histogram 'profiles" can be predicted outcomes of spedfic behaviors. For 

example, a site that was constructed only of freshly cut timbers and never remodeled should yield 

a distribution with a single large mode of zero and no dates later than the mode; earlier dates 

should be restricted to only noncutting dates (Figure 85). A building constructed with freshly cut and 

stockpiled timbers, on the other hand, should yield a bimodal or trimodal distribution with the modes 

relatively dose together (Figure 85B). Minor repairs should be evident as single cutting or 

noncutting dates separated from the last construction episode by a few years (Figure 8SD). Major 

remodeling events should form a second strong mode of cutting dates in a position similar to that 

of minor repair beams (Figure 85C). Finally, the use of dead wood may result in a flat distribution 

with a large number of noncutting dates substantially eariier than the latest date from a structure 

(Figure 85E). 

Obviously, these ideal conditions are not always achieved because of a number of cultural 

and noncuitural formation processes. One of the critical factors seems to be the number of dates 

derived from a structure; a small number of dates (<5) often results in a flat distribution that exhibits 

no dusters. Cutting dates are also important; even sites with an adequate number of dates may not 

conform to any behaviorally significant distribution if no cutting dates are present. 

Pueblitos 

Construction without Repair or Remodeling: 

Six sites exhibit tree-ring distributions that approach the 'ideal' distribution described by 

Ahlstrom (1985). All of these sites (Figure 86) have very strong cutting date dusters that define 

the initial construdion of a strudure; none show any sut)sequent remodeling, repair, or additions. 

[The post-construdion dates from Three Com Ruin are unprovenienced NLC samples that may 

belong to the upper suite of rooms, but were more likely derived from the later occupation of the 

lower room suite (Towner and Johnson 1996)]. These sites also show very minimal reuse of 
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Figure 85. Idealized histograms of various wood use behaviors. 
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Figure 86. Histogram profiles for sites constructed predominately with fresly cut timbers. 

previously cut beams, and little evidence of stockpiling, beam reuse, or dead wood use. The six 

sites were constructed with freshly cut beams in the same year most of the trees were harvested. 

These distributions indicate that construction, although undoubtedly planned, was conducted 

relatively soon after the decision to build had been made. 
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Stockpiling 

Seven sKes exhibit distributions typical of construction with freshly cut and stockpiled 

timbers (Figure 87). Each of these sites shows a strong cluster of cutting dates in the year or two 

previous to actual construction. Indeed, sites such as Kin W6I^ Jfni, Truby's Tower, and 

Compressor Station Ruin have a larger cluster of cutting dates prior to construction than they do 

in the year construction was completed. Truby's Tower, and possibly Dos Cerritos, also show 

distributions typical of beam reuse as well as stockpiling. Stockpiling behavior indicates that the site 

occupants planned the construction well in advance; construction was not the result of an immediate 

perceived need or threat, but the result of a planned move. 
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Figure 87. Histogram profiles for sites constructed with freshly cut and stockpiled timbers. 
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Repair and Remodeling 

Ten sites or site components exhibit histogram profiles typical of repair and remodeling 

events (Figure 88). These sites contain cutting date clusters after the initial construction at a site 

or area of a site had been completed. Such remodeling events couid have been relatively soon after 

construction, as in the case of the Overlook site (Figure 88B), or as many as ten years later, as in 

the case of Garcia Canyon Ruin (Figure 88F). There does not appear to be any pattem in the 

timing of remodeling as might be the case if family growth resulted in room additions (Dean 1989). 

Some remodeling events, such as at Deer House and Gomez Canyon Ruin, are separated 

from the main construction by ten or more years. Such a long period of inactivity may indicate that 

these sites were abandoned in the interval, especially if the tree-ring sampling at the site included 

all areas likely to have been built in the interval. 

Repair events and remodeling events may be indistinguishable in the histograms depending 

on the number of dates present The two latest noncutting dates from Deer House (Figure 88H), for 

example represent the addition of a new room at the site as do the later noncutting dates from 

Gomez Canyon Ruin. The late noncutting dates from Hidden House (Figure 88A) and the Overtook 

site (Figure 88B), on the other hand represent minor repairs. Only through analysis of both the date 

distributions and architecture can such distinctions be made. 

Possible Construction Episodes 

Nine sites have date distributions suggestive of possible construction episodes, but are 

limited by the small number and weak clustering of cutting and noncutting dates (Figure 89). 

Typically these sites have few or no cutting dates; some cutting and/or noncutting dates form small 

temninal clusters, and suggest construction activities, but are not conclusive evidence of construction 

at that time. These sites also often indicate reuse of beams, possibly from other structures. 

Hogans 

The small number of dated beams from hogans (n=44), paucity of cutting and near cutting 
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Figure 88. Histogram profiles for sites exhibiting repair and remodeling episodes. 
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Figure 89. Histogram profiles for sites that may indicate construction episodes. 

dates (n= 21), and lack of clustering make interpreting these samples difficult. If the eight cutting 

dates from the possible hogan at Tapadto Ruin (Towner and Dean 1992) are eliminated, the 

datat>ase is more limited. The date distributions (Figure 90), however, suggest wood use behaviors 

for hogan construction that are markedly different than those for pueblito construction. It is probable 

that procurement of dead wood was an important aspect of hogan construction. Although only sbc 

of the forty-four dated hogan elements are"++" dates, others noted in the field retain root flares, 

spiral grain, and other attributes of dead or dying trees. Most foriced-stick hogans, including those 

near pueblitos and those unassoa'ated with masonry structures are pooriy preserved (Figure 91). 

The use of dead or dying trees in hogan construction, combined with the poor preservation of many 

specimens, has serious implications for dating both hogans associated with pueblitos and eariier 

DinStah phase structures; the implications of these wood use behaviors are discussed below. 
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Figure 90. Histogram profiles of forked-stick hogans. 
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Figure 91. Typical collapsed forked-stick hogan near Pointed Butte Ruin (LA 10733). 
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CHAPTER 5 

TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL PATTERNS OF THE PUEBLITO 

SITE OCCUPATIONS 

The tree-ring data provide an unparalleled opportunity to examine the Navajo occupation 

of the Din^h from a number of perspectives. The key to conducting this type of analysis is to use 

the appropriate parts of the database to address different questions. In this section, I use the tree-

ring data to date five specific target events (Dean 1978) and additional data to address the pueblito 

phenomenon geographically. First, the tree-ring data from the pueblitos, supplemented by other 

collections, are used to examine the initial occupation of the Dindtah. Although using only tree-ring 

dated sites to examine the initial occupation of the area obviously biases the sample toward 

excavated and preserved sites, it also provides the most unambiguous chronometric data available 

for dating the prepueblito occupation. Second, the occupation of the pueblito sites is discussed in 

terms of tree procurement and building construction. The wood-use behaviors described in Chapter 

4 are used to document when the pueblitos were built and discuss the implications of the timing of 

pueblito constmction for various models of Navajo cultural development. The temporal relationship 

between forked-stick hogans and masonry structures on the sites is examined third; determining 

the contemporaneity or noncontemporaneity of pueblitos and forked-stick hogans on these sites has 

been an important research question for several years (Marshall 1991,1996) and is an important 

part of intra- and intersite dynamics. Fourth, the pueblito site occupations are discussed in temns 

of several possible methods of measuring the occupation spans of the sites; how long the individual 

sites were occupied has important implications for reconstructing population dynamics, if not 

population size, during the eariy and mid-1700s. Fifth, using the estimated site occupation spans, 

regional occupation intensity is estimated. Finally, the spatial aspects of the pueblito occupations 

are used to address the possible relationships between pueblitos that may have formed interpueblito 
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communities and suggest processes of abandonment in the area. 

THE INITIAL OCCUPATION OF THE DIN^TAH 

Dating the initial occupation of Din^tah has been a focus of research on Navajo sites for 

many years because it relates to all models of Athapaskan entry into the Southwest. Dating this 

event, however, has proved problematic because few nonpueblito sites have been tree-ring dated. 

The revival of Ditteit's (1958b) Din^h phase by Marshall (1985), Hogan (1989), and Reed and Horn 

(1990) was justifiably critidzed by Schaafsma (1996) for relying on poorly controlled radiocart)on 

assays on wood charcoal. Brown (1990,1995) has pointed out the problems of radiocartwn dating 

of charcoal from eariy Navajo sites including "cross-section effects" (Smiley 1985) and the "old 

wood" problem (Schiffer 1986). Even with a renewed emphasis on radiocartx}n dating of annual 

plants and the use of other dating techniques (Fettemian 1996; Reed and Reed 1996), only tree-ring 

dates can provide the precision and accuracy necessary for unequivocally establishing Navajo 

presence in the Din^tah prior to the Pueblo Revolt. It is possible that other techniques, such as 

radiocarbon dates from annual plants, could provide such evidence if a suite of dates consistently 

fell before A.D. 1680 at the 2-sigma range, but currently no sites meet this criterion (Fetterman 

1996). My purpose here is neither to discuss the validity of the Din^tah phase nor to assess the 

validity of other dating techniques, but rather to show that there is ample evidence of a Navajo 

occupation in the Din^tah long before the Spanish Reconquest and decades prior to the initiation 

of pueblito construction. 

The earliest reported tree-ring dates from Navajos sites (Hall 1944), dated 1491+x to 1541+ 

20, have not been verified by the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research and have been deleted from 

the database (Robinson and Towner 1993; Towner 1992). The problem with the reported dates is 

that sample numbers were never published; when all Southwestem archaeological tree-ring samples 

were reanalyzed by the LTRR in the 1950s and 1960s, no dates matched those published by Hall. 

Thus, either the samples were lost and never transfered to the LTRR or they were originally 
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misdated (W. J. Robinson, personal communication, 1994). 

In recent years, however, 11 sites have produced both cutting and noncutting dates and date 

clusters (Table 79) from sites that dearly show a substantial pre-1700 Navajo occupation of the 

area just north of the San Juan River and in Gobemador Canyon (Figure 92). The earliest cutting 

date from any of these sites, 1569v from LA 74243, probably does not date the structure from 

which it was collected because another element dates 1 SSO-i-w; the earlier date does suggest tree-

harvesting activities in the middle of the sixteenth century, however (Wharton et al. 1996). The 

investigators of LA 72746 (Sesler and Hovezak 1996) suggest that all three dated structures on the 

site were constructed in approximately A.D. 1599 or shortly thereafter, and I can find no evidence 

to reject their assessment. The two near cutting dates, 1596+v and 1599-»-re, are the latest dates 

from their respective hogans and should, given the lack of date clustering, date the construction of 

the hogans. The other two dated hogans on the site may be contemporaneous (Sesler and Hovezak 

1996:16), but the noncutting dates provide only base line occupation dates. 

The best dated early Navajo site is a duster of fortted-stick hogans on Pump Mesa between 

Pump and La Manga Canyons. LA 72747 indudes one strudure (Hogan 4) that was construded in 

the fall of 1622, another strudure (Hogan 2) that may have been construded in the fall of 1621 or 

spring of 1622, and another hogan (Hogan 3) probably built in the fall of 1615 and repaired in the 

fall of 1619 (Table 79). Sesler and Hovezak (1996:11-16) believe that Hogans 2 and 4 were 

occupied at the same time, but suggest that Hogan 3 "may not have been occupied when the site 

was abandoned.' I concur and believe it possible that sample LPM-101 from Hogan 4, which dates 

1616r, represents reuse of a beam taken from Hogan 3. Thus, the intemal dynamics of this early 

site may have t)een similar to Navajo wood use in the much more recent past on Black Mesa (Dean 

et al., n.d.) 

Site lA 16209 yiekled no cutting dates, but Sesler and Hovezak (1996:11) infer that the site 

was occupied sometime shortly after 1621; the lack of cutting dates and sapwood on most samples 

weakens this interpretation, but the presence of sapwood rings on the two samples that date latest 
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Table 79. Summary of tree-ring dates from early forlted-stick hogans in the Din6tah. 

Site Structure Sample Species Outside Symbol Comment 
Type •ate 

LA 12609 FS Hogan 1 LPM-3 JUN 1303 ++w 

LPM-12 JUN 1559 wine 
LPM-5 JUN 1582 •wine 
LPM-20 JUN 1595 +wtnc 
LPM-14 JUN 1597 wine NoSapwood 
LPM-7 JUN 1597 •wine 
LPM-g JUN 1600 •wine 
LPM-ig JUN 1602 wine 
LPM-2 JUN 1609 •wine 
LPM-18 JUN 1612 wine 
LPM-11 JUN 1615 •wine NoSapwood 
LPM-8 JUN 1620 wine Ca. 30 Sapwood Rings 
LPM-1 JUN 1621 •wine Ca. 25 Sapwood Rings 

FS Hogan 2 LPM-31 JUN 1111 wine 
LPM-38 JUN 1126 •wine No Sapwood 
LPM-37 JUN 1149 wine 
LPM-35 JUN 1211 •wine 
LPM-40 JUN 1240 •wine 
LPM-28 JUN 1326 ••wirK 
LPM-29 JUN 1544 wine Ca. 47 Sapwood Rings 
LPM-27 JUN 1583 ••wItk 

LPM-36 JUN 1609 wine 
LPM-22 JUN 1611 wine 

LA 72767 FS Hogan 1 LPM-137 JUN 1592 ••w 
FS Hogan 2 LPM-117 JUN 984 ••w 

LPM-141 JUN 1641 wine 
LPM-132 JUN 1655 •w 
LPM-142 JUN 1676 •r comp 
LPM-121 JUN 1676 •rG inc 
LPM-122 JUN 1677 rG ine 
LPM-128 PNN 1677 Bine 
LPM-135 PNN 1677 rBcomp 
LPM-136 PNN 1677 rG inc 
LPM-133 PNN 1679 G comp 

LA 79462 Ramada 1 LPM-254 JUN 1048 ••w No Sapwood (all inc) 
LPM-251 JUN 1120 w NoSapwood 
LPM-261 JUN 1182 •w NoSapwood 
LPM-276 JUN 1242 w 
LPM-256 JUN 1488 w NoSapuwod 
LPM-248 JUN 1495 •+w NoSapwood 
LPM-249 JUN 1515 •w NoSapwood 
LPM-24S JUN 1618 w NoSapwood 
LPM-250 JUN 1621 w NoSapwood 
LPM-247 JUN 1646 •w NoSapwood 
LPM-253 PNN 1740 •+w 

LPM-2S2 PNN 1770 •w ca. 56 Sapwood Rings 
FS Hogan 2 LPM-267 JUN 1155 •w NoSapwood 

LPM-275 JUN 1172 ++w NoSapwood 
LPM-272 JUN 1181 w 
LPM-271 JUN 1335 •w NoSapwood 
LPM-268 JUN 1359 w NoSapwood 
LPM-264 JUN 1444 •+w NoSapwood 
LPM-269 JUN 1470 ••w NoSapwood 
LPM-262 JUN 1526 •w NoSapwood 
LPM-265 JUN 1613 w NoSapwood 
LPM-274 PNN 1636 w NoSapwood 

FS Hogan 3 LPM-244 JUN 1181 w NoSapwood 
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Table 79. (continued) 

Site Structure Sample Spedee Outaide Symbol Comment 
Type Date 

LA 72746 FS Hogan LPM-33S PNN 1518 ++W inc Charcoal 
4 LPM-3ig JUN 1543 ++winc Charcoal 

LPM-325 JUN 1547 ••wine Charcoal 
LPM-337 JUN 1571 +*winc Charcoal 
LPM-324 PNN 1582 ••wine Charcoal 
LPM-323 JUN 1599 •rBcomp Charcoal 

FS Hogan 1 LPM-328 PNN 1546 •wine Charcoal 
FS Hogan 2 LPM-333 JUN 1593 ••wine Charcoal 

LPM-334 JUN 1596 •vine Charcoal 
FS Hooan 5 LPM-337 JUN 1571 ••w Charcoal 

IM-12 Axe^ut Liinb DNT-837 JUN 1629 B 
LA 10S483 Axe-cut Limb ONT-840 JUN 1629 V 
LA 74243 FS Hogan 1 NMB-112 JUN 1580 •wine 

NMB-119 JUN 1569 vine 
LA 10S930 FS Hooan DNT-910 JUN 1695 wine cloee to LA 105925 
LA 105929 FS Hoqan DNT-g09 JUN 1695 rBine cloce to LA 105925 
LA 105925 Sweatlodae DNT-908 JUN 1695 vine cloee to LA 105929 
LA 72747 FS Hogan 2 LPM-66 JUN 1550 ••w 

LPM-64 JUN 1621 rBcomp 
FS Hogan3 LPM-76 PNN 1495 •w 

LPM-69 PNN 1546 ••w 
LPM-71 PNN 1576 •V 
LPM-75 JUN 1586 w 
LPM-67 JUN 1591 w 
LPM-80 JUN 1610 w inc 
LPM-73 JUN 1614 •fcomp 
LPM-70 JUN 1615 rcomp 
LPM-74 JUN 1615 rcomp 
LPM-77 JUN 1618 w 
LPM-78 JUN 1619 vcomp 

FS Hogan 4 LPM-91 JUN 1482 ••wine 
LPM-107 JUN 1484 w inc 
LPM-92 JUN 1489 wine 
LPM-100 JUN 1527 wine 
LPM-105 JUN 1540 wine 
LPM-103 JUN 1560 wine 
LPM-94 JUN 1562 wine 
LPM-108 JUN 1574 wine 
LPM-82 JUN 1591 w Inc 
LPM-99 JUN 1610 wine 
LPM-83 JUN 1611 wine 
LPM-101 JUN 1616 rine 
LPM-97 JUN 1620 wine 
LPM-8S JUN 1621 rcomp 
LPM-69 JUN 1622 •vcomp 
LPM-90 JUN 1622 rine 
LPM-81 JUN 1622 •rBcomp 
LPM-104 JUN 1622 w inc 
LPM-102 JUN 1622 rcomp 
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Figure 92. Map of pre-Revolt forked-stick hogan locations. 
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suggests a pre-1700, probably a pre-1650 occupation. One approach to more refined dating of this 

site may be to estimate cutting dates (cf. Nash 1997), but such a technique has yet to be 

demonstrated appropriate for juniper specimens. 

Sesier and Hovezalc (1996) suggest that post-occupation use of the site introduced later 

tree-ring speo'mens into site LA 79462 and infer the site was occupied no later than 1700. Although 

the ramada (Structure 1) may be a later structure, the lack of sapwood on any samples other than 

the 1770-«-w specimen indicates that the other samples do not date the occupation. If LA 79462 

predates 1700, it adds to the number of known pre-Revoit forked-stick hogans; if the ramada 

postdates 1770, however, it is the only such structure in the Din^tah and may provide important 

information about the rate of abandonment of the area. 

Finally, LA 72767 (Sesler and Hovezak 1996) was clearly occupied in the late 1670s and 

may have been contemporaneous with the Buffalo Mask site (LA 99809). The 1676-*-r date from 

Hogan 1 may be missing a ring near the outside and is probably contemporaneous with the 1677 

cutting dates from Hogan 2. Thus, both hogans may have been built at the same time in the late 

summer of 1677. Hogan 2 was apparently repaired in 1679. Interestingly, most of these eariy 

hogans, including the well dated examples at LA 72747 and LA 72767, were built in the fall. 

Another method developed recently for tree-ring dating these eariy Navajo sites has been 

to sample metal ax-cut limbs and stumps near foriced-stick hogan remains and other structures 

(Figure 93). Although assodational arguments must be made to relate the cut limbs and stumps to 

the structures, the results have been promising. Because of problems of recognition, all such 

samples must necessarily postdate the introduction of the metal ax, however. Nonetheless, ax-cut 

limbs have provided evidence of tree-cutting activities in the Romine Canyon and San Rafael 

Canyon areas in the eariy seventeenth century (DNT-837, DNT-840) (Table 79) and later during the 

pueblito occupations (Towner and Johnson 1996). 

All of the above data cleariy indicate a pre-Revolt Navajo occupation in the Din^tah. 

Although most of the dated sites are north of the San Juan River, a few dates come from hogan sites 
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Figure 93. Photograph of metal ax-cut stump near Old Fort 
Ruin (LA 1869). 

in Got)emador Canyon (Dykeman and Wharton 1996). Certainly 11 sites and 17 structures do not 

constitute a major pre-Revolt occupation: however, it should be remembered that only Tapacito 

Ruin (LA 2298) has been firmly dated between the Reconquest and the second decade of the 

eighteenth century. If archaeological evidence alone is the criterion for discussing the Navajo 

occupation, it appears that there was a more intense occupation of the upper San Juan area in the 
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early 1600s than in the first decade of the 1700s. 

THE PUEBLITO OCCUPATIONS 

Because of the large size of the tree-ring database I am able to assess the pueblito 

occupation from a number of different perspectives, including tree-harvesting activities, building 

construction, and probable time of occupation. Once these analyses are complete, I then discuss 

the temporal distribution of pueblrto occupation as it relates to various historical factors. 

Tree-Ring Dates 

The overall date distribution (Figure 94), including all dates from pueblito sites that relate 

to the Navajo occupation, shows a relatively continuous distribution throughout the eariy to mid-

1700s with large modes in the 1710s, 1720-1735, and 1745-49 periods. Because this distribution 

includes noncutting dates, however, it is undoubtedly skewed by those processes, both natural and 
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Figure 94. Temporal distribution of all Din6tah pueblito site tree-ring dates. 
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cuKural, that remove the outer rings from samples. Nevertheless, this distribution is informative, 

particulariy regarding its late end. The relatively abrupt decline in dates in the 1750s, particulariy 

the lack of dates after 1755, suggests a sudden abandonment of the area, or at least a cessation of 

tree harvesting and building construction. 

Cutting and Near Cutting Dates 

The cutting and near cutting dates from the sites (Figure 95) show quite a different 

distribution. These dates range from 1634Lto 1754+G and include two significant date clusters prior 

to 1700, one at the Buffalo Mask site and the other at Tapacito Ruin. The pre-1670 cutting dates 

(n=4) are all anomalous in their site contexts. The 1634L date is from Room 2/3 at Three Com Ruin> 

-a room suite that was built in 1714; the 1642v date is from The Citadel-a site that was built 

sometime after 1689; the 1652-t-LGB date is finom the Lone Warrior site-a site built mostly with dead 

wood sometime after 1682; and the 1655G date is from Rabbit House-a site built almost a century 

later in 1752. Although these particular specimens do not exhibit the missing rings characteristic 

of dead wood use, I believe all were procured after tree death. Therefore, none of these samples 

can be used to suggest pre-1670 tree-harvesting activities. 

The 1670-1680 cutting and near cutting dates (n=8) are derived from the Buffalo Mask site 

(n=6), Frances Canyon Ruin (n=1), and Mom's Cliff Dwelling (n=1). The latter two dates are, like 

the pre-1670 dates, probably the result of dead wood use. The 1672B date from Frances Canyon 

Ruin is from a beam in Room 4 constructed in 1722; the 1675B date from Mom's Cliff Dwelling is 

from Room 8 which also yielded a 1720 cutting date. Thus, the only reliable evidence at the pueblito 

sites for pre-1680 tree procurement comes from the Buffalo Mask site where six trees were 

harvested between 1670 and 1680. 

The large cluster of cutting dates in the 1690-1694 period is the result of rapid construction, 

good preservation, and extensive sampling at Tapacito Ruin (Towner and Dean 1992). Of the 26 

cutting or near cutting dates in the period, 16 are from the pueblito at Tapacito Ruin, 9 are from an 
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Figure 95. Temporal distribution of all Din6tah pueblito site cutting and near cutting dates. 

assodated hogan, and a single date of 1692G is from the ladder at the Buffalo Mask site. 

Obviously, the large number of dates in the 1690-1694 period cannot be used to infer activities 

except at Tapacito and, to a minor extent, at Buffalo Mask. 

The next large peak in the distribution occurs in the 1710-1714 period. The relative paucity 

of dates in the 1695-1709 period, however, may be important. Only a single cutting date from the 

1695-1699 period exists; the 1699G date is from a hogan leaner at 42 Pueblito and its provenience 

is somewhat questionable. 

There are four cutting or near cutting dates in the 1700-1704 period. Two of the dates, 

1701G and 1701+LB, are firom the upper room suite at Three Com Ruin which was built in 1714; one 

of the dates, 1701L, is from the door lintel between Rooms 1 and 3 at Garcia Canyon Ruin, but the 

rooms were not built until 1712. The final date, 1701+LB, is from the only in situ beam at Tsobito 

Ruin and couM date that structure; a loose log near the structure, however, dates 1726v and may 
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also date the initiation of construction. 

Nine spedmens date to the 1705-1709 period. Six of these dates are from the upper room 

suite at Three Com Ruin which was built in 1714; the large number of pre-1714 cutting dates from 

this provenience suggests that many of these beams were reused from eariier structures. Another 

cutting date, 1707c, was derived from Hogan 4 at Three Com, but the same structure also yielded 

a 1715 cutting date. A hogan foric at Pointed Butte Ruin yielded a 1709c date, but the same 

stnjcture had ieaners that dated 1721 and 1748, so the foric may have been a reused or dead wood 

element. The only other date from the period, 1705GB, is derived from a loose log at Shandiin 

Bikin; it is the latest date from the site and the only cutting date, so it may date the structure, but 

is not very conclusive evidence of construction activities. 

Following A.D. 1710, tree-harvesting activates increased dramatically. Forty-six beams, 

representing activities at ten different sites, were cut in the 1710-1714 period. At least six of these 

sKes exhibit large clusters of cutting dates, including Three Com, Frances Canyon, and Garda 

Canyon Ruins, Kin W6ld JinI, Rincon Rockshelter, and the Cabresto Mesa Tower Complex. The 

other four sites. Shaft House, Delgadito Ruin, LA 2297, and Pueblito East, have small numbers of 

dates and only one or two dates in the period. Delgadito Ruin and LA 2297 also indude later dates, 

so the dates from this time period may actually represent reuse or dead wood harvesting. 

There is a mariced decrease in the number of trees cut in the 1715-1719 period (n=20). 

These samples are derived from seven sites. The occupations at three of the sites. Three Com 

Ruin, Frances Canyon Ruin, and Garda Canyon Ruin, were apparently continuations from the 

previous period; one other site, LA 2297, has cutting dates in both periods, but no strong date 

dusters. Three new sites, LA 2305, Crow Canyon Ruin, and Dooyiit'iini Pueblito all contain cutting 

or near cutting dates in the period, but no strong dusters and all but Dooyiitiini Pueblito have later 

cutting or noncutting dates as well. 

The resurgence In tree harvesting in the 1720-1724 period (Figure 95) resulted in 37 cutting 

or near cutting dates from nine sites. Tree-cutting activities continued at Three Com, Garda 
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Canyon, and Frances Canyon Ruins, and commenced at Hooded Fireplace, Tower of the Standing 

God, Morris Cliff Dwelling, and Hummingbird House. A hogan at Pointed Butte Ruin may have 

been built, but the provenience infonmation on the samples is poor and possibly in error. A single 

cutting date at Boulder Fortress is dearly anomalous and may represent either dead wood or beam 

reuse, probably the fonner. 

The largest number of trees cut during the pueblito occupation of the area was procured 

during the 1725-1729 period. Fifty-one cutting or near cutting dates derived from ten sites comprise 

the largest mode in the distribution. Tree-harvesting activities continued at Three Com Ruin, 

Boulder Fortress, and Hummingbird House, but the remaining sites appear in the database for the 

first time. Large-scale tree harvesting occurred at Canyon View Ruin, Compressor Station Ruin, The 

Overtook Site, Kin Naa Daa, and possibly Dos Cenitos. Tree procurement may have taken place 

at Santo Nino (1726r), but the single date may be the result of dead wood use; the single date at 

Tsobito Ruin (1726v), on the other hand, is the latest date from the site and may actually date 

constmction or repair activities. 

The 1730-1734 period saw a decline in tree procurement (n=33), although only a slight 

decline in the number of sites with evidence of tree cutting. Nine sites indicate some activity; tree 

cutting continued at Three Com Ruin, Canyon View Ruin, and Dos Cerritos. Jaramillo Canyon, Hill 

Road, Gomez Canyon, and FoothoM Ruins show evidence of tree cutting, as do Truby's Tower and 

the Pork Chop Pass site. Of these sites that indicate new activity, however, only Jaramillo Canyon 

was constructed during this interval. 

The 1735-1739 period shows a continued decline in the number of trees cut (n=22), but the 

number of sites with evidence of cutting activity remains the same (n~9). Tree harvesting 

continued at Three Com, Hill Road, and Garcia Canyon Ruins, as well as at Poric Chop Pass; it 

commenced at Old Fort, Kin Yazhi, Largo School, and Pueblito Canyon Ruin. Tree cutting also 

resumed at Frances Canyon Ruin during this period. Most of these site show substantial date 

clusters, although those at Pueblito Canyon, Okl Fort, Largo School, and Poric Chop Pass are small. 
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Only twenty-six trees were cut in the early 1740s (1740-1744), tNjt represent activities at ten 

sites. Five sites (Old Fort, Prances Canyon, Hill Road Ruin, Kin Yazhi. and Pork Chop Pass) 

suggest that activity continued from the previous period, three sites contain clearly anomalous dates 

(The Overlook site, Hummingbird House, and Truby's Tower), and two sites (Hidden House, Munoz 

Canyon Ruin) appear in the database for the first time. 

The late 1740s (1745-1749) saw an increase in the number of trees cut (n~30) and increase 

in the number of sites (n=11) with evidence of tree harvesting. Six sites show that tree harvesting 

continued from the previous period and four sites (Mom's 1, Adolpho Canyon, Gould Pass Ruin, and 

Santo Nino) appear in the database for the first time. 

The last time period in the database, 1750-1754, has evidence of tree harvesting at seven 

sites represented by 24 cutting or near cutting dates. Tree cutting continued at Old Fort, Gould 

Pass, Santo Nino, Hidden House, and Truby's Tower and was initiated at Simon Canyon Ruin and 

Rabbit House. The distribution of cutting and near cutting dates from pueblito sites, indeed ail dates 

from these sites, ends abruptly in 1754. There are no later dates from any of the puebl'itos in the 

Din^h, although later dates from puebfitos outskle the area do occur (Brugge 1972; Towner 1996), 

and two later dates occur at nonpueblito sites (Fetterman 1996; Towner and Johnson 1996). 

Summary of Tree-Cutting Activities 

The cutting dates provide evidence that the Navajo have occupied areas around the 

pueblito sites since the mid- to late-1600s. Although there are a few pueblito dates in the 1630-1670 

period, most are anomalous in their archaeological contexts and are probably dead wood elements 

or elements reused from eariier hogans. Beginning in the 1670s. however, clusters of cutting dates 

indicate more intensive use of the area. Following the tree-cutting activities at the Buffalo Mask site, 

a major procurement event occurred at Tapacito Ruin in the eariy 1690s. Almost all samples that 

date to this period are from Tapacito, and they constitute a major mode in the cutting date 

distribution. 
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The paucity of cutting dates in the 1695-1709 period suggests little activity. It is important 

to note that during this interval, the purported time of a "refugee" influx, a total of 14 trees was 

harvested from the areas around six sites. The majority of these trees (n=9) were used at Three 

Com Ruin, a possible indicator that the area around it was occupied during the interval. The small 

number of cutting dates in the 1695-1709 period hardly seems to t)e an indicator of a "massive" 

influx of immigrants. Three of ttie fourteen samples are from hogans, but may not date the initiation 

of hogan constniction. Single dates from hogans, even cutting or near cutting dates, are generally 

poor indicators of construction because of the Navajo tendency to reuse beams (Oswald 1993). It 

should also be noted that no other sites in northwestern New Mexico, neither puebl'itos nor foriced-

stick hogans, can be dated prea'sely to this interval. Thus, the concept of a massive influx of 

refugees immigrating to the Din^ah following the failed revolt of 1696 has virtually no support in the 

archaeological record. 

Tree cutting seems to have occunBd in spurts during the occupation of the area. Relatively 

large numbers of trees were procured in the eariy 1710s, from 1720 to 1734, and in the late 1740s 

and eariy 1750s. Tree cutting virtually ceased near the pueblitos after 1754; this suggests that the 

area was abandoned rather suddenly in the middle of the 1750s. 

Pueblito Construction Episodes 

Another way of examining the tree-ring data is to view the dates, including cutting, near 

cutting, and noncutting dates, in their archaeological contexts. As demonstrated in Chapter 3, using 

this method I defined "construction episodes" at individual sites. The method used here differs 

slightly from that employed in Towner (1996); in that publication, I used cutting date dusters, 

strengthened by noncutting dates, without a detailed architectural analysis. For example, I defined 

a "construction episode" in 1709 at Three Com Ruin based on the two 1709 cutting dates in Room 

2/3 (Towner 1996:159). As indicated in Chapter 3, however. Room 2/3 could not have been built 

priorto 1714; thus, there a fewer construction episodes presented here than in eariier publications 
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(Towner 1992,1996). When the constnjction episodes defined on tree-ring and architectural criteria 

are viewed in the aggregate (Figure 96), a distinctive picture of puebiito construction emerges. 

12 

11 
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Figure 96. Temporal distribution of Din^tah puebiito construction episodes. 

The Buffalo Mask site, constructed in A.D. 1680, is cleariy the eariiest structure of its type 

and remains something of an enigma. Its location high in an alcove is cleariy defensive, and the 

scarcity of material remains suggest it was indeed a defensive refuge, not a habitation. Although 

eariy Navajo pictographic "ceremonial imagery" (Copeland and Rogers 1996) is located nearby, 

there are no hogans or other evidence of habitation in the immediate area, and the site and rock art 

are not intervisiWe. Copeland and Rogers (1996:222) suggest that the imagery predates the Pueblo 

Revolt; if so, it may be contemporaneous with the rockshelter site. Buffalo Mask was built at least 

30 years earlier than any other rockshelter site, such as Rincon Rockshelter or Shaft House. Brugge 

(personal communication, 1994) suggests that it represents an eariy group of refugees who escaped 
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the Rio Grande dunno the Pueblo Revott of August 1680. Because all the terminal rings on the 1680 

and 1679+G samples are incomplete, if the site was built by refugees, they must have left the Rio 

Grande almost immediately to reach the Din^tah before the end of the pinyon and juniper growing 

seasons in August or September. I cannot agree with this hypothesis, however. The puebloans 

were victorious in 1680 and had no need to flee; those puebloans who sided with the Spaniards 

would have fled southward toward Isleta and El Paso, not north into the Navajo country. 

Nevertheless, the Buffalo Mask site remains problematic in terms of its relationship to other Navajo 

sites in the Din^tah. 

The next construction episodes occurred at Tapacito Ruin near the confluence of Tapacito 

Creek and the Largo. Towner and Dean (1992) aigue that the 1690 cutting dates were derived from 

a hogan assodated with the masonry stmcture, which was built in 1694. With massive core-veneer 

walls, no extemal doorways, a roof entryway, a distinct ceramic assemblage (Marshall 1991,1996), 

and its situation on a structural bench rather than a boulder or mesa top, Tapacito Ruin is unique 

among the pueUitos. Brugge (1996:262) believes that its lack of defensive orientation is one of the 

most important aspects of the sKe. Although he suggests that it has lines-of-sight to several other 

sites, Jacobson et al. (1992:130-131) indicate that only Split Rock and Truby's Tower are visible. 

Field checks indicate that Split Rock is not visible, however, and even so, probably was not built until 

the mid-1720s; Truby's Tower was not built until at least 50 years later. Thus, Tapacito was an 

isolated site during the entirety of its occupation. On a recent visit, two traditional Navajos asserted 

that the structure is not Navajo, primarily because K has no east-facing exterior doorway. Tapacito 

Ruin "may be the only genuine Pueblo refugee structure in the Din^tah" (Towner and Dean 

1992:327). 

I have suggested elsewhere (Towner 1996:162) that the building "boom" of the eariy 1710s 

was a response to Roque de Madrid's campaigns against the Navajo. Although I identified eight 

date clusters at seven sites as construction episodes, closer examination of the data (Chapter 3) 

indicates only seven construction events at six sites. The construction includes living spaces at 
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Garcia Canyon Ruin (1712), Kin W6ld Jfni (1712), Cabresto Mesa Tower (1713), and the upper room 

suite at Three Com Ruin (1714), and storage rooms at Frances Canyon Ruin (1710, 1714) and 

probai3iy Rincon Rockshelter (1713). In addition to these structures, two other pueblitos may have 

tseen occupied in the early 1700s; the dates at Three Com suggest an earlier (1705-1709) structure 

and historical documents (Hendricks and Wilson 1996:81) indicate Los Peffoies (LA 8948) was used 

as a refuge in 1705. 

Although material remains at the latter site are scarce, it may be important for other reasons. 

When the Spaniards under Roque de Madrid's command attacked the site on August 12,1705, the 

Navajos defended the height and "won a tactical victory" (Hendricks and Wilson 1996:81). Although 

I believe most pueblitos were built for protection against Ute raiders (Towner 1996:166), the 

successful defense of Los Pefioles against the heavily armed Spaniards may have provided a 

"prototype" settlement for other puebiitos. This may help explain the boom of the earty 1710s when 

Ute rakling was not yet common, but the Spaniards were conducting campaigns in 1709 (n=5), 1713, 

1714, and 1716 (Hendricks and Wilson 1996:98-100). 

The absence of pueblito construction in the late 1710s suggests that the threats to the 

Navajo had sutskJed. Cleariy, the Spanish threat had abated, but historical documents (Hill 1940) 

suggest that Ute raiding increased at the same time. Although some trees were harvested in the 

1715-1719 period (see above), no construction episodes can be positively identified. 

The eariy 1720s saw a renewed interest in pueblito construction with eight building events 

at seven sites. Interestingly, only at Frances Canyon and Garda Canyon Ruins was construction 

part of a renewed activity; the other six sites were apparently founded during this interval. I have 

arigued elsewhere (Towner and Johnson 1996) that Three Com Ruin was abandoned during the eariy 

1720s, and it is possible that the Three Com inhabitants moved across Gobemador Canyon to 

Romine Canyon Ruin. 

Newly constructed sites were also the norm in the late 1720s. Seven construction episodes 

can be defined, and all but one are at sites without previous construction. The exception is the 
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constaictfon of the lower room suite at Three Com Ruin. Thus, during the 1720s construction was 

initiated at twelve new sites and only Three Com, Frances Canyon. Gara'a Canyon Ruin and The 

Overlook Site show any evidence of repair or remodeling. 

The construction decline in the early 1730s is made more apparent by the fact that one of 

the four building events was remodeling of the lower room suite at Three Com. Only at three sites, 

Jarmiilo Canyon, Dos Cerritos, and Canyon View Ruins was construction initiated during the early 

1730s. The late 1730s indicate a different strategy. Of the six identified construction events, three 

are at sites that may have been previously abandoned. Construction at Three Com continued with 

the reoccupation of the upper room suite, new rooms were added at Frances Canyon Ruin after a 

hiatus of more than 15 years, and additional rooms were added to Deer House more than 10 years 

after the site was founded. Construction was initiated at Gomez Canyon, Largo School, and Hill 

Road Ruins between 1735 and 1739. 

Only one site, Mufioz Canyon Ruin, was founded in the 1740-1744 period and only three 

construction episodes can be identified. The two other building events were remodeling events at 

Frances Canyon and Hill Road Ruins. In contrast, all four of the building events in the late 1740s 

occurred at newly founded sites. Two major building events occurred at Old Fort Ruin, and both 

Hidden House and Mom's Site 1 were founded. 

Pueblito constmction increased dramatically in the early 1750s. Three major building 

events occurred at Old Fort and another occurred at Hidden House, but the four other events 

occurred at sites with no evidence of previous construction-Gould Pass Ruin, Rabbit House, Truby's 

Tower, and Simon Canyon Ruin. This seems to be something of a paradox because all of the sites 

were abandoned shortly thereafter, almost certainly by the late 1750s. There are no additional 

construction episodes after Simon Canyon Ruin was built in 1754 and only two later tree-ring dates 

from the entire Din^tah (Fetterman 1996; Towner and Johnson 1996). 
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Hogans at Pueblito Sites 

One of the important questions concerning the pueblito sites has t}een the temporal 

relationship between the masonry pueblitos and forked-stick hogans. Kidder (1920) implicitly 

suggested that the hogans and pueblitos were simultaneously occupied, the hogans by Navajos and 

the pueblitos by Puebloan Refugees. There have been some suggestions (Marshall 1996:204; 

Towner and Dean 1992} that hogans were occupied earlier than pueblitos and represent either (a) 

different populations, or (b) different settlement patterns not yet affected by defensive requirements 

(Brugge, in press). 
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Figure 97. A comparison of hogan and pueblito tree-ring dates. 

Although the data are somewhat limited, there are several ways to evaluate the 

contemporaneity of the two structure types. The distributions of hogan and pueblito tree-ring dates 
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(Figure 97) are very similar, although the number of hogan dates is only about one-tenth that of the 

pueblito dates. The distributions of hogan and pueblito cutting dates (Figure 98) are also very 

similar; only 21 cutting or near cutting dates were derived from hogans, however. A comparison 

of pueblito and hogan construction episodes would be an ideal way to determine structure 

contemporaneity. Unfortunately, only Tapacito Ruin and Hidden House contain pueblitos and 

hogans with identified construction episodes. The putative hogan at Tapacito was built four years 

prior to the pueblito construction, and the hogan at Hidden House was built as the masonry structure 

was expanded and remodeled. Marshall's (1996:209) ceramic analysis suggests that "the hogans 

at both Tapacito and Hooded Fireplace Pueblitos may slightly prenlate the pueblitos." 
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Figure 98. A comparison of hogan and pueblito cutting and near cutting dates. 

The most productive way to assess structure contemporaneity is by examining the sites with 

both hogans and masonry structures. There are 21 dated pueblito sites that contain hogans (Table 
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80); two of the sites, Cottonwood Divide and Unreachable Rocî shelter, contain only hogan remains 

and one site, EDooyiitlini Pueblito contains a brush structure that may or may not be part of a hogan. 

Tree-ring samples have been collected from both structure types at the remaining sites. Although 

at twelve of the sites the hogan dates are earlier than the pueblito dates, ten of the sites contain only 

noncutting dates from hogans; only two sites, Tapacito Ruin and 42 Pueblito, have hogan cutting 

dates earlier than the pueblito cutting dates. Unfortunately, no construction episodes have been 

positively identified at 42 Pueblito and the single hogan date may be anomalous. Thus, only at 

Tapacito Ruin can I demonstrate that a hogan existed prior to pueblito construction. 

Table 80. Comparison of forited-stick hogan and pueblito dates at pueblito sites. 

Site Pueblito Latest Number of Number of Hogan Comment 
Name Construction Pueblito Dated Hogan Date on Hogan 

Date Hogans Dates Range Dates 
Adolpho Canyon Unknown 1747 3 5 1725-1751 Latest Cutting 
Adams Canyon >1736 1736 1 1 1630 Noncutting 
Three Corn >1714 1745 1 3 1668-1715 Latest Cutting 
Old Fort >1746 1753 12 1651-1748 /Ml Noncutting 
Frances Canyon >1710 1745 1 3 1566-1589 All Noncutting 
42 Pueblito 1727-28? 1731 1 1 1699 Cutting 
Boulder Fortress 1728 1728 1 1 1709 Noncutting 
Canyon View 1734 1734 1 3 1601-1725 Ail Noncutting 
Cottonwood Divide N/A N/A 7 1624-1715 /Ml Noncutting 
Dooyiit'iini Pueblito >1719 1719 1 1 1712 Noncutting 
Foothold Ruin >1739 1740 1 4 1667-1710 All Noncutting 
Gomez Canyon >1735 1747 7 1681-1733 All Noncutting 
Gould Pass >1749 1753 1 1 1710 Noncutting 
Hanging Pot >1747 1747 1 1 1735 Noncutting 
Hidden House >1746 1754 1 6 1735-1751 Cutting Cluster 
Morris Cliff Dwelling 1720 1720 1 2 1726 All Noncutting 
Overlook Site >1727 1728 2 4 1682-1727 Latest Cutting 
Pointed Butte >1713 1713 3 6 1683-1748 Latest Noncutting 
Split Rock Ruin >1727 1727 2 2 1570-1665 Ail Noncutting 
Tapacito Ruin 1694 1694 1 8 1690 Cutting Cluster 
Unreachable N/A N/A 4 6 1633-1680 All Noncutting 

At seven of the sites, including four of the six sites with cutting dates from hogans, the 

hogans appear to be either contemporary with or later than the masonry structures. This 

assessment is based on the fact that the hogan dates are either in the same year as pueblito 
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construction or cutting dates, or are later than the latest pueblito date. In addition, at seven of the 

hogan sites with only noncutting dates, those dates are less than 50 years prior to pueblito 

constoiction. Given the amount of ring loss indicated by the 'w* symbol on most dates, I suspect 

that these seven hogans are contemporary with pueblito construction. There are only three sites 

with noncutting hogan dates, LA 71596 near Frances Canyon Ruin, Adams Canyon, and Split Rock 

Ruin, that are more than 50 years older than the pueblito dates. Although at some future date it may 

be possible to estimate cutting dates for these samples (cf. S. Nash 1997), such an approach has 

not been attempted here. Nevertheless, given the absence of sapwood on most hogan samples that 

yield noncutting dates, I believe the evidence indicates that the hogans and masonry structures on 

these sites were constructed at the same time and represent a single population using both structure 

types. 

PUEBLITO SITE OCCUPATION SPANS 

Estimating the occupation span of the pueblito sites is critical for delineating the population 

dynamics of the Oin^tah during the eighteenth century. One of the implicit assumptions of 

archaeologists and historians woridng in the area has been that these sites were occupied for the 

most, if not all, of the Gobemador Phase (A.D. 1690-1775). Hester (1963a:86) used the number of 

hogans and pueblitos occupied in the Navajo Reservoir District, Largo and Got)emador "localities," 

and at Big Bead Mesa (Keur 1941) to estimate a Navajo population of approximately 2000 

individuals (including PueUoan Refugees) in A.D. 1700. Because his figures generally agreed with 

the Rabal Document (Hill 1940), they have been used as a baseline for reconstructing Navajo 

population dynamics. 

Assuming that all pueblitos were occupied at the same time, however, is cleariy 

unwarranted. The temporal distribution of tree-ring cutting dates and pueblito construction episodes 

demonstrates that many structures were built in the last few decades of the Din^tah occupation. It 

may be more important, however, to realize that once built, pueblitos may have been abandoned. 
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reoccupied, and abandoned again within relatively brief periods of time. If such settlement shifts 

were the norm, a very different picture of eighteenth century Navajo population dynamics must be 

constructed. 

Several different methods are available for estimating site occupation spans. Robinson and 

To«vner (1993) provide some infonnation relevant to estimating occupation duration by listing the 

eariiest cutting and latest date from each site and structure type. Although somewhat useful, these 

data cannot account for beam reuse or recycling, or dead wood samples that yielded "cutting" dates. 

Hantman (1983:111-123,143) advocates subtracting the date of initial construction from the latest 

tree-ring date and adding a constant of 10 years to determine the occupation span for pit house and 

pueblo sites. Although this and other methods are tested below, it is apparent that such an approach 

is inappropriate for Navajo structures. Alhstrom (1985:658-659) suggests that such an approach 

may be warranted if there is a continuous date distribution and if the latest occupied portions of a 

site yielded tree-ring dates. The latter criterion is generally not a problem at the pueblito sites 

because the sites are generally small and all samples appropriate for dating have been collected. 

The first criterion, however, is generally only met at the larger sites with more than 10 or 20 dates. 

Marshall (1995:209-212) uses a midden accumulation per room unit rate based on a 45-year 

occupation of Frances Canyon Ruin. Although he acknowledges several problems with his formula, 

Marshall uses ".45 cubic meters of trash fill per room per year" to estimate the occupation spans of 

seven pueUitos. His fomiula resulted in estimates of 3 and 4 year occupations at Shaft House and 

Split Rock Ruin, respectively; 10 and 11 year occupations at Largo School and Crow Canyon, 

respectively; a 20 year occupation of Tapacito Ruin; and 40 and 45 year occupation spans at 

Hooded Fireplace and Frances Canyon Ruins respectively. 

Marshall's approach has been criticized by Towner and Johnson (1996:176-179) for ignoring 

the cultural and natural formation processes that formed the site structures and middens. Using 

midden volume averaged firom eight single hogan sites and an ethnographic estimate of a maximum 

ten-year occupation span of a hogan or similar structure pean et al. n.d., Russell 1983; Weltfish 
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1965; Wilson 1934), Towner and Johnson derived an estimate of 1.05 cubic meters of trash 

accumulation per room per year. Although this method reduces the estimated occupation spans 

by half (Towner and Johnson 1996:178), it is still subject to the vagaries of accurate midden 

measurements and tends to ignore cultural processes, such as seasonality or periodic abandonment, 

that may seriously distort the estimates. Neither of these methods is appropriate for analysis of all 

the pueblito sites, primarily because the data concerning midden volume are not available; 

therefore, I have chosen to use the tree-ring data to estimate site occupation duration for those sites 

with appropriate tree-ring dates. 

Figure 99 shows the difference between the eariiest cutting or near cutting date and latest 

date from all of the sampled pueblito sites. Fourteen of the sites did not yield cutting or near cutting 

dates and cannot be used in the analysis. Differences between the types of dates at the remaining 

49 sites range from zero years to more than a hundred years. A difference of "zero" years indicates 

that the eariiest cutting date is in the same year as the latest date; commonly this situation indicates 

a single cutting date that is also the latest date from the site. There are situations, however, such 

as at Rincon Rockshelter and Hooded Fireplace, where a terminal cluster of cutting dates includes 

the eariiest cutting date from the site. The majority of the sites (n=30) show a difference often years 

or less between the eariiest cutting date and latest date; only seven sites, on the other hand, exhibit 

a difference of greater than 30 years between the eariiest cutting and latest date. This distribution 

suggests that most of the sites were occupied for less than ten years. 

Figure 100 shows the difference between the initial construction episode as inferred from 

the tree-ring dates and the latest date from all of the puebIKo sites. Construction episodes could not 

be defined for twenty-nine of the sites, and they are not included in this analysis. Differences 

between initial construction episodes and latest dates range from zero to thirty-five years. A large 

majority of the sites (n=29) show a difference of ten years or less, and at 18 of the sites there is no 

difference. Four of the five sites with differences of more than 10 years, Three Com, Frances 

Canyon, Deer House, and Gomez Canyon, can be explained as the result of abandonment and 
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reoccupation. At the other site, Buffalo Mask, the difference is the result of a late date from a 

notched log ladder that suggests the site was reused as a refuge, but it was never used as a 

habitation site. 

Although the tree-ring data suggest the sites were occupied for only a short time, the 

possibility remains that (A) the structures were built and simply occupied without additional 

remodeling or repairs or (B) that such events left no tree-ring evidence. Complete sampling of all 

the datable timbers, combined with the low use frequency of undatable spedes at the sites, makes 

the second possibility extremely unlikely. The first possibility, extended use of these structures 

without repairs or remodeling is also conskjered unlikely. Ethnographic and archaeological evidence 

indicates that both wooden earth-covered structures and masonry or adobe structures have short 

use lives, need frequent repairs, or both (McGuire and Schiffer 1983). Navajo hogans in other 

areas are typically occupied for periods of less than 8-10 years (Dean et al. n.d.; Russell 1983). 

They are often relocated and rebuilt because of insect infestation, but rebuilding normally introduced 

new wooden elements into the structure and would alter the tree-ring date distribution. Similariy, 

Hidatsa earthlodges were usually occupied for 10 years or less (Wilson 1934), and Pawnee 

earthlodges for a maximum of 15 years (Weltfish 1965). Ahlstrom (1985) estimates that 

Basketmaker III pit houses were used for less than a decade, but often required repairs during their 

use lives. 

Masonry structures may have had longer use lives because the weight-bearing beams were 

not in contact with the ground and were not subject to rot or deterioration. They still may have 

become infested with insects, however, and undoubtedly required frequent maintenance. Adobe or 

mud-brick structures in the Mkjdie East require annual or even more frequent maintenance, usually 

in the form of mud plastering, but occasionally by replacing wooden structural members as well 

(Bultnick 1969:69; Carter and Pagliero 1966; Moorey 1994). Rothschild et al. (1993:126) indicate 

that in the Zuni area, if a structure is not maintained at least every 6-12 months, "sections of adobe 

or stone masonry move or break off, doors and window frames shift, and roofs collapse." They also 
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show the substantial decline of a masonry building in Upper Nutria over the course of a decade 

(Rothschild et al. 1993: Figs. 10.12 and 10.13). An addKional, and in some ways more interesting, 

line of evidence on the rate of beam replacement in masonry structures is an example from 

historical archaeology. Baxter et al. (1997) document a major reroofing episode at the reconstructed 

Kinishba Ruin in 1950. Byron Cummings (1940) reconstructed the ruin beginning in 1933 and 

continued until the mid-1940s. The reconstruction documentation (Cummings 1940; Reid and 

Whittlesey 1989) indicates that repairs to the reconstructed pueblo and repair of some rebuilt roofs 

began in less than a decade after the original reconstnjction. Tree-ring dating of the reconstructed 

pueblo (Baxter et al. 1997) indicates that even these repair roofs were completely rebuilt less than 

five years after they were repaired. Finally, an experimental pit house with creosote-treated pecan 

roof beams constructed by Pima College in Tucson is beginning to show signs of roof decay after 

only five years (D. Stephens, personal communication 1996). Thus, the rate of repairs on pooriy 

maintained masonry structures, including roof beam replacement, is often quite rapid and usually 

less than five years. The ethnographic, archaeological, experimental, and tree-ring data indicate 

that most, if not all, masonry structures require beam replacement in fewer than 10 years after initial 

construction. I infer, therefore, that most pueblito sites were occupied for less than 10 years, and 

many were probably used for fewer than 5 years. As discussed in Chapter 7, such short occupation 

spans have serious implications for questions concerning the size and mobility of the eighteenth 

century Din^tah Navajo population. 

REGIONAL OCCUPATION DENSITY 

If not all pueblito sites were occupied throughout the Gobemador Phase, it is important to 

estimate when how many sites were occupied simultaneously. Because cutting dates and defined 

construction episodes are not available for every site, I must use a combination of factors to 

estimate site occupations. The tree-ring data, combined with the defined construction episodes and 

occupation duration estimates, provide a powerful tool for determining the occupational intensity of 
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the Dintoh during the eighteenth century. It is important to rememt)er, however, that the estimates 

are based only on the tree-ring data from the pueblito sites. 

As with occupation duration, there are several methods for estimating occupational intensity. 

Marshall (1991,1996) has shown that the puebiitos are parts of much larger communities, and the 

previous section suggests that the sampled hogans are contemporary with the puebiitos. Towner 

and Johnson (1996) and Dykeman and Wharton (1996) demonstrated that not only are there hogan 

communities in the immediate vidnity of puebiitos, but that there are many other hogans scattered 

in the surrounding areas. Thus, the data generated from the puebiitos should not and cannot be 

used to extrapolate population figures across the entire Din^tah; they can be used to show the 

intensity and episodic nature of the pueblito site occupations, however. 

Figure 101 shows the frequency of sites with cutting or near cutting dates in each five year 

interval during the pueblito site occupation. Two aspects of Figure 101 warrant attention. First, 

the data indicate that there was little activity in the area prior to 1710 and what activity occurred was 

was confined to a few sites. This low level of activity is reduced even further if most pre-1710 

cutting and near cutting dates are considered to be examples of dead wood use (Chapter 4). 

Second, between 1710 and 1754, the number of sites with evidence of tree-harvesting remains 

relatively constant. These data suggest that only between seven and eleven pueblito sites were 

ever occupied at the same time, and most often nine sites were in use. 

The intensity of pueblito site occupations is much lower if only those sites with defined 

construction episodes are considered (Figure 102). Prior to 1710, only Buffalo Mask (1680) and 

Tapadto (1690-1694) show any construction activity and both were probably abandoned before A.D. 

1710. The major period of the pueblito occupation, 1710-1754, shows a fluctuating number of 

puebiitos undergoing construction, but never is there evidence of building at more than six sites. 

Although the number of simultaneously occupied sites is generally small, it may be even more 

significant that only rarely does a site contribute to sequential intervals; that is, few sites show 

evidence of construction in consecutive five year periods. Of the 33 sites where construction or 
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Year 
Figure 101. Frequency of sites with cutting or near cutting dates per five-year interval. 

Frequency of Sites w/Construction 
per 5-Year Interval 
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Year 
Figure 102. Frequency of sites with identified construction episodes per five-year interval. 
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later occupation events can be identified, those events occurred within a 5-year interval at 25 of the 

sites. Not surprisingly, it is the larger sites that show evidence of construction over longer periods 

of time (Figure 103). Frances Canyon was apparently used the longest, with building activities in 

the 1710-1714,1720-1724.1735-1740, and 1740-1745 intervals; Three Com Ruin, with building in 

the 1710-1714,1725-29,1730-1734, and 1735-1739 intervals; and Garda Canyon, with possible 

building in 1710-1714,1715-1719, and 1720-1724, are the only other sites represented in more than 

two consecutive five year periods. It should be remembered, however, that both Frances Canyon 

and Three Com Ruins were probably abandoned for 5-10 years between occupation events and the 

proposed construction sequence at Garcia Canyon Ruin is based on major rebuilding in 1722. Two 

other sites. Deer House (1726-1730 and 1735-1739) and Gomez Canyon (1735-1739 and 1745-

1749) show evidence of building in two nonsequential intervals, and both were probably abandoned 

between constmction events. Three sites show continuous occupation in two consecutive intervals. 

Hill Road Ruin exhibits construction in the 1735-1739 and 1740-1745 intervals, but eariier 

construction was done in 1738 and the later construction was completed by 1741; thus, the site 

spans two intervals but was built in a three year period. Old Fort Ruin was apparently continuously 

occupied for at least eight years (1746-1754) and Hidden House (1746-1754) may have been part 

of the same occupation of San Rafael Canyon (Towner and Johnson 1996). 

SPATIAL ASPECTS OF THE PUEBLITO SITE OCCUPATIONS 

If the pueblito sites were not occupied for long periods of time, and I can identify which 

sites were occupied during which temporal intervals, the next step in analyzing their distribution is 

to place those occupations in their proper geographic positions. This is one approach to (a) 

deteimining if there were settlement shifts within the Din^tah during the first half of the eighteenth 

century, and (b) identifying possible "pueblito communities" that extend beyond the boundaries of 

individual sites. Although there is no doubt that undiscovered and undocumented pueblito sites 
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exist in the area, the current sample size prot)ab<y represents a fairly accurate description of their 

geographic and temporal distributions. 

Tree-ring dated pueblito sites are spread throughout the Din^tah, but most are south of the 

San Juan River (Figure 5). The Largo drainage and its tributaries contain the most puebiitos and 

the smaller, more northeriy drainages contain relatively few pueblito sites. There are no known, or 

at least dated, pueblito sites north of the La Jara drainage, but I believe this to be an artifact of 

survey and sample collection strategies, not necessarily a reflection of eighteenth century Navajo 

settlement dynamics. Only three dated sites (Pueblito Canyon Ruin, Pueblito East, and the 

Cabresto Mesa Tower Complex) are present in the La Jara drainage, and all are near where it 

widens after descending Vaqueros Canyon. Frances Canyon, the next San Juan tributary south of 

the La Jara, contains only two dated sites, Frances Canyon and Garcia Canyon, although at least 

two other puebiitos are present as well (Powers and Johnson 1987). Finally, the last northern 

drainage, Gobemador Canyon, contains thirteen dated pueblito sites and many more undated ones 

(Enloe et al. 1973; Powers and Johnson 1987; Towner and Johnson 1996). Interestingly, however, 

pueblito sites tend not to be located near the confluence of the San Juan and any of its major 

tributaries. 

The Largo drainage and its tributaries contain 44 dated pueblito sites and many more 

undated ones (Powers and Johnson 1987; Copeland, personal communication, 1996). Only 10 sites, 

however, are located in the Largo drainage proper the remainder are in tributary canyons or on 

mesa tops away from the drainage itself. Relative to their sizes, smaller tributaries such as Crow 

and Palluche Canyons, hold most of the pueblito sites. The two main tributaries of the Largo, 

Cereza Canyon and Blanco Canyon, are interesting for their contrast. Cereza Canyon and its 

tributaries contain 15 dated pueblito sites, but not a single dated (or undated) pueblito is known from 

Bianco Canyon. This difference is probably related to the different topography of the two areas. 

Whereas Cereza Canyon cuts sedimentary rocks to form steep-sided canyons with fiat floodplains, 

Blanco Canyon is on the edge of the San Juan Basin and, espedally on its western side, is 
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comprised of relatively flat rolling hills. The latter area is certainly not appropriate for building 

pueblitos, although other eighteenth century Navajo site types may be located there (Gilpin 1993a, 

1993b). 

The Cereza drainage, like the main Largo drainage, contains only a few pueblito sites, and 

only two of those produced dates. Again it is the tributaries, such as Jesus, Delgadito, Adams, and 

Munoz Canyons that contain most of the sites. Only two dated sites. Hill Road Ruin and Kin W6Î  

Jfni, are located in the main Cereza canyon, although several others overiook it. Interestingly, there 

appears to be a high frequency of pueblitos on Ensenada Mesa t)etween the two large canyons, 

particulariy in the areas of Smith, Crow, Adolpho, and Gomez Canyons. Whether this is simply a 

function of topography or some other natural phenomenon remains unknown. 

Combining the geographic and temporal data produces some interesting patterns. Because 

of the nature of the tree-ring dates from many sites, I must consider the tree-ring evidence that a 

site was occupied at a particular time somewhat less stringently than for defining construction 

episodes in order to solklify the patterning. Therefore, in the following discussion and on the maps, 

a site is consklered occupied if there is evklence of (a) a construction episode during a specific time 

period, (b) repair of an existing structure during a spedfic interval, (c) no abandonment, (d) the 

latest date from a site is a cutting date or a noncutting date later than a cutting date, or (e) a weak 

cutting date cluster precedes construction but is not associated with a particular architectural unit. 

The first three criteria are straightforward and were defined in Chapter 4. Criterion d is necessary 

to estimate the time of occupation for sites such as Tso'bito Ruin with a late cutting date (1726v), 

or Crow Canyon Ruin where a late noncutting date associated with an architectural unit supersedes 

cutting or near cutting dates derived from loose logs. Criterion e is useful for identifying possible 

occupations, such as at Hummingbird House in the 1720s, that may have occun  ̂prior to major 

remodeling or rebuikiing. In addition, a site was considered occupied during two intervals if, like the 

upper room suite at Three Com Ruin, major construction occurred at the end of an interval. 

Unfortunately, the occupations at sites that lack cutting dates or clusters of noncutting dates cannot 
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be precisely placed in time and are not included on the maps. Those sites included only under 

criterion d or e are noted by a"?" on the maps. 

I have suggested elsewhere (Towner 1996) that there were geographic shifts in the pace 

pueblito constnjction in the Din6tah during the early and mid-1700s. I believe the evidence is clear 

thatTapadto Ruin was an isolated masonry structure during the entirety of its occupation (Towner 

1996; Towner and Dean 1992). The tree-ring data show that Buffalo Mask may also be unique. 

These are the only pre-1700 pueblito sites and they are located in very different geographic and 

topographic settings (Figure 104). The earliest site, Buffalo Mask, is located in a small alcove high 

above a small tributary of Jesus Canyon; the site is hidden, and the paucity of occupation debris 

and lack of hogans nearby suggest that it served only as a refuge in emergency situations. There 

is historical evidence that Los Peftoles (LA 8948) was used as a refuge in 1705, but it probably was 

not a habitation (Hendricks and Wilson 1996). Tapadto Ruin, on the other hand, was part of a larger 

community on a broad bench above the largest drainage in the Din^tah. Although it is somewhat 

hidden, it has no apparent defensive features and lacks the spectacular setting of most other 

pueblitos. 

The building "boom" of 1710-1714 has been interpreted as a response to increased Ute 

raiding in the second decade of the eighteenth century. Most sites with documented construction 

episodes (Frances Canyon, Garda Canyon, Three Com, Cabresto Mesa Tower) are located in the 

north, but Rincon Rockshelter in the Cereza drainage and Kin \N6\& Jfnf on the eastern fringe of the 

Din^h were built as well. In addition, sites with cutting or near cutting dates in the period (Pueblito 

East, Delgad'rto Ruin, and Shaft House) may have been occupied. This distribution throughout 

northem and eastem Oin^tah (Figure 105) suggests a regional shift in settlement pattems from the 

eariier period. Jacobson et al. (1992:130-133) indicate intervisibility between Frances Canyon, 

Three Com, Pueblito East, LA 11187, and the Cabresto Mesa Tower Complex; all of these sites are 

located on top of relatively high prominences, and all but Pueblito East contain at least eight rooms. 

It is possible, as suggested by Towner and Johnson (1996:199), that these early northem pueblitos 
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participated in a visual signalling system that connected widely separated sites that were rather 

isolated locally. Although early Ute raiding may have contributed to the impetus for pueblito 

construction (Towner 1996), I now believe that several of these large, northern sites were built in 

response to Roque de Madrid's later campaigns and that the builders used the successful defense 

of Los Penoles on Santos Peak as a model for such construction. The fact that they cluster near 

Vaqueros Canyon, Roque de Madrid's pathway into the Din^tah (Hendricks and Wilson 1996:75), 

supports this inference. The eariy sites not part of this system, on the other hand, (Rincon 

Rockshelter, Delgad'rto Ruin, Kin W6ld Jfni, and Shaft House) appear to have been relatively 

hidden, small sites or were extremely defensively oriented and are not along Roque de Madrid's 

route. They appear to have been built in response to a different type of threat, probably Ute raiding. 

Only two sites, Frances Canyon and Garda Canyon Ruins, contain strong evidence of 

occupation during the 1715-1719 interval (Figure 106). Five other sites contain cutting or near 

cutting dates that suggest they were occupied, but none contain defined construction episodes. It 

is probable that Three Com Ruin was occupied, particulariy because a major construction episode 

ended in 1714 and I doubt the site was immediately abandoned after construction. All these 

occupied sites, except the possible occupation of Crow Canyon Ruin, are in the northern area and 

suggest continued occupation of Frances and Gobemador Canyons. Not one site in the Cereza 

drainage is dated to this time period, and it is probable that Rincon Rockshelter and Kin Wdid Jini 

had been abandoned by 1720. None of these new sites contain lines-of-sight to the older, larger 

pueblitos, a fact that suggests the region-wMe visual communication system had declined by the late 

1710s. 

Frances Canyon and Garda Canyon Ruins continued to be occupied in the eariy 1720s, 

when construction began at seven other sites (Figure 107). Although Romine Canyon Ruin and 

Morris Cliff Dwelling are near areas previously occupied, the four other newly construction sites 

suggest expansion of the pueblito settlement pattern southward. Hummingbird House and Tower 

of the Standing God, in particular, indicate Navajo expansion toward the southwestem end of the 
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Largo drainage. Thus, by the early 1720s, puebiitos were, for the first time, present from the 

northem end of Frances Creek to the southern end of Rincon Largo, an area of more than 3500 

square luiometefs. 

Pueblito constmction and occupation increased in the late 1720s, and remained a large-

scale phenomenon (Figure 108). Major occupations occurred in San Rafael Canyon (Towner and 

Johnson 1996), near the confluence of Palluche Canyon and the Largo, in the southern area, and 

in the upper Gobemador drainage. Interestingly, this major building boom appears to have 

bypassed Cereza Canyon. If the early sites in Cereza Canyon, Kin W6ld Jfnf and Rincon 

RocksheKer, were abandoned prior to the 1720s, there was no apparent construction in this major 

canyon for more than 10 years. Delgadita Canyon, one of the tributaries of Cereza Canyon, has 

evidence of some occupation in the mid-1710s, but no evidence of later construction. Polly 

Schaafsma (1992:35) has suggested that Delgadito Canyon may have been the place of origin of 

the Nightway Chant. Although Copeland and Rogers (1996:225) disagree, the use of Oelgadita 

Canyon for major ceremonies may have precluded its use as a habitation area. The construction 

of the Overiook SKe and Compressor Station Ruin, two sKes that are undoubtedly related, marks 

the first evMence of habitation in Palluche Canyon even though both sites are above the canyon on 

Superior Mesa. 

Construction in the eariy 1730s (Figure 109) was relatively infrequent, but present over a 

large area. Three Com Ruin and Dos Cerritos, both near Gobemador Canyon, have construction 

episodes, as do Canyon View Ruin in the upper Largo area and Jaramillo Canyon Ruin in the upper 

Cereza drainage. Gomez Canyon Ruin may have been occupied prior to 1735, but the data are 

somewhat equivocal; similarly FoothoM Ruin contains noncutting dates in the eariy 1730s, but may 

actually date a few years later. The geographic distribution suggests that the Navajos were using 

three of the major drainages in the area, but not heavily. 

The late 1730s saw the reoccupation of sites, as well as construction of a few new structures 

across a large area (Figure 110). Frances Canyon Ruin was apparently reoccupied, as was Deer 
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House in the south. Both the l^tgo and Cereza drainages were used, and the upper part of La Jara 

Canyon may have been used as well. If Pueblito Canyon Ruin dates to 1735 or slightly later, it is 

the first structure built near Vaqueros Canyon since the second decade of the eighteenth century. 

The most well-defined construction events in the early 1740s are concentrated in the central 

part of Cereza Canyon at Hill Road Ruin and Gomez Canyon Ruin, and in MuAoz Canyon (Figure 

111). The reoccupation of Frances Canyon Ruin continued, but apparently few other sites were 

occupied. A few anomalous cutting dates at Hummingbird House, Pork Chop Pass, and Kin Yazhi 

suggest occupation in the central and southern Largo drainage, but seemingly there was a reduction 

in the size of the area and number of pueblitos occupied. 

The late 1740s, on the other hand, demonstrate a substantial occupation in San Rafael 

Canyon with the founding of Old Fort Ruin and Hidden House; Mom's 1 was also built across the 

Gobemador drainage in Romine Canyon during this time period and Santo Nifio also may have been 

consttTiCted (Figure 112). Hummingbird House is the only site in the southem portion of the Largo 

that contains defined construction episodes, although Hanging Pot Ruin and Pork Chop Pass Ruin 

may have been used as well. These data suggest that it was the Gobemador drainage that was the 

most heavily occupied in the late 1740s. 

The last major episode of pueblito construction occurred in the early 1750s and was 

concentrated in the Gobemador drainage (Figure 113). The most significant of the late sites is 

Simon Canyon Ruin, built in 1754. Simon Canyon is the only dated pueblito north of the river, 

although two other pueblitos, LA 4331 and LA 4314, were located just north of the San Juan near 

its confluence with the Pine River and apparently date in the "late Gobemador Phase" (Hester and 

Shiner 1963:). This apparent expansion of pueblito sites and Navajo influence north of the San Juan 

River represents the first well-dated occupation in that area since the late 1600s. Other sites 

probably occupied during the eariy 1750s include Gould Pass and possibly Adolpho Canyon Ruin 

on Ensenada Mesa and Truby's Tower in the southem Largo area. 

In general, pueblito construction appears to have shifted geographically during the seventy-
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Figure 111. Probable pueblito site occupations in the A.D. 1740-1744 period. 
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rive years such sites were built, and construction at different times in different places was probably 

a response to different stimuli. The pre-1700 sites appear to be unrelated temporally, 

geographically, or functionally. The sites buiH in the 1710s can be classified into two groups: large 

northern sites that were part of an extensive visual communication network, and smaller, hidden 

sites predominately in the Cereza drainage. These hidden sites, and most other later pueblitos, 

appear to have been parts of local communities that were rarely visible from distant sites. 

Southward expansion of pueblito occupations began in the early 1720s and continued for most of 

that decade. After construction reached the southern Largo area, subsequent building generally 

occurred in previously occupied areas until there was a slight northward expansion in the early 

1750s. 

There are no tree-ring dated pueblito sites that postdate 1754, and very few tree-ring dates 

from any Navajo sites. A noncutting date of 175&M-VV from a scarred tree near Old Fort Ruin is the 

latest date associated with a pueblito (Towner and Johnson 1996); Fetterman (1996:76) reports a 

1762v date from a com-roasting pit north of the San Juan riven and Sesler and Hovezak (1996) 

report a 1770-«-vv date from a ramada at LA 79462, aKhough they suggest the wood may be from 

a historic structure. Thus, the tree-ring data indicate that the Navajo occupation of the Din^tah 

ended prior to about A.D. 1760. 

Identifying Interpueblito Navajo Communities 

The pueblito sites have been described as "site complexes" (Marshall 1991) because of the 

presence of foriced-stick hogans, masonry structures, and other structure types. As described above, 

I believe that most foriced-stick hogans are contemporaneous with the masonry structures and, as 

Mashall correctly asserts, that they formed substantial communities. The interaction of these "site-

based" communities with other Navajo communities in the area is a topic that may provide insight 

into the organization of Din^tah Navajo culture on a wider scale. 

Jacobson et al. (1992) used a computer-based viewshed analysis to suggest that the 
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puebIKo communities were integrated into a broader regional networic of visually connected sites. 

Unfortunately, their use of 1:250,000 scale maps and reliance on locational data in the ARMS files 

often yielded erroneous results. For example, they show that Tapacito and Split Rock Ruins are 

intervisible; however, field testing indicates that they are not. Although many of the sites used in 

the viewshed analysis are intervisible, few can be demonstrated to have been contemporaneous. 

It is important, therefore, to suggest which sites were occupied at the same time and could have 

been interconnected. Once such sites are identified, a viewshed analysis with a higher degree of 

resolution may prove quite infomnative. 

I suggest above that in the eariy 1710s, a widely spaced networic of large sites did exist in 

Gobemador, Frances, and La Jara Canyons. Such a system probably did not endure after the 

Spanish ceased their military excursions into the area. Towner and Johnson (1996) suggest that, 

in San Rafael Canyon, this system was replaced by a local networic of intervisible sites within the 

canyon in the late 1740s and early 1750s. They also suggest that all the later sites in the canyon, 

Old Fort Ruin, Hidden House, Rabbit House, and several others, may have been occupied by the 

same people, either at different times of the year or for functional reasons. I believe that other 

canyons in the Din^h may also contain evidence of such local systems. Much additional research 

is needed, however, before this hypothesis can be accepted or rejected. 

Possibly the best example, outside San Rafael Canyon, of a local communication system 

is located near the confluence of Palluche and Largo canyons. Two pueblitos, the Overlook Site and 

Compressor Station Ruin, contain evidence of significant construction and remodeling episodes in 

1727-1728; 42 Pueblito may have been buiH at the same time, but the poor provenience and limited 

information provided by the NLC samples makes its construction date problematic. If Hooded 

Fireplace was still occupied, and the two latest noncutting dates from Split Rock Ruin actually date 

its occupation, these sites may have been part of the community as well. 

Another possible community of sites is located in and around Crow Canyon. The near 

cutting dates from Crow Canyon Ruin (1715+G-1719+G) and Shaft House (1712+LB) suggest that 
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they may have t)een contemporaneous. In addition, the weak date duster from Ridgetop House in 

1720 may indicate it was occupied at the same time. If Shaft House was truly a refuge and not a 

habitation site, it may have been used sporadically by people who actually lived at Ridgetop House 

and/or Crow Canyon Ruin. 

What may be tenmed the "central Cereza" community consists of at least two sites, Hill Road 

Ruin and Gomez Canyon Ruin. Both of these sites were built in the 1730s and show evidence of 

remodeling and repair into the 1740s. It is possible that after the initial construction at Gomez 

Canyon, the site was abandoned during the occupation of Hill Road Ruin. If Room 4 at Gomez 

Canyon dates to the late 1740s, the site was reoccupied during the probable occupation of Adolpho 

Canyon Ruin which would make that site part of the same community. The 1749 dates from Gould 

Pass Ruin suggest that it was part of the same late community, but its construction in 1751 may also 

indicate it was buiK after Gomez Canyon was abandoned. 

There also may have been a more widespread community in the southern Largo area. 

Hummingbird House, Deer House, and Tower of the Standing God, all contain some evidence of 

use in the eariy and mid-1720s, and the two former sites also were reoccupied later. These three 

sites are widely separated, however, and are not intervisible. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CLIMATE, THE NAVAJO OCCUPATION, AND ABANDONMENT OF 
THE DIN^TAH 

Abandonment conjures up images of catastrophe, mass migration, and environmental crisis 

(Cameron 1993:1). 

INTRODUCTION 

The tree-ring dates, historical records, and other data indicate that the Navajo ceased to 

occupy the Largo-Gobemador area after about A.D. 1760. Although the area may have been 

used for ceremonies-something that still occurs today-and it may have been sparsely used 

during the Bosque Redondo period (Towner and Johnson 1996:171), there are no habitation sites 

that postdate A.D. 1755. Because of a variety of factors, primarily the nature of the tree-ring and 

historical data that have been analyzed, the Navajo abandonment of the Din^tah has indeed 

evoked images of a mass migration predpitated by both sodal and natural environmental crises. 

This chapter examines several concepts related to the abandonment induding the dimate 

before, during, and after the pueblito site occupations, the changing nature of Navajo settlement 

during the pueblito occupations, and the relationship between dimate, the pueblito occupations, 

Lite and Commanche raiding, and areal abandonment. It also discusses the timing and 

destinations of possible emmigrants. 

CLIMATE 

Climate has long been a topic of interest to Southwest archaeologists. Although there are 

some notable exceptions (Brugge 1986; Kemrer 1974; Oswald 1993), dimatic factors usually have 

not been invoked as explanatory tools by students of earty Navajo archaeology. There are three 

main reasons for this omission. First, most published paleodimatic data, usually tree-ring 

reconstnjcted predpitation or temperature data (Dean and Robinson 1977), have presented decadal 

summaries of departures from mean conditions for relatively larpe areas of the northern Southwest. 
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Similariy, the low-frequency processes (LFP) that have t)een of most concern to archaeologists 

studying the Anasazi (Dean 1988) have generally t)een viewed as covering too long a time span to 

have affected Navajo settlement pattems. Although useful (cf. Powers and Johnson 1987:3), the 

decadal summaries have not had the temporal or spatial resolution necessary to address the 

questions of concern to archaeologists studying early Navajo development. Second, Navajo 

subsistence in the historic period was not exclusively oriented toward maize agriculture and, 

therefore, most researchers have assumed the Navajo were less affected by environmental 

fluctuations than their Puebloan neighbors. Most archaeologists and historians have viewed the 

Navajo transition to pastoralism as an adaptation to the soa'al, not natural, environment. Finally, 

because the Navajo sites of interest were occupied during the historic period, historical accounts and 

anecdotal references have been used by most scholars in discussions of environmental oscillations 

and their effects on the Navajo (Reeve 1959). These data, while useful, have not been used to 

generate inferences conceming the pattems and trends of climatic fluctuations in relation to Navajo 

settlement in the Din^tah. 

A fine-grained reconstruction of predpitation in the Gobemador area has been developed 

recently by Gary Funkhouser of the LTRR. Using live-tree cores from Pueblito Canyon, 

archaeological samples, and predpitation data from the Santa Fe divisional weather database, an 

annual reconstruction of predpitation for the Gobemador area for the period A.D. 624-1975 was 

generated. Several caveats must be noted prior to a discussion of dimate in the area. First, the 

tree-ring reconstmction is for predpitation only; temperature is undoubtedly an important component 

of dimate, but was not used in the reconstrudion. Palmer Drought Severity Indices (PDSI), which 

incorporate both predpitation and temperature (Palmer 1965), may prove useful in the future, but 

were not used primarily because temperature has a strong inverse relationship to predpitation in this 

area. Tree-ring reconstructions of predpitation have limits that should be acknowledged. Both high 

and low values may be underestimated, high values because moisture ceased to limit tree growth 

during extremely wet years, and low values because ring widths cannot fall below zero no matter 
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how little rain falls in dry years. The predpitation reconstruction is presented as annual values in 

inches for the "tree-year," previous August through current July. Because the Din^tah receives most 

of its precipitation as winter snow, the annual reconstruction, like the instrumental annual values 

upon which it is calibrated, does not separate seasonal components well. Certainly summer 

precipitation, particularly convection thunderstorms in July and August, were important for some 

types of agriculture. Winter predpitation, however, provides moisture during the eariy months of 

the growing season, a factor that may be critical for agricultural and wild plant foods as well as for 

animal forage. Thus, the annual predpitation reconstruction is considered adequate for comparing 

dimate with human events measured by the archaeological tree-ring data. Finally, in this discussion 

as in many others, I assume that yeare with high predpitation values, those more than one standard 

deviation above the mean, were "good" years, and low predpitation years, those more than one 

standard deviation below the mean, were "bad" years. Although such may not always be the case 

(cf. Graybiil 1989), given the presumed subsistence t>ase of the eariy Navajo, I believe it justified. 

Long-Terms Climatic Trends in the Din6tah 

Figure 114 shows the reconstructed predpitation for the period A.D. 1300-1800 both as 

yeariy values and as a five year running mean to better illustrate the trends. It is during this time 

that most scholars assume the Navajo moved into and occupied the area. The long-term mean for 

this period is 10.90 inches of predpitation per year with a standard deviation of 1.936; the highest 

reconstructed value is 16.858 inches in 1485, and the lowest is 5.318 inches in 1748. Obviously, 

precipitation has varied tremendously in the area over the 500-year long period of interest. The 

Navajo occupants of the area, however, undoubtedly adapted to such variability in a variety of ways. 

Several trends may be important in relation to the Navajo entry into the area. The 1300s, 

particulariy the first three decades of the century, were a time of relatively low temporal variability 

and generally good conditions. Predpitation exceeded one standard deviation above the mean in 
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Figure 114. Reconstructed Gobemador precipitation, A.D. 1300-1800. 

twelve years during the 1300s, including seven years in the first half of the century. In ten years, 

seven of which were in the last half of the century, predpitation was at least one standard deviation 

below the mean. Thus, if the Navajo moved into the area in the early fourteenth century as 

proposed by some researchers (Reed and Hom 1990), they met with generally favorable and 

somewhat stable conditions. Even if they entered the area in the late 1300s, conditions were 

generally stable, although not as favorable as early in the century. 

The 1400s were a time of high temporal variability and sometimes extreme departures from 

"normal" conditions. Both "good" and "poor" years occurred 23 times during the century. Good 

years occurred more often (n=14) in" the later half of the century, including three "very good" years 

(>2 standard deviations from the mean) in the 1480s. Poor years happened more frequently (n=13) 
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in the first half of the 1400s, although two extremely poor years, 1480 and 1495, were in the later 

decades. If the Navajo penetrated the area in the 1400s (Hodge 1895), therefore, they entered 

during a time of unstable conditions when predpitation varied substantially from year to year and 

decade to decade. 

The 1500s were a time of low variability, but also a time of generally low predpitation as 

well. There were more than twice as many bad years (n=23) as good years (n=10) during the 

century. There were no very good years, and the majority of the good years (n=8) were prior to 

1575. Bad years, on the other had, induded five very bad years, and occurred more often in the 

later part of the century. There was a significant downturn in predpitation beginning in the 1570s 

and continuing until the end of the century. In the last quarter of the 1500s, only 1577 and 1594 

were good years, whereas there were 11 years with below average predpitation, three of which 

were "very bad" years. This severe drought in the late sixteenth century has been well documented 

(Fairchild-Parte et al., n.d.; D'Arrigo and Jacoby 1991; Grissino-Mayer 1996) and may have effeded 

other populations in the Southwest. Thus, if the Navajo entered the Largo-Gobemador area during 

the 1500s, particulariy in the last quarter of the century, they met with stable, but very poor 

conditions. 

Climatic conditions improved maricedly in the 1600s. Temporal variability increased from 

the previous century, and predpitation generally increased substantially. Good years (n=15) 

outnumbered bad (n=9), and only two years were extreme-1680 was a very high predpitation year 

and 1685 a very low predpitation year. After the drought of the late 1500s and a poor year in 1600, 

conditions ameliorated for the next 45 years; between 1600 and 1645, there were seven good years 

and not a single bad year. Although the last half of the century was somewhat more variable and 

conditions were not quite as favorable, the 1600s were a marited improvement over the 1500s. If 

the Navajo began to occupy the Din^tah during the 1600s, they met with generally favorable 

predpitation and relatively predidable conditions. It may be significant that the well-dated foriced-

stick hogans near the San Juan River described by Sesler and Hovezak (1996) were built in the first 
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few decades of the 1600s. A Navajo expansion southward into unoccupied territory at that time 

would have been facilitated by rising water tables (Dean 1988) and more stable and favorable 

conditions. It is also interesting that the in 1620s, which were generally a "good" decade, the 

Navajo were described as having "vast com fields" (Lummis 1900) and trading wild animal products 

at Santa Clara (Worcester 1947). 

Climate during the Navajo Occupation of Pueblitos 

Figure 115 shows the yeariy predpitation for the tree-ring dated period of Navajo 

occupation, A.D. 1610-1760. This period is important because it is the time when confirmed tree-

ring dated Navajo sites have been documented and, later, when the pueblitos were built and 

occupied.. Figure 115 also shows a 3-year moving average of predpitation superimposed over the 

yearly values. Predpitation fluctuated from a low of 5.318 inches to a high of 15.878 inches of 

moisture; the mean annual predpitation for the period is 11.005 inches, and the standard deviation 

is 1.912 inches. 

Table 81 lists the "good" and "poor" years for the 1610-1760 period. As can be seen, there 

were more good years (n=25) than bad years (n=23), but more extremely bad years (n=5) than 

extremely good years (n=2). It is interesting that after the Buffalo Mask site was constructed in 

1680 until 1760, the frequency of good and bad years was the same (n=16), although there were 

only two very good years (1680 and 1720), and four very bad years (1685,1729,1735, and 1748). 

The variability remains approximately the same if only the major period of pueblito construction 

(1710-1755) is considered; good and bad years occurred with the same frequency (n=9), but there 

were three very bad years and only one very good year. Overall, the reconstructed predpitation 

data indicate that during the pueblito occupation temporal dimatic variability was relatively high; 

although there were many bad, and some very bad years, there were also many good, and a few 

very good years. 

There are several ways to assess the impact of dimate on the Navajo occupation. Brugge 
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Figure 115. Reconstructed Gobemador prea'pitation, A. D. 1610-1760. 

(1986:157-160) correlated tree-ring indices with dated historical events for the Navajo occupation 

of the Chaco Canyon area. Unfortunately, of the 50 historical events he listed, only six were during 

the time period when pueblitos were occupied. In addition, the vagueness of some "events," such 

as "continued war" or "land disputes," makes precise dating problematic. Thus, it is difficult to find 

a strong correlation between climate and historical events, and Brugge (1986:160) suggests that 

"environmental change may lead to change in interethnic relations, but that the direction and nature 

of change can be strongly conditioned by cultural factors." 

Given the infrequent and imprease nature of historical references to the pueblito 

occupations (Hendricks and Wilson 1996), it is much more informative to compare the 

archaeological data and dendroclimatic reconstruction. Using only cutting and near cutting dates 



Table 81. List of poor and good predpitation years, A.D. 1600-1760. 

Poor Years Good Years 
Year PredD Year Predp 

1645 8.740 1610 13.764 
1654 8.381 1617 13.764 
1657 8.165 1618 13.290 
1658 9.035 1621 13.643 

-1664 7.142 1627 14.170 
1667 8.724 1630 13.195 
1676 8.439 1633 14.449 
1684 7.453 1651 13.843 

-1685 6.736 1660 13.616 
1694 8.740 -1680 15.683 
1703 8.850 1683 13.000 
1707 7.785 1686 13.036 
1716 8.581 1689 14.402 
1719 9.019 1692 14.507 

-1729 7.111 1699 13.337 
-1735 6.473 1701 13.469 

1737 8.935 -1720 15.878 
1744 8.518 1725 13.232 

-1748 5.318 1726 13.806 
1750 8.624 1732 13.390 
1751 8.534 1743 13.785 
1756 8.740 1745 13.548 

1746 14.086 
1749 14.154 
1754 14.866 

**= more than two standard deviations from mean 

Average Predpitation for 1610-1760 = 11.005 inches 
Standard Deviation for 1610-1760 = 1.912 inches 

from the pueblito sites. Figure 116 shows the temporal relationship between tree cutting and 

reconstructed predpitation. There were 66 years between 1670 and 1760 when tree cutting 

occurred. Not surprisingly, most trees were cut in "average" years; this observation is simply a 

reflection of the fact that there are more average years than either good or bad years in the time 

period. Predpitation dedined from the previous year 35 times and 175 beams were cut during those 

years; predpitation increased in 31 years, when 140 beams were cut. These data suggest that tree 

harvesting may have been tied to dedining predpitation; however, because most are "average" 
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Figure 116. Temporal distribution of tree-cutting and precipitation, A.D. 1670-1760. 

years, declines or increases from the previous year are often minor fluctuations or may t)e above 

average high values. Thus, the direction of predpitation change may be unimportant in most years 

when "average" cond'ttions prevailed. 

Trends in tree harvesting dun'ng extreme years, however, are more informative (Table 82). 

Overall, 49 beams were cut in the twelve bad years between 1670 and 1760 when trees were cut 

(no trees were cut in four bad years); during the same time, 64 beams were cut in the fifteen good 

years (no trees were cut in two good years). Prior to 1690, the sample of trees cut is too small to 

make any generalizations. After 1690, however, tree cutting is an activity that seems to correlate 

positively with above average precipitation and negatively with below average precipitation. 

Between 1690 and 1760, there were 14 bad years; tree cutting activities declined in eight of those 
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Table 82. Tree-cutting activities in poor and good years. 

Poor Years Good Years 
Tree Tree 

Year Cutting Year Cutting 
(n= ) Change (n= ) Change 

1694 11 +9 1692 3 +2 
1696 0 NC 1699 1 +1 

1703 0 NC 1701 3 +2 
1707 1 +1 "1720 6 +5 

1716 3 -5 1725 4 +3 
1719 1 -1 1726 4 NC 

"1729 2 -10 1732 6 NC 
"1735 4 -5 1743 11 +9 

1737 5 -3 1745 4 NC 
1744 4 -7 1746 8 +4 

"1748 2 -4 1749 8 +6 

1750 5 -3 1754 2 -2 
1751 10 +5 
1756 0 NC 

Bad Years (n=14) Good Years (n=12) 
Tree Cutting Increase (n=3) Tree Cutting Increase (n=8) 
Tree Cutting Decrease (n=8) Tree Cutting Decrease (n=1) 
Tree Cutting Unchanged (n=^ Tree Cutting Unchanged (n=3) 

years, increased in three years, and remained unchanged from the previous year three times. 

Interestingly, the three unchanged years were times when no trees were cut in either the bad year 

or the previous year. During the same time period, there were 12 good years; tree cutting activities 

increased in eight of those years, remained unchanged three times, and decreased only once. 

Notably, the only good year with a decrease was 1754, the last year there was tree harvesting near 

any of the puebiito sites. These data cleariy indicate that tree harvesting was conducted in average 

and above average years; it was done in below average years, but not as frequently. 

Another way to assess any relationship between the puebiito site occupations and climate 

is by comparing construction events and precipitation (Figure 117). In this comparison, the 

construction events are identified to the year based on the data presented in Chapter 3; because the 

Buffalo Mask site is included, precipitation data are extended back to 1680. 

Overall, puebiito construction occurred in 32 of the years between 1680 and 1760 ; 17 of 
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Figure 117. Temporal distribution of construction events and precipitation, A.D. 1670-1760. 

those years were when precipitation increased from the previous year, and 15 were when it 

decreased. In this time period there were 14 bad years, including four very bad years, and 13 good 

years. Including only two very good years (Table 83). In most of the bad years (n=9) pueblito 

construction remained unchanged from the previous yean it decreased twice (1729 and 1737) and 

increased three times (1694,1746,1750). In the good years, construction remained unchanged six 

times, declined twice (1749,1754), and increased in five years (1680,1720,1726,1743,1746). Two 

of the three bad years when pueblito construction increased may be spedal cases. The first. 1694, 

is the construction of Tapacito Ruin, which must be considered separately from other pueblitos 

(Towner and Dean 1992; Towner 1996). The second, 1748, is defined by the weak cluster of near 

cutting dates firom Moms Site 1. These dates, 1748+G and 1748+GB, are both near cutting dates; 

it is highly probable that these trees were actually cut in 1749 (a good year), and that the possible 

missing ring indicated by the"+" is 1748. The only other construction episode in a bad year, 1750, 
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Poor Years Good Years 
Pueblito Pueblito 

Year Construction Year Construction 
(n= ) Change (n= ) Change 

1684 0 NC 1680 1 +1 
1685 0 NC 1692 0 NC 
1694 1 +1 1699 0 NC 
1696 0 NC 1701 0 NC 
1703 0 NC "1720 2 +2 
1707 0 NC 1725 0 NC 
1716 0 NC 1726 1 +1 
1719 0 NC 1732 1 NC 

"1729 0 -3 1743 1 +1 
"1735 1 NC 1745 1 NC 

1737 1 -1 1746 3 +2 
1744 1 NC 1749 0 -1 

"1748 1 +1 1754 1 -1 
1750 2 +2 
1751 2 NC 
1756 0 NC 

Bad Years (n=16) Good Years (n=13) 
Construction Increase (n=3) Construction Increase (n=5) 
Construction Decrease (n=2) Construction Decrease (n=2) 
Constnjction Unchanged (n=11 Construction Unchanged (n=6) 

was part of the major occupation of Old Port Ruin. Finally, the only two good years when pueblito 

construction declined include 1749-a year when no pueblitos were constructed, and 1754--the final 

year of pueblito construction. Thus, these data, like the tree harvesting data, suggest that pueblitos 

were not built in bad years. 

In a sense, pueblito construction in good years, especially if pueblitos were built for 

defensive purposes, seems somewhat counterintuitive. Why should defensive needs peak in times 

of above average predpitation? If the enemy was the Ute or Comanche as suggested by several 

researchers (Carison 1965; Towner 1992,1996), the attackers and defenders of the pueblitos may 

have been under similar environmental stresses, yet the tree-ring data indicate construction in years 

that woukl have been relatively "stress-free." In this context, it is important to identify the goals of 

those who were attacking pueblitos. Unlike the Spaniards whose goals were to "punish" the Navajo 
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for previous raids, recapture livestock, and "rescue hostages" (Hendricks and Wilson 1996), the Ute 

were prinnarily interested in capturing property, stock, and especially, slaves (Jacot)son et al. 1992). 

Indeed the ennefging slave mariiet in Mexico may have been one of the primary incentives for much 

of the raiding by all parties across the Southwest. 

I suggest that Ute, not Navajo behavior, explains why most pueblitos were built in good 

years. Probably the most important factor is that the Ute, or other non-Spanish people in the area, 

were raiding primarily for slaves, although livestock and other other goods may have also been 

stolen (Jacobson et al. 1992). In good years, the slave raiders may have had an ample supply of 

food, so that if the raid were unsuccessful, their subsistence base was not adversely impacted by 

scheduling conflicts or incurred costs of the raid. If it was successful, on the other hand, the raiders 

also had the extra food on hand necessary to feed their captives. In bad years, however, the raiders 

may not have had the necessary "buffer," in terms of stored subsistence items, to attempt such an 

endeavor. Simply put, in good years, the raiders could profit by the venture but-other than bodily 

harm-were actually risking very little. In bad years, however, the risks of failure outweighed the 

possible rewards of success. 

Although raiding behavior has not been studied extensively, there are some similar 

examples of when raiding occurs. The Iban of the Philippines have been traders and raiders, as 

well as part-time swklden agriculturalists for much of their history (Gibson 1990). In the nineteenth 

century, raiding was conducted primarily to acquire slaves for trade with other Southeast Asian 

societies and as a means of acquiring status for young, unmarried males. Iban agriculture, 

however, required the labor of these males for only two or three months of the year, leaving the 

remainder of the year "to free young men for the activities of trading and raiding" (Freeman 

1970:222). 

When the Apache rakled for livestock, on the other hand, they were apparently responding 

to a shortage of meat, although other items are not mentioned; they raided "whenever it was 

apparent that the meat supply ... was running low" (Goodwin 1943:16); there is no indication, 
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however, that slave raids were conducted at the same time. In terms of Navajo raiding, Hester 

(1962a:76) lists 34 different references to Navajo attacks on either the Spaniards or Pueblos; five 

entries include multiple years, and six entries are multiple events that occurred in the same year. 

Of the 22 individual years noted for Navajo raids, most were "average" years; only three raids 

occurred in bad years and one occunred in a good year. The only good year of a Navajo raid was 

1793, when there were hostilities with the Gila Apache. The three bad years include 1694,1780, 

and 1788; the last was a combined Navajo-Spanish expedition against the Gila Apache, and the 

1780 raids indicate conflict with both the Hopi and Acoma. Thus, 1694 again stands out as a unique 

year in the Navajo occupation of the Din^tah. 

These data suggest that most pueblitos were built in response to Ute and/or Comanche 

raiding. Fuithemiore, the correlation between climate and pueblito construction suggests that those 

raids occuned primaily in above-average years. I suggest that raiding for slaves occurred primarily 

in good years because the raiders had a surplus in case the raid failed. Thus, the old adage that 

"desparate times require desparate measures," does not appear to have applied to slave raiding 

in eighteenth century New Mexico, at least as far as the Native American groups were concerned. 

It may have applied to raiding for food, but the Navajo susbsistence base was such that agricultural 

products or the few available sheep would not have been vulnerable to theft by "galloping into an 

enemy camp and grabbing the goods and women before an adequate defense could be organized" 

(Jacobson et al. 1982:110). 

Questions remain, however, concerning why the Ute/Comanche began raiding in the eariy 

17G0s. Most historians trace the rise of Ute raiding to the availability of both horses and guns in the 

late seventeenth and eariy eighteenth centuries (Secoy 1992; John 1975). Although some horses 

were probably available prior to 1700, the Ute apparently were not mounted. In the eariy 1700s, 

however, Ute horse stealing became more common (Thomas 1935). The displacement of many 

Spanish horses during the Revolt and Reconquest may have also contributed to the Ute acquisition 

of the horse. The Navajo too were able to acquire horses, but as at least part-time horticulturalists, 
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they had less need for thenn; Navajo horses may have been one of the goals of Ute raids. It was 

against official Spanish policy, however, to sell or trade guns to Indians, and neither the Puebloans 

nor Navajo were heavily anned in the early 1700s. By contrast, the Plains Apache, and probably 

the Ute as well, were apparently being supplied with French guns via a trade route up the Arkansas 

River (John 1975). When Juan de Ulibam' met the Cuartelejo Apache in 1706, they were 

antidpating an attack from the Ute and Comanche; the Cuartelejos asked for a gun "because the 

French were now giving guns to their enemies" (John 1975:229). Thus, it appears that in the early 

1700s, the Ute possessed horses that increased their mobility and guns that increased their 

firepower. With a ready market for Navajo slaves and a need for additional horses and other goods, 

all the ingredients were in place for a dramatic increase in Ute raids aimed at Navajo rancherfas. 

The most effective defense against such rakJs was pueblitos, both in terms of their locations and 

thier construction. If the targets of the raids were hkJden inside pueblitos located on boulders, in 

rockshelters, and near mesa edges, the attackers were forced to dismount in order to capture either 

slaves or goods - a strategy which eliminated the aspect of speed in the raid and left the attackers 

vulnerable to counterattacks. 

Climate and the Abandonment of Din^tah 

Several possible reasons for the Navajo abandonment of the Din6tah have been forwarded 

over the years. These "pushes" (Anthony 1990) have never been quantitatively defined but include 

drought and pressure from Ute and Comanche rakling. Drought has been assigned a significant role 

in the abandonment (Marshall 1995), and the drought of 1748 in particular (Reeve 1958) has been 

suggested as a cause. Ute and Comanche raiding has also been suggested as the reason for the 

abandonment (Schroeder 1965:59), as has a combination of both drought and raiding (Carlson 1965; 

Brugge 1972b). Rnally, the shift to a pastoral economy and the need for better grazing and herding 

areas, predpitated by drought and Ute raiding, has also been proposed as both a cause and a result 

of the Din^tah abandonment (Haskell 1974). 
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The correlation between tree cutting and precipitation, and the correlation between pueblito 

constnjction and predpitation, suggest that drought had little influence on the abandonment of the 

area. Certainly, 1748 was a very dry year indeed, in the Gobemador area predpitation 

reconstruction, it is the driest year in the entire 1348-year chronology. However, two of the 

preceding three years, 1745 and 1746, were above average years and the succeeding year, 1749, 

was the wettest in almost thirty years. Thus, the "drought" of 1748, which supposedly made the 

Navajos "amenable to the missionaries' suggestion that they move south to the Ceboileta region' 

(Reeve 1959:20; Hester 1962:77) was a single-year event Other dry years, such as 1729 and 1735, 

have not been given such importance by those infemng dimate as an abandonment push. 

In addition to the dimatic data, the archaeological data indicate that pueblitos were 

construded after the 1748 drought. At least seven construdion episodes, and possibly several 

more, at as many as eight sites were completed in the years following 1748. As shown in Figure 

113, pueblito construdion adually expanded into new areas, such as north of the San Juan River, 

during this time. Finally, those that advocate that a predpitation deficit was a critical fador in the 

abandonment of the Oin^tah must explain why the latest construdion episodes occurred in 1754, 

the wettest year since 1720 and second wettest since the first pueblito was construded in 1680. It 

is apparent from these data that dimate was not the major "push" behind the Navajo exodus from 

their homeland, although it may have been a contributing fador. Ute and/or Comanche raiding 

(Hester 1962a; Reeve 1958) and possibly free-lance Spanish slave raiding (Bailey 1964), on the 

other hand, appear to have been the primary push fadors behind the Navajo emigration. 

Before discussing the destinations of Navajo emigrants and the possible "pulls" that 

attraded them to various areas, it is necessary to discuss the nature of the Navajo occupation in the 

late 1740s and eariy 1750s. As discussed in the previous chapter, seven sites contain evidence of 

occupation in the late 1740s; four of these sites, induding three in San Rafael Canyon, also show 

evidence of occupation in the eariy 1750s. Only three newly construded sites, Rabbit House, Gould 

Pass, and Truby's Tower, were occupied in the eariy 1750s. Towner and Johnson (1996:191) 
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indicate that Rabbit House was part of the Old Fort community in San Rafael Canyon; Gould Pass 

may have been part of the central Cereza community; but there is no evidence of a community in 

the south nearTmb/s Tower or in the upper Largo. Thus, the final abandonment of the area after 

1755 may have involved very few people-only those living in San Rafael Canyon, on top of 

Ensenada Mesa, and near the confluence of Tapacito Creek and Canon Largo. If there was ever 

a "large" Navajo population in the area, a hypothesis that the episodic nature of building construction 

does not support, emigration must have begun long before the 1740s and 1750s. If, as indicated 

by the dinnaticdata, drought was not one of the "push factors" (Anthony 1990; Ahlstrom et al. 1995) 

in the Navajo emigration, I suggest that Ute/Comanche raiding was the primary push factor, and 

that it began having an impact in the 1710s, if not earlier. 

If the Navajo had completely abandoned the Largo-Gobemador area by the 1760s primarily 

because of raiding, two questions remain. First, what were the destinations of the migrants, and 

second, what "pull" factors enticed them to new areas? Hester (1962:84) indicates movement to the 

south and west, toward the Cebolleta Mountains and Canyon de Chelly. Although I agree with this 

general trend, the timing, number, and variety of destinations need to be revised. 

South of the Largo-Gobemador area, there are three major concentrations of Icnown Navajo 

archaeological sites, the Big Bead Mesa (Keur 1941), Cebolleta Mesa (Caooll 1979), and Chacra 

Mesa areas (Brugge 1986; Vivian 1960). Big Bead Mesa has been Icnown for many years, and was 

the type site of the Cabezon Phase (Hester 1962a). Big Bead Mesa itself contains tree-ring dates 

from the last half of the eighteenth century (Table 84). The site has often been considered in 

isolation; however, a recent analysis of site survey forms of the Anasazi Origins Project and other 

small projects in the area, lead me to condude that at least 29 sites near Big Bead Mesa predate 

A.0.1800 (Towner 1994). Unfortunately, the data are currently inadequate to refine the temporal 

assodation of most of these sites, and the survey coverage is spotty at best. I have no doubt that 

more, and probably eariier, Navajo sites are located in the area. LA 5228 is one site that certainly 
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Table 84. Non-Din6tah Navajo sites in New Mexico with pre-1800 tree-ring dates. 

Site Name Number of Earliest Latest Number of 
or Number Dates Cutting Date Date 

Date Clusters 
NLC-S-ULC-CZ-A 20 1510 1834 0 
NLC-S-AS-AC-T 1 1628 1628 0 
NLC-S-ULC-CZ-C 9 1655 1764 0 

NLC-S-ULC-EM-Z 9 1701 1850 0 
NLC-S-AS-AM-B 6 1704 1800 0 
NLC-S-ULC-UP-MM 4 1721 1762 0 
SITE CM-18 3 1725 1745 0 
NLC-E-C-UC-N 1 1725 1725 0 
SITE CM.38 19 1738 1972 1 
STAR LAKE 1 1739 1739 0 
LA 5228 2 1747 1752 0 
NLC-S-ULC-UP-LL 14 1755 1764 1 
BIG BEAD MESA 33 1766 1856 1 
NLC-E-RP-MP-W 5 1787 1787 0 
NLC-E-RP-CM-K 3 1793 1863 0 
NLC-S-ULC-ZR-DD 5 1793 1857 0 
NLC-S-ULC-UP-JJ 3 1794 1802 0 
NLC-S-AS-AC-BB 5 1796 1797 0 
NLC-E-RP-CM-C 1 1796 1796 0 

predates the at)andonment of the Largo-Got)emadorarea. 

A portion of the Cebolleta area near Mount Taylor was surveyed in the late 1970s (Carroll 

1979). The survey encompassed approximatefy 8.45 square miles; 105 Navajo sites were recorded, 

including at least 299 hogans of various types. Carroll suggests that many of the sites postdate A.D. 

1800, but Marshall's (1979) ceramic analysis indicates that at least 11 predate 1750 and two may 

predate A.D. 1700. Tree-ring data from these sites are limited and include no cutting dates. 

The best dated post-Revolt pre-17S0s Navajo occupation outside the Largo-Gobemador 

area is on Chacra Mesa. Through the work of both Vivian (1960) and Brugge (1986), it is obvious 

that several of the pueblito sites in the area were occupied before the Largo-Gobemador area was 

abandoned. The Shepherd site, variously recorded as NLC-E-C-UC-L, CM-38, and CH-K5, was 

cleariy built in the fall of 1739 (Vivian 1960) with both freshly cut and stockpiled timbers (LTRR files). 

It contains the largest number of pre-1750 cutting dates of any site outside the Largo-Gobemador 
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area, but other sites such as CM-18, also were contemporaneous with Oin^tah area pueblitos. One 

site on Chacra Mesa that has not been tree-ring dated, the Doll House Site (29SJ1613), contains 

a ceramic assemblage typical of eighteenth century pueblitos and was probably occupied prior to 

1750 (Brugge 1986). In addition to those on Chacra and Big Bead Mesas, undated pueblitos that 

were probably occupied at the same time as or slightly later than those in Din^tah are located near 

Chaco Wash (Reher et al. 1977:54) and on Lobo Mesa (Winter et al. 1993:81). 

Navajo sites in areas to the west tend to date later than 1755 (Bannister, Dean, and Gell 

1966; Bannister, Hannah, and Robinson 1966), but there is still evidence that some were occupied 

prior to that time (Table 85). Twelve sites contain pre-17S5 cutting dates, but most cannot be 

analyzed because of the lack of provenience and assemblage infonmation. Gilpin (1996) discusses 

probable pre-1800 sites near Canyon de Chelly, on the Defiance Plateau, in the Black Creek Valley, 

and on Black Mesa. Although most of the pueblitos and fortified crags near Canyon de Chelly 

(James 1976) postdate 1755, several forked-stick hogans sites, including the Lone Tule Wash and 

the Sheep Dip Creek sites, contain ceramic assemblages suggesting pre-1770s occupations (Gilpin 

1996:185-186). Navajo and Hopi oral traditions indicate that Hopis fleeing the destruction of 

Awatovi in 1700 joined an extant Navajo community in Canyon de Chelly; oral traditions also 

indicate that the Navajo Taachii'nii Clan is descended from Awatovi survivors who settled at Tachii, 

a spring at the eastem edge of Black Mesa (Gilpin 1996:171). Navajo oral traditions also suggest 

a pre-1700 occupation of the Grand Canyon area (Begay and Roberts 1996). Thus, it is highly 

probable that at least some sites west of the Chuska Mountains were occupied prior to 1755 and the 

abandonment of Din^tah. 

The "pulls" that attracted the Navajos to various areas outside the Largo-Gobemador area 

have yet to be klentified. Climate, which was "improving" in the mid-1750s in the Largo-Gobemador 

area, was also improving in the Big Bead Mesa, Ceboletta Mesa, Canyon de Chelly, and Black 

Mesa areas (Dean and Robinson 1977). Thus, there was no environmental gradient (cf. Ahlstrom 

et al. 1995) that made any of these areas more attractive, from an economic standpoint, than the 
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Table 85. Navajo sites in Arizona with pre-1800 tree-ring dates. 

Site Name Number of Earliest Latest Number of 
or Number Dates Cutting Date Date Date 

Clusters 
NLC-W-LLC-TS-E 1 1666 1666 0 
ARIZONA D:7:4166 8 1691 1890 0 
NLC-W-LLC-NJ-B 1 1703 1703 0 
NLC-W-LLC-P-F 1 1710 1710 0 
NLC-W-LLC-OP-T 1 1711 1711 0 
ARIZONA D:11:361 11 1713 1941 0 
ARIZONA D:7:276 6 1719 1777 0 
NLC-W-LLC-MJ-SSS 9 1720 1882 0 
NLC-W-LLC-J-J 1 1723 1723 0 
ARIZONA D:7:4163 5 1726 1926 0 
NLC-W-LLC-UO-O 2 1728 1817 0 
NAZLINI CANYON 18 1751 1762 1 
NLC-W-LLC-C-OO 29 1756 1830 2 
KINNAZINDE 16 1759 1760 1 
NLC-S-MLC-LP-O 8 1762 1764 1 
NLC-W-LLC-C-F 5 1765 1809 0 
NLC-W-LLC-SM-X 2 1766 1860 0 
ARIZONA D:7:228 30 1768 1962 2 
NLC-W-LLC-DO-G 2 1772 1788 0 
NLC-W-LLC-MJ-DD 4 1772 1806 0 
CC 351 (NFS) 45 1773 1773 0 
ARIZONA D:7:504 4 1775 1865 0 
ARIZONA D: 12:213 7 1775 1891 2 
NLC-S-ULC-UP-R 4 1777 1802 0 
ARIZONA D:7:534 8 1782 1812 0 
NLC-W-LLC-C-B 11 1793 1803 1 
ARIZONA D:12:215 12 1793 1862 1 
NLC-W-LLC-UO-Q 1 1795 1795 0 
NLC-W-LLC-C-CC 2 1795 1828 0 
NLC-W-LLC-MJ-III 1 1797 1797 0 
NLC-S-ULC-UP-P 1 1798 1798 0 
NLC-W-LLC-C-E 8 1798 1839 0 

Largo-Gobemador area. 

The idea that the Navajo were seeking better pastures for their expanding herds (Haskell 

1974) has not been seriously tested. Historical references (Hill 1940) indicate that a few small herds 

were present, but their importance in the Navajo economy is still unknown. Bailey and Bailey (1986) 

indicate that herding did not become important until after the abandonment of Din6tah. Although 
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Marshall (1991 ;249) suggests that sheep corrals and lamb pens are present near some puebiitos, 

surveys around other puebiitos (Dykeman and Wharton 1996; Towner and Johnson 1996) have 

failed to locate any features related to pastoralism. There is simply no solid evidence that sheep 

and the desire for good pastures were a pull factor in the abandonment. There is more evidence 

that sheep herding grew after the Navajo left Din6tah, but that cannot be cited as a pull factor in the 

dedsion to leave the area. 

Another factor that has not been examined, but that deserves close scrutiny, is the 

possibility of overtiunting. There are references throughout the historical period to the Navajo 

trading buckskins to the pueblos (Hammond and Rey 1966). The faunal remains at pueblito sites 

(Brawn and Brown 1996) routinely include deer bones, but the overall numbers are relatively small. 

There is also archaeological evidence of antelope procurement in substantial quantities (Reynolds 

et al. 1984). It remains to be seen whether the over exploitation of deer and pronghom contributed 

to the Navajo dedsion to emigrate, but this may be a fruitful line of investigation in the future. 

Historical records, induding procurement documents such as supply orders or bills of sale, may be 

particulariy important in this regard. 

If Ute and Comanche raiding was the primary push fador in the emigration from Din^tah, 

security from such raids may have been the primary pull fador. The movement south toward Big 

Bead Mesa and the neart)y Spanish settlements suggests that protedion from raids was important. 

Indeed, some Navajos requested Spanish protedion from Ute predation (Reeve 1959), and such 

requests may have been a fador in the establishment of missions at Cebolleta and Endnal in 1749 

(Hackett 1937). Spanish military force may have been a fador in the dedsion for those Navajos 

who moved south, but cannot account for movements to the west. Brugge (1986:142-143) suggests 

that while Din^tah was occupied, the Chacra Mesa area was unattradive to raiders. One might 

infer that distance from the Din^tah, and the bases of raiders, was a fador in deciding where to 

move-provkled there was an extant Navajo population willing to incorporate the migrants. Distance, 

however, may not have provided enough security, and other conflicts may have developed. That 
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security was important is evidenced by the construction of several pueblitos west of the Chuskas, 

such as Kinnazinde, Ganado Crag, and Nazlini PueUito in the early 1760s (Gilpin 1996). Battles 

with the Ute have also been documented as far west as Bidahochi in northeast Arizona (K. Kelley, 

personal communication). Thus, whereas security from Ute raiding seems adequate as a pull factor 

into the Big Bead Mesa and Cebolleta Mesa areas, it remains suspect for areas west of the 

mountains. 

SUMMARY 

Climate has certainly had an impact on the Navajo entry into, occupation, and abandonment 

of the Din6tah. The relationships between climate and these processes, however, are sometimes 

not wturt could be expected. The archaeological data are still too sparse to unequivocally determine 

when the first Navajos moved into the Din^tah; we do know that when the some Navajos were living 

in forked-stick hogans near the San Juan River, climate was relatively favorable for agriculture. We 

also know that climate, or at least predpitation, fluctuated during the occupation of the pueblito sites. 

The positive correlation between tree-cutting, pueblito construction, and atx)ve average precipitation 

seems to be more related to Ute raiding than to environmental stress on the Navajo living at the 

sites. I infer that it was Ute security in above average years that prompted them to attempt slave 

raids against the Navajo, who responded by building pueblitos as a defensive measure. Climate 

appears to have played a minor role, if at all, in the abandonment of the Din^tah. The factors driving 

the Navajo emigration, therefore, are unlike those postulated for the migrations of eariier occupants 

of the Colorado Plateau (Ahlstrom et al. 1996). The Navajo migration, however, was similar in that 

it was a long, complex process, not a sudden catastrophe precipitated by an environmental crisis. 
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CHAPTER 7 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The significant question, in my mind, is not whether there has t>een Puebloan introgression, but 
when it took place, the rate of incorporation, and the conditions under which it took place (Brugge 
1996:256). 

INTRODUCTION 

The dendrochronology of the pueblitos and earlier forked-stick hogans in the Largo-

Gobemador area has profound implications for reconstructing early Navajo history and development. 

Previous models of when the Athapaskans/Navajos entered the area, when, how and by whom the 

pueblitos were built, the nature of the relationships between masonry structures and forked-stick 

hogans on pueblito sites, the degree of mobility of the pueblito site occupants, and the rate of 

abandonment of the area all must be reevaluated in light of these data. Furthermore, this 

reevaluation proposes important changes in the way we interpret Navajo culture history and 

development, as well as shows the relevance of these data for broader issues of culture processes 

that may not be as obvious in fully prehistoric contexts. 

Two generalized models of the Athapaskan entry into the Southwest and subsequent 

development of Navajo culture have provided much of the theoretical basis for interpreting Navajo 

archaeological remains. These models of Navajo origins and ethnogenesis, which I term the "Late 

Entry-High Plains-Refugee Hypothesis Model" and the "Eariy Entry-Mountain Route-Refugee 

Hypothesis Model" are summarized below and shown in Figures 118and119. I should emphasize 

that no single indivklual has espoused all the positions indicated. Indeed, there are proponents and 

opponents of each position listed, and even antagonists on one issue may agree with one another 

on a different issue. Thus, various combinations of these models (and others) can be constructed. 

Nevertheless, these models, although they differ in the development of Navajo culture prior to the 
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Pueblo Revolt both posit significant culture change as a result of immigration by a large number of 

Puebloans during the pueblito site occupations. By demonstrating that the supposed influx of 

Puebloan Refugees did not occur, at least in the ways that scholars have generally assumed, the 

data in this dissertation provide the opportunity to reinterpret Navajo cuKural development in ways 

more consistent with the dendrochronological, archaeological, written historical, and oral historical 

data. 

The Late Entry-High Plains-Refugee Hypothesis IVIodel 

This is essentially a cladistic model (Moore 1994) of Athapaskans entering the Southwest 

as a single entity and differentiating into Navajo and Apache groups after their am'val in their known 

historic ranges. It posits that the major differences between Navajos and other Athapaskans are the 

result of long-temn interaction with and incorporation of significant numbers of Puebloans into Navajo 

sodety. The sequence of events relevant to this development are; 

1. Athapaskan speakers resMing in the Black Hills expanded southward as pedestrian bison 

hunters ca. A.D. 1450 (Wilcox 1981). 

2. These Athapaskan speakers entered the Southwest via the High Plains ca. A.0.1500 

and resided on the plains of eastern New Mexico where they were known as "Querechos" 

(Keur 1941; Wilcox 1981). 

3. Approximately A.D. 1500-1650 Querecho/Athapaskans filtered into areas surrounding the 

existing pueblos, provkled wiM resources to the Puebloans in a mutualistic trade relationship 

and, at the same time, the Athapaskans began to differentiate into Navajo and Apache 

groups (Wilcox 1981). 

4. Approximately A.D. 1640-1710, Navajo groups occupied the Piedra Lumbre area near 

Abkiuiu, New Mexico, and begin herding sheep acquired from the Pueblos; a few Navajos 

moved west of the continental divide into the upper San Juan River basin (Schaafsma 

1975,1976,1978,1996). 



5. After the Spanish Reconquest of New Mexico (ca. A.D. 1692-1696), massive numt)er5 

of Puebloans, particularly from Jemez and Santa Clara, emigrated from the Rio Grande and 

took refuge with the Navajo in the Din^ah area (The Refugee Hypothesis) (Bailey and 

Bailey 1986; Forbes 1960; Keur 1944; Kidder 1920; McNitt 1972;). 

6. During the Gobemador Phase, ca. 1700-1775, Puebloan Refugees, who may have 

constituted as much as twenty-five percent of the "Navajo" population (Bailey 1964), 

introduced com agriculture, painted ceramics, matrilineal clans, weaving, etc. to 

Athapaskans and the larger group developed into the Navajo (Bailey and Bailey 1986). 

Puebiitos, initially constructed for defense against Spanish retribution, became a habitation 

type used for protection against Ute raiding (Carison 1965; Hester 1962a). 

7. In 1748, drought and Ute raiding forced the abandonment of Din^tah and intensification 

of the pastoral subsistence regime. The Navajo moved to the south (Big Bead Mesa and 

Chacra Mesa) and west (Chuska Mountains and Chinle Valley) (Bailey and Bailey 1986; 

Hester 1962a; Marshall 1995; Reeve 1958). 

8. Between 1775 and 1860, the continued Navajo population expansion and need for more 

grazing lands forced them into areas of northem Arizona and southern Utah, including the 

Black Mesa and Navajo Mountain areas (Kemrer 1974). 

The Eariy Entry-Mountain Route-Refugee Hypothesis Model 

This is also a dadistic model of Athapaskans entering the Southwest as a single entity and 

differentiating into Navajo and Apache groups after their arrival in their known historic ranges. It 

differs from the Late Entry model basically in terms of the timing and route of the original entry of 

Athapaskans and the degree of pre-Revolt Navajo-Pueblo interaction. The sequence of events 

relevant to this model of development are: 

1. Athapaskan speakers entered the Southwest via the mountains and valleys of 

Colorado (Amsden 1932) prior to A.D. 1500, and possibly much eariier (Hall 1944; 
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Reed and Horn 1990); indeed, some scholars suggested that Athapaskans were 

at least partially responsit)le for the Anasazi abandonment of much of the Colorado 

Plateau (Hall 1944; Reed 1941). 

2. Some aspects of Navajo culture, such as plain ware ceramics and agriculture, 

developed in the upper San Juan area, including the Largo-Got)emador, Navajo 

Reservoir, and La Plata Mountain areas, during the fifteenth through seventeenth 

centuries (Hogan 1989; Reed and Horn 1990). 

3. During the Eariy Gobemador Phase, ca. 1630-1720, Navajos acquired painted 

ceramics and the knowledge to produce them, as well as some forms of 

iconography and other items of material culture, through peaceful interaction with 

Puebloans (Copeland and Rogers 1996; Reed and Reed 1996). 

4. After the Spanish Reconquest (ca. A.D. 1692-1696) of New Mexico, massive 

numbers of Puebloans, particulariy from Jemez and Santa Clara, emigrated from 

the Rio Grande and took refuge with the Navajo in the Oin^tah area (The Refugee 

Hypothesis) (Bailey and Bailey 1986; Fort)es 1960; Keur 1944; Kidder 1920; McNitt 

1972). These refugees constituted as much as twenty-five percent of the "Navajo" 

population (Bailey 1964; Brugge 1981), and were primarily responsible for the 

introduction of matrilineal clans, weaving, and masonry architecture (pueblitos) to 

Athapaskans (Brugge 1996). During the Late Gobemador Phase (1720-1775) the 

combined group developed into the Navajo (Bailey and Bailey 1986). Pueblitos, 

initially constructed for defense against Spanish retribution, became a habitation 

type used for protection against Lite raiding (Carison 1965; Hester 1962a). 

5. In 1748, drought and Ute raMing forced the abandonment of Din^tah (Schroeder 

1965) and intensification of the pastoral subsistence regime. The Navajo moved 

to the south (Big Bead Mesa and Chacra Mesa) and west (Chuska Mountains and 

Chinle Valley) (Bailey and Bailey 1986; Hester 1962a; Reeve 1958; Marshall 1995). 
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6. Between 1775 and 1860, the continued Navajo population expansion and need 

for more grazing lands forced them into areas of northern Arizona and southern 

Utah, including the Black Mesa and Navajo Mountain areas (Kemrer 1974). A 

cultural "revitalization movement' that emphasized "Athapaskan" values and the 

rejection of painted pottery and pueblito archKecture began during or shortly after 

the abandonment ofDinitah (Brugge 1963). 

Both models are relatively silent on the issues surrounding other Athapaskan-speakers in 

the Southwest. Although some efforts have been made to trace the development of the Western 

Apache, they have generally relied on historical (Fort)es 1960; Schroeder 1963, 1965, 1974), 

linguistic (Hoijer 1971; Opler1983) and ethnographic data (Basso 1971; Goodwin 1942). This is due 

primarily to the lack of comparable archaeological remains for the Apache (Gregory 1981), but also 

reflects the relatively spectacular nature of the Navajo sites in the Largo-Gobemador area. 

Unfortunately, I am forced to follow this trend and discuss only the Navajo. 

Migration into the Din t̂ah 

After decades of relative inattention, migration has again become a topic of interest in 

archaeology (Anthony 1990; Cameron 1995; Herr and Claric 1996). Thought of as a 

"nonexplanation" and "culture-history" by the New Archaeology of the 1970s (Cameron 1995), 

migration has recently been revived as a structured human behavior amenable to study by 

archaeologists (Anthony 1990). Two aspects of the Navajo occupation of the Din6tah are relevant 

to discussions of migration: immigration into the area by the initial Navajo/Athapaskan population 

and the proposed immigration of the Puebloan "Refugees" fleeing the Reconquest. 

The immigration of the initial Athapaskan/Navajo people into the Din^tah has been 

characterized as (A) a slow tittering of Athapaskan-speaking "proto-Navajo" into the area in the late 

prehistoric and protohistoric periods (Schaafsma 1996; Wilcox 1981) and later, a massive and 
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sudden immigration of Puebloans into ttie area following the Spanish Reconquest or (B) a sudden 

and massive immigration of Athapaskans and Puebloan Refugees from the east into the area 

following the Reconquest (Schaafsma 1996). The differences depend on whether or not a particular 

researcher believes that a small population of Athapaskan/Navajo lived in the area prior to the 

Pueblo Revolt and was joined by a substantial number of Puebloans (Bailey 1964; Bailey and Bailey 

1986), or that the Navajo were living elsewhere and moved into the area with the Puebloans 

(Schaafsma 1981,1996). Support for the first immigration of a small preexisting Navajo population 

generally has been based on negative evidence, i.e. the paucity of well-dated prehistoric Navajo 

sites in the area and historical references to Querechos on the Plains. The second episode of 

immigration, the "Refugee Hypothesis" has been viewed as a 'site-unit intrusion" (Hester 1962a) 

that fundamentally altered Athapaskan culture to create a unique Navajo culture. It has been based 

primarily on historical documents, although the architecture and ceramic assemblages at pueblito 

sites have been used to support the historical accounts (Hogan 1991, Towner 1996). 

immigration into the Din t̂ah and Development of Pre-Revoit Navajo Culture 

The late sixteenth century tree-ring dates from LA 74723 and LA 72746 clearty indicate 

Navajo presence near the San Juan River in the late 1500s. LA 72746 in particular appears to have 

been occupied at about the same time as Oflate began colonization of the Rio Grande (Hammond 

and Rey 1953). Although it is possible that these sites represent "some wandering Navajos .. 

beginning to explore and possibly live in the San Juan drainage" (Schaafsma 1996:43), I find it 

unlikely that archaeological research would have located the only such sites. Furthermore, 

potentially eartier Navajo sites, such as Grassy Canyon (Brown et al. 1992) are located farther 

north, near the La Plata Mountains. Although not tree-ring dated, the other chronometric data for 

sites such as Grassy Canyon suggest a substantial sixteenth or seventeenth century Navajo 

occupation near the La Platas (Brown 1996). 

The seventeenth century tree-ring dates, particuiariy cutting dates, from hogan sites LA 
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105483, LA 16209, LA 72747, and LA 72767 demonstrate a Navajo occupation near the confluence 

of the San Juan and Los Rnos Rivers during the 1600s. LA 72747 in particular indicates that much 

of Navajo culture had developed by the early 1600s. The forked-stick hogans are typical of later 

sites as well, and suggest that this structure type may have a long history (Hovezak and Sesler 

1995). Din^tah Gray ceramics were developed either t)efore the Navajo moved into the area, or 

during the initial years of the occupation. The structure of these pre-1680 hogan sites suggests that 

nuclear family or small extended family groups were the first to settle near the San Juan (Sesler 

and Hovezak 1996). Subsistence data, although limited, indicate that the Navajo included hunting, 

gathering, and agriculture in their subsistence base; maize, beans, and squash have all been 

identified at these sites, as well as at some of the La Plata area sites (Farreil 1995; Sesler and 

Hovezak 1996). 

These sixteenth and seventeenth century sites cleariy establish a Navajo presence in the 

area long before the Pueblo Revolt and suggest a northem intermountain, not Plains, route for the 

"Athapaskan" entry into the Southwest. They also support some Navajo oral traditions that suggest 

a Rocky Mountain route (Walters 1990). More importantly, pertiaps, they indicate that, with the 

exception of painted pottery and masonry architecture, much of Navajo culture had developed prior 

to extensive contact with either Puebloans or the Spaniards. That a Navajo culture distinct from that 

of other Athapaskans existed in the eariy seventeenth century is known from Father Salmer6n's use 

of the term "Apaches del Nabaxu" (Lummis 1900). If Salmer6n was indeed referring to groups living 

in the Chama drainage (Schaafsma 1996), the extent of the Navajo occupation is much broader than 

previously thought and supports some references that the Navajo were a relatively large group who 

occupied much of northem New Mexico. Espejo's contact with Querechos near Mt. Taylor in 1583 

may also be relevant. In both March and June of that year, Espejo encountered Querechos, first 

as peaceful traders and later as enemies. If these Querechos were Navajos (Hammond and Rey 

1966; Reeve 1956; but see Schroeder 1963), they were living in the mountains near Acoma and 

probably growing com. Likewise, it is possible that the "Cocoyes" living in the mountains near 
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Jemez in 1598 were Navajo (Schroeder 1963). 

Thus, the archaeological and historical data indicate that the Navajo occupied a relatively 

large area in the late sixteenth and eariy seventeenth centuries. At a minimum, they were living 

near the confluence of the San Juan and Los Pinos Rivers, near Jemez, possibly in the Big Bead 

Mesa area, and near Mt. Taylor probably around Cebolleta. A small community may have been 

present in Canyon de Chelly as well (Fall et al. 1981; Gilpin 1996). These data indicate that eariy 

Navajo culture, including plain ware ceramics, maize agriculture, hunting, gathering, and trade with 

the Pueblos, was relatively well developed and distinct from other Apachean groups. I believe that 

the Querechos seen by Coronado on the Plains were not ancestral to the Navajo, but more likely 

developed into Plains Apache groups who continued to hunt bison and trade with the Eastem 

Pueblos. Their connection with other Querechos may have been nothing more than linguistic 

affinity, or cultural similarities in the eyes and words of the Spanish recorders. 

Only additional research in those areas will be able to substantiate or refute an eariy Navajo 

presence distinct from that of other groups. The tremendous expansion of contract-related 

archaeological research in the Din^tah has been responsible for many of the changes in Navajo 

archaeology in the past decade or two. A similar effort is needed in other areas, particulariy around 

Mt. Taylor and near Cebolleta (Carroll 1979). The chronometric underpinnings of such research, 

however, must include the wood use model developed in the Din^tah to property interpret any dates 

derived from Navajo structures. 

Puebloan Immigration and The Pueblito Occupations 

It is clear from the tree-ring and other data that the majority of pueblitos were not built by 

Puebloan refugees fleeing the reconquest. Although some of the eariy pueblito sites in the north, 

including the Cabresto Mesa Tower Complex, Los Peffoles, parts of Three Com Ruin, and storage 

rooms at Frances Canyon Ruin, may have been built in response to Roque de Madrid's campaigns 

against the Navajo, they were still built by Navajos. The complete lack of pueblito construction and 
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paucity of evidence for tree-cutting activities between ttie failed revolt of 1696 and 1710 contradict 

the hypothesis of a large influx of people into the area. Most pueblo refugees who fled the Rio 

Grande undoubtedly went to other pueblos, such as Zuni and Hopi (Hogan 1992), and those who did 

not probably moved to laige Puebloan "refugee" sites, such as Astialalcwa, Kotyiti, Boletsakwa, and 

Rowe Mesa (Dougherty 1980; Elliot 1982; Kulishek 1996). 

Only Tapadto Ruin contains the proper temporal and architectural attributes to be labeled 

a "refugee site," and it was built by Puebloan refugees who joined an extant Navajo community 

(Towner and Dean 1992). Tapacito Ruin is unique in another way; it is the only pueblito site with 

a duster of cutting dates from a hogan that predate a cluster from the masonry structure. Even so, 

the difference at Tapacito is only four years. Tree-ring dates, although often noncutting or 

nonclustered, indicate that most hogans and masonry structures at other pueblito sites, were 

occupied simultaneously. The problems with dates from hogan samples appear to be due to 

different wood selection criteria (Chapter 4), rather than to any temporal discontinuities in the 

occupations. Tapacito Ruin was probably abandoned within a few years, possibly after the August 

12,1705 battle with the Spaniards at the confluence of the Largo and Tapacito Creek (Hendricks and 

Wilson 1996). Thus, the pueblito site data indicate that there was not a massive migration of 

puebloans into the Largo-Gobemador area following the Pueblo Revolt or Reconquest. 

I have been critidzed for not taking "full advantage of ethnographic and ethnohistorical 

knowledge" (Brugge 1996:261). In particular, Brugge (1996:262) believes evidence of a refugee 

influx exists in the origins of Navajo clans. Reichard (1928:16-19) lists nineteen Navajo clans 

deriving from pueblos or from Pueblo dans, induding two of probable Pueblo origin. Brugge would 

add another five or six to her list, and discount one that she indudes. In any case, approximately 

40 percent of all Navajo dans daim Pueblo origins (Reichard 1928:22-25; Williams 1970:Table 6). 

Kelley (1993) suggests that as many as 12, and possibly 16, of the 26 dans living along the 

Transwestem Pipeline project areas may be Puebloan in origin. 

Ethnohistorical data indude Navajo oral traditions that describe the origin and growth of the 
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tribe from its place of origin in the San Juan Mountains through times of wandering and finally 

settlement along the San Juan River. Few Navajo oral traditions relate directly to the pueblKos or 

the time period when they were occupied; oral trad'rtions do, however, relate to the formation of the 

clans and tribe and provide some clues concerning the timing of various events. Some dans, by 

tradition and history, must have formed after European contact, for example, the NaakarKJine'6 

(Mexican Clan). Interestingly, Kelley (1993) postulates that these people may have been Genizaros 

with an Aztec tradition; a more likely source, however, is the relatively nearty Genizaro community 

of Abk^uiu which was comprised of people from Santa Clara and the Hopi villages (Cordell and 

Yannie 1991:106). (Genizaro was a particulariy New Mexican term denoting Spanish-speaking 

Christian Indians who had become displaced from their pueblos of birth and were often captives who 

had been ransomed by Spanish settlers [Cordell and Yannie 1991:101]). Other clans, including 

some derived from non-Navajo groups, may have formed prior to contact and certainly prior to the 

Pueblo Revolt; few, however, trace their ancestry directly to refugee status as a result of the 

Reconquest. 

One well-known tradition involves the San Rafael Canyon area, a Navajo sacred place 

(Kelley and Francis 1994; Van Valkenburgh 1974). The Navajo name for the canyon is Taanez'a, 

[Poles (Fence) Stmng Out], and it is the place of origin of the Ta'neeszawnii [Poles (Fence) Strung 

Out People] clan (Van Valkenburgh 1974:150). Mathews (1897:142) states: 

the strangers encamped at a place called Tha'nez'ni, among the Scattered Hills. 

Soon after this a party came and joined the Navajo (who were then living on the 

San Juan River) making a new clan, which was called Tha'neza'ni. The strangers 

said that they were descendants of the Mirage People. The remains of their old 

huts are still to be seen at Tha'neza. 

Likewise, Zolbrod (1984:299) indicates Those wanderers were invited to come and join the Navajo, which 

they gladly did. And soon there was another clan added to the tribe. It became known as Ta'neeszah 
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cline'6 These newcomers said that they were descendants of Hadahoniye' dine'6 the Mirage People." 

Austin (1972:6) indicates these are the Tangle People. 

Some clans were formed by various "strangers" who joined the Navajo freely. For example, the 

Ts'ayisk'klnii (Sagebrush Hill) Clan, was apparently derived from Ute visitors when the Navajo lived along 

the San Juan (Matthews 1897:144); likewise, the Noddda'fdine'6 (Ute) Clan joined the Navajo freely. Other 

clans originated by non-Navajos who were neither captives nor refugees include the Tse'zhiin nidii'6hr 

(Slanted Lava Spire), DeeshchS)nS (Red Streak), Totaazhnl'Szhi (Two Came for Water), Naashf6ihf dine'6 

(Zuni), and DSzh66h6 (Tonto) dans. Indeed, Kelley (1993:B-1) suggests that "both modem Puebloans and 

modem Navajos have many ancestors in common, including the prehistoric inhabitants of the Colorado 

Plateau." 

Captives, not refugees, may have been able to exert considerable influence in some cases (Brugge 

1985:137-38; 171-75; 1993b). Navajo tradition indicates that captive giris founded the Ashiihf, KfilMsi, and 

Tl'ailani Clans. Brugge (1966c) traces the origins of both the Nakaidin6 and Toyahedliinii clans to two 

Spanish giris captured during the Pueblo Revolt of 1680. Likewise, a Jemez giri captured before the 

Reconquest by a member of the Tl'aschii Clan was the founding ancestress of the Malidesgizhnii (Coyote 

Pass) Clan (Brugge 1966b); later refugees from the destruction of Astialakwa (July 24-August 8, 1694) 

joined the clan (Brugge 1966a). Towner and Dean (1992) have suggested that these refugees may have 

begun construction of Tapadto Ruin within a few weeks of their escape from the Spaniards. Brugge (1966a, 

1966b, 1966c) suggests that people from Zia and Santa Ana who were allied with the Jemez joined the 

Navajo in Din^tah and formed the TITzl-Kzhinf and Tl'ogl clans. The Navajo Tichii'nii Clan is said to be 

descended from some of the survivors of the destruction of Awatovi who settled at Tachii, a spring at the 

eastem edge of Black Mesa (Brugge 1974:29; Gilpin 1996). Although technically "refugees," the TSchii'nii 

were not fleeing the Spaniards, but other Hopis. 

The archaeological data from the pueblito sites and ethnohistorical data concerning clan origins 

suggest little immediate post-Revolt or Post-Reconquest immigration. The ethnohistorical data indicate that 
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only two dans, the TTizl-lfzhinl and 77'og/ clans, originated with refugees fleeing the Reconquest of 1692 

or later events in the Rio Grande Valley, although the MaTides^zhnii clan was apparently augmented by 

refugees from Jemez. Although two clans may have originated and another may have been enlarged by 

refugees, the actual influx of people may not have been that great. Indeed, Hogan (1992) suggests a few 

hundred individuals at most, and I have suggested even fewer (Towner 1996). 

There has undoubtedly been abundant interaction between Navajos and Puebloans, and the Navajos 

have incorporated many aspects of Puebloan culture into their own. I agree with Brugge (1996:262) that 

not "all Puebloan infusion need be the result of the Reconquest." Indeed, I believe most was not. The 

prevailing model of post-Revolt Navajo cultural development, however, has been one of a massive influx 

of Puebloan Refugees as a direct result of the Reconquest and their subsequent domination of Din^tah 

Navajo culture for several decades (Bailey and Bailey 1986; Hester 1962a). This is a far cry from the idea 

that "Navajo acceptance of Puebloan and Hispanic traits followed drcuitous paths" (Brugge 1996:264) and 

that incorporation of Puebloans into Navajo sodety was a long-term process based on types of interaction 

developed over decades, if not centuries (Hogan 1992; Reed and Reed 1992). It is the timing, rate, and 

processes of such infusion that should be of interest to archaeologists and anthropologists. Processess such 

as mutualistic trade relationships (Gregg 1991; Spielmann 1982) deserve doser scrutiny than they have 

redeved in the past. 

The Pueblito Site Occupations: Ceramic Data 

In the past, the concept of a refugee influx has been supported by two other data sets: the 

apparently sudden and widespread appearance of Gobemador Polychrome ceramics, and the concomitant 

appearance and distribution of pueblitos. If there was no influx of refugees, these data must be explained 

in other ways. 

Recent research on the development of Gobemador Polychrome indicates that it was developed by 

forms of Navajo-Pueblo interaction that were not a result of a massive Post-Revolt refugee immigration 

(Reed 1995; Reed and Reed 1992). Reed and Reed (1996) suggest that it was manufactured prior to the 
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Pueblo Revolt, and possibly as eaily as 1630; Marshall (1995:203) would push the starting date back to 1625. 

Although Reed and Reed (1996:103) suggest that five sites represent evidence of pre-1700 use or 

manufacture of Gobemador Polychrome, the evidence is compelling only at LA 72769 occupied in 1677, 

and LA 16209 occupied sometime after 1621. Nevertheless, it is clear that Gobemador Polychrome was 

being produced and used in the Din^tah prior to any purported Influx of refugees fleeing the Reconquest. 

Reed and Reed (1992, 1996) also suggest that Gobemador Polychrome represents a uniquely Navajo 

product that combines stylistic elements of Hopi yellow ware, Rio Grande glaze wares, and Pueblo matte-

paint ceramics firom Zuni, Acoma, and the Rio Grande pueblos. Given the similarities between Gobemador 

Polychrome and Hopi yellow wares, and the presence of Rio Grande glaze ware elements as well (Reed and 

Reed 1992; Reed 1995), I believe it represents the incorporation of people and/or ideas from several 

different traditions. An intriguing possibility that deserves closer scrutiny is the possibility that Hopi 

Genizaros from Abiquiu had an influence on the development of Gobemador Polychrome. Although not 

mentioned in historical documents until 1715 (Swadesh 1966), the Spanish founders of Abiquiu were 

reinstated on "ancestral lands" after the Reconquest. If the families lived in the Rio Chama Valley near 

Abiquiu prior to the Revolt, it is possible that there may have been Hopi Genizaros there as well. 

The distribution of Gobemador Polychrome also deserves mention. Despite its apparent assodation 

with Refugees and "decline" in the mid to late 1700s, it occurs in virtually identical proportions in the three 

areas where quantifiable data are available. In the Navajo Reservoir District (Hester and Shiner 1963), at 

Big Bead Mesa (Keur 1941), and at pueblito sites (Marshall 1992,1995), the ceramic assemblages typically 

consist of approximately 80 percent Din^tah Gray, 12 percent Gobemador Polychrome, and 8 percent 

Puebloan tradewares (Towner 1993). If refugees were the makers of or "inspiration" for Gobemador 

Polychrome, their influence was apparently equal in all these areas, but past researchers have suggested 

a refugee influx only in the Largo-Gobemador area. In addition, Gobemador Polychrome occurs in similar 

proportions on sites west of the Chuska Mountains as far wast as Black Mesa, Arizona (Gilpin 1996). Finally, 

there has been some suggestion that Gobemador Polychrome represents an "elite" ceramic type. Again, 

where quantifiable data are available, it occurs in ceramic assemblages assodated with a wide variety of 
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site types and is not restricted to pueblitos or other large sites fTowner and Johnson 1996). Thus, if 

Gobemador Polychrome was associated only with Refugees, they were apparently living in pueblitos, single-

hogan sites, and muHihogan clusters and using sweatlodges, ramadas, and other small, limited use sites. 

It is much more prot)able that the tradewares found on puebiito sites provided models for Navajo production 

of Gobemador Polychrome. 

The Puebiito Site Occupations: The Structures 

Three implicit assumptions have guided much of the research conceming the eighteenth century 

Navajo occupation of puebiito sites. Rrst, for many years it was believed that the pueblitos housed Puebloan 

Refugees and the assodated fotlced-stick hogans were Athapaskan/Navajo dwellings (Kidder 1920). Second, 

because of the use of a "phase" system, many researchers assumed that, with the possible exception of 

Tapacito Ruin, most puebiito sites were simultaneously occupied. This assumption has had important 

implications forreconstoictions of Navajo demography and culture change. Finally, a corollary assumption 

has been that the puebIKo sites were long-term occupations inhabited for the majority of the Gobemador 

phase (1690-1775). 

If the first assumption were true, and refugees were joining extant Navajo communities, the foriced-

stick hogans on the sites should consistently predate the construction of masonry structures. This is simply 

not the case. Although the tree-ring dates from the hogans are few and difficult to interpret, it is apparent 

that the two structure types are contemporaneous and, with the possible exception of Tapacito Ruin, foriced-

stick iiogans and pueblitos were usually built at the same time. This structure contemporaneity suggests that 

entire integrated communities, probably nuclear or extended-family groups, built and occupied all the 

structures on a site. There is no evidence, except at Tapacito Ruin, of a masonry structure being constructed 

in the midst of an extant community. 

The tree-ring data obviously disprove the second assumption. Even though the majority of pueblitos 

were built between 1710 and 1754, some sites were abandoned prior to the 1750s, and others were not built 

until the 1750s. Of the sites with defined construction episodes, never was there construction at more than 
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seven sites in the same five-year period and the avefage number of sites with construction during a five-year 

period was five. Thus, some pueblitos were built and abandoned before construction began on others. 

Some interpueblito communities undoubtedly existed, most notably in San Rafael Canyon, but to assume 

that all pueblitos were occupied simuKaneously ignores the tree-ring data and sen'ously distorts the nature 

of the eighteenth century Navajo occupation of the Din^ah. 

Despite the presence of habitation features and large middens, the tree-ring data also indicate that 

most pueblitos, even large structures, were used for relatively short periods, although some were built, 

remodeled, abandoned, and reoccupied. One of the largest pueblitos. Old Fort Ruin, was constructed, 

occupied, and abandoned in less than ten years. Some of the smaller pueblitos, such as Kin W6ld Jini and 

Simon Canyon, show no evidence of having been occupied for even as much as five years. I believe that 

many of the puebltto sites, espedally those close to each other, may have been used by the same group of 

people; whether such a group consisted of a clan, lineage, nuclear or extended family, or "outfit" cannot be 

detemiined with the current data. The concept that several pueblito sites were occupied by the same group 

at different times, however, is consistent with research on later Navajo settlement patterns in several areas 

(Gilpin 1993; Oswald 1993). 

This pattem of intersite mobility can be seen in many other Navajo settlements, most notably those 

documented after the transition to a pastoral economy. Oswald (1993) and Blomberg (1983) document 

settlement mobility in the Black Mesa, Arizona area. One of Oswald's (1993) informants, Joan, lists 38 

"sites," including 48 different habitation structures such as hogans or log cabins, in her traditional grazing 

area of approximately 20 square miles on northern Black Mesa. Joan's family "established a settlement, 

used it for a while, abandoned it, and built another settlement close by" (Oswald 1993:162). Another 

infomiant. Marge, lists 40 "sites" with 16 "habitation" structures; the smaller number of habitation structures, 

however, is a result of her family often spending the winter at "summer" sites. "When the family no longer 

wanted to use a site, they established a new one a short distance away...Some family members would start 

building structures on the new settlement, while other relatives continued to use the older settlement... 

Eventually, everyone would use the new settlement" (Oswald 1993:148). 
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Although much of this twnetieth century mobility was influenced by the availability of forage for 

herding animals, other factors were also important. Field locations often determined the location of some 

site types, but the availat>ility of reliable water, an adequate supply of firewood, natural shelter from winter 

stomfis, and other factors were important as well. Usually microenvironmental differences predpitated a 

move, not large-scale changes in environment or subsistence practices. A similar system may have 

operated in the Largo-Gobemador area. 

These data have important implications for estimating the mobility of the eighteenth century Navajo, 

the size of the Din^h Navajo population, and the abandonment of the area. They indicate that the pueblito 

sites were occupied for relatively brief periods of time and some were sporadically reoccupied. This 

interpretation is very different than the past assumptions of sites continuously occupied for decades and 

expanding through population growth and immigration. Despite the progress in assessing the pueblito site 

occupations, there are several aspects of them that I cannot assess with the tree-ring data. First, I cannot 

determine whether the sites were occupied seasonally or on a year-round basis. Although I suspect some 

sites were year-round residences and others were not (of. Brugge 1986), additional data are necessary before 

site seasonality can be addressed. Many of the pueblitos contain fire places, muKiple rooms, and middens 

that suggest permanent residence; whether such residence was year-round or not. however, is still 

unknown. Architectural features that might indicate use during spedfic seasons, such as granaries or 

lambing pens, are generally absent or not temporally assodated with the Navajo occupations. Second, 

without much more detailed archaeological data, I cannot ascertain whether the pueblitos were habitation 

structures (either pennanent or temporary) or storage structures also used as temporary refuges (cf. 

Jacobson et al. 1992). Again, I suspect that both functions are present in the site sample and that the same 

site may have served different functions over the course of its use life. Most pueblitos do not indicate 

repeated repair episodes, however, such as might be evident if they were used as temporary refuges on 

multiple occasions- a situation described by Van Valkenburgh (1940). Finally, there is no way to detect 

whether spedfic family or extended groups used spedfic pueblito sites at different times of the year or in 

different years. Navajo oral tradition (Matthews 1897, 1994) suggests that the pueblitos in San Rafael 
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Canyon were all occupied by members of a single dan, and Towner and Dean (1992) suggest a group of 

Puebloans joined an extant community at Tapacito Ruin. Gilpin (1996:185) indicates that a group of later 

pueblitos west of the Chuska Mountains may have all been under the control of a single leader, a Hopi 

survivor of the destruction of Awatovi. Thus, there is some evidence that specific groups used all the 

structures in a specific area. 

Thus, pueUito sites may represent but a small portion of the Navajo population. This hypothesis is 

consistent with Brugge's (1968a:36) inference that "in spite of the spectacular nature of cultural 

developments in the Oin^tah during this period, it was not the center of the greatest Navajo population." I 

believe the importance of pueblitos in Navajo cultural development has been vastly overstated for a two 

reasons. Rrst, they are impressive structures, especially when compared to forked-stick hogans, and have 

attracted the attention of archaeologists. Other areas, such as Ceboletta, contain large numbers of foriced-

stick hogan sites (Carroll 1979) that are associated with Din^tah Gray and some painted Navajo ceramics, 

yet have received little attention from archaeologists. If the Oin^tah Navajos had not constructed pueblitos, 

I doubt the Refugee Hypothesis would have developed and would not have become the dominant model of 

Navajo cuKural development. The low proportion of Puebloan ceramics on these sites, similar to proportions 

at Big Bead Mesa and in the Navajo Reservoir District, would have been viewed as evidence of trade or 

occasional peaceful interaction, not as evidence of a massive immigration of people. 

Pueblitos have also been important to Navajo archaeological research because they have provided 

the majority of tree-ring dates from eariy Navajo sites, something that has also attracted the attention of 

archaeologists and historians. This is an archaeological phenomenon, however, not necessarily a cultural 

phenomenon. Simply put, the good preservation of timbers in pueblitos, combined with the selection criteria 

used by the buiklers, has insured that the timbers in masonry structures produce many high quality tree-ring 

dates. Foriced-stick hogans, on the other hand, have been sampled far less frequently by archaeologists and 

produce far fewer and less satisfactory dates because of the criteria used in selecting timbers and poor 

preservation after site abandonment. I believe that when archaeologists start intensively sampling forked-

stick hogans in other areas using the wood-use model in Chapter 4, they will generate many pre-1750 dates 
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in areas thought not to have t}een occupied until after the abandonment of Din^ah. 

A NEW MODEL OF NAVAJO ETHNOGENESIS 

The failure of the "Refugee Hypothesis" to explain the nature of Navajo cultural development in the 

late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries does not mean there was no introgression of Puebloan ideas or 

people into Navajo sodety. Quite the contrary, there is ample evidence that Navajos and Puebloans have 

interacted in a variety of ways, both as adversaries and allies in times of conflict, and as "merchants" and 

"customers" during episodes of peaceful exchange. It is these forms of interaction during at least the past 

400 years that have influenced both cultures and that deserve additional study. 

Changing our perceptions of Navajo cultural development during the pueblito site occupations 

requires examining the data for the Navajo prior to that time as well. I believe that a well developed Navajo 

culture, distinct from that of other Athapaskans, existed in the late sixteenth century. These eariy Navajos 

lived across a broad area of north-central New Mexico and possibly in Arizona as well (Figure 120). The 

Navajos apparently entered the area from the north, probably via the mountains and valleys of Colorado, 

but the exact nature of their cuKure outside New Mexico has yet to be identified. Likewise, the timing of their 

entry remains open to question, although their presence as a distinct group in the late 1500s suggests that 

at least a few hundred years were necessary for them to differentiate from other Athapaskans. This 

differentiation also suggests that the Querechos seen by Coronado in 1541 were ancestral to non-Navajo 

Athapaskan groups who relied on bison hunting as a mode of subsistence. If the Navajo as a distinct group 

were living from the La Plata Mountains and adjacent areas in the north, south to the Mt. Taylor-Cebolleta-

Acoma area, and as far west as the Chuskas in the late 1500s, their population was probably larger than 

some estimates (ca. 7000; Hester ig62a), but not as large as the Benavides estimate (ca. 200,000) (Brugge 

1994). This model does not necessarily exclude the Piedra Lumbre remains (Schaafsma 1979) from being 

Navajo, but publication of those data are necessary before they can be incorporated into the model. 

Because the Navajos were relatively widespread by the late 1500s, incorporation of other people 
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into Navajo sodety was both easier and more complex. Certainly there was some post-Revolt immigration 

in the Otn^ah, most notably at Tapacito Ruin. Other Puebloan immigrants probably joined Navajo groups 

living nearer the Rio Grande. Additional incorporation of Puebloans into Navajo groups occunred west of 

the Chuskas with the immigration of displaced Hopis. Marshall's (1979) identification of Tecolote Red 

Ware" in the Cebolleta area as a product of immigrants from the Laguna-Acoma district suggests that 

Navajos outside the Largo-Gobemador area incorporated Puebloans into their own groups during the 

eighteenth century, and probably eariier as well. I believe that much of the introgression involved peaceful 

interaction between these Navajos and neartiy Puebloans with whom they had established long-term trading 

relationships (Reed and Reed 1992). 

Both Spanish and Puebloan captives have already been mentioned as founders of various clans. 

The growth of these clans depended not only on natural reproduction, but also on the acceptance of 

newcomers who had some relationship, however tenuous, with the established clan members. The growth 

of the AraSKfs^gEz/irJtfCianrepresentsthistypeofgrowth, albeitthenewcomerswererefugees. During the 

occupation of the pueblitos, there was certainly some growth of individual settlements, and of the Navajo 

as a cultural group; it was not as great as has been assumed in the past, however. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The pueblitos of the Largo-Gobemador area have played a critical role in interpreting Navajo cultural 

development These stone and wood structures, and their assoa'ated artifacts, have guided interpretations 

of eighteenth century Navajo cultural development for much of this century. The cultural elaboration seen 

in the Largo-Gobemador area during the 1700s has been interpreted as a demographic shift, primarily as 

a result of the immigration of Puebloan refugees from the Spanish Reconquest of New Mexico in 1692. 

Evidence for this "cultural florescence" has consisted of historical documents suggesting a refugee 

immigration, the appearance of Gobemador Polychrome ceramic technology, the presence of numerous 

masonry structures thought to represent refugee construction techniques, and, to a lesser extent, rock art 

styles (Schaafsma 1963). Hogan (1991) has demonstrated that the historical documents are ambiguous 
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regarding the number of refugees who emigrated to the Navajo country. He suggests a few hundred 

individuals at most, and I have suggested fewer (Towner 1996). Gobemador Polychrome, once thought to 

represent a refugee influx, was probably produced several decades prior to the Pueblo Revolt and appears 

to be a mixture of ceramic styles and technologies. Its distribution in the eighteenth century, from the Largo-

Gobemador area to west of the Chuska Mountains, also suggests that it was not limited to refugee production 

or "inspiration." Likewise rock art styles, once thought to represent Navajo acceptance of refugee 

iconography, are present across broad areas of northwestem New Mexico and into northeastern Arizona 

possibly prior to the Pueblo Revolt, and indicate a wide-ranging, yet relatively cohesive cultural group 

(Copeland and Rogers 1996; Gilpin 1996). Finally, most pueblitos-another proposed hallmaric of refugee 

influence- were not built until more than fifteen years after the supposed influx. Furthennnore, the number 

of contemporaneous pueblitos is relatively small, and few were occupied continuously for more than a few 

years. Pueblitos preserve well, however, and have yielded picturesque photographs (Roessel 1983) and 

tree-ring dates, both valuable commodities for archaeologists. It is apparent from this dissertation that I 

believe that the population living in pueblitos was relatively small and was probably not representative of 

Navajos living in other areas to the south and west. The Din^tah Navajos were simply responding to much 

more intensive and serious Ute and Comanche raiding by building stone structures and moving between 

different stone structures more frequently. This generally agrees with Brugge's (1968a) contention that the 

Largo-Gobemador area was not the center of Navajo population. Thus, the cultural elaboration seen at the 

pueblitos sites, and throughout the Largo-Gobemador area, should be viewed as a relatively temporary 

response by a small group of Navajos to threats more serious than those faced by Navajos living in other 

areas. Many of the cultural traits assodated with this time period had already been developed, both within 

and outskje the area, priorto the emigration of the Largo-Gobemador Navajos from the Din^tah. When they 

finally abandoned the Largo-Gobemador because of Ute/Comanche raiding, they were quickly assimilated 

into other areas with preexisting Navajo propulations who had undergone their own development in the eariy 

eighteenth century. Pueblitos continued to be adaptive for a brief period, especially west of the Chuska 

Mountains, but were eventually abandoned. Pueblitos probably fell into disfavor because Ute raiding 
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declined, warfare with the more heavily armed Spaniards increased, and they were ill-suited to a pastoral 

settlement pattern. Forked-stick hogans, on the other hand, continued to t)e used predsely because they 

were already adapted to a relatively mobile settlement pattern. 
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Specimen 
Number 

Spedes inside 
Date 

Outside 
Date 

Specimen 
Number 

Spedes Inside 
Date 

Outside 
Date 

DNT-480 JUN 1649 1720LGB DNT-326 JUN 1613p 1732GB 

DNT-641 JUN 1640 1720W DNT-328 JUN 1662 1732LGB 

NMS-3 JUN 1477+/-P 1720W DNT-242 JUN 1608 1733L 

DNT-101 JUN 1540 1720W DNT-236a JUN 1653 1733W 

DNT-453 JUN 1604 1720w DNT-354 JUN 1620 1734+G 

DNT-204 JUN 1614+/- 1721GB DNT-335 JUN 1648p 1734+v 

DNT-481 JUN 1536+ 1721LB DNT-243 JUN 1594 1735+L 

DNT-451 JUN 1583 1721W DNT-667 JUN 1636 1735+w 

DNT-329 JUN 1511+/- 1722++L DNT-358 JUN 1687 1736+LGB 

DNT-33 JUN 1491 1722V DNT-122 JUN 1609 1736+w 

DNT-31 JUN 1631+/- 1722V DNT-245 JUN 1622p 1736G 

DNT-478 JUN 1614 1722W DNT-276 JUN 1641 1737+L 

DNT-343 JUN 1599 1723+v DNT-277 JUN 1594+/- 1737+LGB 

DNT-104 JUN 1550+ 1723G DNT-197 JUN 1581 1737+w 

DNT-265 JUN 1644 1723W DNT-196 JUN 1627 1737+w 

DNT-283 JUN 1557 1724++GB DNT-181 JUN 1701 1737W 

DNT-447 JUN 1609 1725+B DNT-198 JUN 1591 1739+G 

DNT-450 JUN 1640 1725+w DNT-658 JUN 1674 1740+v 

DNT-244 JUN 1516+/- 1725+w DNT-201 JUN 1635 1740+w 

DNT-650 JUN 1635 1725W DNT-178 JUN 1511+/- 1740+w 

DNT-235 JUN 1621 1725W DNT-289 JUN 1639 1740B 

GOV-51 JUN 1420p 1726+w DNT-921 JUN 1555 1741++GB 

DNT-263 JUN 1557 1726+w DNT-282 JUN 1636 1741L 

DNT-713 JUN 1509+/- 1726W DNT-657 JUN 1674 1743G 

DNT-448 JUN 1613 1726W DNT-422 JUN 1653 1743V 

DNT-107 JUN 1564p 1727B DNT-646 JUN 1630 1744+v 

DNT-194 JUN 1649 1727W DNT-200 JUN 1639 1745+w 

DNT-351 JUN 1620+/- 1728+B DNT-644 JUN 1598 1745G 

DNT-340 JUN 1629 1728LB DNT-663 JUN 1676 1745w 

DNT-341 JUN 1566 1729+B DNT-168 JUN 1665 1745w 

DNT-333 JUN 1558p 1729+LB DNT-134 JUN 1626p 1745W 

DNT-591 JUN 1633 1729+vv DNT-186 JUN 1639 1746+G 

DNT-330 JUN 1565 1729+w DNT-221 JUN 1645 1746G 

DNT-643 JUN 1521 1730++V DNT-213 JUN 1686 1746LGB 

DNT-237 JUN 1617 1730+B RG-790-4 JUN 1587fp 1746V 

DNT-325 JUN 1605 1730+GB DNT-654 JUN 1709 1754w 

DNT-349 JUN 1680 1731G DNT-334 JUN 1610 1730+v 

DNT-332 JUN 1610 1731L DNT-344 JUN 1670 1730GB 

DNT-240 JUN 1650 1731W DNT-331 JUN 1625 1730LB 

DNT-223 JUN 1641 1731VV DNT-352 JUN 1633+/- 1731+w 

DNT-337 JUN 1669 1731B DNT-609 JUN NO DATE 

DNT-183 JUN 1650 1746VV DNT-631 JUN NO DATE 

DNT-187 JUN 1689 1746W DNT-635 JUN NO DATE 

DNT-170 JUN 1581 1746W DNT-608 JUN NO DATE 

DNT-177 JUN 1502+/- 1746w DNT-605 JUN NO DATE 
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420 

Spedmen Species Inside Outside Specimen Species Inside Outside 

Number Date Date Number Date Date 

DNT-98 PNN 1398 1570+w DNT-307 PNN 1511 1661W 

DNT-416 PNN 1366p 1601+w DNT.291 PNN 1488 1664+w 

DNT-402 PNN 1369 1624W DNT-97 PNN 1532 1665W 

DNT-463 PNN 1553 1627++W DNT-418 PNN 1525 1666w 

DNT-399 PNN 1387p 1633++W NLC-1349 PNN 1620+p 1667 

DNT-301 PNN 1445 1633+w NLC-1009 PNN 1454+p 1668+ 

DNT-26G PNN 1416 1637+w DNT-90 PNN 1396+ 1670+w 

DNT-401 PNN 1414 1637W DNT-630 PNN 1601 1673G 

DNT-5 PNN 1581 1638G DNT-814 PNN 1523 1673W 

DNT-62 PNN 1483p 1645w DNT-460 PNN 1555 1674++W 

DNT-426 PNN 1433 1649++W DNT-295 PNN 1481 1678++W 

GP-3317 PNN 1379p 1651++W DNT-633 PNN 1613 1678W 

DNT-458 PNN 1550p 1652+LGB NLC-994 PNN 1512p 1679++W 

DNT-87 PNN 1490 1657++W DNT-131 PNN 1430 1679++W 

DNT-302 PNN 1545 1659+w DNT-627 PNN 1575 1679+G 

DNT-66 PNN 1551 1661W DNT-94 PNN 1427 1679+w 

DNT-252 PNN 1404 1681+w DNT-853 PNN 1687+w 

NLC-1384 PNN 1627+p 1682 NLC-1392 PNN 1611p 1689 

DNT-459 PNN 1564p 1682++B DNT-78 PNN 1619p 1689+w 

DNT-560 PNN 1551 1682W RG-814 PNN 1634p 1689V 

DNT-89 PNN 1526 1683+w GOV-43 PNN 1565+p 1689W 
NLC-1331 PNN 1612p 1683inc RG-808 PNN 1619p 1690c 

DNT-544 PNN 1635 1683W RG-812 PNN 1659p 1690r 

DNT-816 PNN 1603 1685+w RG-811 PNN 1614p legor 

RG-807 PNN 1603p 1690c RG-809 PNN 1598p 1690V 

RG-810 PNN 1628p 1690cL NLC-1351 PNN 1613+p 1691 

RG-802 PNN 1581p 1690cL DNT-698 PNN 1530 1691++B 

RG-813 PNN 1643p 1690r RG-817 PNN 1466p 1691+v 

NLC-1393 PNN 1627p 1692 DNT-600 PNN 1392 1708W 

DNT-77 PNN 1635 1692+8 DNT-532 PNN 1391 1709++W 

DNT-76 PNN 1625p 1692+B DNT-364 PNN 1626 1709+LB 

DNT-634 PNN 1589 1692G DNT-436 PNN 1633p 1709+w 

DNT-121 PNN 1543 1692W DNT-110 PNN 1509 1709+w 

DNT-81 PNN 1627 1693+v DNT-368 PNN 1613 1709LGB 

GOV-46 PNN 1401p 1693R NLC-1334 PNN 1613p 1709c 

RG-821 PNN 1588p 1693W DNT-253 PNN 1509 1709w 

DNT-69 PNN 1593 1694B NLC-1403 PNN 1604+p 1710 

GOV-40 PNN 1364p 1695W NLC-1350 PNN 1621p 1710+ 

DNT-822 PNN 1586 1695W NLC-978 PNN 1376p 1710+w 

NLC-1396 PNN 1599+p 1696+ DNT-491 PNN 1630 1710+w 

DNT-429 PNN 1542 1697+w DNT-381 PNN 1594p 1710G 

NLC-1407A PNN 1608p 1699G NAV-10 PNN 1616p 1710w 

DNT-536 PNN 1635 1700w RG.823 PNN 1523p 1710w 

DNT-472 PNN 1620 1700W DNT-435 PNN 1563 1710VV 

DNT-357 PNN 1641 1701G DNT-250 PNN 1600 1710VV 



421 

Specimen 
Number 

Species Inside 
Date 

Outside 
Date 

Specimen 
Number 

Species Inside 
Date 

Outside 
Date 

NLC-1266 PNN 1613p 1701W DNT-425 PNN 1633p 1710W 

DNT-651 PNN 1652 1701W NLC-1402 PNN 1615+p 1711 

NLC-1352 PNN 1628p 1702 NLC-1397 PNN 1614p 1711 

NLC-1332 PNN 1458p 1702+ DNT-434 PNN 1571p 1711L 

DNT-689 PNN 1645 1702W DNT-431 PNN 1545 1711L 

NLC-1399 PNN 1614+p 1703 DNT-372 PNN 1618p 1711L 

DNT-427 PNN 1465 1703+w DNT-430 PNN 1628 1711V 

DNT.572 PNN 1563 1704+w DNT-574 PNN 1430 1711VV 

DNT-423 PNN 1458 1705+w DNT-437 PNN 1589 1711W 

DNT-120 PNN 1727 1705+w DNT-424 PNN 1565 1711VV 

DNT-688 PNN 1637p 1705GB NLC-848 PNN 1590+/-nc 1712 

DNT-366 PNN 1621p 1705L NLC-977 PNN 1615p 1712+w 

DNT-369 PNN 1596 1705LB NLC-1008 PNN I511p 1712G 

RG-791-1 PNN 1489p 1705W DNT-432 PNN 1637 1712L 

DNT-118 PNN 1566 1706+w DNT-371 PNN 1633 1712L 

DNT-380 PNN 1599 1706W DNT-433 PNN 1602 1712LB 

DNT-262 PNN 1514 1706W DNT-470 PNN 1633 1712LGB 

DNT-139 PNN 1456+/- 1706W DNT-395 PNN 1599 1712W 

DNT-398 PNN 1618p 1707+w NLC-849 PNN 1596+/-P 1713 

NLC-1010 PNN 1588+p 1707c DNT-693 PNN 1669 1713L 

NLC-1394 PNN 1557+p 1708 DNT-695 PNN 1668 1713L 

DNT.378 PNN 1512p 1708+LGB DNT-692 PNN 1635p 1713L 

DNT-375 PNN 1648p 1708+v DNT-379 PNN 1616p 1713L 

DNT-95 PNN 1408 1708+w DNT-691 PNN 1666 1713L 

DNT-428 PNN 1564 1708+w RG-791-3 PNN I559p 1713c 

NLC-993 PNN 1586p 1713INC NLC-847 PNN 1615+/-P 1713c 

DNT-576 PNN 1431 1713W DNT-348 PNN 1596 1718VV 

DNT-639 PNN 1618 1713W DNT-419 PNN 1480 1718w 

DNT-467II PNN 1508 1713W NLC-1398 PNN 1494+p 1719 

DNT-545 PNN 1649 1713W DNT-113 PNN 1436 1719+G 

DNT-479 PNN 1628 1714++W D-220 PNN 1675p 1719r 

DNT-595 PNN 1603 1714+G DNT-192 PNN 1565 1719W 

DNT-490 PNN 1609 1714G NLC-1357 PNN 1632+p 1720 

DNT-361 PNN 1661 1714L NLC-1329 PNN 1502+p 1720+ 

DNT-356 PNN 1593 1714L DNT-533 PNN 1484 1720++W 

DNT-377 PNN 1629+/-P 1714LB DNT-709 PNN 1622p 1720B 

RG-791-6 PNN 1628p 1714c DNT-700 PNN 1656 1720B 

DNT-355 PNN 1606 1714V NLC-1004 PNN 1622p 1720G 

DNT-46 PNN 1662 1714W NLC-1344 PNN 1550+p 1720inc 

NLC-1367 PNN 1634p 1715+ DNT-568 PNN 1651 1720W 

NLC-1366 PNN 1603+p 1715+ DNT-642 PNN 1638 1720VV 

DNT-30 PNN 1536p 1715+B DNT-557 PNN 1638 1720VV 

DNT-18 PNN 1543 1715+B DNT-21 PNN 1488 1720VV 

DNT-117 PNN 1622p 1715+G DNT-534 PNN 1634 1720VV 
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DNT-22 PNN 1607 1715B NLC-1401 PNN 1621p 1721 

NLC-1003 PNN 1621p 1715G NLC-1325 PNN 1599p 1721 

DNT-596 PNN 1608 1715G NLC-1255 PNN 1617p 1721 

DNT-466 PNN 1638 1715G NLC-1345 PNN 1396+p 1721 + 

DNT-404 PNN 1622 1715w NLC-1304 PNN 1550+p 1721 + 

DNT-396 PNN 1619 1715W NLC-1012 PNN 1617p 1721G 

DNT-103 PNN 1601 1715w DNT-485 PNN 1603 1721 LB 

RG-819 PNN 1541p 1716G DNT.484II PNN 1607 1721LGB 

RG-789-4 PNN 1614p 1716V NLC-1336 PNN 1655+p 1721inc 

DNT-819 PNN 1628 1716W RG-789-3 PNN 1603p 1721V 

RG-822 PNN 1570p 1716W DNT-581 PNN 1651 1721V 

DNT-598 PNN 1593 1716W DNT-588 PNN 1655 1721W 

DNT-24 PNN 1616p 1716W DNT-638 PNN 1655 1721W 

DNT-592 PNN 1613 1716W DNT-54 PNN 1435 1721W 

DNT-475 PNN 1641 1717+G DNT-15 PNN 1410 1721VV 

RG-789-5 PNN 1S40p 1717+w DNT-415 PNN 1611p 1721W 

DNT-488 PNN 1565 1717+w DNT-385 PNN 1613 1722++W 

DNT-40 PNN 1678p 1717G DNT-360 PNN 1637p 1722+w 

DNT-39 PNN 1674 1717G DNT-38 PNN 1587 1722B 

DNT-702 PNN 1670 1717W DNT-476 PNN 1610 1722G 

DNT-17 PNN 1575 1718+B DNT-4841 PNN 1617p 1722L 

D-221 PNN 1612np 1718r DNT-482 PNN 1644p 1722V 

DNT-569 PNN 1651 1718w DNT-37 PNN 1568 1722V 

DNT-820 PNN 1655 1718W DNT-573 PNN 1675P 1722V 

DNT-36 PNN 1576 1722V DNT-486 PNN 1600p 1722V 

DNT-27 PNN 1425 1722V DNT-180 PNN 1629p 1725W 

DNT-26 PNN 1564 1722V DNT-228 PNN 1648p 1725VV 

DNT-32 PNN I584p 1722V NLC-1380 PNN 1641+p 1726 

DNT-29 PNN 1572 1722V NLC-1368 PNN 1624p 1726 

DNT-815 PNN 1646p 1722W RG-790-1 PNN 1511p 1726r 

DNT-615 PNN 1645 1722VV DNT-556 PNN 1651 1726V 

GP-3323 PNN 1475np 1722VV DNT-457 PNN 1637 1726V 

DNT-817 PNN 1645 1722W DNT-439 PNN 1584 1726V 

DNT-53 PNN 1457 1722W GP-3316 PNN 1526fp 1726VV 

D-85 PNN I651np 1722VV NLC-1273 PNN 1639p 1726W 

DNT-570 PNN 1634 1722VV RG-820 PNN 1590p 1726VV 

DNT-55 PNN I501p 1722W DNT-616 PNN 1629 1726VV 

NLC-1381 PNN 1619+nc 1723 DNT.105 PNN 1639 1726VV 

DNT-59 PNN 1492 1723B DNT-106 PNN 1558 1726VV 

DNT-60 PNN 1440 17238 DNT-555 PNN 1626 1726VV 

DNT-57 PNN 1490 17238 NLC-1400 PNN 1566+p 1727 

DNT-58 PNN 1398 17238 NLC-1390 PNN 1640+p 1727 

DNT-760 PNN 1635p 1723G NLC-1376 PNN 1637+p 1727 

DNT-51 PNN 1612 1723G NLC-1377 PNN 1571+p 1727G 
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DNT-821 PNN 1672 1723W NLC-1386 PNN 1611p 1727G 

DNT-757 PNN 1543 1723W NLC-1373 PNN 1602+p 1727G 

DNT-758 PNN 1522 1723W DNT-389 PNN 1603p 1727G 

DNT-112 PNN 1637 1723W NLC-1369 PNN 1645+p 1727G 

DNT-558 PNN 1681 1723W DNT-584 PNN 1647 1727L 

DNT-56 PNN 1388 1723W DNT-580 PNN 1617 1727L 

DNT-387 PNN 1521 1724++W DNT-579 PNN 1619 1727L 

NLC-1007 PNN 1664p 1724cG DNT-582 PNN 1666 1727LB 

DNT-597 PNN 1621 1724W DNT-586 PNN 1659 1727LG 

DNT-408 PNN 1573p 1724W RG-696 PNN 1630p 1727r 

NLC-1391 PNN 1636+p 1725 DNT-449 PNN 1632p 1727V 

NLC-1431 PNN 1410+p 1725 DNT-452 PNN 1567 1727V 

NLC-1370 PNN 1600nc 1725 DNT-443 PNN 1609p 1727v 

NLC-1375 PNN 1609+p 1725 DNT-445 PNN 1605 1727V 

NMS-4 PNN 1495p 1725-H-W NLC-1262 PNN 1652p 1727V 

GP-3324 PNN 1398p 1725+w RG-792-4 PNN 1356p 1727V 

DNT-254 PNN 1445 1725+w DNT-587 PNN 1639 1727V 

NLC-1298 PNN 1619p 1725G GP-3328 PNN 1580p 1727V 

NLC-1374 PNN 1612+p 1725G DNT-442 PNN 1610 1727v 

DNT-585 PNN 1646 1725L DNT-386 PNN 1650 1727V 

RG-792-6 PNN 1390+p 1725V DNT-391 PNN 1648 1727V 

DNT-259 PNN 1507 1725W DNT-382 PNN 1610 1727V 

DNT-93 PNN 1610 1725W DNT-383 PNN 1660 1727V 

DNT-441 PNN 1610 1727V DNT^O PNN 1628p 1727V 

DNT-393 PNN 1577 1727V DNT-64 PNN 1524 1731+vv 

DNT-394 PNN 1621 1727V DNT-256 PNN 1616p 1731+w 

DNT-549 PNN 1643 1727W DNT-535 PNN 1652 1731+w 

DNT-446 PNN 1615 1727W DNT-754 PNN 1607p 1731VV 

DNT-550 PNN 1618 1727W DNT-271 PNN 1608 1731VV 

DNT-928 PNN 1574 1727W DNT-285 PNN 1540 1731VV 

DNT-92 PNN 1632 1727VV NLC-846 PNN 1622+/-P 1732 

DNT-444 PNN 1616p 1727W NLC-1256 PNN 1646+p 1732 

DNT-258 PNN 1622p 1727W NLC-1371 PNN 1640p 1732 

DNT-102 PNN 1585 1727W NLC-845 PNN 1612+/-P 1732 

DNT-392 PNN 1615 1727W NLC-1436 PNN 1600+p 1732+ 

DNT-411 PNN 1621 1727VV NLC-1317 PNN 1431p 1732+G 

DNT-410 PNN 1638 1727W DNT-543 PNN 1620 1732+vv 

NLC-1388 PNN 1635+p 1728 DNT-537 PNN 1644p 1732+vv 

NLC-1378 PNN 1554+p 1728 DNT-538 PNN 1623 1732+vv 

NLC-1364 PNN 1638p 1728+ DNT-336 PNN 1623 1732B 

NLC-1005 PNN 1624p 1728G GP-3315 PNN 1581p 1732W 

DNT-390 PNN 1595 1728G NLC-1268 PNN 1693p 1732W 

DNT-388 PNN 1654 1728G DNT-593 PNN 1686 1732W 

DNT-339 PNN 1565 1728GB DNT-269 PNN 1573 1732VV 

DNT-583 PNN 1512 1728L DNT-257 PNN 1639 1732W 
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DNT-384 PNN 1493 1728V DNT-406 PNN 1417 1732W 

RG-792-3 PNN 1647p 1728V DNT-350 PNN 1663 1732W 

DNT-108 PNN 1632 1728V DNT-321 PNN 1582p 1733++W 

DNT-338 PNN 1567 1728V RG-694 PNN 1644p 1733+v 

NLC-1267 PNN 1475p 1728W DNT-278 PNN 1617 1733L 

NLC-1269 PNN 1637p 1728w DNT-327 PNN 1570 1733L 

DNT-617 PNN 1621 1728VV RG-792-5 PNN 1612p I733r 

GOV-1 PNN 1593np 1728VV NLC-1271 PNN 171 Op 1733V 

NLC-1324 PNN 1429+p 1730 NLC-1270 PNN I709p 1733W 

NLC-1254 PNN 1553+p 1730 NMS-9 PNN 1621p 1733VV 

NLC-1252 PNN 15Q4+P 1730 DNT-619 PNN 1614 1733W 

DNT-227 PNN 1679p 1730+G DNT-251 PNN 1680p 1733W 

DNT-525 PNN 1484p 1730+w DNT-279 PNN 1589 1733W 
NLC-1279 PNN 1618p 1730w DNT-618 PNN 1631 1733W 

DNT-205 PNN 1632 1730W DNT-288 PNN 1619 1733W 
NLC-1395 PNN 1633+p 1731 NLC-1359 PNN 1609+p 1734 

NLC-1248 PNN 1601+p 1731 NLC-1251 PNN 1570+p 1734 

DNT-518 PNN 1586 1731++W NLC-1356 PNN 1611p 1734+ 

NLC-1006 PNN 1647+p 1731+G NLC-1425 PNN 1646p 1734+ 

DNT-226 PNN 1686 1731+G DNT-546 PNN 1635 1734+G 

DNT-610 PNN 1623 1731+L DNT-246 PNN 1654p 1734L 

DNT-239 PNN 161 Op 1734LG DNT-247 PNN 1638p 1734L 

RG-792-1 PNN 1595p 1734r DNT-564 PNN 1611 1739+w 

RG-792-2 PNN 1476p 1734r DNT-613 PNN 1632 1739+w 

NLC-1275 PNN 1627p 1734V NLC-1257 PNN 1606+p l739cG 

DNT-421 PNN 1479 1734W DNT-553 PNN 1651 I739w 

DNT-412 PNN 1710 1734W NLC-1354 PNN 1597+p 1740 

DNT-405 PNN 1642+ 1734VV NLC-1435 PNN 1633p 1740+ 

DNT-407 PNN 1655 1734w DNT-750 PNN 1618 1740++W 

DNT-409 PNN 1650 1734w DNT-540 PNN 1648 I740w 

DNT-676 PNN 1617 1735++W DNT-672 PNN 1612 I740w 

DNT-611 PNN 1646 1735+L GP-3320 PNN 1412+p I740w 

DNT-541 PNN 1630 1735+w NLC-1432 PNN 1662+p 1741 

DNT-539 PNN 1620 1735+w DNT-761 PNN 1632 1741G 

DNT-249 PNN 1707 1735+w NLC-1291 PNN 1636p 1741G 

RG-691 PNN 1624p 1735c NLC-1253 PNN 1634+p 1741c 

NLC-1361 PNN 1586+p 1736 DNT-286 PNN 1636p 1741VV 

DNT-207 PNN 1428 1736+G DNT-281 PNN 1639p I741w 

DNT-376 PNN 1530 1736L DNT-802 PNN 1661 1741w 

NLC-1305 PNN 1597p 1736c DNT-751 PNN 1577+p I741w 

NLC-1309 PNN 1617p 1736incG GP-3318 PNN 1621+p I741w 

NLC-1434 PNN 1602nc 1737+ NLC-1433 PNN 1608+p 1742 

NLC-1249 PNN 1515+p 1737+ NLC-1250 PNN 1552+p 1742+ 

NLC-1347 PNN 1605p 1737+ NLC-1379 PNN 1654+p 1742+G 

NLC-1355 PNN 1538+p 1737+ DNT-753 PNN 1623 1742+w 
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NLC-1365 PNN 1623+p 1737++ NLC-1429 PNN 1604p 1742G 
DNT-614 PNN 1672 1737+w NLC-1424 PNN 1642p 1742G 

DNT-612 PNN 1618 1737+w NLC-1288 PNN 1603+p 1742G 
DNT-284 PNN 1631 1737+w DNT-620 PNN 1653 1742W 

NLC-1308 PNN 1677+/-P 1737incG GP-3322 PNN 1407p 1742W 
DNT-359 PNN 1692 1737V DNT-743 PNN 1626 1743+v 

DNT-275 PNN 1666p 1737W DNT-741 PNN 1619 1743+w 

DNT-209 PNN 1625 1737W NLC-1319 PNN 1692p 1743G 

NLC-1283 PNN 1638nc 1738 NLC-1321 PNN 1665p 1743G 
NLC-1363 PNN 1626p 1738 DNT-212 PNN 1674 1743L 

NLC-1437 PNN 1604+p 1738 DNT-214 PNN 1654 1743L 
DNT-548 PNN 1656 1738+w DNT-215 PNN 1620 1743L 
DNT-163 PNN 1608 1738+w DNT-211 PNN 1682 1743W 
DNT-565 PNN 1615 1738+w DNT-216-1 PNN 1633 1743w 

DNT-270 PNN 1665 1738L NLC-1327 PNN 1589+p 1744 
DNT-272 PNN 1606p 1738L NLC-1427 PNN 1650nc 1744 
DNT-273 PNN 1689 1738V NLC-1294 PNN 1573p 1744+G 
NLC-1438 PNN 1632+p 1739 DNT-664 PNN 1627 1744+v 

NLC-1346 PNN 1669p 1739+ RG-687 PNN 1499fp 1744+v 

DNT-749 PNN 1648 1744+vv DNT-199 PNN 1660 1744+v 

DNT-173 PNN 1643 1744+w DNT-516 PNN 1621 1750+vv 

NLC-1289 PNN 1665+p 1745 RG-790-3 PNN 1606p 1750r 
NLC-1428 PNN 161 Op 1745 DNT-521 PNN 1549 1751+B 

NLC-1322 PNN 1607p 1745 DNT-128 PNN 1611 1751LGB 

DNT-530 PNN 1613p 1745+L NLC-1328 PNN 1620p 1752 
NLC-1426 PNN 1609+p 1745B DNT-524 PNN 1660 1752L 
NLC-985 PNN 1677p 1745c DNT-520 PNN 1564 1752L 
NLC-1011 PNN 1570+p 1745cG DNT-171 PNN 1630 1752LB 

DNT-745 PNN 1671 1745V DNT-522 PNN 1683 1752LB 
DNT-740 PNN 1692 1745V DNT-175 PNN 1595 1752W 

DNT-185 PNN 1656 I745vv DNT-523 PNN 1681 1753L 

DNT-267 PNN 1622p 1745VV DNT-189 PNN 1627 1753V 

DNT-179 PNN 1647 1745vv DNT-6 PNN 1668 1754+G 

DNT-759 PNN 1643 1745VV DNT-1 PNN 1535 1754+G 

DNT-748 PNN 1631p 1745vv DNT-622 PNN 1716+p 1847++W 

DNT-174 PNN 1641 1746++G NLC-1340 PNN 1657p 1877+w 

DNT-528 PNN 1619 1746+vv NLC-1339 PNN 1719p 1881+G 

DNT-649 PNN 1684 1746B NLC-1341 PNN 1713+/-P 1888+G 

DNT-665 PNN 1656 1746G DNT-801 PNN 1782 1901++W 

DNT-210 PNN 1615 1746L DNT-621 PNN 1846 1914+w 

RG-790-2 PNN 1438p 1746r H-2 PNN 1915B 

DNT-222 PNN 1591 1746VV DNT-636 PNN 1841p 1915G 

DNT-140 PNN 1490 1746VV DNT-310 PNN 1737 1917++GB 

DNT-670 PNN 1691 1746VV DNT-637 PNN 1845p 1918G 

NLC-1430 PNN 1611+p 1747 DNT-264 PNN 1883p 1938+GB 
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NMS-10 PNN 1621p 1747+v DNT-298 PNN 1726 1941+GB 
DNT-656 PNN 1640 1747G DNT-309 PNN 1757 1947+G 
DNT-673 PNN 1542 1747w DNT-311 PNN 1875+/-P 1961LGB 
H-3 PNN 1341+p 1747w NLC-1385 PNN NO DATE 
DNT-261 PNN 1655p 1747W NLC-1383 PNN NO DATE 
DNT-529 PNN 1689 1747w NLC-1387 PNN NO DATE 
NLC-1338 PNN 1618p 1748+ NLC-1404 PNN NO DATE 
NLC-1315 PNN 1467p 1748+G NLC-1389 PNN NO DATE 
DNT-805 PNN 1634p 1748+G NLC-1382 PNN NO DATE 
DNT-527 PNN 1607 1748+w NLC-1343 PNN NO DATE 
GP-3319 PNN 1609p 1748w NLC-1342 PNN NO DATE 
DNT-130 PNN 1637 1749+LGB NLC-1348 PNN NO DATE 
DNT-526 PNN 1583 1749+w NLC-1372 PNN NO DATE 
DNT-202 PNN 1555 1749G NLC-1362 PNN NO DATE 
RG-693 PNN 1565p 1749c NLC-1405 PNN NO DATE 
DNT-519 PNN 1593 I749w NLC-1292 PNN NO DATE 
DNT-129 PNN 1621 1750+G RG-825 PNN NO DATE 
NLC-1281 PNN NO DATE NLC-1293 PNN NO DATE 
NLC-1284 PNN NO DATE NLC-1306 PNN NO DATE 
RG-824 PNN NO DATE NLC-1307 PNN NO DATE 
NLC-982 PNN NO DATE NLC-1274 PNN NO DATE 
NLC-1406 PNN NO DATE NLC-1265 PNN NO DATE 
NLC-983 PNN NO DATE NLC-1272 PNN NO DATE 
RG-818 PNN NO DATE NLC-1333 PNN NO DATE 
NLC-994 PNN NO DATE NLC-1335 PNN NO DATE 
NLC-1337 PNN NO DATE NLC-1330 PNN NO DATE 
DNT-561 PNN NO DATE NLC-1310 PNN NO DATE 
DNT-562 PNN NO DATE NLC-1320 PNN NO DATE 
DNT-559 PNN NO DATE DNT-697 PNN NO DATE 
DNT-547 PNN NO DATE DNT-705 PNN NO DATE 
DNT-554 PNN NO DATE DNT-690 PNN NO DATE 
DNT-675 PNN NO DATE DN1-684 PNN NO DATE 
DNT-677 PNN NO DATE DNT-687 PNN NO DATE 
DNT-662 PNN NO DATE NLC-1258 PNN NO DATE 
DNT-575 PNN NO DATE NLC-1259 PNN NO DATE 
DNT-594 PNN NO DATE DNT-99 PNN NO DATE 
DNT-365 PNN NO DATE DNT-707 PNN NO DATE 
DNT-367 PNN NO DATE DNT-96 PNN NO DATE 
DNT-308 PNN NO DATE DNT-542 PNN NO DATE 
DNT-287 PNN NO DATE DNT-454 PNN NO DATE 
DNT-303 PNN NO DATE DNT-397 PNN NO DATE 
DNT-517 PNN NO DATE DNT-414 PNN NO DATE 
DNT-682 PNN NO DATE 
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GOV-47 PP 1617p 1694V DNT-682 PP 1302np 1480++W 

DNT-82 PP 1591p 1712V GP 5979 PP 1363p 1583+w 

RG-791-2 PP 1612p 1713r H-4 PP 16127P 1694B 

RG-791-7 PP 1630p 1713r DNT-83 PP 1563p 1694B 

NAV-9 PP 1620p 1714c DNT-71 PP 1559 1694LB 

RG-791-5 PP 1625p 1714r DNT-72 PP 1559+p 1694r 

RG-791-4 PP 1685 1725w DNT-91 PP 1637p 1694rL 

DNT-347 PP 1618 1726W RG-816 PP 1559+p 1694rL 

DNT-353 PP 1639 1728V DNT-280 PP 1655 1732+LG 

DNT-10 PP 1677 1728W GP-3327 PP 1645p 1733+w 

DNT-346 PP NO DATE DNT-70 PP NO DATE 

DNT-11 PP NO DATE DNT-220 PP NO DATE 



APPENDIX B 

PUEBLITO SITE CUTTING AND NEAR CUTTING DATES 

SORTED BY SPECIES AND TERMINAL RING TYPE 
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RG-805 DF 1694CL comp DNT.71 PP 1694B comp 
DNT-80 DF 1694CL comp DNT-83 PP 1694B inc 
RG-806 DF 1694rl. comp DNT-72 PP 1694LB comp 
H-6 DF 1735V inc DNT-91 PP 1694r inc 
DNT-12 DF 1736GB comp RG-816 PP 1694rL comp 
DNT-13 DF 1736V comp GOV-47 PP 1694rL inc 
RG-789-1 DF 1737V inc DNT-82 PP 1694V inc 
DNT-8 DF 1743G inc NAV-9 PP 1713r inc 
RG-789-6 DF 1743c inc RG-791-7 PP 1713r inc 
NLC-1055 DF 1743inc inc RG-791-5 PP 1714c inc 
NLC-986 DF 1743incG inc RG-791-4 PP 1714r inc 
DNT-744 DF 1745c inc DNT-353 PP 1728V inc 
DNT-742 DF 1745V inc DNT-280 PP 1732+LG inc 
DNT-363 JUN 1634L inc DNT-19 JUN 1716B comp 
DNT-154 JUN 1642V inc DNT-469 JUN 1719G comp 
DNT-925 JUN 1655G inc NMB-251 JUN 1719V inc 
DNT-625 JUN 1670+G inc DNT-464 JUN 1720LG comp 
DNT-28 JUN 1672B inc DNT-480 JUN 1720LGB comp 
DNT-699 JUN 1675B inc DNT-204 JUN 1721GB inc 
DNT-624 JUN 1676G inc DNT-481 JUN 1721 LB comp 
DNT-623 JUN 1680G inc DNT.33 JUN 1722V comp 
DNT^29 JUN 1680GB inc DNT-31 JUN 1722V comp 
DNT-148 JUN 1687V inc DNT-343 JUN 1723+v comp 
DNT-455 JUN 1700+LB comp DNT-104 JUN 1723G inc 
DNT-370 JUN 1701+LB comp DNT-265 JUN 1723VV inc 
DNT-471 JUN 1701L inc DNT-447 JUN 1725+B comp 
DNT-41 JUN 171 OB comp DNT-107 JUN 1727B comp 
DNT-42 JUN 1710B comp DNT-351 JUN 1728+B inc 
DNT-45 JUN 1710B comp DNT-340 JUN 1728LB inc 
DNT-44 JUN 1710B comp DNT-333 JUN 1729+LB comp 
DNT-43 JUN 1710V comp DNT-237 JUN 173G+B comp 
DNT-34 JUN 1711V comp DNT-325 JUN 1730+GB inc 
DNT-319 JUN 1712+LB comp DNT-334 JUN 1730+v inc 
DNT-474 JUN 1712G inc DNT-344 JUN 1730GB comp 
DNT-477 JUN 1712GB inc DNT-331 JUN 1730LB comp 
DNT-492 JUN 1713G inc DNT-337 JUN 1731B comp 
RG-791-9 JUN 1713V inc DNT-349 JUN 1731G inc 
DNT-16 JUN 1714+B comp DNT-332 JUN 1731L inc 
DNT-20 JUN 1714+B comp DNT-590 JUN 1732G inc 
DNT-47 JUN 1714V inc DNT-326 JUN 1732GB inc 
DNT-23 JUN 1715B inc DNT-328 JUN 1732LGB comp 
DNT-242 JUN 1733L inc RG-812 PNN 1690r inc 
DNT-354 JUN 1734+G comp RG-809 PNN 1690v inc 
DNT-335 JUN 1734+v comp RG-817 PNN 1691+v comp 
DNT-243 JUN 1735+L inc DNT-76 PNN 1692+B comp 
DNT-358 JUN 1736+LGB comp DNT-77 PNN 1692+B comp 
DNT-245 JUN 1736G inc DNT-634 PNN 1692G inc 
DNT-276 JUN 1737+L inc DNT-81 PNN 1693+v inc 
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DNT-198 JUN 1739+G inc GOV-46 PNN 1693R inc 
DNT-658 JUN 1740+v inc DNT-69 PNN 1694B comp 

DNT-289 JUN 1740B comp NLC-1407APNN 1699G inc 

DNT-282 JUN 1741L inc DNT-357 PNN 1701G inc 

DNT-657 JUN 1743G inc DNT-369 PNN 1705LB comp 

DNT-422 JUN 1743V inc DNT-378 PNN 1708+LG inc 
DNT-646 JUN 1744+v inc DNT-375 PNN 1708+v inc 

DNT-644 JUN 1745G inc DNT-364 PNN 1709+LB comp 

DNT-186 JUN 1746+G inc DNT-368 PNN 1709LGB inc 

DNT-221 JUN 1746G inc DNT-381 PNN 1710G inc 

DNT-213 JUN 1746LGB comp DNT-372 PNN 1711L comp 

RG-790-4 JUN 1746V inc DNT-434 PNN 1711L inc 

DNT-666 JUN 1747+G inc DNT-431 PNN 1711L inc 
DNT-660 JUN 1747+G inc DNT-430 PNN 1711V inc 
DNT-133 JUN 1747+L comp NLC-1008 PNN 1712G inc 
NMS-14 JUN 1747rB Inc DNT-371 PNN 1712L inc 

GOV-52 JUN 1748+GB inc DNT-470 PNN 1712LGB comp 

DNT-208 JUN 1749B inc DNT-691 PNN 1713L comp 

DNT-137 JUN 1749GB comp DNT-692 PNN 1713L inc 
DNT-138 JUN 1749GB inc DNT-379 PNN 1713L inc 
DNT-136 JUN 1749LGB comp RG-791-3 PNN 1713c inc 
DNT-206 JUN 1749V inc NLC-993 PNN 1713inc inc 
DNT-653 JUN 1750+B inc DNT-595 PNN 1714+G inc 
DNT-203 JUN 1750LB comp DNT-490 PNN 1714G inc 
DNT.132 JUN 17S0LB inc DNT-361 PNN 1714L inc 
DNT-655 JUN 1751+B inc DNT-356 PNN 1714L inc 
DNT-669 JUN 1751+G inc DNT-377 PNN 1714LB inc 
DNT.920 JUN 1751+GB inc RG-791-6 PNN 1714c inc 
DNT.668 JUN 1751G inc DNT-355 PNN 1714V inc 
DNT.852 JUN 1751GB inc DNT-30 PNN 1715+B comp 

DNT-126 JUN 1751 LB comp DNT-117 PNN 1715+G inc 
DNT-127 JUN 1751LGB comp DNT-22 PNN 1715B inc 
NMS-6 JUN 1751V inc DNT-466 PNN 1715G inc 
DNT-923 JUN 1752+GB inc DNT-596 PNN 1715G inc 
DNT.135 JUN 1753LGB comp RG-819 PNN 1716G comp 

DNT-172 JUN 1753V comp DNT-475 PNN 1717+G inc 
DNT-630 PNN 1673G inc NLC-1298 PNN 1725G inc 
DNT.627 PNN 1679+G inc RG-792-6 PNN 1725V inc 

RG-814 PNN 1689V inc RG-790-1 PNN 1726r inc 
RG-807 PNN 1690c inc DNT-457 PNN 1726V inc 

RG-808 PNN 1690c inc DNT^39 PNN 1726V inc 
RG-802 PNN 1690CL inc DNT.556 PNN 1726V inc 

RG-810 PNN 1690CL inc NLC-1377 PNN 1727G comp 

RG-813 PNN 1690r inc DNT-389 PNN 1727G inc 
RG-811 PNN 1690r inc NLC-1373 PNN 1727G inc 

DNT-40 PNN 1717G comp NLC-1386 PNN 1727G inc 

DNT-39 PNN 1717G inc NLC-1369 PNN 1727G inc 

DNT-17 PNN 1718+B comp DNT-580 PNN 1727L comp 
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Sample Species Outside Terminal Sample Species Outside Terminal 

Number Date Ring Number Date Ring 

D-22  ̂ PNN 1718r comp DNT-579 PNN 1727L comp 

DNT-113 PNN 1719+G inc DNT-584 PNN 1727L inc 

D-220 PNN 1719r inc DNT-582 PNN 1727LB inc 

DNT-709 PNN 1720B comp DNT-586 PNN 1727LG inc 

DNT-700 PNN 1720B comp RG-ege PNN 1727r inc 

DNT-485 PNN 1721LB comp DNT-382 PNN 1727V comp 

DNT-484II PNN 1721LGB comp DNT-442 PNN 1727V comp 

DNT-581 PNN 1721V inc DNT-383 PNN 1727V comp 

RG-789-3 PNN 1721V inc GP-3328 PNN 1727V inc 

DNT-38 PNN 1722B comp DNT-452 PNN 1727V inc 

DNT-476 PNN 1722G inc DNT-449 PNN 1727V inc 

DNT-4841 PNN 1722L comp DNT-445 PNN 1727V inc 

DNT-37 PNN 1722V comp DNT-443 PNN 1727V inc 

DNT-486 PNN 1722V comp DNT-587 PNN 1727V inc 

DNT-482 PNN 1722V comp DNT-391 PNN 1727V inc 

DNT-36 PNN 1722V comp DNT-386 PNN 1727V inc 

DNT-29 PNN 1722V comp DNT-393 PNN 1727V inc 

DNT-27 PNN 1722V comp DNT-394 PNN 1727V inc 

DNT-26 PNN 1722V comp RG-792-4 PNN 1727V inc 

DNT-32 PNN 1722V comp DNT-440 PNN 1727V inc 

DNT-573 PNN 1722V inc DNT-441 PNN 1727V inc 

DNT-760 PNN 1723G inc NLC-1262 PNN 1727V inc 

DNT-60 PNN 1723B comp DNT-388 PNN 1728G inc 

DNT-59 PNN 1723B comp DNT-390 PNN 1728G inc 

DNT-58 PNN 1723B comp DNT-339 PNN 1728GB inc 

DNT-57 PNN 1723B comp DNT-583 PNN 1728L inc 

DNT.51 PNN 1723G inc DNT-384 PNN 1728V inc 

DNT-585 PNN 1725L inc RG-792-3 PNN 1728V inc 

DNT-108 PNN 1728V inc DNT-212 PNN 1743L inc 

DNT.338 PNN 1728V inc DNT-215 PNN 1743L inc 

DNT-227 PNN 1730+G inc DNT-743 PNN 1743+v inc 

DNT-226 PNN 1731+G inc DNT-199 PNN 1744+v inc 

DNT-610 PNN 1731+L inc DNT-664 PNN 1744+v inc 

DNT-336 PNN 1732B comp RG-687 PNN 1744+v inc 

RG-694 PNN 1733+v inc NLC-1426 PNN 1745B comp 

DNT-327 PNN 1733L comp NLC-98S PNN 1745c inc 

DNT-278 PNN 1733L inc DNT-740 PNN 1745V inc 

RG-792-5 PNN 1733r inc DNT-745 PNN 1745V inc 

NLC-1271 PNN 1733V inc DNT-649 PNN 1746B comp 

DNT.546 PNN 1734+G inc DNT-665 PNN 1746G inc 

DNT-246 PNN 1734L inc DNT-210 PNN 1746L inc 

DNT.247 PNN 1734L inc RG-790-2 PNN 1746r inc 

DNT-239 PNN 1734LG inc NMS-10 PNN 1747+v inc 

NLC-1275 PNN 1734V inc DNT-656 PNN 1747G inc 

DNT-611 PNN 1735+L inc DNT-805 PNN 1748+G inc 

DNT-207 PNN 1736+G inc DNT-130 PNN 1749+LG inc 

DNT-376 PNN 1736L comp DNT-202 PNN 1749G inc 
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Sample Species Outside Temfiinal Sample Species Outside Terminal 
Number Date Ring Number Date Ring 
DNT-359 PNN 1737V inc RG-693 PNN 1749c inc 
DNT-272 PNN 1738L inc DNT-519 PNN 1749W inc 
DNT-270 PNN 1738L inc DNT-129 PNN 1750+G inc 
DNT-273 PNN 17j8v inc RG-790-3 PNN 1750r inc 
NLC-1291 PNN 1741G inc DNT-521 PNN 1751+B inc 
DNT-761 PNN 1741G inc DNT-128 PNN 1751LGB inc 
NLC-1288 1742G inc DNT-520 PNN 1752L Inc 
NLC-1424 PNN 1742G inc DNT.524 PNN 1752L Inc 
NLC-1321 PNN 1743G inc DNT-522 PNN 1752LB inc 
DNT-214 PNN 1743L comp DNT-171 PNN 1752LB inc 
DNT-637 PNN 1918G inc DNT-175 PNN 1752VV Inc 
DNT.309 PNN 1947+G inc DNT.523 PNN 1753L inc 
DNT.311 PNN 1961LGB comp DNT-189 PNN 1753V inc 



APPENCIX C 

PUEBLITO SITE TREE-RING SAMPLES 

SORTED BY SPECIES AND TOOL MARKS 



Sample Species Outside Tool 
Number Date Marks 
DNT-320 DF 1737VV MA end 
DNT-219 DF 1741VV MA end 
DNT-218 DF 1737VV MA end 
DNT-85 DF 1694CL MA limb, shape, end 
DNT-75 DF 1561++VV MA bark , limb, shape 
DNT-12 DF 1736GB MA bark, limb 
DNT-13 DF 1736V MA bark, limb 
DNT-8 DF 1743G MA bark, limb 
DNT-9 DF 1743VV MA bcjx, limb 
DNT-14 DF 1733VV MA bark, limb, shape 
DNT-648 DF NO DATE MA ends 
DNT-746 DF NO DATE MA ends 
DNT-268 DF 1617vv MA ends, limb, bark 
DNT-578 DF 1713VV MA limb, end 
DNT-744 DF 1745c MA limb, ends 
DNT-742 DF 1745V MA limb, ends 
DNT-571 DF NO DATE MA shape, ends 
DNT-747 DF NO DATE BE 
DNT-762 DF 1744VV Limb broken 
DNT-167 JUN NO DATE MA limb, end, shape 
DNT-165 JUN 1732+vv MA limb, end, shape 
DNT-658 JUN 1740+v MA bark 
DNT-334 JUN 1730+v MA bark, limb, shape, ej 
DNT-4671 JUN 1699VV MA bark, limb 
DNT-34 JUN 1711V MA bark, limb 
DNT-33 JUN 1722V MA bark, limb 
DNT-330 JUN 1729+vv MA bark, limb 
DNT-164 JUN NO DATE MA bark, limb, end 
DNT-646 JUN 1744+v MA bark, limb, ends 
DNT-644 JUN 1745G MA bark, limb, ends 
DNT-183 JUN 1746VV MA bark, limb, ends 
DNT-206 JUN 1749V MA bark, limb, ends 
DNT-203 JUN 1750LB MA bark, limb, ends 

Sample Species Outside Tool 
Number Date Marks 
DNT-701 JUN NO DATE BE 
DNT-607 JUN NO DATE BE 
DNT-602 JUN NO DATE BE 
DNT-704 JUN NO DATE Broken ends 
DNT-703 JUN NO DATE Broken ends 
DNT-699 JUN 1675B Broken ends 
DNT-456 JUN 1682+vv Broken ends 
DNT-647 JUN NO DATE Broken ends 
DNT-156 JUN NO DATE Broken limb 
DNT-632 JUN 1675+vv Broken limb, end 
DNT-462 JUN 1646++VV Broken limb, ends 
DNT-629 JUN 1680GB Broken limb, ends 
DNT-563 JUN NO DATE Burned end 
DNT-306 JUN NO DATE Burned end 
DNT-292 JUN NO DATE Burned end 
DNT-641 JUN 1720VV Burned end 
DNT-453 JUN 1720VV Burned ends 
DNT-194 JUN 1727VV MA bark, limb, end 
DNT-643 JUN 1730++V MA bark, limb, end 
DNT-352 JUN 1731+vv MA bark, limb, end 
DNT-223 JUN 1731VV MA bark, limb, end 
DNT-657 JUN 1743G MA baric, limb, end 
DNT-221 JUN 1746G MA bark, limb, end 
DNT-187 JUN 1746VV MA bark, limb, end 
DNT-184 JUN 1750vv MA bark, limb, end 
DNT-645 JUN NO DATE MA bark, limb, end 
DNT-178 JUN 1740+vv MA bark, limb, ends 
DNT-925 JUN 1655G MA end 
DNT-234 JUN NO DATE MA end 
DNT-119 JUN NO DATE MA end 
DNT-854 JUN 1643VV MA end 
DNT-855 JUN 1661VV MA end 
DNT-924 JUN 1680++VV MA end 



Sample Species Outside Tool Sample Species Outside Tool 
Number Date Marks Number 

Species 
Date Marks 

DNT-172 JUN 1753V MA bark, limb, ends, shape DNT-661 JUN 1714++VV MA end 
DNT-35 JUN 1713+B MA bark, limb, shape DNT-480 JUN 1720LGB MA end 
DNT-101 JUN 1720VV MA bark, limb, shape, end DNT-263 JUN 1726+vv MA end 
DNT-331 JUN 1730LB MA bark, limb, shape, ends DNT-590 JUN 1732G MA end 
DNT-181 JUN 1737VV MA bark, limb, shape, ends DNT-663 JUN 1745VV MA end 
DNT-653 JUN 1750+B MA bark, limb, shape, ends DNT-803 JUN 1747VV MA end 
DNT-668 JUN 1751G MA bark, limb; burned end DNT-145 JUN 1749VV MA end 
NMB-244 JUN NO DATE MA cut DNT-923 JUN 1752+GB MA end 
DNT-322 JUN NO DATE MA cut DNT-601 JUN NO DATE MA end 
DNT-324 JUN NO DATE MA cut DNT-631 JUN NO DATE MA end 
DNT-323 JUN NO DATE MA cut DNT-674 JUN NO DATE MA end 
NMB-247 JUN NO DATE MA cut DNT-608 JUN NO DATE MA end 
NMB-245 JUN NO DATE MA cut DNT-603 JUN NO DATE MA end 
DNT-858 JUN 1645VV MA cut DNT-635 JUN NO DATE MA end 
NMB-248 JUN 1712VV MA cut DNT-115 JUN 1716+vv MA end, BE 
DNT-859 JUN NO DATE MA cut DNT-696 JUN NO DATE MA end, broken limb 
DNT-116 JUN NO DATE MA cuts DNT-294 JUN NO DATE MA ends 
DNT-146 JUN NO DATE MA end DNT-345 JUN NO DATE MA ends 
DNT-531 JUN NO DATE MA end DNT-124 JUN NO DATE MA ends 
DNT-143 JUN NO DATE MA end DNT-123 JUN 1630VV MA ends 
DNT-266 JUN NO DATE MA end DNT-125 JUN 1649VV MA ends 
DNT-299 JUN NO DATE MA end DNT-927 JUN 1680++VV MA ends 
DNT-804 JUN NO DATE MA end DNT-477 JUN 1712GB MA ends 
DNT-317 JUN NO DATE MA end DNT-316 JUN 1693VV MA limb 
DNT-104 JUN 1723G MA ends DNT-195 JUN 1629VV MA limb 
DNT-650 JUN 1725VV MA ends DNT-363 JUN 1634L MA limb 
DNT-107 JUN 1727B MA ends DNT-67 JUN 1646VV MA limb 
DNT-122 JUN 1736+vv MA ends DNT-313 JUN 1667+vv MA limb 
DNT-276 JUN 1737+L MA ends DNT-628 JUN 1670++B MA limb 
DNT-277 JUN 1737+LGB MA ends DNT-487 JUN 1681VV MA limb 
DNT-134 JUN 1745VV MA ends DNT-25 JUN 1689++B MA limb 
DNT-660 JUN 1747+G MA ends DNT-455 JUN 1700+LB MA limb 
DNT-671a&b JUN NO DATE MA ends DNT-370 JUN 1701+LB MA limb 
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Sample Species Outside Tool 
Number Date Marks 
DNT-818 JUN 1695+vv MA limb, end 
DNT-589 JUN 1710+vv MA limb, end 
DNT-U1 JUN 1710VV MA limb, end 
DNT-468 JUN 1712L MA limb, end 
DNT-465 JUN 1717+vv MA limb, end 
DNT-469 JUN 1719G MA limb, end 
DNT-481 JUN 1721LB MA limb, end 
DNT-478 JUN 1722VV MA limb, end 
DNT-265 JUN 1723VV MA limb, end 
DNT-351 JUN 1728+B MA limb, end 
DNT-341 JUN 1729+8 MA limb, end 
DNT-591 JUN 1729+vv MA limb, end 
DNT-325 JUN 1730+GB MA limb, end 
DNT-344 JUN 1730GB MA limb, end 
DNT-326 JUN 1732GB MA limb, end 
DNT-420 JUN 1718+vv MA limb, ends 
DNT-473 JUN 1719W MA limb, ends 
DNT-464 JUN 1720LG MA limb, ends 
DNT-204 JUN 1721GB MA limb, ends 
DNT-451 JUN 1721VV MA limb, ends 
DNT-283 JUN 1724++GB MA limb, ends 
DNT-447 JUN 1725+B MA limb, ends 
DNT-448 JUN 1726VV MA limb, ends 
DNT-237 JUN 1730+B MA limb, ends 
DNT-240 JUN 1731VV MA limb, ends 
DNT-196 JUN 1737+VV MA limb, ends 
DNT-198 JUN 1739+G MA limb, ends 
DNT-289 JUN 1740B MA limb, ends 
DNT-282 JUN 1741L MA limb, ends 
DNT-200 JUN 1745+vv MA limb, ends 
DNT-177 JUN 1746VV MA limb, ends 
DNT-224 JUN 1747VV MA limb, ends 
DNT-208 JUN 1749B MA limb, ends 

Sample Species Outside Tool 
Number Date Marks 
DNT-147 JUN 1573++VV MA limb, end, bark 
DNT-169 JUN NO DATE MA limb, end, shape 
DNT-114 JUN 1703++VV MA limb, end; BE 
DNT-225 JUN 1747VV MA limb, end; root flare 
DNT-683 JUN NO DATE MA limb, ends 
DNT-312 JUN NO DATE MA limb, ends 
DNT-678 JUN NO DATE MA limb, ends 
DNT-241 JUN NO DATE MA limb, ends 
DNT.315 JUN NO DATE MA limb, ends 
DNT-191 JUN NO DATE MA limb, ends 
DNT-373 JUN 1656vv MA limb, ends 
DNT-182 JUN 1706+vv MA limb, ends 
DNT-474 JUN 1712G MA limb, ends 
DNT-492 JUN 1713G MA limb, ends 
DNT-333 JUN 1729+LB MA limb, shape, end 
DNT-332 JUN 1731L MA limb, shape, end 
DNT-606 JUN NO DATE MA limb, shape, end 
DNT-190 JUN NO DATE MA limb, shape, ends 
DNT-232 JUN NO DATE MA limb; burned end 
DNT-640 JUN NO DATE MA shape 
DNT-161 JUN NO DATE MA shape 
DNT-152 JUN 1683++B MA shape 
DNT-319 JUN 1712+LB MA shape 
DNT-274 JUN 1732+vv MA shape 
DNT-255 JUN NO DATE MA shape, BE 
DNT-159 JUN NO DATE poss stone ax end 
DNT-697 PNN NO DATE Broken end 
DNT-110 PNN 1709+vv Broken end 
DNT-463 PNN 1627++VV Broken ends 
DNT-458 PNN 1652+LGB Broken ends 
DNT-651 PNN 1701VV Broken ends 
DNT-118 PNN 1706+vv Broken ends 



Sample Species Outside Tool 
Number Date Marks 
DNT-655 JUN 1751+B MA limb, ends 
DNT-920 JUN 1751+GB MA limb, ends 
DNT-127 JUN 1751LGB MA limb, ends 
DNT-188 JUN 1751VV MA limb, ends 
DNT-856 JUN NO DATE MA limb, ends 
DNT-28 JUN 16728 MA limb, shape 
DNT-20 JUN 1714+8 MA limb, shape 
DNT-19 JUN 17168 MA limb, shape 
DNT-329 JUN 1722++L MA limb, shape 
DNT-31 JUN 1722V MA limb, shape 
DNT-213 JUN 1746LG8 MA limb, shape 
DNT-483 JUN 1720LGB MA limb, shape, end 
DNT-250 PNN 1710VV MA limb 
DNT-246 PNN 1734L MA limb 
DNT-247 PNN 1734L MA limb 
DNT-249 PNN 1735+vv MA limb 
DNT-58 PNN 1723B MA limb, bark 
DNT-228 PNN 1725VV MA limb, bark 
DNT-60 PNN 1723B MA limb, bark,shape 
DNT-57 PNN 17238 MA limb, bark,shape 
DNT-59 PNN 17238 MA limb, bark,shape 
DNT-256 PNN 1731+vv MA limb, end 
DNT-257 PNN 1732VV MA limb, end 
DNT-251 PNN 1733VV MA limb, end 
DNT-262 PNN 1706VV MA limb, end, shape 
DNT-259 PNN 1725VV MA limb, end, shape 
DNT-394 PNN 1727V MA limb, ends 
DNT-89 PNN 1683+vv MA limb, shape 
DNT-87 PNN 1657++VV MA limb, shape, end 
DNT-380 PNN 1706VV MA bark 
DNT-565 PNN 1738+vv MA bark 
DNT-524 PNN 1752L MA bark 

Sample Species Outside Tool 
Number Date Marks 
DNT-117 PNN 1715+G Broken ends 
DNT-459 PNN 1682++B Broken limb, end 
DNT-460 PNN 1674++VV Broken limb, ends 
DNT-532 PNN 1709++VV Burned end 
DNT-612 PNN 1737+vv Burned end 
DNT-518 PNN 1731++VV Burned in half 
DNT-527 PNN 1748+vv Bumed in half 
DNT-526 PNN 1749+vv Bumed In half 
DNT-252 PNN 1681+vv MA ends 
DNT-90 PNN 1670+vv MA limb 
DNT-77 PNN 1692+8 MA limb 
DNT-81 PNN 1693+v MA limb 
DNT-408 PNN 1724VV MA bark, limb 
DNT-556 PNN 1726V MA bark, limb 
DNT-555 PNN 1726VV MA bark, limb 
DNT-350 PNN 1732VV MA bark, limb 
DNT-359 PNN 1737V MA bark, limb 
DNT.214 PNN 1743L MA bark, limb 
DNT-212 PNN 1743L MA bark, limb 
DNT-211 PNN 1743W MA bark, limb 
DNT-638 PNN 1721VV MA bark, limb, BE 
DNT-470 PNN 1712LG8 MA bark, limb, end 
DNT-15 PNN 1721VV MA bark, limb, end 
DNT-486 PNN 1722V MA bark, limb, end 
DNT-587 PNN 1727V MA bark, limb, end 
DNT-440 PNN 1727V MA bark, limb, end 
DNT-390 PNN 1728G MA bark, limb, end 
DNT-405 PNN 1734VV MA bark, limb, end 
DNT-199 PNN 1744+v MA bark, limb, end 
DNT-185 PNN 1745VV MA bark, limb, end 
DNT-656 PNN 1747G MA bark, limb, end 
DNT-163 PNN 1738+vv MA bark, limb, end 



Sample Species Outside Tool Sample Species Outside Tool 
Number Date Marks Number 

Species 
Dale Marks 

DNT-523 PNN 1753L MA bark DNT-365 PNN NO DATE MA bark, limb, ends 
DNT-542 PNN NO DATE MA bark, end DNT-364 PNN 1709+LB MA bark, limb, ends 
DNT-592 PNN 1716VV MA bark, end DNT-476 PNN 1722G MA bark, limb, ends 
DNT-78 PNN 1689+vv MA bark, limb DNT-558 PNN 1723VV MA bark, limb, ends 
DNT-76 PNN 1692+B MA bark, limb DNT-449 PNN 1727V MA bark, limb, ends 
DNT-381 PNN 1710G MA bark, limb DNT-445 PNN 1727V MA bark, limb, ends 
DNT-379 PNN 1713L MA bark, limb DNT-393 PNN 1727V MA bark, limb, ends 
DNT-595 PNN 1714+G MA bark, limb DNT-446 PNN 1727VV MA bark, limb, ends 
DNT-485 PNN 1721LB MA bark, limb DNT-392 PNN 1727VV MA bark, limb, ends 
DNT-482 PNN 1722V MA bark, limb DNT-614 PNN 1737+vv MA bark, limb, ends 
DNT-564 PNN 1739+vv MA bark, limb, ends DNT-559 PNN NO DATE MA end 
DNT-179 PNN 1745VV MA bark, limb, ends DNT-95 PNN 1708+vv MA end; Notched 
DNT-202 PNN 1749G MA bark, limb, ends DNT-140 PNN 1746VV MA end, bark 
DNT-22 PNN 1715B MA bark, limb, shape DNT-600 PNN 1708VV MA end, BE 
DNT-406 PNN 1732VV MA bark, limb, shape, end DNT-457 PNN 1726V MA end, BE 
DNT-437 PNN 1711VV MA bark, limb, shape, ends DNT-664 PNN 1744+v MA end, BE 
DNT-649 PNN 1746B MA bark, limb, shape, ends DNT-634 PNN 1692G MA end, broken limb 
DNT-528 PNN 1746+vv MA bark, shape DNT-536 PNN 1700VV MA end, bumed end 
DNT-338 PNN 1728V MA bark, shape, ends DNT-613 PNN 1739+vv MA end, bumed end 
DNT-525 PNN 1730+vv MA bark; bumed DNT-298 PNN 1941+GB MA end, root flare 
DNT-301 PNN 1633+vv MA end DNT-516 PNN 1750+vv MA end; bumed 
DNT-401 PNN 1637VV MA end DNT-291 PNN 1664+vv MA ends 
DNT-139 PNN 1706VV MA end DNT-436 PNN 1709+vv MA ends 
DNT-693 PNN 1713L MA end DNT-702 PNN 1717vv MA ends 
DNT-569 PNN 1718VV MA end DNT-586 PNN 1727LG MA ends 
DNT-588 PNN 1721VV MA end DNT-92 PNN 1727VV MA ends 
DNT-817 PNN 1722VV MA end DNT-388 PNN 1728G MA ends 
DNT-821 PNN 1723VV MA end DNT-421 PNN 1734VV MA ends 
DNT-410 PNN 1727VV MA end DNT-521 PNN 1751+B MA ends 
DNT-108 PNN 1728V MA end DNT-522 PNN 1752LB MA ends 
DNT-676 PNN 1735++VV MA end DNT-621 PNN 1914+vv MA ends 
DNT-541 PNN 1735+vv MA end DNT-131 PNN 1679++VV MA ends, bark 
DNT-540 PNN 1740VV MA end DNT-130 PNN 1749+LGB MA ends, bark 



Sample Species Outside Tool 
Number Date Marks 
DNT-672 PNN 1740vv MA end 
DNT-281 PNN 1741VV MA end 
DNT-802 PNN 1741VV MA end 
DNT-673 PNN 1747VV MA end 
DNT-805 PNN 1748+G MA end 
DNT-801 PNN 1901++VV MA end 
DNT-264 PNN 1938+GB MA end 
DNT-62 PNN 1645vv MA ends, 
DNT-239 PNN 1734LG MA ends. 
DNT-64 PNN 1731+vv MA ends. 
DNT-517 PNN NO DATE MA ends; 
DNT-687 PNN NO DATE MA limb 
DNT-547 PNN NO DATE MA limb 
DNT-630 PNN 1673G MA limb 
DNT-633 PNN 1678VV MA limb 
DNT-627 PNN 1679+G MA limb 
DNT-94 PNN 1679+vv MA limb 
DNT-544 PNN 1683VV MA limb 
DNT-357 PNN 1701G MA limb 
DNT-427 PNN 1703+vv MA limb 
DNT-423 PNN 1705+vv MA limb 
DNT-369 PNN 1705LB MA limb 
DNT-378 PNN 1708+LGB MA limb 
DNT-375 PNN 1708+v MA limb 
DNT-428 PNN 1708+vv MA limb 
DNT-368 PNN 1709LGB MA limb 
DNT-425 PNN 1710VV MA limb 
DNT-371 PNN 1712L MA limb 
DNT-694 PNN 1713L MA limb 
DNT-545 PNN 1713VV MA limb 
DNT-479 PNN 1714++VV MA limb 
DNT-490 PNN 1714G MA limb 
DNT-361 PNN 1714L MA limb 

Sample Species Outside Tool 
Number Date Marks 
DNT-253 PNN 1709VV MA ends, bark, limb 
DNT-261 PNN 1747vv MA ends, bark, limb 
DNT-227 PNN 1730+G MA ends, limb, bark 
DNT-226 PNN 1731+G MA ends, limb, bark 
DNT-269 PNN 1732VV MA ends, limb, bark 
DNT-286 PNN 1741VV MA ends, limb, bark 
DNT-128 PNN 1751LGB MA ends, limb, bark 
DNT-39 PNN 1717G MA limb 
DNT-17 PNN 1718+B MA limb 
DNT-419 PNN 1718VV MA limb 
DNT-192 PNN 1719VV MA limb 
DNT-568 PNN 1720VV MA limb 
DNT-642 PNN 1720VV MA limb 
DNT-21 PNN 1720VV MA limb 
DNT-557 PNN 1720VV MA limb 
DNT-4841 PNN 1721LGB MA limb 
DNT-360 PNN 1722+vv MA limb 
DNT-38 PNN 1722B MA limb 
DNT-37 PNN 1722V MA limb 
DNT-36 PNN 1722V MA limb 
DNT-51 PNN 1723G MA limb 
DNT-585 PNN 1725L MA limb 
DNT-93 PNN 1725VV MA limb 
DNT-582 PNN 1727LB MA limb 
DNT-382 PNN 1727V MA limb 
DNT-391 PNN 1727V MA limb 
DNT-550 PNN 1727VV MA limb 
DNT-549 PNN 1727VV MA limb 
DNT-537 PNN 1732+vv MA limb 
DNT-543 PNN 1732+vv MA limb 
DNT-336 PNN 1732B MA limb 
DNT-619 PNN 1733VV MA timb 
DNT-546 PNN 1734+G MA limb 



Sample Species Outside Tool 
Number Date Marks 
DNT-377 PNN 1714LB MA limb 
DNT-46 PNN 1714VV MA limb 
DNT-24 PNN 1716VV MA limb 
DNT-475 PNN 1717+G MA limb 
DNT-215 PNN 1743L MA limb 
DNT-530 PNN 1745+L MA limb 
DNT-174 PNN 1746++G MA limb 
DNT-529 PNN 1747VV MA limb 
DNT-622 PNN 1847++VV MA limb 
DNT-113 PNN 1719+G MA limb, bark, end 
DNT-435 PNN 1710VV MA limb, bark, ends 
DNT-434 PNN 1711L MA limb, bark, ends 
DNT-431 PNN 1711L MA limb, bark, ends 
DNT-432 PNN 1712L MA limb, bark, ends 
DNT-433 PNN 1712LB MA limb, bark, ends 
DNT-254 PNN 1725+vv MA limb, BE 
DNT-593 PNN 1732VV MA limb, BE 
DNT-670 PNN 1746VV MA limb, broken ends 
DNT-581 PNN 1721V MA limb, bumed end 
DNT-745 PNN 1745V MA ends 
DNT-753 PNN 1742+vv MA limb 
DNT-758 PNN 1723VV MA limb, bark 
DNT-757 PNN 1723VV MA limb, bark 
DNT-759 PNN 1745VV MA limb, bark 
DNT-426 PNN 1649++VV MA limb, end 
DNT-307 PNN 1661VV MA limb, end 
DNT-69 PNN 1694B MA limb, end 
DNT-822 PNN 1695VV MA limb, end 
DNT-372 PNN 1711L MA limb, end 
DNT-424 PNN 1711VV MA limb, end 
DNT-596 PNN 1715G MA limb, end 
DNT-819 PNN 1716VV MA limb, end 
DNT-4841 PNN 1722L MA limb, end 

Sample Species Outside Tool 
Number Date Marks 
DNT-407 PNN 1734VV MA limb 
DNT-376 PNN 1736L MA limb 
DNT-548 PNN 1738+vv MA limb 
DNT-553 PNN 1739VV MA limb 
DNT-112 PNN 1723VV MA limb, end 
DNT-439 PNN 1726V MA limb, end 
DNT-584 PNN 1727L MA limb, end 
DNT-580 PNN 1727L MA limb, end 
DNT-443 PNN 1727V MA limb, end 
DNT-444 PNN 1727VV MA limb, end 
DNT-102 PNN 1727VV MA limb, end 
DNT-617 PNN 1728VV MA limb, end 
DNT-538 PNN 1732+vv MA limb, end 
DNT-288 PNN 1733VV MA limb, end 
DNT-275 PNN 1737VV MA limb, end 
DNT-216- PNN 1743VV MA limb, end 
DNT-267 PNN 1745VV MA limb, end 
DNT-665 PNN 1746G MA limb, end 
DNT-636 PNN 191SG MA limb, end 
DNT-662 PNN NO DATE MA limb, end 
DNT-55 PNN 1722VV MA limb, end, bark 
DNT-120 PNN 1705+vv MA limb, end, BE 
DNT-348 PNN 1718VV MA limb, end, BE 
DNT-54 PNN 1721VV MA limb, end, shape 
DNT-53 PNN 1722VV MA limb, end, shape 
DNT-56 PNN 1723VV MA limb, end, shape 
DNT-684 PNN NO DATE MA limb, end; fork 
DNT-690 PNN NO DATE MA limb, ends 
DNT-677 PNN NO DATE MA limb, ends 
DNT-367 PNN NO DATE MA limb, ends 
DNT-287 PNN NO DATE MA limb, ends 
DNT-260 PNN 1637+vv MA limb, ends 
DNT-560 PNN 1682VV MA limb, ends 



Sample Species Outside Tool 
Number Date Marks 
DNT-573 PNN 1722V MA limb, end 
DNT-121 PNN 1692VV MA limb, ends 
DNT-689 PNN 1702VV MA limb, ends 
DNT-688 PNN 1705GB MA limb, ends 
DNT-366 PNN 1705L MA limb, ends 
DNT-356 PNN 1714L MA limb, ends 
DNT-355 PNN 1714V MA limb, ends 
DNT-466 PNN 1715G MA limb, ends 
DNT-103 PNN 1715VV MA limb, ends 
DNT-700 PNN 1720B MA limb, ends 
DNT-534 PNN 1720VV MA limb, ends 
DNT-385 PNN 1722++VV MA limb, ends 
DNT-615 PNN 1722VV MA limb, ends 
DNT-570 PNN 1722VV MA limb, ends 
DNT-387 PNN 1724++VV MA limb, ends 
DNT-180 PNN 1725VV MA limb, ends 
DNT-106 PNN 1726VV MA limb, ends 
DNT-105 PNN 1726VV MA limb, ends 
DNT-389 PNN 1727G MA limb, ends 
DNT-579 PNN 1727L MA limb, ends 
DNT-386 PNN 1727V MA limb, ends 
DNT-383 PNN 1727V MA limb, ends 
DNT-441 PNN 1727V MA limb, ends 
DNT-442 PNN 1727V MA limb, ends 
DNT-258 PNN 1727VV MA limb, ends 
DNT-583 PNN 1728L MA limb, ends 
DNT-384 PNN 1728V MA limb, ends 
DNT-205 PNN 1730VV MA limb, ends 
DNT-610 PNN 1731+L MA limb, ends 
DNT-285 PNN 1731VV MA limb, ends 
DNT-271 PNN 1731VV MA limb, ends 
DNT-26 PNN 1722V MA limb, shape 

Sample Species Outside Tool 
Number Date Marks 
DNT-698 PNN 1691++B MA limb, ends 
DNT-321 PNN 1733++VV MA limb, ends 
DNT-278 PNN 1733L MA limb, ends 
DNT-279 PNN 1733VV MA limb, ends 
DNT-611 PNN 1735+L MA limb, ends 
DNT-207 PNN 1736+G MA limb, ends 
DNT-284 PNN 1737+vv MA limb, ends 
DNT-209 PNN 1737VV MA limb, ends 
DNT-270 PNN 1736L MA limb, ends 
DNT-272 PNN 1738L MA limb, ends 
DNT-273 PNN 1738V MA limb, ends 
DNT-750 PNN 1740++VV MA limb, ends 
DNT-620 PNN 1742VV MA limb, ends 
DNT-210 PNN 1746L MA limb, ends 
DNT-743 PNN 1743+v MA limb, ends 
DNT-741 PNN 1743+vv MA limb, ends 
DNT-749 PNN 1744+vv MA limb, ends 
DNT-740 PNN 1745V MA limb, ends 
DNT-748 PNN 1745VV MA limb, ends 
DNT-222 PNN 1746VV MA limb, ends 
DNT-129 PNN 1750+G MA limb, ends 
DNT-171 PNN 1752LB MA limb, ends 
DNT-175 PNN 1752VV MA limb, ends 
DNT-189 PNN 1753V MA limb, ends 
DNT-637 PNN 1918G MA limb, ends 
DNT-520 PNN 1752L MA limb, ends; burned 
DNT-491 PNN 1710+vv MA limb, shape 
DNT-18 PNN 1715+B MA limb, shape 
DNT-30 PNN 1715+B MA limb, shape 
DNT-488 PNN 1717+vv MA limb, shape 
DNT-29 PNN 1722V MA limb, shape 
DNT-32 PNN 1722V MA limb, shape 



Sample Species Outside Tool 
Number Date Marks 
DNT-27 PNN 1722V MA limb, shape 
DNT-575 PNN NO DATE MA limb, shape, end 
DNT-576 PNN 1713vv MA limb, shape, end 
DNT-639 PNN 1713VV MA limb, shape, end 
DNT-327 PNN 1733L MA limb, shape, end 
DNT-618 PNN 1733VV MA limb, shape, end 
DNT-418 PNN 1666vv MA limb, shape, ends 
DNT-574 PNN 1711VV MA limb, shape, ends 
DNT-616 PNN 1726VV MA limb, shape, ends 
DNT-519 PNN 1749VV MA limb; burned 
DNT-572 PNN 1704+vv MA shape 
DNT-430 PNN 1711V MA shape 
DNT-561 PNN NO DATE MA shape 
DNT-562 PNN NO DATE MA shape, BE 
DNT-339 PNN 1728GB MA shape, end 
DNT-533 PNN 1720++VV MA shape, ends 
DNT-539 PNN 1735+vv MA shape; root flare 
DNT-680 POP NO DATE Broken limb, ends 
DNT-681 POP NO DATE Broken limbs, ends 
DNT-63 POP NO DATE MA ends 
DNT-61 POP NO DATE MA ends, limb, bark 
DNT-52 POP NO DATE MA limb 
DNT-86 POP NO DATE MA limb 
DNT-79 POP NO DATE MA limb 
DNT-685 POP NO DATE MA limb, end 
DNT-679 POP NO DATE MA limb, ends 
MA= metal ax BE= broken end 

Sample 
Number 

Species Outside 
Date 

Tool 
Marks 

DNT-73 
DNT-71 
DNT-10 
DNT-11 
DNT-220 
DNT-72 
DNT-83 
DNT-91 
DNT-82 
DNT-280 
DNT-84 
DNT.346 
DNT-347 
DNT-353 
DNT-70 
DNT-74 

PP 
PP 
PP 
PP 
PP 
PP 
PP 
PP 
PP 
PP 
PP 
PP 
PP 
PP 
PP 
PP 

NO DATE 
16948 
1728VV 
NO DATE 
NO DATE 
1694LB 
1694B 
1694r 
1694V 
1732+LG 
NO DATE 
NO DATE 
1726VV 
1728V 
NO DATE 
NO DATE 

MA bark, 
MA bark, 
MA bark, 
MA bark, 
MA bark, 
MA bark, 
MA limb 
MA limb 
MA limb 
MA limb, 
MA limb, 
MA limb, 
MA limb, 
MA limb, 
MA bark, 

MA bark, 

limb 
limb 
limb 
limb 
limb, end; BE 
limb, shape 

end 
end, bark 
shape, end 
shape, end 
shape, end 
limb 
limb 

w 
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